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excellent moisture sealing, have outstanding 

resistance to attack by solvents and chemi

cals, even at high temperatures.

When reinforced with inert fibrous filler, 

Epon resins produce base laminates of supe

rior dielectric properties that can be sheared, 

punched, drilled, and bath-soldered.

Solvent-free Epon resin adhesive formula

tions require contact pressure alone and cure 

at room temperature, or with low heat for 

accelerated curing.

Will Epon resins sohe a production prob

lem for you? For a list of resin formulators 

and technical literature write to:

IN CANADA: Chemical Division, Shell Oil Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto
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for Measuring High- 
Frequency Impedances . .

Highly Sensitive Bolometer 
in Works ......................

Electronics in A-Bomb
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COVER. To illustrate the development 
of the Compactron, this issue s featured 
New Product, ELECTRONIC DESIGN s 
Art Department conceived a drawing of 
a single tube envelope which performs 
four individual functions. The schematic 
drawings show' a triode, a pentode, and 
two diodes, one of which is drawn larg
er than the other since it represents a 
power rectifier. The asterisks are sym
bols to call special attention to the four 
individual functions now performed by 
one tube.
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When you are looking for outstanding reli

ability, even under severe operating condi

tions, you can count on Epon resins to give 

you the excellent electrical and mechanical 

performance you require.

For example—Epon resins have truly 

amazing adhesive qualities—form strong 

bonds to metal, glass, and plastic. They assure 

air-tight, moisture-tight enclosure for delicate 

components and vacuum tubes. Even when 

exposed to solder-bath temperatures, Epon 

resins retain their dimensional stability.

Epon resin-based insulating varnishes and 

potting compounds, in addition to prov iding

Circuit Design
Generate Variable Delays With 

DC-Controlled Flip-Flops ...
Designing Hard Tube Delay 

Multivibrators....................

Computers
Simple Analog Circuit Solves 

Heat-Flow Problems ......
Computer Memory Uses 

Superconductivity..........
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Who Tested That Bomb?
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Measuring Heat Flow Through 
Solids

A constantly recurring headache for 
engineers in many fields of design is the 
problem of determining the heat flow 
through one or more solid materials to 
a constant temperature sink. Heat flow 
provides a limit to the power capacity 
of transistors and to the frequency re
sponse of thermal detectors such as bo
lometers and barretters. Sometimes, the 
heat may vary. On page 60, Richard J. 
Allen and Emil C. Muly combine to pre
sent a simple analog technique to solve 
this problem quickly.

The design engineers at Victor’s Electric- 
Car Division sought a way of making their 
Dyna-Powered Maintenance Truck accel
erate automatically and smoothly through 
the three forward speeds. The answer: 
Two G-V Red/Line Thermal Relays, each 
providing a two-second delay between 
steps. This assures smooth, even accel
eration every time. A third Red/Line Relay 
shuts off the dynamic brake after a fixed 
time interval, conserving battery power.
So, at Victor, G-V Red/Line Timing Relays 
are “paying off”.

More and more companies are finding the 
reliable performance of G-V Red/Line Timing 
Relays makes them best for their products. 
G-V Red/Line Relays will “pay off” in your 
product, too. Your customers appreciate the 
importance of high quality, reliable compo
nents. G-V Red/Line Timing Relays are spe
cially designed for industrial applications. 
They have the precision, reliability and long 
life needed to “pay off” in industrial use.

Your G-V distributor has them in F < 4 
stock now. Call him or write . r r 
for Bulletin 131 today. 4

Coming Next Issue
This year's WESCON will usher in 

ths Soaring 60’s when it opens 
next month in Los Angeles. For a 
ccmplete preview of the big show 
□rd conference at the Sports Pal
ace, see the Aug. 3 ELECTRONIC 
D SIGN.

The possibility of a ban on nuclear 
esting has raised the old question of 

how to find out who is testing what, 
where, and how. On page 38, News 
Editor Manfred Meisels explores the pos
sibilities for the development of new 
systems and new devices for the detec
tion of illegal blasts. "It was a digging 
job," he says. "Most of the stuff was 
available, but was filed away or 
pigeonholed in old Congressional com
mittee reports, foundation surveys, in
dustry reports, and the like." Meisels' 
job was to get it all out, dust it off, and 
wrap it up into one package. We think 
it is a pretty thorough job of detailing 
precisely where the designer can aid 
the seismologist and rocketeer.

RFI—New Developments
In ED's Feb. 3 issue, we began a 

series on RFI which has had a resound
ing success in many areas of industry 
and government. In this issue, Joseph 
Lorch, president of Empire Devices of 
Amsterdam, N.Y., discusses the impulse 
generator and its calibrating qualities in 
RFI measurement. Its versatility and ap
plication to both narrow-band and 
broad-band measurements are discussed 
together with the requirements for field
intensity meters. The story is on page 68, 
and on page 71, the reader will find a 
list of titles and issue dates for previ
ous articles in this continuing series.
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Design for Peace: Electronics in A-Bomb Detection

New field opens up for electronics systems design

fastens with parent-metal strength.
Can You Believe What You Read?

An Editorial

Here’s the newest technique in electronic welding 
automatic spot or seam welding from the 
same power supply! Weldmatic’s new Model 
SA-3010 Varimatic Seam Weld Control 
connects to 115 volts a.c. and any Weldmatic 
power supply to give you these six advantages:

Structural seam welds with original parent-metal strength 
30 to 180 welds per minute at a 
continuous adjustable rate
Ideal preliminary fastening of metals 
prior to final assembly
Quick fastening of strips and protective 
plates (Thermocouples, etc.)
Joining of very thin (1 mil) 
hard metal screens or sheets
Hermetic sealing is possible 
with proper fixturing.

For complete 
information, write 
WELDMATIC. 
Ask for the new, 
free 24-pagc 
General Catalog 
with details on 
SEAM 
WELDING

UNITEK Corp.
WELDMATIC DIVISION • 950 Royal Oaks Drive, Monrovia, California
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Generate Variable Delays With DC-Controlled Flip-Flops. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Remote-controlled delay generators with no crosstalk or loading problems— 
A. Corbin

Designing Hard Tube Delay Multivibrators. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A step-by-step design procedure for a cathode-coupled one-shot multivibrator.
A typical example is included to demonstrate the design—R. F. Roller

Design
A

Considerations for Nonlinear Function Generators . . . . . . .
methodical approach to providing nonlinear functions—C. G. Riley

Simple Analog Circuit Solves Heat Flow Problems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A bench-top analog computer, simplicity itself, that any design engineer can 
assemble from stock components—R. J. Allen, E. C. Muly

Sweep-Frequency Techniques for Measuring High-Frequency Impedances
Techniques for accurate impedance measurements with a wide-angle view of 
impedance vs frequency—K. Simons

64

The Impulse Generator—An RFI Measurement Tool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The impulse generator offers distinct advantages over a signal generator when 
used for RFI testing; its merits and applications are discussed—J. Lorch

U-Shaped Laminations Help Cut Transformers' Size, Weight
Units range from 2 to 30 per cent smaller and lighter

Optical Materials Find Applications In Dual Infrared-Radar Systems ....
Materials are among the few accepted for both radar and infrared use

Two-Tube Radio, Ten-Tube TV On Way With Multi-Function “Compactrons” 74
Twelve-pin, multi-function tubes are available for entertainment and indus
trial devices

What Job Should You Seek? Test Yourself And Find Out. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GE engineers and Deutsch and Shea personnel men make up a test-yourself 
scheme for young engineers

Russian Translations ...
Decade Counting Circuit
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Precision Audio Frequency Measurement 
Information And The Human Memory ..
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Radar Interference With Microwave Communications
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Military Meeting Stresses Systems Needs

waveguide, the
size,

Wide Range of Wave-Guide Tests
great

Gain Variation with Source or Load Conductance

25.7 18.4

oscillation

authors said. Experiments indicate several differ
ent types of device possibilities for amplitude and 
phase modulation.

conductor rod is inserted
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Contract award for service application of a paramet
ric amplifier was announced by Microwave Associates 
during the military electronics convention. An L-band 
unit, similar to this, will be incorporated into all pres
ently operating AN/MPS-11A acquisition radars by the 
U.S. Marine Corps. Meeting the specified sensitivity im
provement of from 10 db to 3 db or less, this unit 
dramatically increases range of the 12-year old system 
to meet |et-age requirements.

» Concentrated efforts on advanced communi
cation techniques to meet the needs of complex 
systems and new space requirements.

■ Widespread activity in electronic simulation 
equipment for all the services.

■ Much work in camera tubes and other sur
veillance-type equipment.

Among papers of special interest to design en
gineers were those on the use of bulk semicon
ductor devices in microwave applications, and 
design considerations in using tunnel diodes in 
amplifiers.

A panel discussion on education moderated by 
Prof. Jerrold R. Zacharias, Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology, and including top representa
tives of each of the three services also drew much 
engineer interest at the three day conference.

Recent advances in the application of bulk 
semiconductor devices to microwave devices was 
reported during the convention by five Signal 
Corps scientists. Laboratory results indicate that 
an entire new family of microwave devices may 
evolve, they said.

For several years, it has been known that mi
crowave energy can be modulated when a semi-

T
HE LATEST directions in needs and con
cepts for military systems and devices were 
outlined in a broad range of papers at the recent 

National Convention on Military’ Electronics in 
Washington. D. C.

Highlights of this fourth annual meeting, which 
drew some 2,000 registered and nearly 4,000 to
tal conferees, included:

■ Steps forward in many phases of satellite and 
space technology.

When the semiconductor slab is oriented so 
that its long dimension is parallel to the direction 
of the waveguide, internal reflections were found 
to be smaller than when the slab is oriented at 
right angles to this direction. The result of re
duced internal reflections is that absorption by 
conductivity’ changes of the semiconductor is the 
more pronounced factor in causing modulation 
of the transmitted signal. Because of this, ampli
tude modulation is accomplished with little or no 
corresponding phase modulation. The ability to 
minimize the phase shift by proper choice of ge
ometry was verified experimentally.

In much the same way, proper choice of the 
geometry and orientation of the semiconductor 
slab can also lead to phase shift with minimum 
amplitude modulation. In one case, a slab 0.8 x 
0.8 x 1.5 cm was inserted in a waveguide with 
its long dimension across the waveguide. A 30 per 
cent phase shift was accomplished with very little 
change in attenuation. This experiment was ac
complished by the injection of current in a man
ner not entirely uniform.

The experiment was further checked by flood
ing the sample w’ith light to increase its conduc
tivity'. Again it was verified that increased con
ductivity induced by the light source could 
actually cause an increase in transmission, rather 
than an expected decrease, at the same time the 
phase shift was changing.

Basic w’ork wras performed in the laboratory’ 
using 10 kmc energy, with slabs of semiconduc
tor material of various thicknesses oriented in 
different ways with respect to the wave guide. 
Conductivity of the slab was varied during these 
experiments by some physical means. In one case, 
uniform injection of excess minority carriers was 
accomplished through wires soldered to the slab. 
In other cases, conductivity’ was varied by light 
impinging on the semiconductor. Conductivity 
variation between o = 2 and a = 10 caused a 
corresponding change in E0/Ei„ from about 56 
per cent to about 10 per cent.

Tunnel-Diode Amplifiers, Military's Stake in Education, 
Bulk Semiconductors for Microwave Devices Also Featured



Problems in Tunnel-Diode Use

tion
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Filament Voltage . . 6.3 ± 5% volts

lood- 
nduc-

Plate Voltage .... 
Cathode Resistance.
Peak RF Grid

to Cathode Voltage 
Grid Current .... 
Plate Current.... 
RF Driving Power

(Approx.). . . . . . . . . . . .
Useful Power Output .

200 volts
160 ohms

14 volts
10 mAdc
37 mAdc

0.5 watts
3.25 watte

CK7576 CHARACTERISTICS 

AND TYPICAL OPERATION: 

235Mc GROUNDED GRID 

RF AMPLIFIER

The ability to modify microwave energy b\ 
electrical or light energy by means of a semi- 
(onductor, leads to the possibility of several other 
devices. For example, if the PIN diode is re- 
\ersed bias, conductivity modulation can occur 
at higher frequencies than when biased in a for
ward direction. The design for an amplifier has 
worked out using this principle. Furthermore, 
since these principles apply to the infrared as 
well as the microwave region, various infrared 
modulators, phase shifters and detectors could 
possibly be arranged to carry out new electro- 
optical functions.

"unnel diode tuned amplifier equivalent cir- 
uit, with Gs and Gl representing source and 
xid conductance, and —g representing the 
onductance of the diode.
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Effective missile operation depends on compact, reliable telemetering 
made possible by components such as the CK7576.

The Raytheon CK7576 is a subminiature triode providing over 3 
watts output at 235Mc in grounded grid RF power amplifier service. 
It offers designers of spaceborne telemetering equipment the advan
tages of excellent isolation between input and output circuits, high 
transconductance, high amplification factor, and impressive power
handling capabilities.

If your area of design interests includes airborne communication 
and navigation applications make it a point to investigate the CK.7576 
as well as the other versatile types in Raytheon’s full line of subminia
ture tubes. For technical information, please write to: Raytheon, Indus
trial Components Division, 55 Chapel St., Newton 58, Massachusetts.
For Small Order or Prototype Requirements See Your Local Franchised Raytheon Distributor.

Lumped parameter high-frequency tunnel
diode amplifiers are feasible, however they do 
not necessarily represent an improvement over 
existing transistor amplifiers in the same frequency 
range according to Thomas O. Krueger, elec
tronics engineer, Solid State Development Div., 
U. S. Army Signal Research and Development 
Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J.

Many new factors must be considered in the 
use of tunnel diodes in amplifiers, Mr. Krueger 
said. Some of the problems which exist in prac
tical amplifiers applications include:

■ Temperature effects on negative conductance 
may cause instability. This effect is more serious 
with germanium than with silicon or gallium 
arsenide devices.

■ Instability can be caused by small changes 
in source or load impedance.

» Very low impedance levels, on the order of 
10 to 50 Q, create termination and impedance 
transforming problems, particularly if the ampli
fier is used as the first stage of a receiver.

Advantages offered by the tunnel diode if these 
problems are solved include low power consump
tion, very-high-frequency operation, and small

Raytheon CK7576 Helps 
Keep Space Probes Sharpsize.

One of the primary considerations of the tun
nel diode amplifier designer is the lead im
pedance. If this impedance, plus that of the rest 
of the circuit external to the device, becomes 
greater than the negative resistance of the diode,

con- 
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Measure lOcps to IIOMc with one compact meter
Comprehensive range for only $1895. Never before has so 
broad a range been offered for so low a price —a combination made 
possible by closely integrating a simple heterodyne converter with a 
top-notch lOMc counter. Frequencies up to lOMc are measured by 
direct counting. To measure frequencies above lOMc, the operator 
simply rotates reference frequency selector until panel meter shows 
strong deflection, then reads counter indication. Measurements take 
less than a minute to make. Accuracy far exceeds FCC requirements 
over communications range. Possible error is .00004% or less from 
IMc to 1 lOMc.

Frequency measuring range 
lOcps to IIOMc
Sensitivity 
lOOmv rms into IM ohms 

up to lOMc
lOOmv rms into 100 ohms 

up to IIOMc
Accuracy
Oscillator accuracy ± leps
Oscillator stability 
3 parts in 107 per week 
Recording facility
Rear jack carries code signals 

to actuate Beckman printer
Dimensions:
8%" x 19" panel, 17" deep
Weight
Ready for rack: approx. 47 lbs.
In cabinet: approx. 60 lbs.
Price $1895

junction oscillation occurs. Thus shorter leads, or 
configurations which integrate the device into the 
circuit, are desirable.

The tunnel diode is not frequency selective, so 
that oscillation can occur at more than one fre
quency simultaneously if conditions in the circuit 
are right.

The gain of a tunnel diode amplifier depends 
on the source and load conductance and the 
negative conductance of the diode. The expres
sion for insertion power gain is: 
Kip ~ (GE -p GS)2/(GE -T Gs — gY

Because of the squared terms small changes in 
any of the variables causes significant changes in 
the power gain.

Values of power gain with source and load 
conductance variations are indicated in the ac
companying table for a device with 90 Q input 
and output impedance, and a diode —g of 20 
mv. Insertion power gain is:
Kip 4- (11.1 -f- ll.l)2/(22.2 - 20)2 = 20 db. 
Mr. Krueger pointed out the importance of 
source stability with tunnel diode amplifiers as 
indicated by the table on page 4.

Changes in —g caused by varying tempera
tures and different bias points are also important 
design considerations.

Temperature variations differ with different 
bias points. Other considerations may enter into 
a choice of bias point however.

In testing a germanium diode, for example, 
Mr. Krueger found that — g was alomst constant 
at 70 mv, although changes in —g with tem
perature occurred at both higher and lower bias 
points. This suggests operating at 70 mv, how
ever it was found that noise figure is degraded 
and higher sensitivity to bias voltage changes 
occurs at this bias point.

Mr. Krueger cited the large bandwidth result
ing from low impedance in the device. Smallest 
bandwidth occurs with high gain, but high gain 
amplifiers are potentially unstable.

Instability arises from the one-port nature of 
the diode, which means that a variation in any 
parameter will have effects on all of the ampli
fier’s characteristics.

Noise figure, he found, is dependent on source 
and load resistance and de diode current. It does 
not appear to have the frequency dependence 
found in transistors.
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Write for technical bulletin on Model 7175.
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Beckman Berkeley Division
Richmond, California

Military Stake in Education Cited
The success or failure of the U.S. defense effort 

is determined by what happens in high schools- 
perhaps what happens in the fifth grade. This 
was the subject of a heavy-weight round table 
discussion on the military stake in education.
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OF THE SCREWNewest additions to the Burnell Adjustoroid^

i
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MIT’s Dr. Zacharias said that high school chil
dren must be taught more about wave theory 
and mid-20th-century physics than is known to 
most of the people attending the convention, who 
are admittedly scientists and engineers of a pro
fessional caliber. This means, according to Dr. 
Zacharias, that it must be made digestible. This 
is a tough assignment, he said, since one must 
first understand it well.

Dr. Zacharias described a program in which 
he is involved, using every learning aid available, 
not just teachers. Kits, movies, and laboratory de- 
\ ices are used in this program.

Because the children who will be coming along 
10 or 15 years hence will come up through the 
semiconductor route, physics will be much more 
important to them, he said. Therefore they have 
to learn some real physics and before the learn
ing process can really be effective, these students 
must be motivated, he added.

Dr. Zacharias said the military has to support 
education just as much as it has to support an air
craft company s basic research or an electronics 
company.

Vice-Adm. J. T. Hayward agreed in general 
with Dr. Zacharias. He went on to say the Navy 
has several programs already in aiding education, 
citing the Naval Academy, the ROTC, and en
listed-men educational program. The Navy has 
not, however, faced up to the massive education 
problem. Far from being an item of cost to the 
defense effort, Admiral Hayward said that the 
cost of the loss due to lack of technically trained 
people is far greater than that of the program.

Maj. Gen. Marcus F. Cooper stated that the Air 
Force leans heavily toward on-the-job training 
and is committed to several WADD training pro
grams. The problem in aiding education is a 
budget problem, General Cooper said. When the 
hand is put in the pocket for any program like 
this, one finds many other hands already there, 
he added.

Maj. Gen. Earl F. Cook cited experiments in 
which the Army supplied lesson plans intended 
for high-school graduates in the service to high
school students at various levels in the Fort Mon
mouth area. The results were successful.

Summing up, Dr. Zacharias noted that all the 
participants in the panel discussion agreed with 
th< basic desire to aid education. He said he won
dered, however, how much could be expected in 
this direction. The bogey-man of Federal inter
ference is often raised, according to Dr. Zacharias. 
He noted, however, that 60 per cent of high- 
sc) ool students are using the same basic physics 
text. There seems to be plenty of room for varia
tion under such a situation, and his conclusion 
was that just as much variation is possible under
military aid to education. ■ ■
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line, the microminiaturized Kernel ATE 34 and the miniatures ATE 11, ATE 0, 
ATE 4, represent an important contribution to printed circuit design.
These new Adjustoroids possess the exclusive advantage of flush slotted heads 
which serve to eliminate adjusting screws — provide maximum economy of height 
— insure ease of adjustment. Besides high Q, they also offer high stability of 
inductance versus de.
The new microminiature Kernel ATE 34 and the miniature ATE 11, ATE 0 
and ATE 4 Adjustoroids are variable over a 10% range of their inductance. Fully 
encapsulated, they will withstand high acceleration and vibration environments. 
These Adjustoroids meet specifications MIL-T 27 Grade 4, Class R and MIL-E 
15305 A as well as MIL-E 5272 for humidity and thermal shock. Write for 
Adjustoroid Bulletin ATE-7.
SEND NOW FOR HANDY 24" x 36" TOROIDAL INDUCTOR WALL REFERENCE CHART

Lists more than 100 types of toroidal inductors and adjustoroids. Gives perform
ance characteristics, mechanical specifications, including case sizes, types of sealing, 
etc. Attach coupon to company letterhead. And if you haven’t already done so— 
send for your free membership in the Space Shrinkers Club.

Burnell & Co., Inc. Dept. 0-34
10 Pelham Parkway, Pelham, New York

Gentlemen:

□ I am interested in your new universal 
toroidal reference chart.

□ I am interested in a Space Shrinkers Club 
membership.

PIONEERS IN microminiaturization OF

Ea*'*«* Divition 
Dapt. 0-34 

10 Pulliam Parkway 
Pulliam, N. Y.

PEIIiam 3-5000

Pacific Oivitlaa 
0-34 I

720 MImIm S'.
South Patadana, Cai. ■
MUrray 2-2341
Talatypa Patacai ’573

name

title..

company.

address
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CW, Non-Doppler Ranging System For Samos 
Measurement Will Go to 3,000 Miles 
With Accuracy Within 300 Feet, Philco Says

—55° to + 125*C 
1,500 meg x mid 
less than 1%
1.5 x rated voltage

Electron Products 
Capacitor

Both Are 0.1 Mfd, 200V 
(shown actual size)

Special capacitors built to meet your particular 
requirements. Standard values are available for 
immediate delivery... capacitances as low as .001 
± 1%, up to 600 VDC rating.

Write for Electron Products engineering file ED for 
complete specifications, sizes, temperature charac
teristic curves.

operating temperature* 
insulation resistance at 25*C 

dissipation factor at 25°C 
test voltage

••higher with derating
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Typical Specifications Paper

Electron Products rectangular epoxy-tube capaci
tors with metallized Mylar* or paper dielectric are 
small in size... long on specs... short on price.

They meet or exceed most military environmental 
requirements of larger, more expensive hermetically 
sealed components... MIL-C-18312 and MIL-STD- 
202... humidity, temperature and immersion cycling, 
shock, vibration.

are sent to the satellite, and re
turned by a transceiver, so that the 
phase difference between the modu
lation of the returning signals and 
present modulation is proportional 
to the transit time and therefore 
the range to the vehicle.

Tracking will begin when the 
satellite comes within 3.000 miles 
of the station in slant range, and 
will continue over the station to 
3,000 miles on the opposite side. 
Other instrumentation will be nec
essary to provide azimuth and ele- 
\ ation measurements.

The lowest frequency tone is se
lected so that its period is longer 
than the round-trip transit time to 
the satellite at maximum range, 
plus the time added in the vehicle 
transceiver and by the range meas
urement equipment.

The highest frequency is selected 
to provide the accuracy required. 
For 0.05 miles the highest modulat
ing tone must be about 25 to 30 kc, 
according to Mr. Lanza.

This choice means that phase 
stability must be held to about 4

ELECTRON PRODUCTS fYY) .
division of Marshall Industries 11 w

430 North Halstead Street, Pasadena, California

•Trademark of DuPont 60037 © 1960 Marshall Industries
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Basic Philco Western De
velopment laboratory cw 
ranging system provides range 
output in three forms—binary 
for computer use, decimal for 
readout, and analog for an 
oscilloscope.

A
CONTINUOUS-wave, non
doppler type ranging system 
will be used in measuring slant 

range to Samos reconnaissance 
satellites.

A system to provide the range 
measurement out to 3,000 miles 
with an accuracy of 0.05 nautical 
miles has been designed by Philco 
Corp.’s Western Development Lab
oratory, Palo Alto, Calif. Some de
tails of the cw ranging system were 
disclosed at the recent National 
Convention on Military Electronics 
in Washington by Frank C. Lanza 
of the laboratory.

Several of the systems are being 
built and installed for use in the 
Samos program, and later in the 
Midas program. The laboratory is 
subcontractor to Lockheed Aircraft 
Corp, for the satellite package in 
both of these programs.

The planned system will use four 
low-frequency tones to modulate a 
telemetry carrier in the 1.5 to 2.5 
kmc region. The low-frequency sig
nals are synchronized and phase 
coherent. The modulated signals

Mylar

- 55* to+85°C 
10,000 meg x mfd 
less than 1% 
1.5 x rated voltage

SYNCHRONOUS
DIVIDERS

A SYNC
--------- Lpulse

CRAMPED
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bout 4 Philco SATs and SADTs have established the 

industry’s greatest history of reliability in high 
frequency silicon transistors. They were the first 
of this type to be made available in production 
quantities and have been used extensively in 
thousands of critical military and commercial 
applications. Philco also has led the industry in 
the development of high-speed automatic produc
tion methods which have made possible a steady 
reduction of prices. This leadership in both reli
ability and low price results in the greatest per
formance per dollar in the high-frequency silicon 
field. For complete data, application information 
and prices on any of these silicon types, write 
Department ED72060.

PHILCO SILICON 
HIGH FREQUENCY 
TRANSISTORS

on to 
side.

g nec- 
d ele-

telemetry bandwidth well 
200 kc. '

Intermediate frequencie;

is se- 
longer 
me to 
range, 
vehicle
meas-

degrees, which does not offer ex
cessive circuitry problems, he ex
plained. It also keeps required

Cw ranging system using low fre
quency tones to modulate a standard 
telemetry link is achieved by adding 
the cw range equipment to the basic 
telemetry loop, as indicated.

along with the lowest frequency to 
resolve phase measurement ambi
guities, should be separated as 
much as possible from the highest 
frequency. Practical compromise 
ratios between 10:1 and 15:1 are 
being used in the Samos ranging 
system.

To complete a range measure
ment the equipment must select the 
proper cycle of the highest modu
lating frequency for making the 
final phase difference measurement. 
The number of frequencies re
quired to resolve this ambiguity is 
determined by the maximum range 
of the system and the highest mod
ulating frequency selected.

The Philco system uses a spe
cially designed temperature con
trolled crystal oscillator with stabil
ity of 2 parts in 106. A synchronous 
frequency divider is used to provide 
the three lower frequency tones, so 
that stability of all four frequencies 
is the same.

Phase coherent circuits filter and 
phase lock the ranging tones to the 
desired phase angle. A precision 
phase compensator is used to com
pensate for the time delay in the 
range loop.

The phase locked, compensated 
tones modulate the subcarrier, 
which is fed to a multiplexer and 
command transmitter.

Prior to modulation the ranging 
tones are sent to an ambiguity re
st Iver which selects the proper 
c] cle of the highest frequency to 
st irt the range measurement. This 
p oper cycle is the one which starts

* “

GREATEST 
PERFORMANCE 

PER DOLLAR 3. j „

Immediately available in 
quantities 1-999 front your 
locai Philco Industrial 
Semiconductor Distributor

SAT.. . SILICON SURFACE ALLOY TRANSISTORS
APPLICATIONS FREQ (MIN.) SPECIAL PROPERTIES

2N495
2N496
2N1118
2N1118A
2NHI9
2N142H
2N1429

Amplifier, Switch, Control 
Switch
Amplifier, Switch, Control
Amplifier, Switch, Control 
Switch
Amplifier, Switch, Control 
Amplifier, Switch. Control

fmax-8 me 
fr-7.2 me 
(max-8 me

1 fmax*8 me 
fj-7.2 me
(max-1 me 
fmax-18 me

Vce-25v, T0-1 case
very low V saturation, T0-1 case 
electrical equivalent of 2N495.T0-5 case
high beta version 2N1118
electrical equivalent of 2N496, T0-5 case 
low cost, high beta, T0-1 case 
low cost, high beta, TO-5 case

SADT... SILICON SURFACE ALLOY DIFFUSED-BASE TRANSISTORS
(All TO-9 cases) 

APPLICATIONS FREQ (MIN.) SPECIAL PROPERTIES

2N1199
2N1267 
2N1268
2N1269 
2N1270
2N1271
2N«272 
2N147?

2N1663

Switch
Med Frequency Amplifier 
Med. Frequency Amplifier 
Med. Frequency Amplifier 
High Frequency Amplifier 
High Frequency Amplifier 
High Frequency Amplifier 
Switch

Switch

h-75 me 
fmax-43 me 
fmax’43 me 
fmw43 me 
fmax-125 me 
fmax-125 me 
fmax-125 me
fî-75 me

fT-100 me

superior temperature stability 
low beta (video amplifier) 
medium beta 
high beta 
low beta (video amplifier) 
medium beta 
high beta 
very low V saturation 
superior temperature stability 
superior temp stability ... high beta
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Proto-Circuits 
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Test your equipment as soon as it comes off the drafting board. 
Contact your local Photocircuits Application Engineer or call 
us collect for further information: in New York, ORiole 6-8000; 
in California, KEllogg 2-3338.

CORPORATION

Glen Cove, New York • Anaheim, California

RUSH — is the middle name of those highly trained and expe
rienced pei'sonnel in Photocircuits' prototype and short run 
division.
In 1959 alone Proto-Circuits people handled over one thousand 
separate printer! circuit projects repiesenting tens of thousands 
of circuit Ixiards — many delivered in 48 hours or less.

Proto-Circuits offers the absolute maximum in senice with no 
limitations on sophistication. From schematic to fully assem
bled and tested boards your prototypes and short rons are 
made with production methods and materials.

NEWS
in synchronism with the start of cycles of all 
three lower frequencies.

The modulated rf signal is transmitted to the 
vehicle and returned to the sending station by 
the airborne transceiver. The signal is then de
modulated and filtered to regain the ranging 
tones. An ambiguity resolver is used to select 
the proper high frequency cycle to terminate 
the range interval.

The interval which is measured is converted 
to a binary word, representing slant range, which 
is stored for use by a computer. This word is also 
converted to decimal form for readout and analog 
form for presentation on an oscilloscope.

Each range measurement can be initiated by 
a precisely timed sync pulse. When the range in
terval is added to the sync pulse time, a precise 
time of acquisition of the satellite is provided.

In order to provide useful positioning of po
tential military targets, both Samos and Midas 
satellites must be precisely located in time and 
space coordinates at the instant of taking a sight
ing—by TV photography in the case of Samos or 
by infrared in Midas. The sync pulse could con
ceivably be used to trigger a shutter for an in
stantaneous sighting, or to place some identifying 
timing signal in a continuous scanning infrared 
system.

There are several sources of potential phase
shift errors in the CW ranging system. These are 
the signal-to-noise ratio, doppler frequency shift, 
calibration error, propagation velocity changes, 
and random phase shifts, Mr. Lanza said.

An average correction of three degrees in 
phase is applied for the doppler shift, for ex
ample, with the sign of the correction changing 
as the satellite passes over the tracking station. 
This correction is sufficient to achieve desired 
accuracy.

Calibration errors depend on the resolution 
capabilities of the system and the accuracy of 
the precision phase compensators.

Special narrow-band filters are used to extract 
the ranging tones at the receiving ends, to greatly 
limit the noise bandwidth.

He also cited the potential use of cw ranging 
in space tracking applications, such as in moon 
shots. The low frequency requirement for the 
system limits the maximum feasible range to 
about 15,000 miles, because frequencies below a 
few cycles per second would be required to re
solve ambiguities.

Possible methods for overcoming this problem 
are being investigated, and a system of range 
markers appears to be an attractive solution. No 
extra bandwidth would be required to add range 
markers to the modulating signals. ■ ■
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SPRAGUE
THF MARK OF RELIABILITY

Optical Maser Developed by Hughes 
Gives 10-KW Coherent Light Output
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An optical maser capable of generating a co
herent output in the visible light spectrum has 
been developed at the Hughes Research Labo
ratories, Culver City, Calif., by a group under 
the direction of Dr. Theodore H. Maiman.

The experimental device, dubbed a “laser” 
(Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of 
Radiation) has been operated both as an ampli
fier and as an oscillator at red light frequencies 
(6943 angstroms). Peak outputs of 10 kw have 
been obtained at 1-insec pulses and operating 
frequency is thought to be tuneable over a band 
of 100 kmc. The device is about the size of a 
water glass.

The laser consists essentially of a chrome- 
doped ruby cylinder surrounded by a high-in
tensity gas-discharge light source. Polished disks 
near each end of the ruby cylinder interact with 
the cylinder to form a resonant cavity effect. 
Green and blue light in the output spectrum of 
the discharge tube excites the chrome ions above 
their ground energy state. The ions then undergo 
a non-radiative transformation to a lower, meta
stable energy state. In returning to the ground
energy state from this level, the ions emit co
herent, visible light. Emission can be self-initiat
ing, in which case the laser operates as an 
oscillator, or triggered by an input signal, as in 
a conventional master, so that amplification is ob
tained. Spontaneous emission continues, however, 
even in the amplifying mode, thus resulting in a 
noise temperature of 15,000 K.

Output is restricted to a band less than one 
angstrom wide at room temperature operation. 
At liquid nitrogen temperatures, laser bandwidth 
is narrowed by a factor of approximately 25. 
Noise temperature, however, is not appreciably 
decreased.

The output is highly coherent. Emission by all 
ions occurs in phase and the radiation is highly 
polarized. This permits focusing the output into 
extremely narrow parallel beams (less than 0.01 
d< g. wide) and suggests applications for the laser 
in light beam radars, space communications and 
high resolution optical instruments.

In addition to the resonant cavity type de
scribed, a traveling wave laser is also thought 
feasible. Both types can be designed for cw out
put. Peak power far higher than the present 10 
lo is also thought possible. The present device 
is only one percent efficient and an improvement 
ol 10 is believed feasible.

The laser was developed by Hughes under an 
e tirely company-supported program.

DESIGN AROUND SPRAGUE
MICRO-ALLOY DIFFUSED-BASE TRANSISTORS

available now at sensible prices you can afford!
Sprague Germanium Micro-Alloy Diffused-Base 

Transistors, well-known for their rugged vhf perform
ance, are now priced beluu other transistors with com
parable electrical characteristics. In many areas, this 
permits designers to improve circuit techniques with
out necessarily increasing costs. Expanded production 
facilities enable us to ship quantity orders on short notice. 
Add to this their ultra-fast switching time, and you 
have three good reasons why Sprague MADT Transis
tors have achieved their high level of acceptance.

With Sprague Transistors, circuits in vhf amplifiers 
and oscillators can now operate with collector cur
rents as high as 50 ma . .. with power dissipation up 
to 50 mw .. . with collector to base voltages to 15 v. 
They have been application tested through the entire 
military electronics vhf spectrum.

The application table may well suggest the use of 
one or more Micro-Alloy Diffused-Base Transistor 
types in your latest circuit designs.

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS: 

CAPACITORS • RESISTORS • MAGNETIC COMPONENTS • TRANSISTORS • INTERFERENCE FILTERS • PULSE NETWORKS 

HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE • CERAMIC-BASE PRINTED NETWORKS • PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES
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for the highest r-f operating frequency of all mass-produced transistors

for the fastest switching time of all mass-produced transistors

for storage temperatures up to 100' C

MICRO-ALLOY DIFFUSED-BASE 
TRANSISTOR APPLICATIONS

Type Application

2N499 Amplifier, to 100 mes

2N501 Ultra High Speed Switch 
(Storage Temperature, 85 C)

2N501A Ultra High Speed Switch 
(Storage Temperature, 100 C)

2N504 High Gain IF Amplifier

2N588 Oscillator, Amplifier, to 50 met

For complete engineering data on the types in which 
you are interested, write Technical Literature Section, 
Sprague Electric Co., 347 Marshall St., North Adams, 
Massachusetts.

You can get off-the-shelf delivery at factory prices on 
pilot quantities up to 999 pieces from your local Sprague 
Industrial Distributor.
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10 mv cm to 100 v/cm sen-
sitivity range.

*

10 sec. full-scale.
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See us at WESCON Booths 1023-1026
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DC to 500 kc frequency
range, 6 cm undistorted de

New “tailor-made” CRT op-
erating at 5 kv.

Sweep speeds: 1 usec/cm to

Single sweep with rearming
provisions.

401-B

A comprehensive performer — simplifying many procedures previ-

ously requiring specialized oscilloscopes. The 401-B provides high-

frequency type concepts with low-frequency operation. The 401-B features

identical amplifiers — enabling equal ordinate, calibrated plots for accu
rate measuring on both axes. Its wide range of sweep speeds, provisions
for single sweeps with rearming facilities, selection of auto or driven
sweep, an “electronic shutter" and other unique features — all helping to
create versatile displays on a new high brilliance 5 kv cathode-ray tube —
establish the 401 B as a true general purpose, high performance oscillo-
scope. Write for complete details.

ou Mont precision electronics is our business
ELECTRONIC TUBES INDUSTRIAL TV MILITARY E LECTRON ICS MORI LE
COMMUNICATIONS SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS AUTOMOTIVE TEST EQUIPMENT

ALIEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC., CLIFTON, N. 1, U. S. A
515 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK 22. N V

NBS Accuracy Standards Called Inadequate
Speakers at Boulder Meeting Call for Revamping

T HE CALIBRATION needs of industry 
■ are in many cases far beyond the ca-

pabilities of the National Bureau of
Standards, Sperrv Gvroscopes Lloyd B.

Standards and Electronics Measurements
at Boulder, Colo.

Mr. Wilson, the first speaker at the
three-day conference said that in metrol
ogy, many industries had been forced to
adopt their own calibration standards.
This, he said, would be acceptable if all

companies had the same procedures and
equipment. But standards of each of hun-
dreds of companies may not be com-
patible with each other or with the mili-
tary, he said.

Compatibility Lack ‘Frightening'
Referring to the lack of national com-

patibilitv, Mr. W ilson said it was ‘shock-
ing, even frightening that we are building

technology on such shaky
He cited recent Navy, Air

CALIBRATION SERVICES AVAILABLE ■■ IN PROGRESS
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ANOTHER FAIRCHILD FIRST

FAIRCHILD’S 2N1613

DIFFUSED SILICON PLANAR TRANSISTOR

ESS

100 me

SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION

545 WHISMAN ROAD / MOUNTAIN VIEW. CALIF / Yorkshire 8-8161

For full specifications, write Dept B

25mpA
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GUARANTEED USEFUL BETAS FROM
lOOpA to 0.5A:

15 @ .1mA 20 1mA 30 @ 150mA 15 @ 500mA 
Guaranteed minimum Beta over a 5,000 to 1 range 
of collector current makes the 2N1613 the most 
versatile transistor presently on the market.

WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS: in Fast Switching 
(logic and high current): Amplifiers (low level, low 
noise, wideband. VHF power).

RELIABILITY IN A NEW DIMENSION: The Planar

atus of electronic standards at the Radio 
>nda ds Laboratory of NBS. For come parameters 
- sta us at specific frequencies may differ from the 
lfus r cross a band of frequencies. NBS should be 
ntacl d for exact information on calibration serv- 
isav lilable at specific frequencies.

il corn- 
“shock- 
milding 

shaky

‘Top accuracy standards are not always essen- 
ial . . —Dr. A G. McNish before 811 registrants 
il rhe NBS Conference on Standards and Electronic 
Measurements.

Min 30 
. 40V
. 75V

1.3 V

1.5V

Transistor is the most thoroughly proven transistor 
ever introduced commercially, with over 5,000,000 
transistor hours plus 300°C- stabilization on all 
units.

SOME IMPORTANT PARAMETERS: 7 db —Noise 
Figure: 100 megacycles—Gam-bandwidth product: 
0 0005pA IcBO typical at 60V, 25°C.

IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY: Quantities from 1-999 
from franchised Fairchild distributors at factory 
prices.

Force, EIA, and Areospace Industries Association 
studies as having revealed urgent need for im
proved calibration and standards.

A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF 

FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT COMPANY

Russian Creativity Stifled, But . . .
In the welcoming address to the conference, 

Dr. F. W. Brown, director of the NBS Boulder 
Laboratories, reported that in the USSR all 
standardization is under rigid, centralized control. 
During a recent visit, he said he saw great atten
tion paid to standards and measurements. He 
said the Russians have five major R&D centers 
devoted to metrology and 100 calibration centers.

Losses in Time and Money
Part of the fault, he said the surveys showed, 

lay with the financial limitations imposed on the 
\BS. In once case, he told the convention, proper 
power-calibration services on the part of NBS 
would have saved several hundred thousand 
dollars. In another case cited, he said almost $1 
million could have been saved if 60- to 80-db at
tenuation calibration had been available for the 
Ku band with accuracy within a few tenths db.

of him-
3 com-

TENTATIVE SPECIFICATIONS 
FAIRCHILD 2N1613

ft typical...........................................................

Pc @ 25°C. Case Temperature 
hep (see Beta paragraph above) 
\CER.......................................................................

*CBO...........................................................
VBESAT. (Max.) . . . .

VCESAT. (Max.) . . . . 
ICBO @ 25°C. (Max.) measured

at 60V...........................................................
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The Pesco Static Inverter shown above embodies 
a completely new concept in power conversion . . . 
made jxjssible through the joint efforts of creative 
engineering teams at Pesco and the Borg-Warner 
Corporation Research Center. Specified for the 
Centaur missile as well as Minuteman and Mace 
GSE, this advanced unit contains no moving parts 
. . . offers unsurpassed efficiency in a.c.-d.c. con
version ranging from 250 va to 10 kva. Employing 
silicon semi-conductors and magnetic components 
with operating temperatures up to 125° C., light
weight Pesco Static Inverters feature single or 
multi-phase operation, adaptability to any re
quirement for frequency stability or tolerance . . . 
permit 100% phase unbalance! This "first” in 
electronic circuitry exemplifies Pesco’s total capa
bilities—from creative concept to production units. 
Call your nearest Pesco sales office or write today.

other cases, inadequate accurate

pena 
Lars( 
ment

PESCO PRODUCTS DIVISION
BORG-WARNER CORPORATION 
24700 North Miles Road • Bedford, Ohio

This strict control and centralization, he said, may 
stifle creativity, but it brings results. “We dor t 
work this way ” he said, “so we have a gre t 
responsibility imposed on us.”

Management must recognize the importance । f 
a standards laboratory. Harvey W. Lance, of NIS 
Boulder said. It should provide adequate faci i- 
ties, adequate equipment, and proper enviro i- 
ment and should not be an adjunct to the tool 
crib, he told the meeting.

Mr. Lance decried the use of reference stand
ards as working standards. Many companies have 
been forced to use their reference standards in 
the shop to meet accuracy requirements of equip-

“standards” have been used because there were 
none better.

In another presentation. Dr. Alvin G. McNish, 
chief of the metrology division of NBS-Washing- 
ton, indicated that NBS-caliber standards are not 
always essential. He cited the case of six wooden 
meter sticks he had purchased at local hardware 
stores and calibrated against the NBS standard 
At 20 C and 45 per cent R.H., their average error 
was 200 ppm. These meter sticks are certainh 
not acceptable as national standard, commented 
Dr. McNish, but as carpenters’ tools they are 
perfectly suitable.

Dr. McNish challenged the position that in 
every case a standard must be 10 times as accu
rate as the instrument to be tested. This is often 
the case, said Dr. McNish, but in many cases a 
much smaller ratio can suffice. He showed that 
measurement accuracy normally doesn’t suffer 
by a factor of 10 even when a calibration is trace
able to a standard three echelons away.

During an evening session, Mr. F. L. Hennach 
also of NBS-Washington. developed this concept 
further and showed that errors from different 
sources are rarely maximum in the same direction 
at the same time. Hence, the confidence limit ot 
a calibration is not dictated by the sum of all 
possible contributing errors, but rather by the 
worst individual error, he said.

In another paper, Col. Richard F. Stolle of I 
Wright-Patterson AFB used the analogy' of th< I 
boy racing from a haunted house to dramatize I 
the progress this country has made m standard1! 
and calibration. The boy had just broken the 4-1 
minute mile when a pursuing bony finger tappetI 
his shoulder and a spectral voice panted “That I 
was quite a mile we raced.

“Yes,” gasped the boy as he started to break! 
his own record, “but it’s that next mile Im I 
worried about.

“So it is with us,” Col. Stolle said. “We’ve made! 
a lot of progress, but it’s that next mile I’m I 
worried about.” ■ ■Export Sales: Borg-Warner International Corp. • 36 South Wabash Avenue • Chicago 3, Illinois 
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Pre-Planned Workshop Sessions 
Y/ill Be Feature of WESCON
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To augment the usual technical sessions at the 
August 23rd-26th Western Electronics Show and 
Convention in Los Angeles, special workshop ses
sions have been planned, according to Richard G. 
Leitner. Chairman of the Technical Programs.

Selected authors will be invited to participate 
in the WESCON workshop sessions, Leitner said. 
The workshops will be based on material devel
oped during the morning sessions, and will in
clude such subjects as "Stereo-Multiplexing 
Methods,” Information Theory and Modulation 
Methods,” and subjects on microminiaturization, 
air-traffic control, space science, and bio-instru
mentation systems.

A series of four workshops, each three hours 
long, promises to be of particular interest. These 
are: "Management of Manned Machine Systems,” 
R. L. Clark, Dept, of Defense, Moderator; 
‘‘Analysis of Manned Machine Systems,” Lieut. 
Col. Anthony Debbons, Rome (N.Y.) Air Develop
ment Division; “Synthesis and Design of Manned 
Machine Systems,” D. T. McRuer, Systems Tech
nology Inc.; “Operation and Training With 
Manned Machine Systems," J. Lyman, University 
of California at Los Angeles.

Purpose of the sessions, according to Mr. Leit
ner, is to enable the audience and speakers to go 
into greater detail on the subject material of in
teresting papers.
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No Recruiting at Show
“There will be no recruiting at WESCON func

tions," WESCON manager Don Larson said. He 
reported that over 100 replies to letters sent out 
to exhibitors indicated unanimous agreement of 
WESCON’s “no-recruiting policy."

Recruiting, the bane of electronic shows, suf
fered a blow with the mailing of 2,000 letters to 
principal exhibitors, signed by WESCON’s Chair
man, Walt Peterson. Response to this letter has 
been good, according to Mr. Larson. “We’ve had 
such wonderful response from companies,” he 
said, “that we’re sure recruiting at WESCON 
functions will be non-existent." There is no 
penalty attached to violation of the policy, Mr. 
Larson added. “It is strictly a gentlemen’s agree
ment.”

Careers Inc. will establish a “California South- 
land Careers Center" at the Shrine Auditorium 
about a mile from the WESCON location in the 
Los Angeles Sports Arena, reported Careers presi
dent William Douglass. As at IRE in March, Mr. 
Doi glass takes the position that a career center 
dot not run counter to show policy, since it 
kee is recruiting off the show grounds.

compare 
the

Cenvaiab s watt sub-miniature 
Wirewound Variable Resistor

Centralab’s Model 3W is the smallest 1J^ 

watt variable resistor on the market—smaller 

than otherwise similar units! Designed espe

cially for high reliability applications, it meets 

the environmental and electrical specifications 

of MIL-R-19. The Model 3W is recommended 

for high temperature operation up to 125°C. 

Its completely closed construction is designed 

for sealing or potting.

/ —.— 960G E. Keefe Avenue • Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin
Centralab Canada Ltd. • Ajax, Ontario

B-6016 (g)
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size

SPECIFICATIONS:

Dimensions: "4' maximum diameter over encapsula
tion. depth.
Shaft: 0.125* diameter stainless steel.
Terminals: Gold-plated nickel silver.
Resistance range: 4 ohms to 30K ohms *10%, linear 
taper.
Rating: 112 watts at 40°C.

Complete specifications on the Model 3W variable 
resistor are given in Centralab Technical Bulletin 
EP-891. Write for your free copy.
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Navy Bureau of Weapons I
MICROWAVE COMPONENT
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Program Asks Industry's Help; 
Classified Data To Be Availabl
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Navy Wants Feedback From Industry
Recipients of the planning documents must,

tique of the plans covering adequacy and feasi iby 
bility, alternative approaches for improved per-Bupi 
formance and lower costs, and other relevant I We

This modern three-quarter-acre plant has 
significantly expanded the services and produc
tion capabilities of Microwave Associates’ ex
perienced Waveguide Components Division. 
This new research and production facility is one 
of the most completely equipped on the east 
coast. A large 3' x 2' capacity dip-brazing unit as 
well as complete plating and other shop facilities 
are now handling both large volume and custom- 
engineered orders. Components are precision- 
machined and produced in beryllium-copper, 
cast and fabricated aluminum, and cast mag
nesium.

Over 500 microwave components for applica
tions from 1.12 to 90.0 kMc/s are standard 
items. Our Sales Engineers will gladly discuss 
current work in sophisticated components and 
RF packaging with you.

cover anti-submarine warfare, anti-air warfare. ■ 
strike warfare, support systems and astronautics. ■ 
Technical area plans cover such topics as radar. ■ 
communications, navigation, w eapons and mines ■ 
countermeasures and fire control systems. Some ■ 
of these classified documents (certain technical I 
area plans) are available now; others are in prepa-B 
ration and will be ready in several months. Al ■ 
documents will be revised periodically.

E
LECTRONIC designers will benefit from a new 
program soon to be implemented by the 
Bureau of Naval Weapons for speeding the flow 

of design ideas from industry. Under procedures 
due to become effective by the year’s end, quali
fied firms and individuals will be given access to 
classified documents spelling out the Navy’s 
equipment needs, design problems and long-range 
planning.

In clearing its decks of previous dissemination 
schemes, BuWeaps has established the following 
objectives for its new Long-Range Scientific and 
Technical Planning Program:

■ Keep scientific groups well-informed of the 
operational and technical problems confronting 
the bureau in planning and developing future 
systems.

■ Encourage scientific groups to provide tech
nical assistance to the bureau in order that more 
effective long-range research and development 
plans may be prepared.

■ Promote the solution of specific technical 
problems of interest to the bureau.

Stimulate Navy-Industry Teamwork I |]ai
Two categories of information will be made I sufl 

available under the program by the Bureau of I bili 
Weapons. These are: (1) the Research and De- I 
velopment Planning Documents and (2) the Re- I He 
search Problem Document. I

The Research and Development Planning I T 
Documents contain the Navy’s long-range plans ■ an ; 
and requirements for weapons systems and for I ■ 
various technical areas. Weapons systems plans I judj

MIPRñWAVF AÇÇfiriATFÇ I N P Burlingtun. Mass. • West* m muon F AX • I WX: Burlington, Mass. 9 52 • B R owning 2-3008 ™ I M II U ■T M V L MvvUuIMILuj I 11 V « Export Sales: Micro wave I nt emotional Corporation, 36 West 44 th St., New York, New York
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A FEW OF THE MANY COMPONENTS MANUFACTURED HERE
New High-Power Varactor Harmonic Generators — ex

cellent suppression of unwanted harmonics and 
record power levels are available from these 
solid-state harmonic generators.
New Cast Bends — Zero bend radius — 90° E and 
H plane bends in S through Ka bands... Each 
bend is compensated to a VSWR of 1.05 over 
its entire waveguide band.
Sidewall Hybrid Couplers (3db) and H-Plane Folded 

Hybrid Tees — Cast in aluminum and beryllium
copper are available in S through Ka-band 
models.
Two New Catalogs — Waveguide Components Short
form Catalog (CSF-60) gives data on over 500 items of 
waveguide components and test equipment.

Pressure Window Catalog (12 pages) contains electri
cal and mechanical data on a complete line of glass- 
kovar, mica, and special pressure windows plus valuable 
installation and testing tips.
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suggestions. This interchange between BuWeaps 
and industry will help designers by giving them 
an “inside” view on what the Navy really needs 
and help BuWeaps by subjecting its plans to in
telligent evaluation by industry.

The Research Problems Document describes 
more than 150 specific needs for components, ma
terials and devices. Among these are: a semi-flex
ible wave guide in half-wave sizes for missile 
fuzing applications; an electrical or magnetic shut
ter for IR fuzes; an electrically and acoustically 
silent battery powered motor; digital output trans
ducers; and gyros for use time of one minute or 
less more reliable, cheaper and less accurate than 
present components.

The Research Problem Document carries no 
obligation for a critical analysis by its recipients. 
It is designed to elicit fresh approaches and ideas 
for the solution of specific technical problems. 
BuWeaps is not soliciting proposals or bids for 
R&D work on the problems outlined in the Re
search Problem Document. Rather, proposed so
lutions to a problem should be accompanied by 
“Test data or other evidence that an answer is in 
hand, or that a worth-while approach has been 
sufficiently explored to demonstrate a high proba
bility of success.”
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To participate in the new BuWeaps program 
an applicant must:

■ Have sufficient technical competence (as 
judged by the Navy) in the area involved.

■ Possess or obtain security clearance to the ap
propriate level.

■ Execute a Dept, of the Navy policy agree
ment relating to proprietary information, care of 
government-furnished documents and other re
lated matters.

■ Request the published list of Research Docu
ments from BuWeaps.

A pamphlet describing the BuWeaps Long- 
Range Scientific and Technical Planning Program 
in detail is available from the Chief, Bureau of 
Nav al Weapons (Code R-2), Washington 25, D.C.

P search Problem Documents can be obtained 
by ersons or organizations with secret clearance 
»p< i request from the Chief, Bureau of Naval 
We pons (Code RREN-14). ■ ■

ELECTROSNAP 
HETHERINGTON

DIVISION
CONTROLS COMPANY OF AMERICA 
421S W. Lak* Street • Chicago 24, lllinol« 
Talaphona: VAn Buran 6-3100 • TWX Ne. CO-14OO

You are protected 
against environment-caused 
switch failures
When you select a Hermetically-Sealed or 

Environment-Free switch made by Control 

Switch Division, you have chosen from the 

most respected line of sealed switches in 

the industry.

Now, we aren’t claiming to be the “official 

guardians” of your design..« 

your performance ...

your reputation ... And yet—the failure of a 

single switch could wipe out a lot of your 

long, hard work and planning. So, when you 

need a switch with performance you can 

depend on under any unusual environment, 

give careful consideration to these 

advantages:

Hermetically-Sealed ... for use in the most 

critical, or unknown, environments these 

switches are completely sealed against all 

contaminants, atmospheric conditions and 

altitude changes. Every unit is backfilled with 

a dry, inert gas and inspected with a mass- 

spectrometer to a leak rate limit of less than 

1 micron cubic foot per hour at one 

atmosphere. No switch could be more 

perfectly sealed.

Environment-Free ... various seals are used, 

according to the environmental conditions 

expected. They are usually sealed against 

humidity, fumes, dust, oil, and general 

contaminants. The switches are miniaturized 

to save vital space and weight. Conforms 

to MIL-S-6743 and MIL-E-5272A.

And if you do not find the exact switch you 

need among our hundreds of standard 

models, we can design and produce a unit 

to meet your specific requirements.

Write for this new Technical Catalog on 

Hermetically-Sealed and Environment-Free 

switches.

0 0
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Sylvania Micro Min Diodes shown actual size

NEWS

in volume
and weightSYLVANIA MAX

105" MAX DIAMICRO-MIN DIODES
age

offer microminiaturization
in microwave circuitry

SOURCEDETECTOR

ROAD

.300" 
MAX

1.00” 
MIN

1.00" 
MIN

Opened infrared tiaffic detector shows source 
and detector, left.

021" MAX DIA 
BOTH LEADS 

TINNED

of GENERAL TELEPHONE s ELECTRONICS^

SEE THE SYLVANIA EXHIBIT AT WESCON—BOOTH #2009-2011, 2058 2061 & 2108-2111
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free operation is expected. Light-source re 
ment can be made w ith a small plug-in pat

The infrared traffic detector has an advantage 
over radar in some traffic analysis applications 
because of its ability to spot stalled as well as 
moving automobiles.

Two infrared traffic detectors, either in a 
single package or in tw'o units, can be combined 
to establish speed and direction of traffic, and 
also to indicate length of vehicles if needed.

Each device consists of an infrared source and 
a detector. The optics beam source radiation to-

Photo shows 
Sylvania Micro- 
Mln Diode as 
used in TRI
PLATE« detector 
module designed by 
Sanders Associates, 
Nashua, N. H. This de
vice illustrates how 
easily Sylvania Micro
Min Diodes can be 
integrated into a modu
lar construction.

Five States Testing 
Infrared Traffic Control

One-tenth the size, one-tenth the weight—90% smaller than their 
prototypes—Sylvania Micro-Min Diodes extend design possibili
ties where microminiaturization and reliability are essential to 
microwave equipment.
Sylvania Micro-Min mixer and detector diodes feature true 
hermetic seals ... withstand temperatures of —55°C to +150°C 
... meet MIL-S-19500B environmental specs for shock, vibra
tion, lead fatigue, acceleration, moisture resistance, soldering 
and temperature cycling.
New packages—even smaller than Micro-Min Diodes—are now under devel
opment at Sylvania! Our engineers can work with you in 
developing new microminiaturized equipment. Contact them.

If your present design requirements are for exceptionally small 
size, extremely lightweight and maximum reliability, specify 
Sylvania Microwave Micro-Min Diodes. For price and delivery 
information, contact your Sylvania Field Office or your local 
franchised Sylvania Semiconductor Distributor. For technical 
data on specific Sylvania Micro-Min Diodes, write Semiconductor 
Division, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Dept. 187, Woburn, 
Massachusetts.

I
NFRARED detectors for use in traffic anal}sis 
and speed control are now being tested in 
five states.
The infrared traffic detectors are being pro

duced by Infrared Industries, Inc., Waltham, 
Mass., and distributed by the Eagle Signal Co., 
Moline, Ill.

In operation the detectors are mounted over a 
lane of traffic, providing coverage for a lane ot 
12 to 14 feet wide, according to Norman C. An
derson, Infrared Industries vice-president.

infrared equipment has an advantage over 
pneumatic tubes for counting automobiles be
cause of the short life of rubber tubes across a 
busy roadway. At least two years of maintenance-

•Available in Matched Pairs

MICRO MIN TYPE APPLICATION PROTOTYPE

1N830 UHF Detector

1N830A UHF Detector —

1N831* S Band Mixer 1N21C*

1N831A* S Band Mixer 1N21E*

1N832* X Band Mixer IN23C*

1N833 X Band Video 1N358
Detector

1N918 Ku Band Mixer IN 78
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Infrared traffic detector is shown mounted on an 
overpass surveying the lane of traffic below.
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ward the highway below. The detector’s field of 
view is restricted so that the beam is reflected 
to the detector only when a vehicle enters the 
detection field. The device is adjusted so that 
the highway itself does not reflect the beam.

The possibility that extraneous radiation might 
excite the source is minimized by proper selec
tion of optics and detector wavelength sensitivity. 
Further protection is provided by chopping the

Ivantage
»lications 
well as

beam with a motor-driven perforated disk 
making the detector circuits sensitive to 
modulating frequency.

The output of the detector is transmitted

and 
this

to a

er in a 
ombined 

ffic, and 
ded.
urce and 
ation to-

central station where it is traced on a recording 
device.

Initially costs of the infrared installations are 
comparable to radar, according to Mr. Anderson. 
In fairly small quantities each unit might cost 
about $500, with prices going lower for volume
orders.

Present installations are in 
California, Massachusetts and

Illinois, Michigan, 
Connecticut.

jrce, right

Source and detector optics are aligned so that an 
obj< ct passing over the road below the infrared traffic 
detector reflects the beam to the detector. The road 
lfsel does not reflect the beam because it is below the 
*oli ne of coverage of the device.
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ENDEVCOTRANSDUCER
EXTENDS THE LIFE OF A HIGH-PRESSURE EXTRUSION PRESS 
At its plant in Elgin, Illinois, Flexonics Corporation, manufacturers of flexible metal tubing and hose, employs a large press for the 
cold extrusion of metal parts. This press operates at high, critical pressures (up and beyond 300,000 psi). The key to its efficient 
operation and life span is the lubricant used, ja&sas
Problem: The choice of lubricant was generally determined by the sound and feel of the press while in service. 
As extrusion problems became more complex, a better way of selecting the proper lubricant was needed. 
Solution: Flexonics engineers hooked up an ENDEVCO PRESSURE PICKUP with an oscilloscope to compare the 
performance of lubricants under actual working conditions. Out of 20 lubricants tested, one proved to be 
superior, which had not been considered under the “sound and feel” method of evaluation. It is now being 
used exclusively. At the same time, the Endevco instrumentation divulged other valuable information as to
correct press speed, and the optimum design of tools and dies. Endevco piezoelectric transducers and amplifiers are avail
able for environmental, flight, shock, impact testing; design studies, control applications, and many others. Write for literature.
ENDEVCO CORPORATION, 161 EAST CALIFORNIA BOULEVARD, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA, SYCAMORE 5-0271
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THE RAW MATERIALS OF PROGRESS

FC-75 SHOCK-PROOFS 
“HI-FI SET” FOR ATLAS MISSILE

The Atlas climbs toward outer 
space! Inside, a delicate instru
ment—an inertia compensated 
telemetering device, shown left 
—is at work. Manufactured by 
the Speidel Corporation of 
Providence, Rhode Island, this 
sealed unit contains a continu
ously operating magnetic tape 
recorder that is capable of re
porting, via telemetry as re
quired, pre-selected conditions 
that a missile might encounter, 
i.e.: temperatures, strains, 
stresses, vibrations, air pressures.

The problem: find a protective “cushion” that will isolate the telemetering device 
from the missile’s violent motion and even a fall to earth, yet permit it to operate 
accurately and with great sensitivity.
The answer: 3M Brand Fluorochemical Inert Liquid FC-75. Why? FC-75 
protects the tape and all associated moving parts of the tape transport from 
vibrations, shocks, acceleration. And, at the same time, FC-75 remains stable 
over the entire temperature span of the missile’s effective range. It has a pour 
point of less than minus 100°F., will not break down even at 750°F.

Furthermore, FC-75 undergoes no chemical or electrical changes. It is completely 
compatible with various materials such as metals, plastics, elastomers, even 
above the maximum practical temperatures permissible with other dielectric 
coolants. Therefore, it will not attack the recording tape or any other part of 
the telemetering mechanism.
FC-75 is ideally suited for many uses in the field of missiles and rocketry because 
it is nonexplosive, nonflammable, nontoxic, odorless and noncorrosive. It is one 
of 300 specialty chemicals from 3M serving industry and country. For complete 
performance characteristics, write today, specifying area of interest to: 
3M Chemical Division, Dept. KAP-70, St. Paul 6, Minnesota.

CHEMICAL DIVISION

J^JlNNISOTA JOINING AND J^A N U FACTUR I NG COMPANY

• «.WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW
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The ASROC fire-control system is the first shipboard 

installation of a digital computer. Scopes are retouched 

in this photo since ranges and trajectory are classified 

information. Computer receives data on target course, 

speed, bearing, and distance, as well as attack ships 

course, speed, pitch, and roll. From these and other 

data, the computer predicts future position of target, 

launcher angle, and distance missile will fly.

NEWS
I 
t

Shipboard Digital Computer £
Is Keystone of ASROC System *

ASROC, the Navy’s new anti-submarine Sun
day punch, utilizes the first shipboard elec
tronic digital fire-control computer. It was de
veloped especially for the ASROC project by 
Librascope, Div. of General Precision, Inc.

ASROC was successfully tested and evaluated 
at sea last month by the Navy and fired publicly 
for the first time (ED, July 6, p 8). The computer 
is a completely transistorized circuit employing 
silicon transistors throughout.

The unit was designed to give maximum re
liable performance under shipboard conditions 
with minimum maintenance. This goal appar
ently has been achieved, since test evaluation per
sonnel have reported no failures in more than 
15,000 hours of operation.

The computer collects and handles target in
formation; performs the mathematical calcula
tions of establishing target course, range, and 
speed; and computes the ballistic path. It thereby 
frees command and operating personnel for 
evaluating tactical situations and making final at
tack decisions.

Because the computer is a general-purpose 
circuit, it can be readily modified to accept new 
data developed from changes in the characteris-

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, I960 |ELE
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tk of the weapon system. Thus, if the missile 
payload or warhead is changed, or if new attack 
tactics are necessary, the computer can be pro
grimed accordingly. Even more important is the 
possibility that the computer might be used for 
other shipboard weapons systems.

The ASROC missile itself is a small, relatively 
inexpensive* part of the system. With improved 
detection gear and tracking devices, it can be 
fired over greater ranges than those now used. At 
present, it is only as good as the tracking gear 
aboard ship; as this improves, so does the missile.
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Honeywell 800 Digital Computer 
Heart of Navy Training Center

A Honeywell 800 digital computer will be the 
heart of a $3.6 million nuclear submarine training 
center being developed by Minneapolis-Honey
well in New London, Conn. The computer will be 
used by the Navy to simulate electronically full
scale naval battles.

Use of the computer, together with advanced 
electronic techniques. Navy officials said, will 
enable the center to provide “a startling degree 
of realism” in waging mock sea battles to train 
the crews of submarines in undersea warfare.

The computer, while generating the motion of 
an ocean full of ships and taking into account 
the particular characteristics of each type of ship, 
also will calculate the action of the various 
weapons. In the case of the homing torpedo, for 
example, the computer will simulate the search 
and attack of the torpedo homing onto its target.

The trainer will occupy an entire wing of a 
three-story building at the Navy’s Submarine 
School. Within the facility’, the attack centers of 
three nuclear submarines will be duplicated to the 
minutest detail. Radar and sonar screens at the 
command posts of the submarine will show the 
maneuverings of many ships in the complex move
ments of a sea encounter.

Periscopes for each sub trainer will simulate the 
view of targets on the surrounding horizon as 
seen from the periscope of a submerged sub
marine.

Each target, actually a tiny model on a mock 
sea viewed by closed-circuit TV, will be automati
cally positioned to present the correct aspect to 
the periscopes.

In addition to the simulated submarines, the 
training facility will have a master instructor’s 
con ole where training problems can be presented 
to ( /ahiate new tactics and crew performance.

1 ie changing tides of the encounter will be 
proi cted on a giant screen in a War Game Room 
whc e all phases of the action will be monitored.
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781 Industrial Ohmmetf

V64 Lew Cost Voltmeter

50 Voltato Comparator

481 Industrial Voltmeter 51 Comparison Amplifier

OFFERS YOU THE ONLY COMPLETE LINE OF

1 4 4 !

+ 9652

M24 Multi-Purpose Instrument

Voltmeter-Ratiometer

9562

<R24 Ratiumeter

V35 Transistorized VoltmeterRatiometer

V34 Transistorized Voltmeter-Ratiometer

V44 All-Electronic Dlsital vonmeter

DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS
M24 Multi-Purpose Instrument — Measures DC volt
age from., ±.0001 to ±999 9, DC voltage ratio to 
±.9999, resistance from 0 1 ohm tn 1 megohm , . . 
1/3 second balancing time . . . with accessories, 
measures AC voltage or AC ratio, low-level DC . . . 
completely automatic output for data logging .. 
transistorized circuitry, mercury-wetted relays . . .
recommended <or measuring and data logging de
manding best combination of reliability,
speed and versatility — missile systems 
industrial electronic systems, unattended
ging, quality control, 
laboratory uses. Complete

accuracy, 
checkout, 
data log- 

$5,650

V24 Voltmeter-Ratiometer — Same basic features,
specifications and applicatinns as the M24 except it 
does not measure resistance. nrn

Complete $4,"du

R24 Ratiometer — Measures DC ratio with ranges of 
±.9999/9.999 . . . same basic features and applica-
lions as M24 and V24.

Complete $4,650
V35 Transistorized Voltmeter-Ratiometer — This all
transistorized instrument is the first true 5-digit volt
meter with the tactual Fifth Figure, full 5-digit reso
lution of 0.001% . . . measures DC voltage from 
±0.0001 to ±999.99, OC voltage ratio from 
±00.001% to ±99 999% . . with accessories, 
measures AC voltage low-level DC . . . completely 
automatic . . . features No Needless Nines logic, 
plug-in oil-bathed stepping switches . . . output for 
data logging . . . recommended for uses requiring 
maximum accuracy such as automatic missile check
nut; production line inspection of transistors, resis-
tors, diodes; readout and 
printout for computers. Complete $3,750
V34 Transistorized Voltmeter-Ratiometer — 4-digit 
quality and performance companion to V35 — with 
No-Needless-Nines logic, plug-in oil-bathed stepping 
switches and full transistorization . . . measures DC 
voltage from ±.0001 to ±999 9, DC voltage ratio 
from ±00 01% to ±99.99% . . with accessories, 
measures AC voltage, low-level DC . . . output for 
data logging . . . designed for uses requiring Series 
30 reliability without the need
for full 5-digit resolution. Complete JU

8!923K

^6464

BY PURPOSE BY PRICE
V44 All-Electronic Digital Voltmeter — 500 readings 
per second . . . measures DC voltage from ±0.0001 
to ±999.9 . . . completely automatic . . output for 
data logging . . recommended for applications in
which exceptionally high 
speed is essential. Complete $6,500
481 Industrial Voltmeter — This 4-digit instrument 
is an outstanding value for applications requiring 
0 01% accuracy at lowest cost . . . designed for 
visual readout only, does not contain print -ut con
nections or oil bath switches . . . features simple, 
time-pn>ved 7-tube circuit . . . measures DC from 
±0.001 to ±999 9 — AC and low-level DC with ac
cessories ... for applications requiring 0.01% ac
curacy without printout — production testing, instru
ment calibration, laboratory
testing, receiving inspection. Complete ^l,4Z3

781 Industrial Ohmmeter — Companion fa the 481 
th>s 4-digit ohmmeter equals the performance of 
other units costing twice as much . . . measures 0.1 
ohm to 10 megohms . . . accuracy of ±0.05% ± 1 
digit, ±0.1% of reading above 5 megohms ... 20 
times faster than using a Wheatstone bridge .. . com
pletely automatic . . , used for fast, easy resistance 
measurements not requiring printout, such as receiv
ing inspection, production, qual- * «
ity control, laboratory testing Complete )I,44J

V64 Low-Cost Voltmeter — Only full 4-digit voltmeter 
in the pric<> range of 3-digit meters and laboratory 
quality pointer meters . . . measures DC voltage from 
±0.001 to ±499.9 ... AC and low-level I'C with 
accessories ... features quality NLS construction, 
design simplicity, time-proved circuitry . .. designed 
for measuring applications that require the speed, 
ease, and accuracy of a digital voltmeter without 
the need for printout or automatic range-p'-larity 
selection .. applications include transducer and test 
equipment calibration, quality control, production
line and receiving inspec
tion, laboratory uses Complete $985

50 Voltage Comparator—This transistorized go/no-go 
voltage comparator provides a precise, fast, reliable 
means to determine if a voltage is within prescribed 
limits—and to transmit go/no-go commands to elec
trical recording control and warning systems ... 
signals voltage tolerance by colored bulbs and con
tact closures within 90 milli-seconds.. manual 
limit settings from — 0.001 ---
t<> ±999.9 volts. Complete $1,7/3

51 Comparison Amplifier — Automatic comparator 
model for applications where limits are already 
available in analog voltage form from fixed or au
tomatically programmed voltage dividers voltage 
range from —50 volts to +50 volts with a limit sensi-
tivity of 500 microvolts.

Complete $950
Hundreds of Combinations
A wide range of accessories are available from NLS 
for easy, plug-in combination with the basic units 
pictured. This provides you with several hundred 
combinations from which to select the grouping which 
best answers your measuring and data logging prob
lems.
• AC/DC Converters with or without automatic ranging
• AC Reference Voltage Converter 

for AC ratio measurement
• Remote Readouts
• Preamplifiers for low level DC
• Transistorized Input Scanners
• Data Printers
• Transistorized Serial Converters
• FlexowriLir Systems
• Electric Typewriter Systems
• Tap» Punches
• Output to operate almost any device requiring con

tact closures in parallel decimal form

For Additional Information .. contact your nearest 
NLS representative or write NLS for complete catalog 
section on specific instruments of interest to you. 
Specifications and prices are subject to change with* 
out notice

Originator of the Digital Voltmeter

non-linear systems, inc
DEL MAR (SAN DIEGO), CALIFORNIA
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FOR FISCAL 1962-almost a year away-isMILITARY BUDGET

CIRCLE 21 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

PH-25 
25 watts

PH-100 
100 watts

PH-10-1 
10 watts

from DALOHM 
Better things in 

smaller packages 
DALE PRODUCTS, INC 
1328 28th Ave., Columbus, Nebr.

would shut down 
weapons systems 
available.

or seriously impair the operations of 
or essential equipment if they were not• Rated at 10, 25 and 100 watts.

• Resistance range from 0.1 ohm to 60K ohms, 
depending on type.

• Tolerances ± 0.05%, ± 0.1%, ± 0.25%,

already in the first planning stage. Odds are that the 
military’s fiscal planners will be confronted with some 
tough decisions. As things stand, it will cost more to 
maintain today’s manpower in years to come. There’s no 
reason to expect any significant drop in equipment prices. 
On the contrary, conservative planning dictates allowance 
for a moderate inflationary factor as well as for cost 
hikes that are attributable to new and more complex weapons 
systems. Unless the military budget is increased, it 
looks as though a choice will have to be made between cut
ting manpower and trimming weapons.

TOUGHER INVENTORY CRITERIA for items to be kept in the 
military's mobilization reserve have been established by 
the Defense Department. Electronics’ items do not appear 
likely to be heavily affected. Support of ’’operational 
effectiveness under combat conditions” will govern selec
tion of mobilization reserve stocks. This is to include 
essentials for survival of personnel, for the effective
ness of combat forces (and their supply), and items which

Potter Instrument Company design engineers had a require
ment for a power resistor on their new hi-speed Model 906(1 
Digital Magnetic Tape Handler; they specified Dalohm Type 
PH Resistors.
Why? ... Because Dalohm PH resistors meet all tough require
ments and provide the most important feature—INHERENT 
STABILITY.

TYPE PH RESISTORS 
• WIRE WOUND

• POWER • PRECISION
These rugged Dalohm resistors 
are ideal for power applications 
that also call for precision toler
ances. Mounting is through hole 
in chassis for maximum heat 
dissipation.

• Temperature coefficient 20 P.P.M.
• Operating temperature range from —55° C 

to +275° C
• Welded construction from terminal to 

terminal.
• Sealed in silicone in a radiator finned black 

anodized aluminum housing.
• Small in size; ranging from 1%" x y2" dia. 

to 33/4" x 1%" dia.
For complete Information request 

Bulletin R-36

GOVERNMENT USE OF COMPUTERS is described in detail in 
the Budget Bureau’s first annual automatic data- 
processing inventory, which lists most agencies that use 
computers, their locations, and the models that they have 
or want. (In some cases, agencies may not have decided, 
and these are indicated, too.) The inventory, which 
covers fiscal 1959, does not make the Budget Bureau feel 
that it can identify actual trends in computer use on the 
basis of a single year’s report. It notes, however, that 
possible future trends may be recognizable in the agen
cies’ forecasts of need and use for fiscal 1960 and 1961.

T IPS ON COMPUTER USE have been given to government agencies 
by the Budget Bureau. It has outlined to agency heads the 
kinds of data and use studies that should be made before 
automatic data-processing systems are selected and in
stalled. It has also noted that "suitable presentations, 
orientations, and briefings have proved of considerable 
value" in convincing Cabinet-level officers of the justi
fication of such major expenditures.

Do you need STABILITY?
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Stability is inherent in DALOHM resistors because of 
advanced design and careful workmanship.

Here's How DALOHM Achieves...

...INHERENT STABILITY
In PH TYPE RESISTORS

MORE ELECTRONIC INTERFERENCE with civilian airspace users 
is sure to result from the growing complex of electronic 
air defense control systems and from good-sized maneu
vers, according to Maj. Gen. M. A. Preston of the Flight 
Operations Office of the Air Force. Efforts will be made, 
of course, to minimize interference with civil air opera
tions. But some is inevitable.

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS will stem from joint studies of prob
lems in Air Force procurement made by the Air Materiel 
Command, the Electronic Industries Association, the Aero
space Industries Association, and the National Security 
Industrial Association. Biggest changes are expected in 
pricing, auditing, and application of the make-or-buy 
policy—the three areas which came under heaviest fire 
from industry during industry-military conferences.

USE OF GOVERNMENT-OWNED FACILITIES in defense production 
will probably get a searching and broad probing by a House 
Armed Services Subcommittee. The Budget Bureau has 
stressed that use of privately owned plants and equipment 
in working on government contracts is preferable to using 
government facilities. In fact, the Army and Navy were 
told how to weight contracting proposals so as to take into 
account certain apparent cost-savings that occurred when 
government plant was to be used.
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WEAPONS SYSTEM CONTRACTING is defined by the Senate Pre
paredness Investigating Subcommittee. In a report on the 
B-58 "Hustler” bomber, the group asserts that "the compel
ling pressure of time" was the "most important reason for 
the swing toward a single weapon system manager." The 
report also asserts that this particular weapon system 
program "could not have been implemented under the out
moded methods of development and production utilized on 
previous programs not under the management weapons system 
concept.
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PROGRESS IN MILITARY SUPPLY MANAGEMENT—in the direction 
of purchase by a single agency of related classes of items 
—is noted by the House Committee on Government Opera
tions. Electrical and electronic products invite single 
management, the report notes, "because of the vast number 
of items, the high dollar value of procurement and inven
tory, the rapid obsolescence of equipment and associated 
parts, its vital relationship to communications and the 
operation of most new weapons, the large and rapidly 
growing technology, and the important industries that 
supply the items." The document notes that within those 
classes fall about 25% of the 3.6 items in the military 
supply systems, that $1.5 billion a year is spent to buy 
them, and that inventory is worth $2.5 billion all told.

CIRCLE 21 ON READER-SERVICE CARD > 
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CHECK THESE DESIGN FEATURES:
1. Complete welded construction from terminal to terminal.

2.Black anodized aluminum housing rapidly dissipates heat 
through chassis or heat sink.

□.Space saving design achieved by having vertical mounting 
through hole with both terminals coming out end to allow 
rapid, simple wiring.

4 .Fins increase cooling surface.

5 . Completely encapsulated in hi-temperature silicone material.

Here are some of the extra steps we take 
to build stability into DALOHM resistors:

• Accurate tension control during winding
• Winding pitch limited to 200%-275% rather than 500% allowable in MIL SPECS
• Greater effective wire coverage than required by MIL SPECS

from DALOHM 
Better things in 

smaller packages 
DALE PRODUCTS, INC. 
1328 28th Ave., Columbus, Nebr.

• A wider selection of wire diameters is used 
to achieve the resistance ranges advertised. 
This permits selection of a wire diameter for 
any value that will use only a narrow portion 
of the resistance range obtainable for that 
diameter of wire. This gives longer life 
stability within the temperature and power 
ranges specified.

For complete information request 
Bulletin R-36



Magnetic Materials from General Electric NEWS

MAGNETIC POTENTIAL

Conventional Magnet

MAGNETIC MATERIALS SECTION

GENERAL ELECTRIC

so¡ r

Conventional Alnico magnet 
with random crystal structure.

Schematic representation of the effect of control
ling crystal orientation on magnetic structure.

MESA SWITCHING TRANSITORS have been 
reduced in price by Sylvania Electric Products. 
Inc. of Wobum. Mass. Types 2N711 have been 
reduced from $7 to $1.95 each for lot purchases 
of from 100 to 999 units. I

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, i960

SILICON FLUID AND EMULSION PROD 
UCTS have been reduced approximately 4 per 
cent in price by General Electric Co.

STANDARD MICROMODULES have been re
duced 1/3 in price by the Radio Corp, of America 
of Somerville, N.J. Since RCA announced the 

availability of micromodules in March of last year I 
they have introduced some 15 different micro
module configurations, all of which will be t 
fected by the price change.

Electronics Used to Simulate 
'Cocktail Party Effect' in Voices

The ability of a human listener to pick out < ne 
voice from a surrounding babble—the “cock ail 
party effect ’—has been simulated by a gating sys
tem developed by investigators at Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, New York, N.Y.

Humans are able to enhance the effective in
tensity' of a particular voice by 5 to 15 db by sup
pressing the background noise level. Using a 
gating system, two Bell Labs investigators E. E. 
David Jr., and J. F. Kaiser, achieved a 9-db en
hancement in effective signal level against a back
ground of a single interfering talker. A 5-db 
enhancement was achieved against a two-talker 
background.

This was done by cross-correlating the outputs 
of two microphones to generate a gating wave, 
which was applied to the combined output of the 
two microphones. The effect of the gating was to 
raise the intensity of the combined signal only 
when energy from the desired voice arrived 
simultaneously at both microphones. Otherwise 
the gate suppressed the combined signal.

Noise or interfering speech signals passec I 
through the gate if they occurred simultaneously I 
with the desired speech signal. However, in the I 
experiments, these events were rare and the pat-1 
tern or discontinuity, of the undesired signal was I 
disrupted, reducing its interfering qualities.

General Electric D.G crystal 
controlled magnet produced 
by controlling heat flow from 
casting.

Here’s how to move into the bonus area of high perform
ance and savings as well.

G-E Directional Grain process for manufacturing Alnico 
5 magnets gives you the bonus area of available energy for 
your loudspeaker applications. The advantages are im
portant. G-E speaker magnets give external energy prod
ucts of 0.5 to 0.75 (BH) m x 106 greater than regular 
Alnico 5. In addition, residual induction is improved and 
increased efficiency means cost reductions in the magnetic 
circuit return path.

Send for specifications on the superiority of G-E Alnico 5 
D.G., and information on the complete line of permanent 
magnets. Write: Magnetic Materials Section, General Elec
tric Company, 7820 N. Neff Road, Edmore, Michigan.

CHANGES IN PRICES 
AND AVAILABILITY

CARBOLOY« CEMENTED CARBIDES • MAN-MADE DIAMONDS • MAGNETIC 

MATERIALS • THERMISTORS • THYRITE® • VACUUM-MELTED ALLOYS 
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PUTTING MAGNETICS TO WORK

ties

How to build a better (audio signal) trap!

mncnETics ¡ne.

AT THE WESCON SHOW
CIRCLE 24 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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Design and development of an experimental 
ion engine is in progress for the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration.

The engine, under development by Hughes 
Aircraft Co. of Culver City, Calif., departs from 
conventional rocket engines in that there is no 
combustion. Propulsion is provided by an ionized 
cesium stream, which is electrically accelerated 
and focussed.

In the space of a few inches, the ion stream 
develops a speed of more than 100,000 mph. The 
cylindrical ion engine measures only about 0.8-in. 
log and 4 in. in diameter.

This laboratory’ engine will develop only about 
O.( I lb of thrust. If test data prove the program 
feasible, later engines will be built to develop 
gr< ater thrust.

Itimately, engines of this type will drive space- 
cr; t, but will require a nuclear auxiliary power 
so rce such as SNAP-8 now’ under development.
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And what do you specify when you must rigidly define 
channel cut-offs, with sharp, permanent attenuation at 
channel crossovers? Our moly-permalloy cores have vir
tually no resistive component, so there is almost no core 
loss. The resultant high Q means sharp attenuation of 
blocked frequencies in high and low band pass ranges. 
Why not write for complete information? Like all of our 
components, molybdenum permalloy powder cores arc 
performance-guaranteed to standards unsurpassed in the 
industry. Magnetics Inc., Dept. ED-82, Butler, Pa,
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Hot Germanium Transistor 
Too Good for Press Conference

A hot germanium transistor operated just too 
well at a recent press conference. As part of a 
demonstration of a new’ thermoelectric transistor 
cooler, General Thermoelectric Corp, of Prince
ton, N. J. immersed a small transistor amplifier 
in boiling water. The company planned to show 
how, without a thermoelectric cooler, the boiled 
transistor would die.

1 he germanium transistor should have quit 
amplifying at 85 C. Obstinately, it continued to 
amplify at 100 C. The amplified signal showed 
no attenuation on a scope display.

Sales manager Sol Meister of Needco Cooling 
Semiconductors, Ltd. (a Montreal firm which de
veloped the high-efficiency cooler) assured the 
audience that the signal would soon die. After a 
minute of heavy silence he tried to coax the un
willing transistor to die. He jiggled the transistor 
in the vessel of boiling water then began to rap 
the side of the vessel—gently at first—then not so 
gently. Finally, to his aid came Mr. Roman Post, 
president of Needco. Mr. Post began rapping the 
water vessel while Mr. Meister turned to the 
scope which he began to adjust methodically— 
first the vertical controls, then the sweep. At 
last he approached the scope screen which he 
began to tap—gently at first. The scope was work
ing well. So wras the transistor.

I he name of the transistor manufacturer was 
not disclosed.

Magnetics Inc. permalloy powder cores give filter designers new attenuation 
and stability standards—and miniaturization to boot!
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The art of trapping unwanted frequencies has been 
advanced during the past year with a succession of im
provements in molybdenum permalloy powder cores by 
Magnetics Inc. Most audio filter designers now work 
with smaller cores, more stable cores and cores whose 
attenuation characteristics arc ultra-sharp. Do you?

Do you, for example, specify our 160-mu cores when 
space is a problem? With this higher inductance, you 
need at least 10 percent fewer turns for a given inductance 
than with the 125-mu core. What’s more, you can use 
heavier wire, and thus cut down d-c resistance.

What about temperature stability? Our linear cores are 
used with polystyrene capacitors, cutting costs in half 
compared to temperature stabilized moly-permalloy cores 
with silvered mica capacitors. Yet frequency stability over 
a wide swing in ambient temperatures is increased!

VISIT OUR BOOTH 521-522
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call your Corning distributor

CORNING

STRIBUTOR DIVISION
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With a deviation meter such as 
this and complete stocks of 
Corning glass capacitors, the 
Erie Distributor Division quickly 
picks out the exact capacitance 
values you need.
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T
HE ELECTRONICS industry has reported to 
the Navy that it plans to produce substantia.ly 
more equipment in 1960 than it sold in 1959, con

firming early estimates that 1960 would be an
other year of significant growth for the industry.

In a survey made by the Office of Naval Mate
rial, 585 companies reported that they plan to 
produce $10.9 billion worth of electronics equip
ment in 1960. A Navy spokesman, in commenting 
on the annual survey, said that in the past, 
planned production totals corresponded well with 
actual production figures.

Only companies manufacturing equipment and 
systems were included in the survey totals. No

Magnetic-Tape Recorder Monitors 
65 Different Variables in Flight

A magnetic-tapt* flight performance recorder 
with flexible playback capability has been dem
onstrated to Federal Aviation Agency officials 
by Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co. of Min
neapolis, Minn.

The device, consisting of three major compo
nents, can monitor as many as 65 different vari
ables, including altitude, speed, heading, vertical 
acceleration and time once each second. The ad
ditional conditions can be monitored once a min
ute and are at the option of the airline.

A standard instrument for data reproduction 
has also been developed to provide a means of 
utilizing several methods of processing and dis
play of recorded information on the ground. This 
instrument contains pushbutton data channel se-1 
lection and the basic playback channel electronics I

The following playback techniques can be used 
■ An aircraft instrument-type display to repro

duce in-flight situations simultaneously such a« 
air speed, altitude, heading and acceleration.

■ Using a Visicorder, either analog or the ac I 
tual digital pulses recorded on the magnetic tap* I 
can be reproduced on continuous recording chan I 
nels or the digital data can be converted to I 
analog form and be recorded continuously.

■ A standard digital counter and printer can 1 I 
used. The ground playback signals are serial!' I 
introduced to the digital counter, which in tun I 
provides print-out signals for tabulating the digi-1 
tai data pertinent to any recording channel.

Capacitors with specific non-standard values like 873 mmf or 
6086 mmf ± I % can be in your hands in a few days. Close 
coordination with the Erie Distributor Division makes it possible.

As soon as you call your local Corning distributor, he contacts 
Erie ... relays your requirements. Technicians there comb through 
large stocks, pinpoint the exact values. The selected capacitors 
are sent out quickly with no delay.

You get factory prices, too, reducing the cost of your prototype 
or short-run work.

Your local Corning distributor wants to give you this service, 
as well as same-day delivery of standard MIL spec orders. Put 
him to work for you. You’ll like the results.

For the name of your nearest distributor write to: Electronics 
Distributor Division • ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION 
Erie, Pennsylvania.



Nth ¡Continuing, Navy Survey Shows
Capabilities of the Electronics Industry

Ratings and Production Capabilities
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A statistical summary of Section I of the Office of Naval Material 
report “Manufacturers of Electronic Equipment Facilities Data,
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Ma netic tape flight recorder gets final check 
abc rd a Minneapolis-Honeywell airplane. An engi

neer installs a spool of magnetic tape which will re

corc for 150 hours. The M-H recorder is capable of 

mon oring as many as 65 different variables.
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purely research-and-development or component 
companies were asked to report information.

The survey implies that there is no need for 
expansion of production facilities at this time, 
reports a Navy source. Although planned produc
tion for 1960 totals less than $11 billion, maximum 
production for the year, on a one-shift basis, could 
reach more than 14 billion.

Maximum production capability for 1960 is 
about $1.5 billion greater than that reported for 
the preceding year.

The survey is called “Manufacturers of Elec
tronic Equipment Facilities Data, Ratings, and 
Production Capabilities.” ■ ■

■ Complete analytical processing of the volume 
of raw data acquired during many hours of flight 
time can be comprehensively analyzed in a large- 
scale digital computer.

Large airlines can channel the data through 
their computers while smaller airlines can also 
take advantage of the flight information through 
the use of inexpensive standard electronic play
back equipment.compo
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Number of 
Electronics 
Employes

Number 
of 

Companies

Total 
Electronics 
Employes 

(1959 Average)

Max. Prod.
Per Yr.
1 shift 

($000,000)

1959 
Sales 

($000,000)

Planned 
Production 

1960 
($000,000)

1-50 144 3,578 241 8 57.4 83.4

51-100 87 6,937 244.8 92.9 122.5

100-200 109 15,163 446.9 208.3 272.1

201-500 109 33,853 1,079.2 530.9 672.0

501-1,000 49 35,147 1,000.2 527.2 611.7

1,001-2,000 36 47,513 1,222.5 720.6 875.0

2,001-5,000 31 92,569 2,537.0 1,470.3 1,615.6

5,001- 20 343,163 7,329.8 5,988.1 6,646.3

Total—Current Year 585 577,923 14,102.3 9,595.7 10,898.6

Total—Preceding Year 
imimimiiimiiiiiimimiiiiiimiHiiHiiiHmiiiiiiiiimiiiii

578

iiiiiiimHiHHimiiiiiiiiiiftiiiiiuiini

513,636

IIIIHIIIIIilllllllllllllllllHHIHMIIIIIIIHHIIIIHI

12,635.1

iHiHtiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiHimiHtiHiiiii

8,261.3

lUlillltlllllllllll IltllllHHHIHIIII

9,359.0

IIIIIHIIIIHIHIIHIIIIHIHmiHIIII

Number of 
Electronics 
Employes

Planned 
Production 

1960 
Military 

($000,000)

1/1/60 
Total 

Military 
Backlog 

($000,000)

1/1/60 
Mil. Back
log Prime 
Contracts 

($000,000)

1/1/60 
Mil. Back
log-Sub
Contracts 
($000,000)

Average 
Sales 

in 1959 
per 

Employe $

1-50 42.2 20.7 14.3 6.4 16,039

51-100 66.4 34.2 20.0 14.2 13,396

101-200 148.8 86.2 48.3 37.9 13,737

201-500 353.9 207.3 112 8 94.5 15,681

501-1,000 405.5 267.9 162.9 105.0 14,999

1,001-2,000 484.2 380.9 268.1 112.8 15,165

2,001-5,000 1,099.0 1,045.3 798.9 246.4 15,883

5,001- 3,256.6 3,624.1 3,000.0 624.1 17,449

Total—Current Year 5,856.5 5,666.6 4,425.3 1,241.3 16,603

Total—Preceding Year 5,139.9 5,534.1 4,499.2 1,034.9 16,083

iiiiHiiHiiniiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiimtnmniHmi HiimiiiHiHmiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHH 1 lllf liti III 1 III HI I iiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

Number of 
Electronics 
Employes

1/1fOU 
Av. Mil. 
Backlog 

per 
Employe 

$

Ratio 
Mil. Back

log to 
1959 Sales

ITOU 
No. of Cos. 
Reporting 

100% 
Planned 

Mil. Prod.

i you 
No. of Cos. 
Reporting 

100% 
Planned 

Civ. Prod.

No. of Cos. 
Applied 

for 
Cert, of 

Necessity

No. of Cos. 
Having 

V ’
Loans

1-50 5,681 36 24 28 14 2

51-100 5,161 37 17 16 12 2

101-200 5,280 41 17 11 18 7
201-500 5,739 39 16 13 35 6

501-1,000 7,623 51 14 1 27 3

1,001-2,000 7,541 53 7 3 24 3

2,001-5,000 10,768 71 9 1 22 3

5,001- 10,101 61 0 1 19 2

Total—-Current Year 9,380 59 104 74 171 28

Total—Preceding Year 10,149 67 111 79 171 38

ItlllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIHMIIIIIIIIHIIIIIHIIIIHII iiiiiiiiiiitmHiiiiiiHiiiiiii IltllHIIIIHHIHIIIIIIHIIHHHHIII iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii iiiiiiHimiiuimmiiiiiiMtiiHitii iiniiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiHmiimiiiii



How to compensate
for temperature variation

NEWS

Anti-Sub Advisory Group L

in a transistorized flip-flop
sensistor silicon resistors
Feeithm TC at *1,7% *D far tMHMratar» cempeiiMtion Md 
earning.
Standard available 'esisiantes ^10% $ ?5°C:

68. 82, 100 120 150 181 220, 270, 330, 390. 470, 500. 560.
680. 820 1000. 1200. 1500 and 1800 ohms

Additional resistance values and tolerances available on special 
order.

t Hermetically sealed glass package for instrumentation and 
ttniptiature control available in resistances of 100 ohms. 
500 ohms and 1000 ohms ±10% measured at 25°C

Type No. Wattage Rating Body Dimensions

W Length Diameter
TMM % 0.585* 0.200*

% 0 406’ 0140*
re m TO—5 Transistor Package-
P-lOOt — 0 WO* 0.078*

This flip-flop circuit, designed by Texas Instruments, 
uses sensistor® silicon resistors in the cross-coupling 
network to compensate for increases in hFE with tem
perature. At 125 C, it resolves 100 m/xsec input pulses 
arriving at a 5 me rate whereas a fixed resistor version 
was limited to 3.6 me. In addition, at +125°C the circuit 
will operate at a resolution rate greater than 5 me if 
the input pulse can be greater than 10 volts when the 
pulse width is decreased from 100 m/xsec.
Another advantage of sensistor silicon resistors in a 
flip-flop using high hFE transistors is the reduction in 
input voltage required to trigger at high temperatures. 
For instance, the sensistor silicon resistor circuit re
quires only 10 volts to trigger whereas the fixed resistor 
circuit required 14 volts.

Sensistor silicon resistors are temperature-sensitive 
devices that feature a positive temperature coefficient 
of 4-0.7% per °C. This predictable rate of resistance 
change makes sensistor resistors ideal for temperature 
compensation from —50’C to 4-200°C at frequencies 
up to 20 Kmc.
The sensistor silicon resistor, developed by Tl, provides 
circuit design engineers with a lightweight tempera
ture compensating and sensing device. Commercially 
available for over two years, the devices have been used 
successfully for bias stabilization in a-c coupled stages 
and in the first stages of d-c amplifiers ; and have found 
wide application in amplifiers, power supplies, servos, 
telemetry, magnetic amplifiers, computer switching, 
and thermometry.

In addition, specify from this complete line of Tl precision film resistors.
MOLDED

±1% tol

Tl 
type 

number

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMI 

CDM2

wattage 
rating 
watts

M
54

1

MIL 
desig
nation

RN60B

RN65B

RN70B

2

RN75B

RN80B

standard 
resistane« 

ranges

10 Ohm-1_Meg

10 Ohm-1 Meg

10 Ohm-5 Meg

10 Ohm-10 Meg

50 Ohm 50 Meg

max. 
reLom 

mended 
voltage 

volts

350

500

750 

iooo”
2000

MIL-LINE

±1% tol

Tl 
type 

number

wattage 
rating 
watts

MIL 
desig
nation

standard 
resistance 

ranges

max. 
recom

mended 
voltage 

volts
CDMR % — 10 0hm-l Meg 350
CDMR 54 RN10X 10 Ohm-1 Meg 500
CD54PR 54 RN15X 10 Ohm-3 Meg 650
CDMMR 54 RN20X 10 Ohm-5 Meg 750
CD54SR 54 — 50 Ohm-10 Meg 850
COIR 1 RN25X 1G Ohm-10 Meg 1000
CD2R 2 RN30X 50 0hm-50 Meg 2000

HERMETICALLY SEALED LINE

±1% tol

Tl 
type 

number 
COHMM 
COHH 
CDHM 
CDHMP 
COHMA 
CDH54M 
CDHMS 
CDH 1 
CDH2

wattage 
rating 
watts

54
54
«
'4
54

’ 4
‘ 1

2 '

MIL 
desig
nation

RN60B
RN65B

RN65B
RN70B

RN75B
RN80B

standard 
resistance 

ranges
10 Onm 500k
10 Ohm-1 Meg
10 Ohm-1 Meg
10 0hm-3 Meg
10 Ohm-3 Meg
10 Ohm-5 Meg 
50 0hm-10 Meg
10 OhmTÖ Meg 

50 0hm-50 Meg

max. 
ivLom- 

mended 
voltage 

volts 
250 

. 350
500
650
650
750
850

1000
2000

Write on company letterhead

for your copy of “Transistor 

Bias (Compensation with 

sensistor Silicon Resistors.’*

28

Instruments
INCORPORATED
SEMICONDUCTOR-COMPONENTS DIVISION

CIRCLE 26 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

POST OFFICE BOX 312 - DALLAS, TEXAS

Three-Volume Report Published; I 
Contains Widespread Proposals I

T
HE ANTI-SUBMARINE Warfare Advisory I m 

Committee of the National Security Industrial I pi
Association has added two new task committees— I 
Decoys and Countermeasures and Training and I mi 
Technical Manuals—to the five existing task com- I j]C 
mittees organized to coordinate industry and I j)r 
government ASW efforts. I c0;

This action was taken at a meeting of the Cen- I dn( 
tral Planning Committee of the Advisory Com- B sh( 
mittee, which was held in Rochester, N.Y., last I no 
month. In another action the committee elected I ■ 
Hugh Boyd, of Goodyear Aircraft, as chairman B as 
of the Planning Committee. B cen

The committee met to consider how best to B tec] 
implement the recommendations of the advisory I ,vit 

committee, which recently released to the navy I ■ 
and industry a three-volume report on anti-sub- I on 

marine warfare which also took into account the ■coni 
rising need for oceanographic electronics. Among B ing 
the recommendations and endorsements included Bsubi 
in the report were: Bexpi

■ Underwater test ranges for evaluation of tor- B ably 
pedoes and other ASW missiles to keep pace with I own 
submarine development. The committee endorsed B ■ 
establishment of longer, deeper range facilities. B flexil

■ Special-purpose underwater detection ve- Bld I 
hides, equipped with data processing and coin- ■progi 
munication equipment. The committee recog- Bgress 

nized these as best for ASW work, even though Mtracts 
submarines can be used in this capacity. Without Bance 

giving details, the committee identified the units ■ nore 
and recommended consideration of a program to B^ ex 
provide adequate numbers of the special-purpose, ■hmin; 
mobile, manned, sonar, underwater vehicles. B nttc

■ Oceanographic research, especially in such B Tht 
subjects as ocean-depth contours, currents, tides B^SW 
and wave motion, temperature versus depth for »omni 
various depths and locations, salinity versus depth «roup; 
and location, and anomalies in gravity and mag- »w s 
netic forces in the ocean. Bace

■ Mobile search platforms, placing major em- ■ The 
phasis on the ability to survey rapidly an area ■ di n 
of ocean to determine positively the presence or 
absence of submarines. Bst(T b

■ Increased acceptance by the Navy of the B114 «q 
fixed ammunition concept. The committee ex- Ban x 
plained it feels that planners of Navy equipment B^ni r 
must design to eliminate complex testing and B m t(

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960 JlEC Tl
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Comparison with ordinary chlorinated solvent proves

FREON® solvents won’t damage metal, elastomers or
are safer for degreasing precision equipment

id mag-

SÜP0NÏ
State,

READER-SERVICE CARD
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This magnet wire was exposed to “Freon” solvent liquid. The 
“Glyptal" coatinfl on this wire is completely unaffected by '*Freon”-TF.

s, tides 
pth for

Cen-
Corn

free 12-paoe booklet explains the unique 
properties of “Freon” solvents and how they 
minimize cleaning hazards.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
CIRCLE 27 ON

“Freon” solvents give you an effective and 
remarkably safe means of cleaning electric 
motors, ultra-precision mechanical and elec
tronic equipment, and component parts. They 
minimize swelling of elastomers and plastics 
. . . will not soften paint, wire coatings or in
sulators. “Freon” solvents are also non-corro
sive to metals without inhibitors. In addition, 
“Freon” solvents leave no residue when they

an area 
enee or

Th» GlyptaT-inwIated wire wa> exposed to ordinary chlorinated 
solvent for the same length of lime os the one on the left. The 
solvent dissolved the resin binder and softened the alkyd Rnish.

FREON"-TF 
SOLVENT

of the 
ttee ex- 
uipment

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) 
“Freon” Products Division 547 
Wilmington 98, Delaware

Send me your free, 12-page booklet on “Freon” solvents.
Nairn__ ______.________________________________________
Comparti_______________________________________________
Address

of tor
e with 
dorsed 
¡ties.

1 com- 
recog- 

though 
Without 
e units 
;ram to 
urpose,

ORDINARY 
CHLORINATED SOLVENT

dry and can be recovered and reused readily.

“Freon” solvents are safe for personnel, too. 
I hey are non-explosive and non-flammable. 
“Freon” is virtually non-toxic. Vapors are 
odorless and will not cause nausea or headaches.
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maintenance because the ever-increasing com
plexity of modern weapons places an insupport
able burden upon Navy training and technical 
maintenance ability. Citing the modern acoustic
homing torpedo, the committee stated there is no 
present technical reason why the Navy should 
continue to burden itself with shipboard overhaul 
and maintenance of torpedoes. New design 
should provide a completely sealed torpedo with 
no need or possibility of test or adjustment.

■ Establishment of an ASW information center 
as a centralized source taking advantage of re
cent advances m library science and data-access 
techniques, to eliminate much repetitious work 
within the Navy and industry.

■ Endorsement of present fleet assistance in 
contractor testing of ideas and equipment. The 
committee referred to the importance of obtain
ing quantitative data for development from live 
submarine targets under service environment and 
expressed a hope that the Navy will look favor
ably on the industry’s acquiring and operating its 
own target submarines.

■ Other recommendations called for greater 
flexibility’ in research and development contracts 
let by the Navy so the technical direction of a 
program can be changed, if necessary, as it pro
gresses; encouraged service and maintenance con
tracts with industry to achieve optimum perform
ance of equipment; and strongly advised that 
more contracts be written for feasibility studies 
to explore practibility of projects and for pre
liminary experimentation before specifications are 
pritten.
I The two new* task committees formed by the 
pSU Advisory Group make a total of seven such 
committees now functioning. The five original 
poups are: Detection and Classification, Subma- 
[me^ Communication and Control, Aircraft, Sur
face essels, and Weapons and Fire Control.
I Th • committee’s report cautioned against ex
pecting a major technological breakthrough in the 
pSU field in the near future. It suggested that 
I tep by-step improvement in present techniques 
fid • quipment will result in more real gain than 
hn >e realized from operating with inferior 
huij nent w’hile waiting for the 'perfect’ system 
|f m terialize.”
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CONNECTOR DIVISIONmanufactured by
Thermoelectric and thermionic gen
erators are placed in tandem for power 

from core.

Amphenol’s aggressive research and development pro
gram in electrical interconnections has, in a short time, 
produced significant results. A materials “breakthrough ’ 
in resilient dielectrics has resulted m a line of environ
mentally resistant connectors that operate at 400 F con
tinuously for 1000 hours. Advanced Micro Mm connec
tors with contacts on .050" centers and the Micro Mod 
connectors introduced in this advertisement are the first 
of many new product developments for micro-miniature 
circuitry.

A central staff of engineers, physicists, chemists and 
metallurgists — scientific manpower unrivalled in the 
connector industry —is concentrating on materials re
search and advanced product development, seeks to an
ticipate customer requirements up to five years in the 
future. Divisional staffs continue to develop specials 
and standards to current requirements.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, I960

A
 THERMIONIC and a therm > 

electric generator have bem 
built into a nuclear fuel assembly 

by Westinghouse engineers and in
serted into a reactor to produce 
electricity from the high tempeia- 
tures at the reactor center.

The experiment, according to Dr. 
William E. Shoupp, technical direc
tor of Westinghouse’s atomic power 
department, was conducted by 
Peter J. McCoy at the Westing
house Testing Reactor in Waltz Mill. 
N.J., and produced about 1 w. Dr. 
Shoupp said the experiment was 
designed to determine the feasibility 
of such a “dual’’ generator without 
consideration of optimum efficiency 
or high power output.

The scientist said much power is 
lost in nuclear-powered generating 
stations since the temperatures at 
the center of the reactor drop from 
about 4,000 F to 600 F at the out
side, where contact is made with 
the cooling water. To use the heat 
energy at the higher temperatures, 
Westinghouse built a fuel element 
with the thermionic generator in its 
center and a thermoelectric genera
tor surrounding it.

This took advantage of the fact 
that a thermionic generator oper- I

newmicro-miniature connectors

Watch Amphenol for continued new product excitement 
For micro-miniature modular circuitry, 

Amphenol’s new’ 12 contact Micro Mod connectors are 
now’ available for evaluation. .380 square 

and weighing only 0.73 grams (pair), Micro Mod 

connectors can be obtained in standard 

and special constructions.

Send for catalog sheets 
on Amphenol Micro Mod and 
Micro Min connectors.

Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation. General Offices, Broadview. Illinois
CIRCLE 28 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

more news from 
Amphenol R&D!
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Reactor Core Heat
ates most efficiently at about 3,500 
F and has a minimum level of op
eration at 2,700 F, while the ther
moelectric generator functions best 
at temperatures between 600 and 
1,800 F. By putting the two types 
of generators in tandem, the heat 
passing through the thermionic gen
erator flows through the thermoelec
tric unit. The elements are wired in 
series to give a combined output 
over a wide temperature range.

Westinghouse said the six-month 
experiment had determined the 
feasibility of such a device and that 
development would continue toward 
the goal of improved efficiency. ■ ■

Thermoelectric Power 
for BuShips

C TO MITAI 
UM SIALS

M SUFTOtT 
51 FM

nabli uo 
UFI

N CATHOOt

ED lAHWNATi 
«RAAAU0 IV 
WIATORS I 
KTRIC tltMNb

onic gen- 

for power

Engineers at the Westinghouse Pitts

burgh facility test one of the two 2,500- 

w sub-generators which make up “the 

largest thermoelectric power plant ever 

constructed." Development for the 

Navy's Bureau of Ships, the generator 

is intended as an experimental unit for 

materials evaluation. It is said to deliver 

5 kw by direct conversion of heat into 

electricity. The generator is fired by 

kerosene and operates at 1,200 F. Of 

modular construction, the unit reported

ly can supply a wide range of output 

voltages and currents.

Life — over 700 hours reported
Peak power available — more than 10 kw.
(More power than you can get from any other 
device at this frequency)
Duty cycle — up to 0.001. (For the BL-221, it is

V-BAND MAGNETRONS
Shock — 50 g’s at 4 millisec
Lightweight — 7.25 lbs
Mounting — mates to modified standard flange 
Ruggedized — Ceramic and metal construction 
Fixed tuned

Bau Tub Type

Bl 235 
Bl-236 
Bl-237 
BL-221

Fretueacy 
Rang» (MC)

Minimum Peak 
Fewer (KW)

Output 
Mates 
with

51,000-54,000 
54,000-57,000 
57,000-60.000 
69,000-70.500

UG385/U
UG385/U
UG385/U
UG385/Ü

New product catalog available. Send for your copy today. 

■
nss*. al mBO IVI AC laboratories, ine.
S All M R O A O • BEVERLY, MASSACHUSETTS

Leaders in the design, development and manufacture of TR, ATR, Pre-TR tubes: shutter 
reference cavities; crystal protectors; silicon diodes; magnetrons; klystrons, duplexer- 
pressurizing windows; noise source tubes; high frequency triode oscillators; surge protec ur
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FOR SYSTEM DESIGN NEWS

RCA Computer Menn

DIGITAL ANALOG
The memory planes

made by evaporation
hg) through metal masks. The masks

airr

Computer Recognizes Various Shapes

DIGITAL CIRCUIT MODULES

The I

of the

READER-SERVICE CARDCIRCLE 30 ON

are 
mm

IS CCI 
unit, v 

ing v i

the RCA storage unit 
in high vacuum (1(P

actual 
excita 

I of tra

Combined by Link to give you Dialog* Systems Utilizing Available Components and Building Blocks
Link can help you with your systems design utilizing the best combination of analog and 
digital techniques and will be able to minimize the cost by the utilization of already 
designed building blocks.
Dialog system components, for control, computation and simulation, utilizing analog or 
digital hybrid system design philosophy, are available for your systems design from Link.

Write to Dept. ED. Industrial Sales Department, for specific details on the 
many advantages of Dialog Components and Building Blocks for systems design.

*DIALOG (Link Digital-Analog Systems, Components and Building Blocks)

PMlse Genentien and Amplification 
Circuits

Power Driver 
Indicator Driver 
Clocking Pulse Generator

Leale Circuits

Counter Flip-Flop
Power Latch
Power Inverter
Multiple Input “AND” Circuits
Multiple Input “OR" Circuits
Delay Line

Data Handling Circuits

Write Amplifier
Read Amplifier
Read Head Selector
Read Head Diode Assembly 
Core Register Assembly 
Core Driver 
Decoding Matrix

AND SERVO COMPONENTS

Computation Amplifiers

Transistorized Resolver Driver
Amplifier

Summing Amplifier, Model 301
Linear Phase Detector
Phase Detector, Model 303
Servo Amplifiers
Transistorized 400 cps Servo

Amplifier—20 Watt
Universal Electronic Tube Servo

Amplifier, Model 300
Electronic Multipliers
Time Division Multiplier
Sine-Cosine Generator

Housing

Card Cage With Locking Bar

LINK DIVISION
Binghamton, New York

made by a photo-resist and etching process de
scribed as simple by RCA scientists, who report 
that they are able to produce inexpensive masks 
that have sharp edges.

Selection logic for the memory will be pro
vided by thin-film cryotrons, RCA reports.

ANALOG BUILDING BLOCKS

Servo Systems
Rectilinear Servo Motor With

Drive Amplifier
Standard Servo Assemblies, AC or DC
Operational Amplifiers
Transistorized Standard

Operational Amplifier
Transistorized Low Drift

Operational Amplifier 
Miniaturized Electronic Tube

Operational Amplifier
Buffer Amplifiers
Transistorized Standard Buffer

Amplifier
Transistorized 25 Volt

Operational Amplifier
The computer shown above is capable of recognizing 

line drawings of geometrical shapes. The light at thel 

top of the apparatus illuminates the shape, which s 

seen by a scanner from below a clear plastic table 

Photo-cells are mounted on the ends of 32 metal rods, 

pointing up. When a button is pressed, the rods unfold 

simultaneously, so that each photo-cell is given a radio 

motion and crosses one boundary of the drawing. These 

crossings occur at different times for each photo-cel l 

The differences are used in a special logic circuitf 
determine the shape. The device was developed by Be I 

Telephone laboratories of Murray Hill, NJ. (ED, Mol 
25, p 7)

Another example of Link /Ability

GENERAL PRECISION. INC
Other Divisions: GPL, Kearfott, Librascope,

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 19<

A
 COMPUTER memory made from a cod in- 
uous sheet of superconductive materia is 

under development at the Princeton, N.J. research 
center of Radio Corporation of America. In the 
device, persistent currents store digital data and 
coincident current is used for selection.

The advantage of using persistent supercur
rents for storage, as outlined by RCA researchers, 
is that they provide steady-state indication of the 
stored state without requiring steady-state power 
dissipation to maintain the state. Forming the 
superconductor in a continuous sheet emphasizes 
this, as well as other advantages of supercon
ducting memories. I
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Spark for the edge of outer space:

BENDIX IGNITION ON NORTH AMERICAN’S X-15

0, 196 33

Canadian Affiliata: Aviation Electric Ltdw 200 Laurentien Blvd., Montreal 9, Quebec Export Soles and Service: Bendix International Division, 205 East 42nd St„ New York 17, N. Y.
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RCA’s continuous-sheet memory was one of the 
developments described at a symposium on 
superconductive techniques for computing sys
tems, which was held recently in Washington.

Other developments described:
■ Progress with cross-field cryotrons at Gen

eral Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y. G.E.’s 
crossed-fil cryotron is composed of a wide super
conductive tin “gate” film that can be made re
sistive by passing a current through a much nar
rower “grid” film, which crosses the gate at right 
angles and is insulated from it. GE deposits these 
elements on top of an insulated “shield” plane to 
increase operating speed. Company researchers 
reported depositing operating circuits to densities 
equivalent to 18,000 per cu ft.

■ Two types of cryosars—using compensated 
and uncompensated materials—were reported 
built by scientists of MIT’s Lincoln Labs, Cam
bridge, Mass. A. L. McWorter, of Lincoln Labs, 
said at the symposium that both types use ger
manium operating at 4.2 K, but that efforts are 
aimed at using indium-doped silicon at 77 K.
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The Mark I Perceptron, Cornell Aeronautical Labora

tory's pattern recognition machine, has publicly dis
played its ability to distinguish between the 26 letters 

of the alphabet. The sensing unit in the foreground con

tains a 20 x 20 array of photocell sensors mounted in 

a phenolic base plate. Each sufficiently activated sensor 

actuates a transistor-driven relay, which in turn supplies 

excitatory and inhibitory signals randomly to an array 

tr insistor-driven relay circuits operating as associa- 

hon units. These units are dc-amplifier driven relays 
that drive response units, with signals whose amplitude 

ls cc itrolled by a memory device in each association 

unit, /alues are stored in the memory devices by train- 

in9 v ith an operator.
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The X-15 project is a truly national research effort by 
the Air Force, Navy, and National Aeronautics and 
Space Agency. In manned flight, the X-15 will scorch 
through uncharted skies at speeds of more than 4,000 
miles an hour.

This edge-of-space craft will take its pilot closer to 

Scintilla Division
SIDNEY, NEW YORK

the stars than any human has ever dared to venture. 
50,000 pounds of thrust will be provided by the most 
powerful single-chamber rocket engine ever built for 
manned flight. The ignition system was specially de
signed and produced for this installation by Bendix® 
. . . foremost name in ignition.
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tentiometer combination.

, DEAN & BENSON RESEARCH
• Blowers

the Dean and Benson quiet blower

Our research and development have accomplished this with no
compromise in efficient performance. Whatever your perform-
ance, life or sound specification — the quiet series has the

All models available with 110, 220 or 440 volt motors. Call our
experienced sales engineering staff to discuss your requirements
today.

n 400 cycle A.C. Blower Series 28 volt D.C. Blower Series

Æ^cyMC. blower

AnQ(J decibel rating
For those applications requiring long life and
low sound eve s

series provides a blending of these essential characteristics.

answer already solved and waiting for you. When your next
cooling problem arises, remember 60 for the 60s.

Write for your copy of our new Engineering Handbooks
on the following:

60 cycle A.C. Blower Series B 2” POWAIR Blower Series

Division of Benson Manufacturing Co., Kansas City 1, Mo.
Heat Exchangers * Cooling Systems

Coaxial cable feeding su
perconducting bolometer is 

adjusted by Bogoljub Lale- 

vic at the Franklin Institute

Laboratories, Philadelphia. 

Entire assembly is operated 

in double Dewar flask. Out

er flask contains liquid air.

Highly Sensitive Bolometer in Works
M/crowave Measurements to 70“ W Possible

AAICROWAVE power measurements 
■ * "down to 10-15 w may soon be possi
ble with a superconducting rf bolometer
in development at the Franklin Institute,
Philadelphia.

Tests to date indicate a sensitivity of
10-1“ w or better, and work is continuing
to close the gap between this figure and
the 10"15-w sensitivity theoretically pre
dicted for the device. The very best lab-
oratory instruments now available are
good down to 10-9 w. Measuring accu-
racy of 3 per cent, consistent with that ob-
tainable by present methods, is thought by
Franklin Institutes scientists to be feasi
ble for the superconducting bolometer.

The bolometer is being developed un
der a contract with the Signal Corps Lab
oratories for use in calibrating signal 
generators at extremely low power levels.
Accordingly, the instrument is being
tested at frequencies below 1,000 me.
However, there should not be any diffi
culties in applying its principle to the 
ultra-sensitive measurement of rf power 
over the entire microwave spectrum.

In its present form, the bolometer ele
ment consists of a 0.001-in. diam quartz 
filament about 4 cm long coated with a
200 angstrom-thin layer of tin. The fila-
ment is enclosed in a vacuum chamber 
which is, in turn, immersed in a flask of

ducting rf bolometer. The device op-

erates at 1.9 K. The almost perfect

( 
I 
t 
s 
ï 
I 
r

thermal conductivity of liquid helium

at this temperature enables tempera

ture control to 10'5 K. Connection to

the bolometer case is via a coaxia

cable. Bolometer resistance is meas-
ured by voltage drop developed

across the filament by a small! cur

rent from the standard cell. This volt-

c 
ti 
r 
ti 
ti 
Í¡

age is determined with extreme

accuracy by the galvanometer-po
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5XI0‘3K

1.9 K

TEMPERATURE

Operating point of the rf bolometer lies within the 
superconductive transition region. A very small tem

perature increase causes a marked rise of electrical re

sistance thus permitting ultra-sensitive measurement of 

rf power. Transistion region shown here is for tin and 

has been lowered to 1.9 K by a magnetic field. Indium 

and lead could be similarly used but would require a 

stronger magnetic field to shift their transition regions 

below 2.19 K, at which helium becomes a ‘‘superliquid.

>ped un- 
rps Lah- 
g signal 
er levels, 
s being 
,000 me. 
my diffi- 
; to the 
rf power 
rum.
icter ele- 
n quartz 
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The fila- 
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i flask oi

liquid helium maintained at a temperature of 1.9 
K. A magnetic field of about 150 gauss applied to 
the bolometer lowers the tin’s superconducting 
transition region from its normal 3.85 K down to 
1.9 K. Within this transition region (about 5 x 10-3 
K wide) a very small temperature change of the 
bolometer due to its absorption of rf power causes 
an appreciable, easily measured change in re
sistance. A temperature change of as little as 
10-4 K produces a detectable effect.

HIGH SPEED CORE MEMORY WITH PROVED PERFORMANCE

u percon- 
»vice op- 
t perfed 

d helium 

tempera
celi on to 
I coaxial 

is meas- 
»veloped 

lain cur- 
This volt

extreme 

neter-po-

“Superliquid" Helium Used
The ultra-fine temperature control necessary’ to 

observe such small effects is made possible by the 
unusual properties of liquid helium at tempera
tures below 2.19 K. In this region, helium as
sumes a “superliquid” state and becomes an almost 
perfect thermal conductor. Heat applied at one 
point is immediately distributed throughout the 
rest of the fluid.

A servo-controlled heating element works against 
continuous pump cooling of the helium to main
tain the desired temperature within IO-5 K. Tem
perature input to the servo is from a carbon 
thermometer; the high thermal conductivity of 
the helium eliminates local hot spots and gives 
i rimediate feedback from heater to thermometer.

Low in cost and high in performance, Telemeter Mag
netics Type RQ memories solve the problem of design
ing economical, high speed storage for computers 
and data processing systems. These reliable units, 
offering five microsecond cycle operation, are avail
able on an off-the-shelf basis in a wide range of 
capacities and word lengths. ■ A combination of 
economy, speed, and reliability is achieved through 
modular design, utilization of advanced solid state 
circuits, and quantity production of memory building 
blocks such as Digi-Pak and Drive-Pak modules.

■ Type RQ memories are available in capacities from 
512 to 16,384 words with word lengths from 8 to 
56 bits. Larger capacities available on special order. 
■ Type RQ memories now in service are establishing 
new records of reliability. This is a natural result of 
TMI’s completely integrated engineering and produc
tion facilities, from ferrite material to complete mem
ory systems, permitting lower manufacturing costs 
while achieving high performance. ■ To discuss your 
needs with a TMI applications engineer, write or 
call today.

TELEMETER MAGNETICS, Ino.
P.O. Box 329. Culver City, California

g offices and plant: 9937 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, California

Superconducting Connectors Required
Electrical connection to the bolometer is made 

t hrough a 1-mm diam lead pellet at each end of 
t re filament. The difference in the thermal coeffi- 
( ents of expansion between tin and quartz tends

I N
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NEWS

ANALOG TO 
DIGITAL 

CONVERTER

WHERE DID ALL THE PRE-AMPS GO?
New low-level multiplexer features high accuracy, 

programming flexibility in minimum space

Where did the pre-amps go? The Radiplex 89—first true low- 
level multiplexer—eliminated them. This high-speed, 48-chan
nel unit represents a major breakthrough in PCM systems. 
Using solid-state circuitry throughout, it confines in a single 
small chassis equipment that would fill three 6-foot cabinets. 
Yet the Radiplex 89 in operational tests has actually provided 
more accurate data than conventional systems.

Some of the outstanding performance features of the Radi
plex 89 are: 0.025% resolution, lOpv noise level, less than 
.05% crosstalk, common mode rejection ratio of 10G:l and 
up to 24 kc samples per second. Flexibility of programming is 
achieved with alternate programmer boards, and the unit is 
compatible with most coders.

For other details on the Radiplex 89, write for a tech
nical data bulletin to Radiation Incorporated, Dept. ED-7, 
Melbourne, Fla.

Circled area indicates 
small space (5%" high) 
occupied by 48-channel 
Radiplex multiplexer in 
standard cabinet. Unit 
directly above Radiplex 
is a Radicon analog-to- 
digital converter.

to deplete the tin at the point where the filament 
enters the pellet and a small gap forms at the 
junction. This gap is however readily crossed by 
the superconducting electrons originating in the 
lead pellet. (Despite the magnetic field, the super
conducting transition region of lead is consider
ably above 1.9 K.) Very thin superconducting lead 
wires are then connected to the ends of the pellet. 
Their low thermal conductivity and the vacuum 
inside the bolometer case minimize heat loss from 
the bolometer.

The rf energy is fed to the bolometer by a co
axial cable. For measurements at higher fre
quencies a wave guide would be used.

Bolometer resistant is determined by measuring 
voltage drop across the filament due to a small 
current through the element. A standard cell sup
plies the current, which is generally on the order 
of 0.5 ma. A galvanometer indicates the null be
tween bolometer voltage and the voltage devel
oped by a precision potentiometer. Measurements 
down to 2 x 10-7 have been made in this manner 
and indicate a power sensitivity to well below 
IO"10 w.

Noise in Transition Region
In operating the bolometer in the region of 

IO-12 w, experimenters have encountered noise 
peculiar to the superconductive transition region. 
This noise originates with the random movement 
of metallic domains into and out of the supercon
ductive state. Thus, in the transition region only 
a fraction of the tin is superconductive and in
dividual domains are continually changing their 
state. It appears that this noise can be minimized 
by the proper choice of bolometer dimensions and 
experiments are proceeding along those lines.

Another difficulty is presented by the Signal 
Corps requirement that the bolometer have a 
50-ohm impedance to match the output imped
ance of the equipment with which it is to be used. 
This calls for exceptionally thin films and gener
ally complicates experimental work. It may ul
timately prove necessary to insert a carbon 
resistor into the bolometer circuit to achieve the 
desired impedance.

A parallel development at the Franklin Insti
tute involves the refinement of conventional 
room-temperature rf bridges. Both projects are 
being sponsored by the Signal Corps which hopes 
to ultimately incorporate the superconducting 
bolometer into an improved bridge.

These projects have been in existence for about 
one year with Bogoljub Lalevic responsible for the 
low-temperature bolometer and Don Birx in 
charge of the room-temperature bridge improve
ment. ■ ■
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THE ONLY COMPLETE LINE OF BALANCED ROTARY RELAYS BRADLEY FIELD, WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN
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MIL-S-901B 
reliability at 
40 fathoms
must be an unqualified certainty — not 
a mere promise. Hi-G provides that cer
tainty in its line of AC or DC high per
formance relays which have passed the 
severe shock requirements of MIL-S-901B 
of 2000 ft lbs. Excellent relay stability is 
achieved through the rigid mechanical 
construction and proven design features 
found in every Hi-G relay.

The rotary balanced armature, permanent 
magnet stabilization, full length armature 
bearing supported at both ends, contacts 
closer to the header, solid pole pieces and 
coil, and rugged can and terminal con
struction are the built-in qualities that 
provide superior shock immunity.
Standard catalog relays are rated at an 
operating shock of 50G for 11 MS. Units 
are available with operating shock ratings 
of any value up to the requirements of 
MIL-S-901B.

Time delay units can be designed to 
MIL-S-901B and to meet individual cus
tomer rating specifications.
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Send your relay requirements 
for prompt engineering 
evaluation — today.

T< st Equipment Symposium 
Will Be Held Sept. 14-15

Advanced instrumentation techniques will be 
the theme of the Fourth Annual Joint Military- 
Inci ustrial Electronic Test Equipment Symposium 
Sept. 14-15 at the Museum of Science and Indus
try in Chicago.

The symposium is under the joint sponsorship 
of the Office of the Director of Defense Research 
and Engineering and the Department of the Army 
Signal Corps. Armour Research Foundation will 

¡serve as the host.
Technical sessions will cover such areas as new 

concepts in measurement, latest instrumentation
design techniques and advanced data-processing 
methods. The program will be diversified to at
tract industrial and government representatives at 
both the technical and practical levels.

Stanley I. Cohn, assistant director of electronics 
research at Armour Research Foundation, is con
ference chairman. Inquiries concerning the con- 
erence should be addressed to Robert Brausch, 
inference secretary, Armour Research Founda
tion, 10 W. 35th St., Chicago 16, Ill.
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ms may be measured accurately before sawing, in 

er to avoid waste. The beam passes along rollers 

ire o series of three infrared scanners take its meas- 

^ent The results are automatically fed into a digital 

’pute similar to the one shown and transmitted to 

stee mill’s hot saw plant. Shearmen then check the 

ipute according to job orders and the beam is 
fed i to segments depending on original length and 

pme specifications. A measuring system based on 

exp riment has been in operation for more than six 

Fs i U.S. Steel’s South Works in Chicago.



Create Urgent Need for

Electronics in A-Bomb Detection

mit J;
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Manfred W. Meisels
Assistant Editor

S
PECIFIC design requirements for an elec
tronic whodunit system to pinpoint nuclear 
test-ban violations are gradually emerging from 

the continuing welter of controversy and diplo
matic maneuverings that surrounds this highly 
sensitive area. Alternating periods of optimism 
and despair, engendered by an almost complete 
lack of pertinent scientific data, have marked 
public reaction to the proceedings of the Geneva 
Conference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear 
Weapons Tests now entering its third year.

Now, for the first time, the U.S. Government 
has formulated a definite program and allocated 
meaningful funds to gather pertinent data and 
develop operating hardware for policing a nuclear 
test ban. These are the objectives of the recently 
announced Project Vela being conducted by the 
Advanced Research Projects Agency in coopera
tion with the Atomic Energy Commission, Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Agency and other 
government units. Almost $10 million have been 
budgeted for Vela in fiscal 1960 and a many-fold 
increase in funding is planned as the program 
moves into high gear.

Vela is divided into the following areas:
■ Vela Uniform. Detection of underground

conference is being installed at Fort Sill, Okla. 
The Geotechnical Corp, of Dallas is providing and 
installing the equipment. A second monitoring 
station, embodying improvements recommended 
by a U.S. seismic panel headed by Dr. Lloyd V 
Berkner will also be ready shortly.

ARPA is most anxious for industrial particip I 
tion in Project Vela and will welcome good, solidl 
engineering proposals. As Carelton M. Beyerl 
project director for Vela, puts it, “Until now J 
small number of devoted people with limits I 
funds have done a fair job. With additional effort 
we can make significant improvements.” He sugl 
gests, however, that designers devote somt 
time to educating themselves in seismology bet 
fore sending their proposals to ARPA. As a staiB 
he recommends the Berkner Report, “The NeeB 
for Fundamental Research in Seismology,” avaiB 
able from the State Dept, and the transcript of 'B 
cent Congressional hearings, which can be oH 
tained by writing to the Joint Committee oB 
Atomic Energy.

Such reading could be most rewarding; the coB 
of a world-wide detection system will amount B 
several billion dollars with a heavy share going '■ 
data processing, telemetry, recorders, and seiB 
mometers. Of present Vela funds, about 20 pB 
cent have been earmarked for development, teB 
ing and purchase of electronic instruments. B

nuclear explosions—$8,535,000 this year.
■ Vela Sierra. Ground-based detection of 

nuclear tests in space—$1,050,000.
■ Vela Hotel. Satelite-based detection of nu

clear tests in space—$300,000.
Detailed technical management of these pro

grams has been assigned to the Air Force Techni
cal Applications Center under the direction of 
Dr. Carl Romney.

The success of Vela and indeed of any nuclear 
disarmament effort rests largely on the capability 
of electronic designers to devise instruments and 
techniques for an effective inspection system. 
Seismologists, only recently drafted from the 
relative calm of their earthquake laboratories, 
have become VIP’s but their number and in
struments are not sufficient unto the task of wir
ing the earth for sound. Only through electronic 
instruments and techniques can the job be done.

As a first step in obtaining accurate seismic data 
on a world-wide basis, some 100 seismic stations 
are to be equipped with high-quality seismome
ters, timers, recorders and other equipment.

Also under Vela Uniform, a 10-seismometer 
monitoring station of the type recommended by 
the international panel of experts at the Geneva



New, compact PRECISION FREQUENCY STANDARD

100ER

FREQUENCY STANDARD
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Stability:

Outputs
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Rated Load:
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explosions 

differences

Natural

Mode* 1OOER offers six standard sine and four rectangular 
frequencies in decade steps; available simultaneously and 
selected on front panel.

Screwdriver tune adjusts 1 ppm 

8%* high, 19* wide, 18* deep be
hind panel. Weight 35 lbs.

$900.00.

Distortion:

Frequency 
Adjustment:

Size:

Timing comb output pips occur at 100, 1,000 and 10,000 
microsecond intervals. Timing comb simplifies "fast" meas
urements and calibration.
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5/108 parts per week, 3/108 short 
term

Sinusoidal 10 cps, 100 cps, 1 KC, 
10 KC, 100 KC and 1 MC. Rec
tangular 10 cps, 100 cps, 1 KC 
and 10 KC.

Sinusoidal 5 v rms min.; rec
tangular approx. 15 v peak. Har
monics to 5 MC obtainable.

1 MC and 100 KC, 50 ohms nomi
nal; in KC, 1 KC, 100 cps, 10 cps, 
5000 ohms nominal.

(Sinusoidal) Less than 4%.

More effective data-collection systems capable 
of extracting meaningful information from a back
ground hash of natural, and man-made noises are 
in early development under Vela Uniform. Sys
tems required include:

■ Improved seismometers, some with digital 
outputs, and deep-hole and ocean-bottom units.

■ Large arrays of seismometers.
■ Unmanned seismic stations.
■ Throw-away seismometers.
■ Data-correlating and processing systems.

he need for some of these items is governed 
to certain extent by diplomatic considerations. 
For example, the Soviet Union is reluctant to per
mit arge contingents of seismic policemen within

Data subject to change without notice 
Price f.o.b. factory.

Bomb or Earthquake?
Identification rather than detection is the major prob- 

:em in spotting underground blasts. To seismologists, 

the earth is like so much jelly; give it a swift kick and 

the entire mass quivers," is the comment of one ARPA 

scientist. The only question, and one which scientists, 

politicians and diplomats have debated for years, then 

remains Is the kick a bomb or an earthquake2

An earthquake relieves strain over a volume meas

ured in cubic miles and behaves like an extended 

source. An explosion is essentially a point source. This 

difference may show up in the seismic signatures of 

earthquakes and explosions.

The most reliable criterion is the first motion record

ed by the seismometer. In an explosion it is generally 

upward; in an earthquake it is generally downward.

waves, quarry blasts, railroad trains, and other man

made disturbances all generate a backgorund spectrum 

of so-called microseisms which interferes with the identi

fication of useful signals. In addition, recently advanced 

theories concerning decoupling (for muffling) of an ex

plosion within large cavities, while not fully proven, in

dicate that detection may be several orders of magni

tude more difficult than previously anticipated. Scientists 

have also applied themselves to devising techniques for 

"spoofing" monitoring stations by deliberate explosions 

to either mask a real test or to overload the detection 

system with false alarms.

Thus, until science can recognize useful differences 

between the recorded signatures of earthquakes and 

nuclear blasts and then design seismometers and asso

ciated equipment to identify these differences, any na

tion can conduct underground tests with impunity.

This compact, highly convenient new frequency stand
ard not only provides stability equivalent to complex, 
expensive primary standards, but offers the versatility of 
a wide variety of outputs. Signals available include six 
standard sine frequencies and four rectangular signals 
which may be distributed by 50 ohm cables for use at 
many different stations on a production line or in the 
laboratory. A particularly useful feature is a timing 
comb for calibrating, and for measurement of sweeps 
and time intervals.
Stability of 5 parts in one hundred million per week is 
assured by careful aging and testing of the crystal con
trolled oscillator ana oven.
Model 100E includes a built-in oscilloscope which may 
be used as a comparison device to calibrate external 
equipment such as oscillators through use of Lissajous 
figures. The scope may also be used to check internal fre
quency deviation of the instrument.
For complete details and demonstration, see your 
representative or write direct

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
1020A Page Mill Road • Palo Alto, California, U.S.A.

Cable “HEWPACK" • DAvenport 5-4451 
Field representatives in all principal areas

Hewlett-Packard SA. • Rue du Vieux Billard No. 1, Geneva, Switzerland 
Cable “HEWPACKSA” • Tel. No. (022) 26.43.36

not universally true. The monitoring of test 

may give some indication of other useful 

in frequency content and amplitude.

background noises in the earth, winds,

offers 5/ios stability, 
i M just 83A" high



Digital-Output Seismometer WantedBackground Noise A Major Problem
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Information flow diagram for system to 
determine probability of test-ban violations. 

Data from seismic stations, remote stations, 

and large arrays is first scanned for large 

amplitudes which generate an aiarm. Data 

are then carefully examined for various indi

cations of an underground blast. These in

clude direction of first motion ratio between 

Rayleigh and Love seismic waves and Lg-type 

surface wave characteristics. The individual 

and combined probabilities of a violation 

based on these criteria are then computed 

and displayed for human decision. This con

ceptual system is entirely automatic and relies 

entirely on data-processing equipment to per

form the computing and decision-making op- 

erahons at each level except the last.
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its borders; hence the requirement for unattended 
stations which may prove more acceptable to the 
Russian government.

Seismic signals generally consist of compres- 
sional and shear waves propagated from the 
source through the interior of the earth and of 
surface waves which travel through constant ve
locity “waveguides” in the earth’s crust. The 
wave spectrum of interest ranges from 0.1 to 10 
cps; seismometers adequately responsive to these 
frequencies have been available for many years. 
In a sense, the problem is that they are too good 
and respond indiscriminately to background noise 
as well as to the desired information. Since mi
croseisms generally peak in a fairly narrow band, 
instrument designers attempt to suppress re-

sponse in the noise band while enhancing output 
at the frequencies of interest. The seismometer 
can be mechanically tuned to a particular fre
quency, output can be massaged by notch filters 
or other networks and transducers can likewise 
be tuned to a specific frequency range. A recent 
development at the Lamont Geological Observa
tory of Columbia University, making use of a 
long-period galvanometer as an electromechanical 
filter, has resulted in a significant reduction of 
background noise.

In all electronic equipment associated with 
seismology, considerable effort is required to re
duce instrument noise to acceptable levels. Trans
ducers, both of the velocity and displacement
sensitive types, must be carefully designed with 
this in mind. Suitable amplifiers, essentially de 
units, are limited to just a few types generally

COMBINE DATA FROM 
ARRAY GROUPS AT 
FIXED STORAGE

SCAN DATA FOR 
AMPLITUDE ANOMALIES 

ANO CORRELATIONS

DETERMINE POSITION 81 
POLARITY OF FIRST — 
MOTION S RELIABILITY 
__________ OF DATA

PERFORM TIME -SHIF TEI 
MULTIPLICATIVE AND 

ADDITIVE COMBINATIONS 
OF THE DATA

MAKE DECISION TO 
OPERATE ON DIFFERENT 

DATA RANGES

developed by seismometer manufacturers. These 
are laboratory instruments not particularly suited 
for field use.

All seismometers consist essentially of a spring- 
suspended mass tuned to a specific resonant pe
riod. Strain gages (often more than 100 ft long) 
and torsion-wire suspensions have also been tried 
but have not been as useful as the classic design 
Over the years, much work has gone into the 
refinement of spring-suspended seismometers but 
the present state of electronics may well suggest 
the use of other principles for seismic instruments. 
A seismometer designed to give a digital rather 
than an analog output would be particularly suit
able for use with modem data-processing systems 
Until such instruments are available, the digital
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CIRCLE 37 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

seismic stations are discussed by Bell Telephone Lab

oratory engineers Bruce Bogert (left), Earl Vaughan and 

John Johannesen. Mr. Vaughan, Director of Systems

Whichever is greater.

* Available for 400 cycle operation

studies at Bell Labs. Sandia Corp, is also performing 

feasibility studies of unmanned stations under contract 

with ARPA.

This fully transistorized power supply delivers maximum power and performance in minimum panel 
size at surprisingly low cost. It is NJE’s ultimate answer to power supply requirements. Complete with 
meters, it is fully capable of remote sensing and remote programming. It is the only unit that can be 
used easily for series or parallel operation. No fans or blowers utilized.

Communications requirements
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CORPORATION
20 Bonght Avenue • Kenilworth, New Jersey
BR. 2-6000 • TWX Cranford, NJ 51 • FAX-FFP

Arrays Cut Noise
A considerable improvement of signal-to-noise 

ratio can be achieved by cross-correlating the re
sponses of several seismometers deployed in an 
area of several square miles. Ideally, the improve
ment is n1/2, where n is the number of seismom
eters. The seismometer arrays could be three
dimensional, including deep-hole units. Each 
array would include a suitable computer for on- 
the-spot data reduction.

Unattended seismic stations would consist of 
sue h arrays. Each seismometer of the array should 
be self-calibrating, tamper-proof, and protected 
ag inst the weather. A central control unit would 
contain data storage and processing equipment, 
tin e standards, telemetry gear and the main power 
suj )ly. These stations should be designed for

seismometer must include some sort of efficient 
and highly accurate analog-to-digital converter.

Deep-hole and ocean-bottom seismometers of
fer the possibility- of a relatively quiet seismic 
environment. Deep-hole units and their cables 
must operate in the corrosive fluids of a deep well 
at temperatures to 250 F and under pressures of 
about 10,000 psi. Since a relatively' small instal
ment is indicated, electrical output would be 
quite low. A typical signal using a 2-lb seismic 
mass would be about 10-17 w and would require 
an amplifier with an even lower noise output.

Ocean-bottom seismometers must be designed 
for very low power drain to permit extended op
erating life. Acoustic telemetry would be em
ployed to transmit data from the instrument.

105-125 

105-125

105-125 

105-125

P I (M. MaümI

55 65

55 65

55-65

55-65

QR-10-10

QR-186

QR-364

QR-60 2.5

010 010

0-18 06

0 36 0 4

0-60 02.5

3 %’ X 19" x 16% 

3%"x 19"x 16%' 

p%"x 19" x 16%' 

3%"x 19" x 16%'

>485

485

485

510

0.01% or ±1 mv

0.01% or ± 1 mv

0.01% or ± 1 mv

0.01% or ±1 mv

±0.03% or ±3 mv

±0.03% or ±3 mv

±0.03% or ±3 mv

±0.03% or ±3 mv

«WLWCWTH.H.J

Dimensions 
H x W x D

Max. 
Ripple 

mv 
RMS

Static Regulation
Load* Line

Output Input Power
Model No. 

Volts Amps Volts Freq.

Approx.
Weight Price
Pounds
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IN STANDARD 19" RACK

ANOTHER G-C SPACE-SAVER!

or I

APPLIED LOGIC DEPARTMENT

KEASBEY, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A

Write on your company letterhead for additional information. 
Please mention your requirements; address inquiries to Section ED

servicing at 30-to-60-day intervals and should ii 
corporate modular-type construction for quic 
repair in case of equipment failure.

GENERAL CERAMICS, continuing its 
leadership in the memory packaging 
field, has made available double and 
triple bay random access memories with 
up to 4096 characters x 32 bits per char
acter at cycle times up to 6 micro-seconds. 
Now you can get design economy since 
the basic G-C package requires only 
18.75" of standard rack space—a reduc

tion of up to 80% over typical units re
quiring a full six feet.
General Ceramics offers space-saving 
random access memory designs with 
varying number of characters, word 
lengths and logic.
Optional design features include parity 
checking, test cycles, indicator lights and 
power supply locations.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960

Data And Telemetry Requirements

Digital data processing and communications 
will probably be specified despite the resultant 
need for analog-to-digital converters at the seis
mometer. Inherently better accuracy and the con
venience of readily adapting a single digital com
puter model to handle the differing array patterns 
at each station are the deciding factors here. Data 
storage would probably be via magnetic drums 
or tape. However, thermoplastic recording and 
film storage could win out because of their in
herently larger storage capacities. Storage re
quirements in seismology are high; a single in
strument generates almost 3 million words of data 
in a 24-hr period.

Telemetry will also be digital for maximum 
signal-to-noise ratio in transmission. The system 
would be interrogable and broadcast at daily in
tervals. A single 500-kc channel could transmit 
some 25.000 bits per second. A 50-w transmitter 
working on a standard fm band (108 me, 140-150 
me. etc.) would have a ground-to-air range of up 
to 500 miles. Constant-altitude balloons or hov
ering aircraft at the receiving end would relay 
the signal to monitoring headquarters.

Beware Of Countermeasures

An unmanned station is particularly susceptible 
to countermeasures. These may include tamper
ing with the instruments and computers, the 
coupling of false signals into the cable net be 
tween seismometers and computer, or spurious 
transmissions over the telemetry antenna. High
security alarm systems must be designed into the 
station to telemeter indications of tampering.

Throw-away telemetering seismometers would 
be relatively simple in comparison with fixed sta
tion units. They would be air-dropped at sus
pected test sites to check for aftershocks charac
teristic of genuine earthquakes. Data storage 
might consist of a short tape loop or be dispensed 
with in favor of continuous transmission. In either 
case, digital conversion is not necessary as the 
units are not expected to work directly into a 
computer network. Transmission could be fm/fm 
with at least four subcarrier channels needed tc 
transmit time markers and seismic data. One or 
2 w of rf power and 100 me should suffice for a 
100-mile range if phase-lock receivers are em-1
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ployed. At 10 me the range might be extended to 
perhaps 500 miles. Aerial relay stations would 
again be employed at the receiving end.

Maximum detection capability calls for an ad
vanced. large-scale data-processing system for 
efficient handling of inputs from several thousand 
seismometers scattered around the world. The 
computers required will be unique, but well 
within the present state of the art.

Most of the nation’s best-known transformer manu
facturers gain the extra advantages of Magnetic Metals 
laminations. You should, too. Tell us about your 
application, and we’ll go to work on it right away.

Signal-to-noise ratio of seismic records is dramati
cally improved through use of galvanometers as elec

tromechanical band-rejection filters. Background noise 

of 1 /7th cps in upper record is almost entirely removed 

by the insertion of a like-period galvanometer in the 

circuit between seismometer and recorder. Earthquake 

trace in lower record is clearly discernible with back

ground noise removed. Technique was developed by 

Paul Pomeroy and George Sutton of the Lamont Geo

logical Observatory.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960

Dies for the laminations you need in a hurry are held 
ready in this bomb-proof, fire-proof vault. No delays 
or extra costs of tooling up, on most orders. These are 
the finest high-precision dies, built and maintained by 
our own skilled craftsmen, available in a w ide range 
of sizes and shapes . . . and one of the reasons for the 
consistently high level of Magnetic Metals quality.

Another reason is our stock of magnetic alloys—the 
largest stock in the world, making available to you 
the widest choice of electrical characteristics. More
over, special, highly flexible annealing techniques

transformer laminations • motor laminations • tape-wound cores 
powdered molybdenum permalloy cores • electromagnetic shields

Magnetic Metals Company • Hayes Avenue at 21st Street, Camden 1, NJ.
CIRCLE 39 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Elaborate Computers Needed

Each of the 180 control stations of the Geneva 
experts’ system plus any additional unmanned sta
tions which may be permitted will be equipped 
with a computer for immediate data reduction 
from its own seismometers.

1 he station computer must be capable of scan
ning large blocks of data in time and space; 
iterative time shifting for cross-correlation data; 
velocity filtering; spectra analysis, time-varying 
timi scale correction; and the use of non-linear 
or time-varying operators. Multiple-channel re
ception and storage will be necessary. Data input 
to the computer may easily exceed 2,000 words 
per sec.

f -perts believe that a suitable computer to 
thes • requirements will have to be designed from 
the {round up. High-speed, general-purpose busi
ness computers are designed for maximum flexi- 
bibt ’ and are not optimized for handling any 
part oular group of mathematical operations. 
The e computers usually have only one arithmetic
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HEW
HIGH
PERFORMAHCE
Size 8 Motor Generator

400 400 400

svstei

21 + j25OO

100.000

14,400

Write for complete data.
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Voltage (volts) 
Frequency (cps) 
Current (ma) 
Power Input 

(watts)

6500 
0.25

Volts at RPM (mv)
Volts at 1000 RPM (volts)
Output Impedance

(ohms)
Rated Load (ohms)
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Kearfott’s quadrature re
jection circuit is designed 
to operate from a pre
amplifier or gain con
trolled amplifier into a 

transistor servo amplifier. 
This small, light and rug
ged device rejects the com
ponent of the input wave 
which is 90° from the ref
erence input. The compo
nent of the input sine wave 
which is in-phase with the 
reference will produce a 
square wave whose magni
tude is proportional to load 
and magnitude of in-phase 
signal. Kearfott’s high
performance rejection cir
cuit is designed to operate 
in an ambient temperature 
range of —55cC to 4-115’0 
at unlimited altitudes.

GEMERATOR SECTION 
OUTPUT

This new Size 8 high per

formance servo motor

generator features high 

signal output and extreme

ly low null voltage. The 

signal-to-noise ratio of 

100:1 and linearity of 0.2% 

make the application of this 

motor generator to light

weight integrator, packages 

most desirable. Stainless 

steel construction and 

thermal stability of this 

component assure its reli

ability and long life in the 

most severe environments.

MECHANICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS
No Load Speed (RPM) 
Stall Torque (In. Oz.) 
Rotor Moment of Inertia 

(gm-cm>)
Theoretical Acceleration 

(Rad/Sec»)
Weight (Oz.)

ELECTRICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS
Motor Section Generator Section

unit, access to only one word at a time in thei 
fast memory, and slow input-output speeds.

A central headquarters computer would furtht 
process the information extracted by the station 
computers. The central computer would be sim 
lar in design to the station computers but on a 
considerably larger scale. It would embody great< r 
storage capacity, more flexible computation capa
bilities and a more elaborate output display. It 
would also automatically control inter-station 
communication and interrogate the station com
puters as required.

TYPICAL
CHARACTERISTICS 
^04816-01

Input Impedance — In phase sig
nal component (ohms)/5000 
4-Rl/ Quadrature component 
(ohms)/5000 (min)

Signal Frequency (cps)/400
Max. Signal Input (volts RMS)/6
Bandwidth (cps)/6
Quadrature Rejection Ratio:
Rejection Ratio (min)/50:l/ 

35:1/35:1
Signal lnput/0.15 to 4/4 to 6/ 

0.005 to 0.15
Meets environmental require

ments of MIL-E-5272.
Write for complete data.

GENERAL PRECISION. INC.
Other Divisions: GPL.Librascope, Link

Space Tests Feasible
Insofar as can be determined, no one has yet 

conducted nuclear tests in space. But, according 
to Dr. Byron P. Leonard of the Space Technology 
Laboratories, Los Angeles, such tests are entirely 
feasible. In testimony before the Joint Atomic 
Energy Committee, Dr. Leonard stated, “There 
is no question about it, the Atlas with appropriate 
upper-stage rockets could launch a nuclear device 
together with sufficient instrumentation and radio 
equipment for a test in space.”

With the test vehicle perhaps 10 million miles 
out, a radio command would separate the instru
ment package from the bomb. After a preset in
terval to permit enough separation, the bomb 
would be detonated while the instrumentation 
recorded the pertinent data and radioed it back 
to earth. With larger space vehicles, part of the 
payload could be used to erect a shield between 
the bomb and the earth for additional conceal
ment. Tests behind the moon or the sun are also 
possible. In the latter case, the instrument pack
age would continue in orbit and report the data 
some time after the actual test. As for the pos
sibility of anyone going to such lengths to test 
his bombs, Dr. Leonard says, “I think it is clear 
that for very large yield weapons there is a high 
probability that a potential violator would tend 
toward a space experiment rather than one in oi 
near the earth.’

Detection of space tests is technically possible 
both by ground-based and satellite-based sys
tems. The former could well be incorporated into 
the seismic control stations and operate through 
their data-processing systems.

KEARFOTT DIVISION
Little Falls, New Jersey

Highly precise and accu
rate, Kearfott two-axis 

accelerometers are pendu
lous devices which sense 
airframe acceleration 
forces acting on them in 

aircraft and missile guid
ance systems, navigational 
computers and wherever 
acceleration must be meas
ured precisely and trans
lated into electrical output 

signals.
The pendulum is anchored 

to a housing by means of a 
unique Hooke’s joint type 
spring suspension. When
ever there is relative mo
tion between pendulum and 

housing due to acceleration, 
an AC excited, air-core 

differential transformer 
type pickoff produces a 

voltage which is a servo 
error signal that is fed in
to an AC to DC amplifier. 
Feedback signal in form of 

a DC current transmitted 
to a restoring coil produces 
a force that exactly bal
ances force of any acceler
ations acting on pendulous 

mass.

TYPICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS
Range of Measurement: ± 25g (can 

be adjusted upward within ampli
fier limits.)

Scale Factor (Output): 5.0000 MA/g 
of applied acceleration.

Operating Temperature: Performance 
is optimized within an/ 20 F range 
between +50°F and 4-160*F.

Linearity (Output): Within ± 0.005% 
of the applied acceleration.

Threshold: Less than 2 x 10-7g.
Zero Stability: ± 00005g day to day; 

less than ± .00002g over any con
tinuous time interval.

Vibration: Up to ± 5g peak from 20 
to 2000 CPS.

Storage Temperature: —60°F to 
4-170‘F

Scale Factor Variation: ± 0.01% 
randomness.

Write for complete data.

QUADRATURE 

REJECTION 

CIRCUIT

TWO 1 
AXIS ’ 

ACCELER

OMETERS

Ground-Based Methods
Possible ground-based detection methods in

clude the following:
■ Direct optical detectors mounted behind 

telescopic lenses to detect the visible light from 
a nuclear explosion. For a 1-kiloton blast this

BASIC 
BUILDING 
BLOCKS
FROM KEARFOTT

BASIC
BUILDING
BLOCKS
FROM KEARFOTT

BASIC 
BUILDING 
BLOCKS 
FROM KEARFOTT
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WANTED
A New Way to Digitize

This is the hard way to digitize analog seismom 
eter traces for input to a digital computer. But it's 
still the most convenient way. With this seismic 
digitizer developed at the Lamont Geological Ob
servatory, the observer manually follows a slowly 
revolving chart through the optical viewer. At pre
determined intervals, a digital encoder synchro
nized with the viewing control is automatically 
sampled. Punched cards are thus prepared at a 
rate of up to 60 per min. The drum rotates at a 
maximum speed of 1/2 revolution per hour, 
which is about the same rate at which the seis
mometer records the data originally. “We’ve got 
a whole basement full of seismic records,” com
mented one scientist, “and could sure use a faster, 
automatic digitizer.” The trouble is that seismic 
records are usually a tangle of criss-crossing, 
broken lines. Design ideas, anyone?

system would be effective to a distance of 60,000 
miles by day and 180,000 miles at night. Sufficient 
posts would be provided to minimize the possi
bility of total cloud cover at all stations.

■ Detection of the visible fluorescence created 
in the upper atmosphere by the thermal radiation 
rom a nuclear explosion. A narrow-band filter 
nd optical detector mounted behind a wide-angle 
ens would be used. A 10-kiloton explosion could 
e detected out to several hundred thousand miles 
y this method.
■ 1 election of additional ionization in the at- 
osp’iere by a network of backscatter radars, 
ome 50 installations operating at frequencies of 
0-30 me could detect a 1-kiloton test to perhaps 

miles out.
■ I etection of the change in cosmic radio noise 

^or ition in the ionosphere caused by nuclear

IEC RONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960
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LION = OPEN 
CLOSED FASTENERS

NO. 5 STUD RETAINER

RECEPTACLE

Hinged and completely removable 
panels are secured reliably by unique 
Lion Fasteners which are opened or 
closed by a quick % turn. These mil 
spec (MIL-F 5591A-ASG) fasteners’ 
have a high strength to weight ratio, 
lock smoothly with a positive grip, 
withstand vibration.

ALIGNMENT NOT CRITICAL
Both stud and receptacle “float” to 
accommodate misalignment. The hole, 
which retains the stud, is twice as 
large as the stud cross-section. This 
permits a float of .070 in all directions. 
The leaf spring receptacle also floats 
to accommodate stud positions.
WIDE VARIATIONS IN STACK HEIGHT
Total sheet thickness may vary as much 
as 4- 035 or -.015 without affecting 
operation. A Lion stud, specified for 
.160 total thickness, for example, will 
accommodate any stack height be
tween .195 and .145.
SWAGED-NOSE STUD
Extra strength and smooth operation 
are made possible by the swaged-nose

LION

design. All the metal in the stud goes 
to work. There are no thin crosspins, 
holes or milled slots to weaken the 
cross-section. Case hardening is fur
ther assurance of long, trouble-free 
service.

WIDE VARIETY
Lion Fasteners are available in 3 sizes 
—No. 5, No. 2, and Miniature. An 
assortment of head styles is supplied 
—oval, flush, wing, ring, notched or 
knurled—according to individual re
quirements.

FREE!
FASTENER 

HANDBOOK

Send for your free copy of Southco Fattener 
Handbook No. 9. Gives complete engineering 
data on lion Fasteners and other special fast
eners. Write to Southco Division, South 
Chester Corporation, 235 Industrial Highway, 
Lester, Pennsylvania.

COMMI RC I ALMISSILES CIVILIAN MILITARY

CIRCLE 41 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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FASTENERS
one of the
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structural materials and electrical insulations.

needs. Refer to SWEETS PD file or write to us for
General Folder 60.

Various Satellite Systems Possible

include:

25 mev.

CIRCLE 42 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

A 5000° flam* takes ten minutes to penetrate a one-quarter inch piece of CDF's new Dilecto
RD-105 laminate. The same thickness of cold rolled steel is pierced in less than forty seconds.

Molded from graphite fabric impregnated with a 
heat (ablation)-resistant phenolic resin, new (’Dr 
grades RD-105 and RD-115 are being evaluated in 
solid propellant rocket motors.

Dilecto laminates are only one family of products 
from industry’s largest selection of non-metallic

> CONTINENTAL-DIAMOND FIBRE 
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE COMPANY • NEWARK 107, DEL.
In Canada, 46 Hollinger Road, Toronto 16, Ont.

for automatic washer and dryer controls.

Vulcanized fibre, silicone rubber and mica, and ther
mosetting moldings are also supplied by CDF.
CDF can provide both quality and true economy 
in selecting plastic materials best suited to your

Dimensionally stable, light weight, oil-resist
ant Dilecto ball bearing retainer rings.

Easily fabricated paper-base, punching 
grade Dilecto precision switch insulators.

DESIGN FOR PEACE

radiation. This method might be effective
10,000 miles.

Detection of the electromagnetic pulse g( o- 
erated by a nuclear explosion. This method m iy 
be effective to perhaps 1000 miles. Like the ba< k- 
scatter and cosmic noise methods, it is limited Dy 
the occurrence of similar natural phenomena.

Detection satellites can be orbited around the 
earth below, within, or outside the Van Allen
belts. Satellites below the belts would not be very 
effective in detecting tests outside the belts, but 
would provide good surveillance of the upper at
mosphere. One detection method, based on the
Argus effect (trapped electrons) is feasible only 
with a satellite inside the belts. Outside the belts.
satellites in terrestial or solar orbit could employ 
a variety of effective detection methods. These

■ Detection of prompt gamma rays. A 1-kiloton 
shielded blast can be detected at 20,000 miles. For 
unshielded bombs, the distance is increased 10 
times. A gamma ray detection system might con
sist of six 100 cm2 plastic scintillators each 
mounted on a two-inch photomultiplier and 
shielded by lead or beryllium against brehmstral- 
lung and protons with energies greater than

■ Detection of delayed gamma rays by similar 
methods. This method is insensitive to shielding 
and thus effective at a distance of up to 200,000 
miles for a 1-kiloton explosion.

Detection of prompt and delayed neutrons

20 
to 
sat 
wo 
finí 
mit 
mil

Prompt neutrons can be detected at distances of 
up to 100,000 miles, but can be greatly reduced 
by shielding. Delayed neutrons formed after the

Typical seismometer vault, consisting of two hori
zontal-component seismometers, a vertical-componer' 
instrument and film recorder. Similar equipment wi 

be installed in the Geneva-type station. The three seis
mometers employ magnetic damping and multi-coi 

variable reluctance pickups. These, in combination wit1’ 

a 237-lb seismic mass, give a 1-mv output per micron 
of 1-cps earth motion. Equipment is manufactured by

the Geotechnical Corp.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN July 20, i960
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mckel-bearing steels. Moly Permalloy has been similarly 
improved m permeability. A-L constantly researches sili
con steels, including A-L’s well-known grain-oriented 
silicon, Silectron, and other magnetic alloys.

Complete facilities for the fabrication and heat treat
ment of laminations are available at Allegheny Ludlum. 
And A-L’s technical know-how guarantees you close gage 
tolerance, uniformity of gage throughout the coil and 
minimum spread of gage across the coil-width.

If you have a problem on electrical steels, laminations 
or magnetic material, call A-L for prompt technical as
sistance. Write for blue sheet EM-16 for complete data on 
AL-4750. Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, Oliver 
Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa. Address Dept. ED-7.

°ugb to go to the detection rather than to 
cono alment. I want to leave you with the 
press on that these decoupling schemes are

Experts Disagree On Chances
Recent hearings before the Joint Congressional 

Committee on Atomic Energy brought testimony 
from 24 scientists expert in the various areas of 
the nuclear disarmament problem. Though widely 
divergent views were expressed, the consensus 
was pessimistic for a short-term development of a 
foolproof system, but rather more hopeful over 
the long run. On the one hand, Dr. Edward Teller 
of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and the 
father of the H-bomb.” said: ‘‘My hunch is that 

further developments will go in the direction of 
conc< alment and that it will be quite difficult for

shield is destroyed are of lower energy and can 
bt detected at only 10,000 miles or so.

a Detection of soft thermal X-rays. Unshielded 
explosions can be detected at ranges up to 500 
million miles. This method is sensitive to shield
ing, by perhaps a factor of 100, but is still the 
best available. The penalty imposed upon a vio
lator in carrying a shield to distances beyond 
the range of other detection methods, and the 
additional stabilizing equipment needed for ef
ficient shielding may restrict his tests.

sians may be testing there at any time and any 
size ’ ight now.” Dr. Hans Bethe of Cornell Uni
versi y replied, “In my opinion, the next round

Typical Inspection Satellite
A typical inspection satellite would employ a 

combination of the above methods. Detection of 
a nuclear event would occur when the neutron 
count exceeds the natural background by a pre
determined amount and for a considerable inter
val (perhaps 2,000 sec). Simultaneously , either the 
gamma-ray detector or the X-ray detector, or 
both, would have to be triggered.

The total system would have to ensure a neg
ligible false-alarm rate; the Geneva criterion is one 
false alarm per 100 years due to natural back
ground. The electronic logic elements aboard the 
satellite must thus be very carefully designed, 
both from the viewpoint of operational reliability 
and to eliminate the possibility of false alarms 
due to component malfunction.

A typical satellite system would include perhaps 
20 vehicles orbiting under the Van Allen belts 
to survey the upper atmosphere; six additional 
satellites several tens of thousands of miles out 
would cover the immediate vicinity of the earth; 
finally, four satellites in various solar orbits could 
survey the most likely areas where violations 
might occur in the rest of the solar system.

STEELMAKERS TO THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY

Export distribution, Electrical Materials: AIRCO INTERNATIONAL INC., NYC 17
Export distribution, Laminations. AD. AURIEMA, NYC 4
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AL-4750 nickel-iron strip now has higher guaranteed per
meability values than ever before. For example, at 40 
induction gausses AL-4750 now has 57% higher perme
ability than in the past, using the standard flux den
sity test.

This greater permeability means better consistency and 
predictability for magnetic core users . . . and allows 
careful, high performance design.

This improvement in AL-4750 is the result of Allegheny 
Ludlum’s continuing research on electrical alloys and

7401

2000

014 and .006 Strip

GAUSSES —STANDARD TEST FLUX DENSITIES



NEW PRODUCT

Crimp-Type Modular Connector

PLUG-IN HYFEN SOCKET

CIRCLE 44 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Quickly installed individual crimp 
type terminations are easily remov
able and replaceable for flexibility of 
circuitry.

(Advertise ent}

Actual crimping of contacts to wire ends canB 
be done before or after the harness is in ph B 
These contacts fulfill MIL-T-7928 requirements!

The device, one of the company’s HYFENB 
line, incorporates all the standard innovations oil 
other HYFEN connectors, featuring crimp-type! 
snap-locked contacts, and meets all application! 
requirements of MIL-C-8384. All contacts ! 
tool-installed with tested Burndy compression! 
tooling (hand, pneumatic, semi-automatic, and! 
automatic), which are full cycling and provide il 
measurable quality control.

a new line of Hyfen 

connectors for plug in 

relays, including crystal can 

relays ... crimp-type 

Hyfen terminations provide 

thousands of identical 

installations for stable 

electrical and mechanical 

performance under extreme 

conditions of vibration, 

shock, and acceleration. 

Sockets available to mate 

with relays of all leading 

manufacturers. For further 

information write 

Omaton Division,

for the 
most 
reliable 

relay 
socket 

performance

Designed especially for complex electronic sys
tems, a new concept in connector design, utiliz
ing the convenience and flexibility of modular 
construction, has been developed by the Omato 
Division of the Burndy Corporation.

The components of the new modular HYFE9 
include a die-cast anodized aluminum trainB 
high-impact strength glass melamine or diallvB 
phthalate plug or receptacle inserts; and goMB 
plated contacts with nickel plated beryllium copB 
per locking springs. The frames are designed 'B 
accept inserts from either the front or rear of M 
mounting panel, and are available in either 3,5,9 
or 12-insert models. Each insert accommodates 3B 
pins or sockets. ■

Burndy Corporation, Norwalk, Connect.
CIRCLE 45 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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Universal 291 
permanent operating instructions 
on anodized aluminum.

de generator-detector with two 
power supply voltages, sensitive 
yet rugged light beam galva
nometer.

ac generator-detector with dual 
beam null indicator, extremely 
wide sensitivity range, fast 
response.

in-line reading—fastest bridge 
on the market to operate.

both series and parallel equi- 
valent circuit measurements.

RESISTANCE TO 0.1%-0-1200 
kilohms in seven ranges; CON
DUCTANCE TO 0.1%-0-1200 mil
limhos in seven ranges; CAPACI
TANCE TO 0.2%—0-1200 micro
farads in seven ranges; INDUC
TANCE TO 0.3%—0-1200 henrys in 
seven ranges; price $995.00.

Portable 250 Series 
ac detector with instantaneous electronic null indi
cator—you don’t pass the null.
plug-in networks for rejection of hum and har
monics, easy frequency change.
ESI Dekadial®—12,005 divisions of resolution at 
your fingertips.
simple in-line readout.
Large enough for laboratory accuracy, small enough 
for convenient portability. Model 250-DA, a self- 
contained, line-operated portable unit for accurate 
measurements of impedance elements at de and 
audio frequencies. $565. Model 250-C1, battery- 
operated. $375 (ac detector $200 additional).

Can You Believe What You Read?
Not too long ago, we received an advance press release on 

the latest “breakthrough.” A few ambiguities, unsupported 
claims, and non sequiturs in the release caused us to call the 
company’s engineering department for clarification. Unfortu
nately the engineer we talked to couldn’t figure it out, either. 
He pared the power output by a quarter, knocked the efficiency 
in half, and said the extreme claims were either theoretical only 
or obtainable under unusual conditions only.

We mentioned these facts to the company’s public-relations 
man so that he might clarify his release before making it gen
erally available. For ourselves, there just were too many un
answered questions; we couldn’t use the item as submitted. Un
fortunately, the release went out unchanged, with the same 
misleading information we received in our advance draft. Sev
eral respectable electronic publications published the “facts 
as given to them.

More recently, a release we received reported a device 
having an increased efficiency of 300 per cent! Sleuthing re
vealed that this engineering statistic was invented by a PR man. 
He didn’t really mean increased efficiency; he meant increased 
speed of doing work. Increase over what? The competitor’s 
device? No, the promoter, when pinned down, admitted. He 
said he was comparing the machine’s rate of doing work with 
that of a manual laborer.

Naturally no publication can check every story. Even if it did, 
its reporter may not know all the specific details of a project 
to catch a technical inconsistency. Electronic Design prides 
itself on its technical reporting. Every feature is thoroughly re
viewed by an engineer. Every major news story is based on 
answers obtained by engineers or technically competent jour
nalists. We evaluate the probable validity of claims of every 
new product. With the inauguration of our price-and-availabil- 
ity service we ask for additional information on about 70 per 
cent of the products coming in.

Despite these efforts, we know we are not 100 per cent accu
rate; we know less effort on our part would make us far less 
accurate. And how we feel about accuracy appears each issue in 
our accuracy-policy statement (see p 176). We are concerned 
with the amount of misinformation that is purveyed to engineers. 
Feedback from you will help. If you have reason to suspect 

statements made in ED, call them to our attention. We want 
you to be able to believe what you read in Electronic Design.rear ot u 

ither 3,5, 
mod ates

lect.
RD
20, 1?'



Generate Variable Delays With DC-Controlled Flip Flops

Alfred Corbin 
RCA Service Co.

Missile Test Project 

Patrick AFB, Florida

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, i960

Producing precise con
trollable delays usually re
quires control switches in
timately tied in with the 
pulse circuits. This makes 
for cross-talk and loading 
problems. Alfred Corbin, 
who has spent much of the 
past three years designing 
digital range-timing equip
ment, here offers a straight
forward solution to remote- 
controlled timing. His solu
tion allows control switches 
to he placed a great distance 
from the timing circuitry.

initially reset and the input time interval is t, the 
first output pulse is delayed by 15t

The delay contributed by each flip-flop de
pends on its position in the chain. FF1 contributes 
a delay equal to t; FF2 contributes 2t. FF3 con
tributes 4t, and FF4 contributes St.

Complementary Output 
Eliminates Normal Delay

In Fig. 3, the output from FF3 is taken from 
the complementary side, labeled B. This output is 
relatively negative when the flip-flop is reset, so it 
produces a positive transient when FF3 is first 
flipped. Hence, FF3’s delay is eliminated by 
coupling from its B output rather than from its 
A output.

If a counter is connected with A-B selector 
switches at the output of each flip-flop, the delay 
can be programed from zero to 15f by the 
proper combination of switch settings. For re
mote control of the delay, diode switches between 
the counter elements, allow the use of de control 
voltages as shown in Fig. 4.

1^ ELAYS ranging from microseconds to seconds 
■^can be generated by remote-controlled flip
flops. De switch lines can control delays selected 
by switches a great distance from the circuit’s 
active components.

One such circuit, built for an airborne timing 
system, is shown in Fig. 1. It uses commercial, 
transistorized flip-flops, operating from a —12-v 
supply, to provide output levels of —11 or —3 v.

The output of each flip-flop in the circuit is 
coupled through a diode which is biased on or 
off by de on the control lines from the selector 
switches. At each switch position, one line is held 
at —12 v, cutting off its diode, while the other 
diode is returned to ground through a resistor.

An input pulse sets the gate-control flip-flop 
FF1, opening the input gate. The gate passes the 
clock pulses to the variable-delay’ counter. An out
put pulse appears when a selected number of 
pulses have been counted. The output pulse re
sets FF1, blocking the input signal, and resetting 
the counter to zero.

Though this circuit was built to serve as a pre
cision delay generator, it can be used, with a 
random input rate, as an events counter signaling 
the reception of n input events. The instrument’s 
delay range is virtually infinite, being limited only 
by the switching time of the flip-flops in the zero
delay setting. With transistor circuits, the mini
mum delay can easily be held to a small fraction 
of a microsecond per flip-flop.

Feedback Around Scale-of-Sixteen 
Yields Handier Scale-of-Ten

The typical feedback arrangement of Fig. 5 
can be used to change the scale-of-sixteen counter 
to a scale-of-ten unit. With the latter configura
tion, counter can generate a delay from zero to 9t

It should be noted that, though the initial delay 
from the reset condition to the first output pulse 
is made variable, the 2V/10 counter remains 
basically an N/10 counter. In effect, the output! 
rate is fixed at one tenth of the input rate while 
the output phase is shifted in increments. By 
stacking two or more N/10 counters, the initial 
delay can be varied in units, tens, hundreds, or I 
by other factors of ten. ■ ■ I

Scale-of-Sixteen Counter
Forms Heart of Circuit

A modification of the familiar' scale-of-sixteen 
counter is at the heart of the delay generator. The 
flip-flops connected as shown in Fig. 2 generate 
a positive-going output when they receive 16 
positive-going input pulses. If the circuitry is
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Fig. 1 . Modified scale-of-ten counter serves as remote-controlled, variable-delay generator.

Fig. 2. Basic scale-of-sixteen, flip-flop counter and its 
timing relationships.

Fig. 4. Over-all delay of this scale-of-sixteen counter can be controlled 
by de switch lines.

Fig. 5. Feedback around scale-of-sixteen counter yields scale-of-ten counter—convenient 
for decimal stacking.



Conventional approaches to the design of 
cathode-coupled one-shot multivibrators in
volve several approximations plus trial and 
error techniques before an acceptable design 
is achieved. A straightforward method, includ
ing graphical procedures, is presented together 
with a working solution to a typical example.

A
PPROXIMATIONS, trial and error tech
niques and generally unsatisfactory design 
procedures make the design of a delay (cathode- 

coupled one-shot) multivibrator difficult and 
time-consuming. One incorrect philosophy quite 
commonly encountered involves the assumption 
of full conduction of the first stage. From the de
tailed step-by-step procedure described, a multi
vibrator with a linear delay period can be de
signed in a straightforward sequence.

Designing Hard 
Tube Delay 

Multivibrators Robert F. Roller
Systems Engineering Div. 

Battelle Memorial Institute 

Columbus, Ohio

After encountering 
difficulties in properly 
designing a required 
multivibrator for an 
analog-to-digltal conver
sion project, Robert 
Roller decided to pre
pare a fully-detailed 
procedure. His step-by- 
step design outline, 
with a typical design 
example, should be of 
interest to others in
volved in one-shot mul
tivibrator applications.

enced. This current flow is designated Io, and may 
be determined by

If the voltage E is further increased, the delay I Ui 
period of the multivibrator will be linear until a I a 
maximum point, Emax, is reached. For all voltages I f 1 
E > Emaj:> the multivibrator will become astable I c0 
(free-running). At this potential, Emox, a current I 
Ii will flow through Ti. Ii must be found from I an 
tube characteristic curves, after Emax is calculated. I 
Emtul is the voltage applied to the grid of Ti that I ate 
will just keep it cut off while T2 conducts.

One-Shot Multivibrator Operation
Fig. 1 shows schematically the configuration 

for such a circuit. Several definitions are needed 
before the design method can be established; 
these are grouped in the Glossary section.

All currents and voltages considered are steady
state values. Some overshoots will be experienced, 
but will not be treated here.

Normally, to produce triggering, a positive 
voltage spike is applied to the grid of Ti, or a 
negative voltage spike is applied to the plate of 
Ti, or to the grid of T2.

The current flow through T2 is designated I2, 
and has a fixed value since T2 normally operates 
at clamp level (see Glossary).

If the voltage E (Fig. 1) is increased from zero, 
it is found that for all voltages less than a mini
mum level, Emtn, the stage cannot be triggered. 
This is because the drop in plate voltage which 
occurs upon conduction of Ti is insufficient to cut 
off T2. At Emin, however, T2 just cuts off, when 
sufficient trigger potential is applied, and a mini
mum workable current flow through 7\ is experi-

12 Ek ~ ^c02 

Eli "I“ Ek

where Ew2 is the required grid-to-cathode cutoff 
potential of Tube 2.1

1. All formulas are adapted from Millman and Taub: 

Pulse and Digital Circuits, pp 189-194, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, New York, 1956

Ema* = A Ek "1“ Ecol (2) I
I 1I ¿phStep-By-Step Design Procedure
I resp

1. Output is normally taken capacitively from I - 
the plate of T2. Determine what change of volt- I 
age is required to drive the subsequent stages. I 
Call this Af62- Now, I Ec

&d>2 = 12 Eli- " I (
■ giver

Locate the clamp line (Ec = 0) on the tube ■ 
characteristics and select an amount of current I 
safetly below the maximum dissipation of the B S. 
tube, and on the clamp line (see Fig. 2). Call this B wher 
value I2. Solve for Rl2

n &eb2
r(L2 = ——

Fig. 1. Cathode-coupled one-shot multivibrator. To 
produce triggering, a positive pulse may be applied 

to the grid of Ti or a negative spike to the grid of Ta-

If RL2 is not a standard resistance value, correct BpOr 
it to standard, and correct I2 to correspond.

2. Draw a straight line from the chosen point Ba$SOc 
on the clamp line to the E^ voltage used, along« r 
the base line. The negative inverse slope of thisB 
line is equal to RL2 + Rk. Since RL2 has been pre-B 
viously determined, solve for Rk. Correct Rk t0B 
closest standard value, and correct the load lineB 
accordingly. It is generally best that Rl2 > Rk- «Onn c

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960»^ i



2 Rk

Fig. 2. Plate characteristics of the 5963 dual triode.

150 v

This value of E (Emin) is associated with a zero

6.8 ma

for this value of current (7'), mark a point on the 10 K

onn ct these points with a straight line. Note (continued on p 54)

20, 1960

rection is required.
3. Arbitrarily set R

period of 150 v. The supply potential is 275 v.
The step-by-step procedure described will now 

be carried out numerically.
J. Given

The nearest standard value, 22 K, was selected. 
12 is corrected to

■LEC RONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960

the tube 
if current 
n of the 
. Call this

minimum point of linear

PLATE VOLTAGE — VOLTS

Mamp line (Ec = 0). Then, on another grid line 
psoc ited with some arbitrary value of grid bias 
k m rk a point for

until a 
oltages 
astable 
current 
id from 
culated. 
Ti that

Ecol is determined using the tube curves and is 
the cut-off voltage associated with Epki, as it is 
given by

100 150 200 250 300 350

ely from 
I of volt
it stages.

The clamp point (A) of Tube 2 is now marked 
at I2 = 6.8 ma on the Ec = 0 line.

2. A line is now drawn from A to the base line, 
intersecting at = 275 v. The slope is found to 
correspond to Rl2 4- R* = 32 K. Rk = (32 — 22) 
K = 10 K. This is a standard value and no cor-

delay period, and 
response.

3. For maximum linearity of the delay period, 
tLi should be set equal to Rk. Arbitrarily set

4. All components have now been calculated 
except R and C. First, however, Io and Ii are de- 
ti rmmed. It is necessary to know Ii to calculate 
R and C. Io, while not necessary in this calcula
tion is helpful in determining Emin.

Calculate Io using Eq. 1. For Eco2, use the cut
off voltage indicated for the value of Eb6 used. 
This procedure is in error, but will yield a value 
of Io as a first approximation.

The value of Epk2 is then located along the base 
line, and the associated cut-off potential is then 
used as the new value of Ecoi. Using this value, 
a second approximation for Io is obtained. Fur
ther approximations are usually unnecessary, but 
could be made in the same manner if desired.

6. Draw the Tube 1 load line, which will have 
an inverted negative slope equal to RLl 4- Rk = 
2Rk. Locate the grid-to-cathode voltage associ
ated with the tube when the current Io is being 
drawn. Designate this voltage Eel. Then,

7. Emftg is next calculated from Eq. 2

If T/RC is too large (above about 0.5), a larger 
value of I2 can be used to reduce it. Calculations, 
starting with Step 1, must then be repeated.

10. After determining T/RC, and knowing the 
desired maximum delay T, RC may be calculated. 
For fast recovery, C should be small, and R 
should not exceed the practical limit of 5 to 10 
meg. Large values of R will yield instability due 
to high-impedance noise pickup.

This completes the design of the multivibrator, 
which should operate linearly between grid po
tentials, Emin and Ema^r«

4. First approximation for l0. Epk2 = 275 v. 
corresponding is found on Fig. 2, and is approxi
mately —20 v.

ie, correct 
jond.
□sen point 
sed, along 
ipe of this 
; been pre‘ 
rect Rk t° 
; load line

the point of intersection of this line with the load 
line for Ti. The tube will operate very close to 
this point when E = Emax. Load current here is 
designated Ii. A closer approximation to the op
erating point can be made, if desired, by applying 
Eq. 10, using for K values of grid bias close to 
the intersection point. Usually, the linearity of the 
characteristics is sufficient to make this unneces
sary.

9. The value T/RC should be kept small for re
liable delays. Suggested values are 0.1 to 0.5. The 
value of T/RC may now be determined from the 
equation.

8. For the value of E = Emax, the current flow 
when triggered) through Tube 1, Zi, must be de
termined. First,

(Since RLi = Rk)

5. This first approximation is now substituted 
into:

Design Example

Using a 5963 tube, it is desired that a multivi
brator be constructed which will delay for a vari
able period up to one msec and will give a nega
tive-going output change at the end of the delay

On Fig. 2, the clamp line (a) is located, and a 
current below the maximum dissipation is se
lected. A safe valuej^ Z2 = 7 ma.

I2 Rl2 = 150 v



5. Second approximation for 1,

DO YOU KNOW THE SIMPLEST WAY TO

STABILIZE MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES

clamp line, and

As high as 1 part in 1CP

10 v line, locate I" and mark asOn the E

+ 275

Tunability

IOK

59635963

Representatives thruout the world
IOK
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KLYSTRONS, WAVE TUBES, GAS SWITCHING TUBES, MAGNETRONS, HIGH VACUUM EQUIPMENT, LINEAR ACCELERATORS, MICROWAVE SYSTEM COMPONENTS, 
NMR It EPR SPECTROMETERS. MAGNETS, MAGNETOMETERS, STALOS, POWER AMPLIFIERS, GRAPHIC RECORDERS. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

As high

As high

Unloaded Q.

Temperature 
compensation

Fig. 3. Final circuit, including component values, of f 
one-shot multivibrator used in the design example. I

Environmental 
tolerance . .

Cavity size 
and weight . .

marked point (c).
Arhitrarilv set K

as 1 part <n 

as 120

As close as one part in 10* 
Der degree Centigrade

Fixed frequency or tunable 
types covering as high as 
10% of frequency

Suitable for extreme 
airborne service

Comparable to or less than 
active stabilization circuits 
of similar effectiveness

Short-term 
frequency ¿lability

Long-term 
frequency staDility

Stabilization factor

Noise reduction . . Typically by a factor of 20 
as compared to the klystron 
without stalo cavity

As high as 110,000

6. The Tube 1 load line is now drawn w.th 
slope equal to 2 Rk = 20 K. This is line (b) on 
Fig. 2. The grid-to-cathode voltage when Ic = 
4.25 ma on this line is (point B) —9 v.

6.8 (10) = 207 a

point D. Connect points C and D with a straight 
line. The intersection of this line with the Tube 1 
load line b) gives Zi = 5.0 ma.

This current is located on the

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 19«

/„ = 275 - 4.1 (10)

Short-term frequency stability as high as one part in IO9, plus substantial noise reduction, can be 
achieved by a VARIAN STALO which is a combination of klystron local oscillator and stabi
lizing cavity. The stalo cavity is a hollow shell—highly refined.
By means of passive stabilization, this cavity in many applications accomplishes the same ends 
as either active AFC stabilization systems or crystal-plus-electronic-multiplier circuits. But the 
stalo cavity, because it is passive, has extreme reliability and an infinite life. Most of them require 
no troubleshooting or maintenance effort —ever — once they have been properly designed and 
installed in a microwave circuit.
Varian offers stalo cavities to match every klystron oscillator in its present catalog, providing 
stabilization at any desired frequency in C-band, X-band or K-band. Application Engineering 
Bulletins 14 and 15. on passive stabilization and on phase locking respectively, fully explain the 
stalo principle of operation and application to microwave circuits. May we send you copies?

,2 corresponding is —17 v.

Emax = 6.8 (10) - 15 = 53 v.
The operating point of Tube 1 is next located,

Thus, the minimum linear response is obtained 
when E = Ernin = 33.5 v.

7. Emax = I>Rk 4 Ecoi. Eco\ is associated with

----- = 5.3 ma
K) A’

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIAN STALOS

VA-1299 Stalo Cavity shown with VA 2018 Klystron

(Exact specifications on individual models 

available in catalog and data sheets)
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line

Linear

nanee

circuit breaker opens 0.1 second later.

I

E,bb
E
'pkt

E'pkt

“in

upper limit of the linear range of 
delay action.

limit of the linear range of the de
lay action.

termine cutoff bias necessary to cut 
stage off.
Same as EDkl, except applying to 
Tube 2.

The cathode-to-grid voltage required 
to cut off Tube 1.
Some as E
Tube 2.

onds.

Peak
Cathode
Current

1500A
800A

2500A

Type

7559

7605

DC. Anode
Forward
voltage

18KV
25KV
25KV

9530 X IO6C -
1 X 106

T i Ebb 4- li Rk — lì Ri— = In------------------------
RC Ebb - Eco2 - h Rk

= in” 275 + 17 - 5 (10)

Tung-Sol/Chatham CROWBAR Thyratrons
PROTECT HIGH-POWER CIRCUITS AGAINST DESTRUCTIVE ARCS

With 
b) on 
h =

I mark as 

a straight 
e Tube 1

values, ofr 
ixample-

10.

= In — = bi 1 11 = 0.105. 
242

T = 1 msec —0.001 sec.

0.001RC = ------ = 9o30 usee.
0.105

Arbitrarily let R = 1 meg.

« 10000 pf « .01 rf.

This completes the design. The final circuit
shown in Fig. 3. ■ ■

Clamp Clamp level. A tube operating with 
zero bias potential between grid and
cathode is said to operate 
clamp”. This is because of grid cur-
rent drawn through the grid resistor.
This current will tend to push the 
bias level toward zero volts. Hence,
the clamp line” is the line on tube 
Characteristics where E„ = 0.
The highest value of current flow
through Tube 1 for which the stage 
is not free-running. It is also the

The lowest value of current flow
through Tube 1 for which the stage 
can be triggered. It is also the lower

Clamp level current in Tube 2.
The applied B+ potential.
The plate-to-cathode potential of 
Tube 1. Usually used in conjunction 
with the tube characteristics to de-

The range of bias potential E (see 
Fig. 1) applied to Tube 1 grid 
which produces a linear delay in the 
Tube 2 plate output waveform.

but applying to

The grid-to-cathode potential asso
ciated with Tube 1 when a current
C flows in Tube 1.
The desired delay period, in sec-

LEC RONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960

Any one of a host of causes can trigger internal arcs in high- 
power tubes with little or no warning . . . even if the tubes are 
well designed, operate in well-engineered circuits, and have 
conservative demands placed upon them. Cosmic rays, line- 
voltage transients, parasitic oscillations, spurious primary and 
secondary electrons and material whiskers are just a few of the 
potential sources of these highly destructive arcs.

But by engineering Tung-Sol/Chatham high reliability crow
bar hydrogen thyratrons into your design, you can safeguard
against costly arc-generated breakdowns. By short-circuiting
destructive currents, these zero bias "arc-busters" extinguish
the arcs before circuit elements can be damaged.

Instantaneous response and the ability to carry extremely 
large currents make these rugged thyratrons ideally suited for 
this purpose. Moreover, they are able to conduct these heavy 
surge currents even after having been idle for long periods. 
Each tube contains a hydrogen reservoir which promotes long 
life and permits optimum gas pressure adjustment for various 
operating conditions. Write for full technical details. Tung-Sol 
Electric Inc., Newark 4, N. J. TWX: NK193

Technical assistance is available through the following sales offices: Atlanta,
Ga.,- Columbus, Ohio,- Culver City, Calif.; Dallas, Texas,- Denver, Colo.; Detroit
Mich.; Irvington, N. J.; Melrose Park, III.; Newark, N. J.; Philadelphia, Pa.;
Seattle, Wash. Canada: Toronto, Ont.

Typical application: A crowbar thyratron
is connected in series with a suitable impe-
dance across the filter of the high voltage
power supply for a high frequency amplifier
tube. Whenever an arc occurs in the power

tube, the rising current is used to deliver a
suitable signal to the grid of the thyratron
The thyratron immed.ately conducts to short
circuit the power supply, until the protective

% TUNG-SOL
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For almost four years, Chalmers Riley 
has been designing analog and digital 
systems for missile guidance and ground 
support. In his work he found many appli
cations for the type of nonlinear function 
generator he describes here.

rect time constant. The device is basically a rate 
or velocity servo with a simple positioning system.

The closed-loop transfer function of the system 
with a step input is

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, I?1

The roots may be found by the quadratic equa
tion. Then the function will be in its usual form.

If S = X ± Y, then T. = X + Y and T2 
X — Y. Applying the inverse Laplace of the fu 
tion to the equation, it becomes

Fig. L This nonlinear 
function generator can 

be used to generate al

most any function with 

a required time con

stant.

Chalmers G. Riley 
Guidance and Control Lab. 

Army Ballistic Missile Agency 

Redstone Arsenal, Ala.

tion of voltage into a proportional shaft rotation. 
This requires a transducer to transfer the me
chanical rotation to a proportional voltage. The 
transducer gives the reference voltage required to 
produce the necessary nonlinear shaft rotation.

The function generator then gives a nonlinear 
mechanical output. The speed of the function de
pends on the gear ratio between the motor and 
the reference transducer.

The closed-loop transfer function of the gener
ator can be derived from the block diagram of 
Fig. 2. The motor transfer function is

Design Must Offset
Four Basic Error Types

In this type of motor-integrator servo there are 
four primary causes of error. These are:

1. Motor friction constant,
2. Nonlinear characteristics,
3. Noise,
4. Motor time constant.
There are other sources of error, such as quad

rature voltage, temperature variation and gear 
backlash. These may be minimized by careful 
design and selection of components.

This type of system requires high gain to mini
mize steady-state error. With high gain, a step 
input may cause transient saturation. Neverthe
less, linear operation resumes where the motor 
speed builds up enough for the tachometer volt
tage to reduce the error below the saturation 
level. A high-gain integrator helps to reduce the 
error signal. _

Such a system must transfer a nonlinear func-

W
1TH THE CORRECT reference signal, the 
generator described here can deliver al
most any type of nonlinear function. The refer

ence can be controlled by a nonlinear potentiome
ter with output mechanical or electrical.

Such a nonlinear function generator can be 
used for a wide variety of applications. Its output 
can be used, for example, as an input for a servo 
system being analyzed; it can be used for auto
matic-pilot control of aircraft and missiles; it can 
represent the velocity, acceleration, trajectory, 
wind resistance, and heating effects of a missile in 
flight; and it can represent the damping and angu
lar frequency of a servo system so the system’s 
stability and frequency response can be measured.

The nonlinear function generator, shown in 
Fig. 1, generates a required function with a cor-

kenen 
kreate

PRESET J
CONTROL r

Design Considerations for 
Nonlinear Function Generators



REFERENCE VOLTAGE

Fig. 2. filock diagram of the function genera
tor helps designer derive system transfer func

tion.

COMPACT TRANSISTORIZED 
VOLTAGE REGULATED DC POWER 
SUPPLIES IN WIDE VOLTAGE 
AND CURRENT RANGES. Proven 
and improved design features 
endow these eleven new KEPCO 
models*with excellent voltage 
regulation, stability and response 
characteristics, plus unusual 
compactness and longevity

Phis type of servo system, with the required 
input reference, can be made to produce almost 
any kind of nonlinear function with a controlled 
time constant. There are many ways to accom
plish this. One way would be to use a potentiome
ter with a large number of taps so the reference 
voltage will follow a certain curve. Another 
method would be to use a vernistat for reference 
control.

372"ie system
MODEL HB6M

83/4"

83/4

MODEL SM36-15M

' s + (] + K3K,G)N
ItepCO 
” - - _ "Inc. _ ~ *

«M» MM MB M OM * "7.) J

20, I’6
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rar»

e gener
gram of

atic equa l Neglecting Motor Time Constant 
sual form! Simplifies Design

FOR DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS ON MORE 
THAN 100 STANDARD MODEL POWER SUPPLIES 

SEND FOR KEPCO CATALOG B-601

131-36 SANFORD AVENUE • FLUSHING 55, N. Y. • IN 1-7000 • TWX # NY 4-5196
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Nonlinear Function Generator
Helps in Missile Guidance

In many applications it is necessary for a mis
sile to follow a prescribed acceleration curve. An 
error-sensing device must be incorporated in the 
missile guidance to see that it follows the re
quired acceleration curve. This can be done many 
different ways depending on the actual curve the1 
missile must follow.

This curve in most cases, approaches an expo
nential waveform. The exact wave depends on 
certain characteristics of the missile frame and en
gine. To match this curve, an exponential gener
ator is required.

As the missile begins to accelerate the pro
gramed acceleration starts and these two signals 
are compared. The difference between the pro
gramed and the actual curve is fed to a correcting 
servo unit.

Suppose that an exponential program curve is 
equired with a time constant of 12.5 sec. To il
lustrate the effect of the motor time constant Tm, 
it can be considered to be zero. This is a reason
able assumption since the time constant of the 
generated exponential is approximately 350 times 
greater than that of the motor.

If the assumption Tm = 0 is made, Eq. 2 re- 
iuces to

If the open-loop frequency response curve of 
e sj tem were plotted it would show that the 

Mem was slightly unstable. However, the ta-

*0.01 % models available on special order 

Meters optional on all HB and SM models.

*MODEL DC 
OUTPUT 
VOLTS

DC 
OUTPUT REGULATION
AMPS.

HB-2 0-325 0-200 ma.
► O.1 %*HB-4 0-325 0-400 ma.

HB-6 0-325 0-600 ma.

SR12-50 5-13 0-50
► 0.1 %SR28-50 24-32 0-50

SR48-30 44-52 0-30

SM 14-30 0-14 0-30

► O.1 %*
SM36-15 0-36 0-15
SM75-8 0-75 0-8
SMI 60-4 0-160 0-4
SM325-2 0-325 0-2 J

MODEL SR28-50
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the exponential—the gear ratio N and the refer
ence signal Kp. K3 is the scale factor of the ta 
chometer which is constant. The amplifier gaii 
and motor constants have very little effect on th(
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critical, this method, along with the assumption 
made, would be the most straightforward desigi

me 
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However, if the assumption K3KtG > > 1 
made
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Eq. 9 shows that only two factors play an im-|'ril 
portant part in determining the time constant ofjthu

T =

I _ e ~(GKvK/) t 
e (1 + K3KvG)Kn_

constants can be used.

Gear ratio = N = rad/rad

1.2 v/rad

12.5 X 1.2TK = 500

ron menta

experience::
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ACTUAL SIZE CANNON TURE PLUGS

SCALED TO YOUR MINIATURE REQUIREMENTS...Cannon s
full line cr miniature and subminiature plugs are engineered to
provide sa*e electrical connection in the smallest space! Whatever
your requit rents — from industrial applications to extreme envi-

enditions— Cannon can solve a critical space problem.
Another reason why you should always consult the world s most

CANNON
plug manufacturer... why you should consult Cannon

■ plug requirements. Write for literature to: 
CANNON ELECTRIC COMPANY, 3208 Humboldt St., Los Angeles 31, Calif.

äPLUGS

chometer will furnish negative feedback to gi 3 
the necessary damping factor for stabilization, in 
fact, a motor-tachometer can be used instead f 
an inertially damped motor. An inertially damp« ] 
motor would introduce three time constants to t e 
system which would not only increase the tin 3. 
constant error but would make the calculatio is 
more cumbersome.

The inverse Laplace when reduced to its na u- 
ral form is

where

e.

T = (1 4- K3KVG)N 
GKVKP

However, if these assumptions cannot be made th 
calculations become more cumbersome as shov
by Eq. 5.

The foregoing derivations can be used to desi 
a typical system. A typical requirement might 
to design a program to generate an exponent!
with a time constant of 12.5 sec. The motor sh 
is to drive an error sensing device. With this 1 
formation and available materials the follow

Motor constant = Kr = 12.2 rad/sec (Kean
801 Motortach)

Amplifier gain — G = 200 v/v
Motor time constant = Tm = 0.0345 sec.
Tachometer scale factor = K3 = 0.03 v/rad
Reference potentiometer scale factor =

First the gear ratio can be determined with 
motor time constant Tm assumed to be zero
K3KVG much greater than 1.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, ।
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Ledex Digimotor.500 (1

500 (1

MAJOR ADVANCE IN STEPPING MOTOR FIELD
1 were 500 (1

LOAD LOAD

2%'

FLANGE
FOOT DETENT

Uni-direcuonal has flange er feot mounting.

Ledet, Inc. was formerly G. H. Leland, Inc,

CIRCLE 51 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Available with 8,1b, 12,18, 
20 and 24 steps per rewlutien,

Shaft permits direct coupling 
ef lead at one end and mewling 
of oositan indicator at other

Steppiog rare ls 1) tû 25 p« 
socoed, depending on numbei ef 
positions, load, or other factors.

Operates as uni-uirectienal 
or bi-directionai stepping motor 
or indexing device.

If the assumption KSKVG» 1 were not made 
I e error from 12.5 sec would be 0.17 sec.

Unit has exceptionally high 
torque-to-size ratio, with proven 
reliability and long life.

Mechanical load can be 
positioned majwlly, clockwise 
or counterclockwise.

CTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960

The new Ledex Digimotor is a step
ping motor or indexing device with 
exceptionally high reliability and 
torque-to-size ratio Its new design 
concept gives it features never before 
available. Size 5 stock models come 
in a variety of shaft positions and in 
any duty cycle within a wide operat
ing voltage range. It is jam proof, 
permanently lubricated, has mag
netic anti-overcoast, and operates at 
“whisper" noise level.

New Ledex Digimotor Switches are 
rotary selector switches with all ad
vantages of the Digimotor drive plus 
other special features.

8 position 24 position

ay an im- 
onstant of 
the refer- 
of the tei 
ilifier gain 
feet on th

ed to desis
■nt might 1 

exponent! 
motor sh

With this 
he follow

With this information and the previous dériva 
fions the three exponentials can be written as

1/15 ser 1/25 tec1/12.4^ _|_ o.oiSe-'/o-00047

(No assumptions)

Other Ledex products include Ro
tary Solenoid, Rotary Solenoid 
Selector Switch, Hermetically Sealed 
Selector Switch, and Syncramentai 
Stepping Motor. Mechanical appli
cations include actuation of valves, 
vanes, printers, shafts. Switching ap
plications include circuit selecting, 
stepping, counting, programming and 
sequencing. Write for literature, 
mentioning application, to Ledex, 
Inc. (formerly G. H. Leland, Inc.), 
Dayton 2, Ohio; Maryland Engineer
ing, Ltd., Kitchener, Ont.; NSF Ltd., 
31 Alfred Place, London, Eng.; NSF 
GmbH, Nurnberg, Germany.

notor time constant.
A system identical to the one shown in the ex

ample has been constructed. The system was first 
preset, by a dial, to the desired acceleration and 
hen a relay switch was thrown for program oper
ation. The results gave an exponential with a time 
bnstant that was less than 10 per cent off the 
lesired results. It took approximately six time 
bnstants for the system to null.
I Since the curve was not a true exponential, and 
Ie time constant has an error, other means were 
rcessary to correct this. The time constant can 
I regulated by biasing the reference1 voltage 
BA This is a logical place for vernier control. 
Bis can be done by adding a pot in series with 
Ie reference pot. Then the time constant can be 
Busted to within two per cent.
■This accuracy can be increased if quadrature 
■ection and temperature stabilization are used. 
Be curve can be made to match an exponential 
■ making the reference pot nonlinear. However, 
Is requires external taps on the pot.
■The mechanical output of the function can be 
Bto.an error sensing device, such as a control 
Berential transmitter (CDX). This is a device 
It will compare a shaft rotation or position with 
I el metrical signal to give an electrical difference, 
■is difference can be fed to a correcting servo 
|ich would continuously compare the two 
Bes and correct the difference. ■ ■

It is noteworthy that, in each equation, the 
maximum magnitude of the exponential is equal 
to the gear ratio. Since the motor time constant 

I is included in the third equation, a new term is 
introduced.

However, this term is so small in comparison 
with the others it can be neglected. Also in the 
third equation, there are two time constants, Ti 
and T2. T2 is so small it can be neglected. Ti dif

fers from 12.5 sec by almost the amount of the

200X12.2X1.2
12.07 sec.

|45 sec.
0.03 v/rad/i 
ictor =

on. in 
jad f 
imp* 1 
to t e

uined with 
o be zero

ere not tc 
ssumptioi 
ard desig
>e made t 
ie as sho'
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Simple Analog Circuit Solves Heat Flow Problems
Richard J. Allen, Emil C. Muly*

The Martin Company

Baltimore. Md.

There are 
problem of

The problem of determining the heat flow
through one or more solid materials to a
constant temperature sink is often en
countered by the electronic designer.
Heat flow provides a limit to the power
capacity of transistors and to the fre
quency response of thermal detectors such
as bolometers and barretters. In many
practical problems, the incident thermal
energy of the heat source may vary peri
odically. A knowledge of heat flow is
therefore required to determine the time
constant and thermal phase shift through
the conducting mass. In this article, au
thors Dick Allen (above) and Bud Muly
present a beautifully simple analog tech
nique to solve these problems quickly.

several approaches to solving the
one-dimensional heat flow. One

approach uses rigorous mathematics to solve the
partial differential equations for the particular
boundary conditions. While this leads to precise
results, it becomes, at times, extremely unwieldly.

A more practical approach is the analog solu
tion. While it is not at all novel, it is often either
overlooked or considered unavailable to the de
signer. An electrical circuit is set up with param

Fig. 1. RC ladder network—basic building block of
the analog computing circuit.

eters analogous to the thermal parameters of the
problem. The vision of using large computers and
costly programing time quite often discourages
further interest in this approach. However, the
problem, even in its more complex forms, may be
solved quite rapidly by using an easily assembled
computer” comprised solely of conventional elec

trical laboratory equipment. This flexible com
puter circuit will also solve for the thermal phase

General Heat Flow Equation—
Basis For The Analog

The equation of heat conduction is given

T = the temperature = T (x, y, z, t)
Now with úept. of Electrical Engl-

neering, Northwestern University,

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 19 ELEC’



Fig. 3. Decade capacitors and resistors, with 
power supply and scope form a desk-top computer.

a2 = the thermal diffusivity of the material
t = time
Cv = specific heat/unit volume
K = thermal conductivity

For the case of one-dimensional heat flow, the 
heat-conduction equation reduces to:

is of the 
uters and 
jcourages 
ever, the 
s, may be 
issembled 
onal dec
ible cow- 
nal phæçe

FT _ C, ST 
dx2 K dt

Taking Laplace Transform in time, we obtain

— - Ç? st = o 
dx2 K

If we make the approximation to the space deriva
tive,

ST T^-T

d^T = Tn+l- 2Tn + T,

the heat-flow equation then becomes

^~T =(ir)’ T

gi\ t n 1 Electrical Analog
Of The General Equation

Solving for the nodal voltages of the RC ladder 
network, Fig. 1, yields an expression of the form

Fn+1 =

R
2\

CS 4- - ) K
R/

where n = 2, 3, ... (7)
Th< similarity with Eq. 6 for the heat flow prob- 

lem is quite apparent. The analogies are

C~C, (Xr) 
Vi^Ti.

This is also evident from the nomenclature. Elec
trical resistivity is analogous to the inverse of 
thermal conductivity, 1/K (or thermal resistivity). 
Electrical capacity, C, is analogous to thermal 
capacity, Cv, and electrical potential, is anal
ogous to thermal potential or temperature, T{.

Table 1 lists the thermal conductivity and speci
fic heats (heat capacity) of a number of materials 
in general engineering use. For setting up the 
analog, the values of K and Cv are obtained from 
this table. The value of Ax is obtained from the 
thermal circuit itself.

A schematic illustration of the analogous situa
tions is shown in Fig. 2. If an electrical circuit is 
constructed of components with values propor
tional to the thermal quantities, scaled where 
necessary to obtain practical values and if a volt
age source is applied w hich is also related to the 
thermal source, the solution to the heat flow 
problem can be computed. The circuit may be 
readily assembled with components available in 
almost any electrical laboratory. A computer of 
this construction is shown in Fig. 3.

A voltage supply with a wave form similar to 
the input temperature variation is used for tran
sient response. A de bias may be added to pro
vide the steady-state component. The voltage

Table 1. Thermal Conductivity and Specific 
Heats of Common Engineering Materials 

at Room Temperature

Material

K 
Normal 

Conductivity 
cal 

cm-sec-C |

Cv 
Specific 

Heat 
1 Ca* 1 
1 9m 1

Aluminum 0.480 0.214

Asbestos 0.0006 0.195

Chromium 0.161 0.111

Copper 0.92 0.0928

Germanium — 0.137 0.074

Glass

Crown (window) 0.0025 0.161

Flint 0.002 0.117

Iron 0.174 0.109

Lead 0.082 0.0308

Mica 0.0018 0.206

Polystyrene 0.006 0.182

Quartz (fused) 0.030 0.188

Rubber (synthetic) 0.00045 0.453

Silicon 0.20 0.176

Silver 1.001 0.056

Solder (60-40) 0.135 0.0407

Teflon (tetrofluorethylene) 0.0028 0.137

Tin 0.147 0.0556

Zinc 0.265 0.0936

RND: Heat Flow—ANALOG OR. Allen & Muly

waveform is then monitored with an oscilloscope 
at the various nodes. The amplitude of the display 
gives the temperature profile at that point. The 
time shift between the input and output wave
form gives the phase shift, while the decrease in 
amplitude, as a function of increased input fre
quency, yields the thermal time constant.

Approximations and Accuracy 
Of The Analog

In developing the electrical analog, the dis
tributed parameters of the material, as represented 
by the differential equations, were approximated 
by a number of lumped-constant cells as indi
cated by Eqs. 4 and 5. Since the derivative results 
from a limit process, a larger number of smaller 
cells will approximate the derivative more closely. 
As in any substitution method, the accuracy of the 
values of the substituted parameters will deter-

6120, 1961 ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960
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Fig. 5. Schematic representa

heat flow.

An Example

Three Assumptions Made

constant.

T =

wox
Ka

than that of the sine wave modulation.

ONE CELL APPROXIMATION
5 CELL APPROXIMATION

mine the accuracy of the analog solution.
In using the analog solution, the approximation 

of the derivative yields an error as illustrated in
Fig. 4. However, since the designer usually knows 
the general form of the curve, judicious selection 
of the number of cells can be made to improve
the first approximation.

By far the largest error results from the fact that 
many of the values of the constants which must 
be substituted into this expression to obtain quan
titative results are not known to a high degree 
of accuracy. This eliminates the need for the 
mathematical closed form which, as will be shown 
in the example to follow, can become awkward to 
handle and time-consuming.

To see how useful a tool this analog treatment 
can be, let us look at a sample problem which has 
been solved using both the mathematical and the 
analog approaches. Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram 
of a thermal conductor (actually a solid-backed 
bolometer operating at 4 K) providing a simple 
heat flow problem which has been analyzed in a 
rigorous mathematical fashion.1 The results of the 
analysis and the parameters of the problem are 
presented in summarized form for comparison

Fig. 4. Approximation
of electrical circuits to

the actual thermal cir-

cuit's characteristics im-

proves with the number

tion of the thermal conductor 

and the parameters involved in

with the analog treatment. Let C be the specific 
heat per unit volume of the region Q; K, the ther
mal conductivity of Q; n be the diffusivity of Q;
G be the total heat capacity of region P; a, the 
area of the receiving face and let I be the thick - 
ness of O (0.1 cm). The incoming radiation was 
assumed sinusoidal and having the form W =

e’ wt 4- 1, where Wo is a constant and w is the
angular frequency.

The following three assumptions have been 
made in the solution of the problem: The heat 
flow is one-dimensional and in the direction per
pendicular to the receiving face. The element P
has a high thermal conductivity so that its tem
perature is always uniform and equal to that of 
the adjoining region Q. The temperature of S is

The solution of the heat flow equation is

T = exp(qt) {A exp [(ç/n)^]
+ B exp [— (q/n^x]¡ + Dx + E (8)

Where A, B, D, E, and q are to be determined 
from the boundary conditions. Determining the 
constants and substituting them, the equation for 
the temperature distribution then becomes

Table 2. Analogue Solution to Sample 
Problem

Wave Form Test Point Vertical Scale 
(v/cm)

Scale 
Horizonta

0000010000 ■8880^88148
■■■■■■■■■a

Point A 0.2 2 msec/cn

Square wave 5 2 msec/ci

0 
0

8989890908 
liBllBMBllBlB
8080808088

Point A 0.2 2 msec/c<n

Square wave 5 2 msec/cm

88X80X8B0B 
IMRMIMB
■080080080

Point A 0.1 500 psec/cm

Square wave 5 500 psec/cm

■000800000
MIKClSMPUB
■■■mmniia

Point A 0.1 200 psec/cm

Square wave 5 200 psec/cm

10210^00000
KUOnOgOKUO

Point B 0.05 200 psec/cm

Square wave 5 200 nsec/cm

■000800000 
85ÜMES 89088
»888888888

Point C 0.05 200 psec/cm

Square wave 5 200 psec/cm

!■■■■■■■■■■EW9WE88000 Point D 0.05 200 psec/cm

Square wave 5 200 psec/cm

|SSSW”8S Point E 0.05 200 psec/cm

Square wave 5 200 psec/cm

{exp [(g/n)M — exp [(— q/n)*x\ woexp (wt

Ka (q/n) » {exp\(q/n) VI 4-exp[ — (q/n) V] !

+Gq {exp [(q/n)H] — exp —(q/n)u\
The first term represents how well the element P
is able to respond or follow variations in the in
tensity of the incident radiation. The second term 
gives the mean temperature rise.

For the purpose of this example, the incident 
radiation is treated as modulated with a square 
wave instead of the sine wave used in the mathe
matical approach. This will not hamper the com
parison of the two techniques. If anything, the 
treatment of the square modulation for the math

si 
m 
ki 
hi 
di 
ci 
ol 
\. 

Tl

ematical approach would prove more difficult

Setting Up The Analog
To solve the problem by the analog method, a 

ladder network analogous to the situation is set 
up, which is that given in Fig. 1. The values ot
R, C and V are determined by the proportional 
relations given following Eq. 7, and from the 
numerical values of the thermal parameters, such 
as given in Table 1. In this case, the values differ 
slightly from those listed due to the different 
temperature range of the problem, a factor to note
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Fig. 6. Frequency response of a 0.1-cm thick 
aluminum sample, by electrical analog.

3.9 me

FREQUENCY (me)

Ampli- 
tube (v) Analog Period

Scale Period 
(sec)

Frequency 
(cps)

0.4 7.4x2xl0-310-4 14.8 xlO"7 0.675 xlO6

0.34 2X2X1O-31O-4 4xl0-7 2.5 xlO6

0.2 SxSxlO^lO-4 15x10-8 6.66 xlO6

0.13 2.3x2xl0-410-4 4.6x10-8 21.7x1o6

exp (w/i
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before applying the listed values to all situations. 
At the temperature of interest, the value of speci
fic heat of the material under question (that is alu
minum), is 5.33 x IO-5 cal/gm deg K.*2

In addition to the knowledge of the value of 
specific heat and thermal conductance of the alu
minum, the (p) or mass density must also be 
known. This will allow us to change the specific 
heat/mass into specific heat/volume. The mass 
density for aluminum is 2.70 gm/cm3. It was de
cided that the analog could be given by the use 
of 5 RC network combinations. This meant that 
Ax then became 0.02 cm.
Therefore,

Where T is the time associated with the thermal 
response of the bolometer.

= 0.0027

CpAx = 28.8 X 10-7.

Scaling the computer as follows:
Ra = 0.0027 x 105 = 270 ohms
da = 28.8 x 10 7 x 10 1 = 0.288 pf, computer 

tir e, T,„ then becomes

Ta = 10-4 T

*T iis is specific heat/unit mass—while the thermal con- 
du tivity is 7.41 cal/cm deg Ksec.3

Results
Table 2 represents the results obtained from 

the analog. The test point A gives the value of the 
temperature directly at the P-Q interface and, as 
such, gives the thermal frequency response of the 
bolometer. The points B, C, D, E and F represent 
the temperature at points spaced 0.02 cm apart 
in the bolometer and give a temperature profile 
across the bolometer itself. The waveforms also 
indicate the thermal phase shift. Fig. 6 is a plot 
of the data obtained at point A giving the fre
quency response to incident thermal radiation 
upon the bolometer.
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Sweep-Frequency Techniques
For Measuring High-Frequency Impedance

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT aci

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, I960

Fig. I. Measurement by bridging loss is pos 
sible because a matched line has the same im

pedance at any point along the line.

Fig. 2. Series-loss measure
ments may be more convenient 

than bridging-loss measure

ments—depending on imped

ance level and physical con

figuration of the tested circuit.

“The combination of accurate 
impedance measurements at sin
gle frequencies with a sweep 
presentation yields a tremen
dously powerful and little-used 
technique.” So says author Ken 
Simons. He sees sweep measure
ment as a “wide-screen' view of 
a situation and contrasts it with 
the “peep-hole” single-frequency 
approach. Ken Simons has spent 
8 of his 30 years in electronics 
with Jerrold.

UNKNOWN £IRCUI_T

IMPEDANCE

■ ances sweep-frequency techniques can offer a 
great convenience. They can often avoid the 
need for expensive specialized equipment. They 
can help avoid oversights which can result from 
a single-frequency view.

When the impedance to be measured is part of a 
resonant system with a bandwidth less than about 
10 per cent of center frequency, two measurement 
techniques are particularly useful—measurement by 
bridging loss and measurement by series loss.

Measurement by Bridging Loss
The impedance seen at the input of a section 

of transmission line which is terminated by its 
characteristic impedance is the characteristic im
pedance, as illustrated in Fig. 1A. For low-loss 
lines it is a pure resistance.

Ken Simons
Jerrold Electronics Corp 

Philadelphia, Pa.

actual circuit

LOOKS like source 
WITH 2 ’20
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Looking back into a line fed from a matched 
source, the equivalent circuit is a constant voltage 
in series with a resistor equal to the characteristic 
impedance Zo (Fig. IB).

Along a matched transmission system, at any 
point where the line from the source joins the line 
to the load, the circuit looks like a resistive source 
feeding a resistive load.

When a given impedance is bridged across an 
otherwise matched system, the loss of energy 
transferred to the load is the same as the loss that 
is c dculated when that same impedance is bridged 
across the load in the equivalent circuit (Fig. IC).

In general, where the unknown impedance has 
both resistance and reactance, it is necessary to 
kn< w both the magnitude and phase angle of the 
los introduced to determine the unknown con
stants. Where suitable equipment is available to

CIRCUIT 
BEING 

MEASURED
AT FREQUENCY F / \
WHERE LINE CROSSES '
CURVE ATTENUATION OF DISPLAY 
UNKNOWN EQUALS THAT 
OF STANDARD.

Fig. 3. A sweep-frequency technique for accurate at
tenuation measurement.

Fig. 4. Convenient test jigs for connecting 
unknowns.

measure both quantities, it is possible to relate 
the resistance and reactance of the unknown to 
the magnitude and phase angle of the loss. How
ever, in many practical situations, other factors in
dicate that the unknown is either a pure resistance 
or a pure reactance.

In these cases, the magnitude of the unknown 
is determined by a simple attenuation measure
ment. The relationships can be calculated as 
shown in Appendix 1 or read from Nomogram 1 
which relates bridging loss to attenuation.

Measurement by Series Loss
Bridging is not the only way an unknown im

pedance can be connected into a matched system. 
One may also open the center conductor at a junc
tion and insert the unknown in series as shown in 
Fig. 2.

The loss that is introduced is a measure of the 
impedance in this case also. For unknowns that 
are purely resistive or purely reactive, the loss 
can be calculated as in Appendix 1 and the result
ing relationship drawn up in the form of Nomo
gram 2.

Measurement Technique
For reasonable accuracy, certain precautions are 

essential:
■ Accurate impedance measurement depends on 
accurate attenuation measurement. The compari
son technique of Fig. 3 is one of the recom
mended approaches.

Fig. 5. Techniques for minimizing 

harmonic errors. (A) shows the use of 

a low-pass filter; (B) suggests configu
rations with attenuation minima at 

resonance; (CJ suggests use of a tuned 
amplifier or receiver following the 

test jig.

In this technique, a high-speed coaxial switch 
compares the insertion loss of the circuit under 
test with that of a standard variable attenuator. 
For a 60-cps sweep rate the switch should oper
ate 30 times a second.

The scope display shows a horizontal line as 
well as the response curve of the circuit under 
test. The line crosses the response curve at points 
where the attenuation of the standard equals the 
attenuation of the circuit under test. The accuracy 
of this measurement is limited chiefly by the 
accuracy of the standard attenuator.

The use of carefully matched fixed attenuator 
pads with 5 or 10-db loss will guard against im
pedance mismatch in associated equipment and 
will increase accuracy. Such pads are only useful 
where the unknown has moderate loss or measur
ing set-up includes a high-gain rf amplifier. 
■ Any convenient physical arrangement can be 
used for a test jig if the system characteristic im
pedance is maintained. Two connectors mounted 
on a metal sheet can be used as shown in Fig. 4. 
The sheet should be several times larger than the 
spacing between the connectors to minimize stray 
coupling from the circuit under test to the rest of 
the universe.

Where the unknown circuit is itself coaxial (as 
when a short piece of cable is being tested) it is 
most convenient to use a “Tee” connector to at
tach the unknown to the junction.
■ Harmonics or other spurious components in the 
output of the sweep-frequency generator can

65
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cause errors, particularly when the unknown gives 
an attenuation maximum at resonance. Fig. 5 
shows ways to minimize the effects of spurious 
signals.

When the measurements are made within an 
octave band, a low-pass filter cutting off at the 
upper end of the octave can be used to reduce 
harmonic errors. Where there is a choice in cir
cuit configurations, the use of those that give at
tenuation minima at resonace will help reduce the 
effects of harmonics. Finally, a tuned amplifier 
or receiver of moderate bandwidth (that is, a tele
vision or radar receiver) can be used to minimize 
harmonics as well as to increase system gain.

Applications of Measurement Techniques
Tuned Circuit Q. (Fig. 6). A convenient way to 
measure the unloaded Q of a resonant circuit is 
to determine its resonant resistance by the bridg
ing or series loss method. The Q is then found 
by comparing this resistance with the reactance 
of either reactor at resonance, calculated from a 
known L or C value. The choice of bridging or 
series connection, and series or parallel resonance 
is determined by the impedance level and physical 
configuration of the circuit being tested.

As an example, a coil, space-wound with 15 
turns of 16-gage copper wire, is connected in 
series with a 15 pf TCZ ceramic capacitor. Its 
bridging loss as a series resonant circuit connected 
across a 75-ohm system is 31 db at 35 me. For 
31 db, Nomogram 1 indicates a series resistance 
of 1.1 ohms. The reactance of 15 pf at 35 me is 
303 ohms, so the circuit Q is 303/1.1 or 275. 
Attenuation of Short Cables, (Fig. 7). The input 
resistance of a short section of transmission line

Fig. 6. Test configuration for 
setup of Fig. 3 and scope 

waveform for measuring Q. 
Bridging loss is measured at 

resonance where Xc = XL and 

R is read from the nomogram. 

Q is given by X^/R.

66

which is open or shorted at the far end is a func
tion of the loss of this line section. Using a co
axial measuring system, the input resistance of a 
resonant section of coaxial line can be measured 
most conveniently by the bridging method. The 
measured resistance is directly related to the at
tenuation of that line section, and can be used 
to calculate it. (See Appendix 2).

RESISTANCE
OHMS

RE AC TAN ;

OHMS

(Zo >75 OHMS)

BRIDGING LOSS

(Zo » 50 OHMS)

BRIDGING LOSS 
(DB)

Nomogram 1 
for Bridging-Loss 

Calculations

REACTANCE
OHMS

I5O

resistance 
OHMS I

2DOO----------4- 
1000-

500

------- 60

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Zo

3 000------------i- 

.ooc

As an example, the input resistance of a 3-ft 
section of RG-6/U, open at the far end, is meas
ured by the bridging method and found to give a 
bridging loss of 31 db at its quarter-wave resonant 
frequency of 160 me. Nomogram 1 shows this to 
correspond to a resistance of 1.1 ohms. This gives 
an attenuation for this sample of 10 log (75 — 
l.l)/(75 -f- 1.1) or 0.12 db, which is a loss of 
4.0 db per 100 ft.
Input Impedance of a Vacuum Tube. (Fig. 8). 
The input impedance of a vacuum tube at high 
frequencies can be measured simply by making 
this impedance part of a series resonant circuit by 
connecting an inductor in series with the grid. 
Connecting the other end of the inductor as a 
bridging load across the measuring circuit allows 
rapid determination of the bridging loss, and thus 
of the total series resistance.

The measured resistance includes the losses of 
the inductor R^ as well as those of the tube Rin- 
Ri is small if a high Q inductor is chosen, but it 
can be measured quite accurately by replacing the 
tube with a high-frade air trimmer, set to give 
resonance at the same frequency, and measuring 
the bridging loss of the resulting circuit.

Appendix 1

Calculation of Bridging Loss
Equivalent circuit in Fig. 9.

For 2 t = a pure resistance “RJ
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Nomogram 2 for Series-Loss Calculations

v Rx e = E -----------
Ro - 2 R.

=^mar

I max R<
e 2 R.

(a
—E” 1
2 Rx

^max —

E

AAAr
Ro Zx e

Fig. 9. Equivalent circuit for 
bridging-loss measurements.

For % — a pure reactance 7

e = E —----
Ro + 2jx

Cmax

Insertion loss due to x = 20 log

Fig. 10. Equivalent circuit for E 
series-loss measurements. I

♦ emjm

Ro

INPUT 
END

*er i
Zo

I OPEN
I OR
I SHORTED

Fig. 11. Main and reflected waves in a transmission 

line with characteristic impedance Zo.

- (when R, = o) —
2 e

Rx
2Rt

(
ft

—-—F I
- R*

For Z = a pure reactance “jx-

IP e = A-------------
2 Ro -I- jx

(mat   J J
~ ~ Tr,

Insertion loss due to x = 20 log

Appendix 2

2

Cc culation of Series Loss
Equivalent circuit in Fig. 10. 

Fo % — a pure resistance “Rx”

Ro
2 R. + R:

Input Resistance and Attenuation for 
A Resonant Length of Transmsission Line

When a line, like the one in Fig. 11, with char
acteristic impedance Zo, is open or shorted at the 
far end, the reflected voltage or current wave at 
the input terminals is reduced compared with 
the main wave. Since the reflected wave makes

one trip down and one trip back to reach the 
input terminals, it is reduced by twice the attenu
ation of the line.

Calling the round trip attenuation a as a cur
rent or voltage ratio:

Cr — If Glm

At a frequency where the input impedance is a 
maximum

Rin
1 — a

Rin “ Â a =----------
Rin + Zt

The one-way attenuation of this section in db is 

Attenuation = 10 log

At a frequency where the input impedance is a 
minimum

R<. = Z. 1----- -

Z* Rin a =----------
tn

The one-way attenuation of this section in db is

Attenuation = 10 log Z, - Ri,
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The Impulse Generator
An RFI Measurement Tool

broad-band

I ■'Fig. 2. Three types of impulse generators, (a) 1,000-10,000 me, variable 
repetition rate (2.5-2500 pps) (b) 150 kc-1000 me, fixed repetition rate (¿0

pps) (c) 150 kc-1000 me, variable repefition rate (2.5-2500 pps)

row-band

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960|ele

measurements are discussed 
together with the requirements 
for field intensity meters.

Joseph Lorch
President, Empire Devices Inc.

Amsterdam, N. Y.

F
OR MEASUREMENT of broad-band and 
narrow-band intererence, the impulse genera
tor offers advantages of accuracy', compact size, 

equipment simplicity and lower cost compared to 
a signal generator. In addition, the impulse gen
erator does not require the frequent recalibra
tion necessary for signal generators during exten
sive field use. The wide range versatility of the 
impulse generator can be noted in that two units 
can cover the range from 150 kc to 10.000 me.

■ meas
I '
I j I

I -an
I 'no

a se 
stani

For accuracy, simplicity and 
speed during RFI tests, an im
pulse generator is the calibrat
ing tool to use. Its versatility 
and application to both nar-

Conducted and Radiated RFI Measurements
Radio interference of both the narrow-band I 

and the broad-band type may be measured in 1 
one of two principal manners: as conductive or I 
as radiated interference. For conducted measure- I 
ments, the power or control leads of the test I

Narrow Vs Broad-Band Interference
There are essentially two types of radio fre

quency interference, namely narrow-band and 
broad-band interference. Narrow-band interfer
ence covers a frequency spectrum narrower than 
the pass-band of the receiver or test instrument

iiv/kc bandwidth or pv/mc bandwidth. It is gen
erally recognized that the best practical way of 
expressing broadband interference is by its peak 
value. A signal of one pv/mc bandwidth is de
fined as the peak value of that broad-band signal 
which, when applied to the input of a receiver 
having an equivalent noise bandwidth of one me, 
produces the same output on this receiver as a 
cw signal of one uv applied to the receiver input 
at the center of the receiver’s pass band.

and is normally a modulated or unmodulated 
continuous wave (cw). Narrow-band interference 
is produced by undesired transmission of trans
mitters (for example, harmonic or parasitic output) 
or by receivers (for example, local oscillator ra
diation). Broad-band interference covers a fre
quency spectrum in excess of the bandwidth of 
the receiver or test equipment and is produced 
by switching transients in electrical and electronic 
equipment (switches, relays, commutators). Broad
band interference is most commonly of the im
pulsive type.

The effect of broad-band interference on a re
ceiver is a function of the bandwidth of the re
ceiver. Therefore, for measuring purposes, it is 
necessary to express broad-band interference in 
terms of microvolts per unit bandwidth, such as

Fig. 1. Typical set-up in a shielded room includes (1) field intensity meter 
(2) power source (110 v, 50-400 cps) (3) earphones (4) additional tuning 

units (5) switching unit (6) dipole antenna with balun (7) tripod (8) test 

sample (9) de power source (10) ac power source (11) line stabilization 

networks and (12) metal top bench.
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saripie are connected to the input of the measur
ing instrument, usually by means of a specia 
corpling network. For radiated measurements, 
an antenna or pick-up device is placed at a pre
scribed distance from the test sample. Radiatec 
measurements, to be meaningful, must be taken 
in an area which is relatively free of interference. 
For this reason, some military specifications favor 
measurements in a shielded room. A typical set-up 
in a shielded room is shown in Fig. 1.

The Signal Corps prefers to take measurements 
without the use of a shielded room. It copes with 
the problem of area interference by placing an 
antenna sufficiently close to the test sample so 
that the interference, if any, emanating from the 
test sample becomes of high amplitude compared 
to the area interference.

Available Impulse Generators Flat to 10,000 Me
Basically the test instrument for RFI measure

ment is a field intensity meter which consists of 
a calibrator, a pickup device, a receiver, and an 
indicator. A proper calibrator is the most impor
tant component of an interference meter and the 
most versatile calibrator is the impulse generator. 
This device generates an exceedingly short pulse 
whose spectral components are flat throughout 
the operating range of the interference meter. To 
provide a flat spectrum to 1,000 me, the width of 
the pulse generated is a maximum of 5 x 10-10 
sec or 0.5 mpsec. For a spectrum flat to 10,000 
me, the pulse width is 5 x 10-11 sec.

In spite of its impressive performance, the im
pulse generator itself is a relatively simple, highly 
reliable device. It produces a pulse electrome- 
chanically by discharging a charged line through 
a set of contacts. The line uses distributed con
stants and determines the pulse width; the dis
charge frequency becomes the pulse repetition 
rate. The impulse amplitude is determined by the 
line charging voltage and, in some types of im
pulse generators, by an rf step attenuator placed 
in the output circuit of the impulse generator. 
The output of the impulse generator is calibrated 
in terms of pv/mc bandwidth.

RFI Measurement by Substitution Method
An impulse generator is an ideal device for 

measuring broad-band interference by direct sub
stitution. In this method, the receiver serves only 
to amplify and indicate the unknown signal level. 
Having observed the indication caused by the 
unknown signal, the operator substitutes the cali- 
brated voltage obtained from the impulse gen
erator and varies this voltage until its indication 
in t ie receiver output matches that previously 
obtained from the unknown signal. The output 
leve setting of the impulse generator, in pv/mc 
bandwidth, represents the amplitude of the un- 
knox m signal. This method of measurement is

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960
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L/n/que 'Wh/te Rooms" 
/mprove M/niafure Ba// Bearing Re//ab///ty/
In these rooms the most infinitesimal air-borne con

taminants are scientifically whisked from the air . . . 

away from superprecision miniature ball bearing parts. 

New Departure introduced the White Room nearly 

twenty years ago. And today, New Departure’s concept 

is a pace-setting standard in miniaturization industries. 
At N/D, miniature ball bearings are completely 

assembled in properly humidified, temperature con

trolled atmospheres that approach fantastic levels of 

cleanliness. The most advanced air filter systems avail

able are employed. In addition, pressurized access 

air locks and individual counter-top pressurized 

chambers are used by N/D's skilled technicians during 

final assembly and statistical inspections. Air-borne 

particles rarely ever touch bearing surfaces.

All N/D White Room equipment is of the most recent 

development and design—incorporating the highest 

order of today's technological know-how and relia

bility methods. These are just a few reasons why more 

and more major missile contractors rely on New 

Departure Miniature and Instrument ball bearings. 

If you are working on a new miniature ball bearing 

application where reliability is critical, include an 

N/D Sales Engineer in your design discussions. Call or 

write Department L.S., New Departure Division, 

General Motors Corporation, Bristol, Connecticut.

MINIATURK

you can bui/d around

Fig. 3. These two noise and field intensity meters cover 
a frequency range of 150 kc to 10,000 me. Empire De

vices’ NF-105 (a) and NF 205 (b) serve the range from 

150 kc to 1,000 me.

exceedingly accurate, simple, and rapid since it 
does not require prior calibration of the receiver; 
it need not take into account the receiver band
width and thus avoids the use of calibration 
charts. The impulse generator output is reliable 
in amplitude and needs no field recalibration.

The impulse generator’s versatility is not lim
ited to measurement of broad-band interference. 
By taking the receiver bandwidth into account, it 
can be used as an equally reliable calibrator for 
cw measurements as well.

late
me; 
voli

Requirements for RFI Field Intensity Meters
The receiver portion of an RFI field intensity 

meter must:
(1) be well shielded to prevent entry of stray 

signals
(2) provide rf input attenuation to avoid input 

circuit overload
(3) possess a high degree of rejection of un

desired signals
(4) demonstrate a relatively flat frequency re

sponse over its useful range and
(5) assure a high degree of stability so that 

data can be reliably compared over a long period 
of time.

The indicating circuits must be capable of read
ing the carrier intensity of unmodulated or modu-
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RFI Articles Previously Published In 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN

RFI—An Up-to-Date Survey, R. Schulz
Feb. 3, 1960 p 26
RFI Check-List, L. Thomas Feb. 3, 1960 
p 38
Interference Troubleshooting With Clamp-On

Feb. 3, 1960Devices, T. H. Herring I
p 47
RFI Gasketing, O. P. Schreiber Feb. 17,
1960 p 46 
Dissipative 
R. Schulz 
Prediction 
Rogers 
Prediction 
C. Blakely

Filters for Switching Circuits, 
Feb. 17, 1960 p 50 

of Receiver Intermodulation, W. 
March 16, 1960 p 98 

of Transmitter Intermodulation, 
March 16, 1960

Methodology for Interference Prediction, W.
March 16. 1960 p. 94Floyd

FCC Control of RFI, J. Deitz March 30, 
1960 p 56
Generation of High Power Sin2 Video Pulses,

May 11, 1960 p 60A. P. Standing
Optimum Shielding of Equipment Enclosures,
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lated narrow-band signals; it must also permit the 
measurement of the peak value of a broad-band 
voltage.
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Pickup Devices

The pick-up devices can assume a large variety 
of shapes, mostly depending on the frequency 
range to be covered.

The best known antenna used both for field in
tensity and screen room measurements is the dipole 
antenna. This type of antenna is satisfactorily em
ployed over the frequency range from 20 to 1,000 
me. In order to apply its balanced output to the 
unbalanced input of the receiver, a balanced-to- 
unbalanced broad-band transformer is used. The 
dipole antenna includes movable arms which are 
usually adjusted to the operating frequency of the 
receiver.

At frequencies below 20 me, loop antennas and 
rod antennas are employed. For interference meas
urements, the rod antenna is normally used, while 
for field intensity measurements, the loop antenna 
is preferred. Since the output impedance of both 
the rod and the loop antennas varies widely with 
frequency, built-in matching transformers adapt 
these antennas to the 50-ohm receiver input im
pedance.

A: frequencies above 1,000 me, horn antennas 
are sed, although broadband antennas similar to 
thos employed at lower frequencies are equally 
appl ed. ■ ■

COOL

Standby time is no problem with the new, cool (all-transistorized) Mincom C-100. No blowers 
necessary — and the new Mincom Model C-100 Instrumentation Recorder/Reproducer is particu
larly new in its simplicity and reliability. Six speeds record frequencies from 50 cps to 100 kc. Only 
500 watts input for 14-track system. No mechanical brakes. Only 0.1% flutter and wow. Instant 
push-button speed control, no belt changes. Interested? Write Mincom for specifications today.

.. WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW

MINCOM division JVJinnisota Joining and ^Manufacturing company 
2049 SOUTH BARRINGTON AVENUE • LOS ANGELES 25. CALIFORNIA • TELETYPE: WEST LOS ANGELES 6742
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Provides a heavy industrial power 
source unsurpassed for reliability . . . 
with full 70 amp. load in half-wave cir
cuits, up to 210 amps, in bridge. Oper
ating temperature up to 150®C case 
temperature. Storage from —65* to 
+200 C. Peak reverse voltages from 50 
to 400 volts.

Write for latest technical 1

Left: one of the four nests of squared "U" shape laminations that are used to complete a trans

former. Center: the transformer's coil and leads have been added. Right: the unit is completed 
with the addition of the nested laminations that have been secured by welds.

In IN Series

Silicon Power Rectifiers
FANSTEEL

U-Shaped Laminations Help Cut L
Transformers’ Size, Weight I *

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION, North Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

T RANSFORMERS that are lighter and 
■ smaller than conventional units with 

identical operating characteristics are now 
reported possible through the use of in
terleaved, nested “U”-shaped laminations. 
These new laminations, which form the 
transformer’s core, allow the magnetic 
lines of force to flow continually with the 
grain of the steel used in the core, rather 
than across the grain.

Called Flexi-core transformers, they are 
made by Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 
Ipswich, Mass. The units range from 2 to 
30 per cent smaller and lighter than types 
now in use, depending upon the electrical 
characteristics required, according to a 
company spokesman.

The formed core, which is the heart of 
the new transformers, consists of nests of 
laminations made of fabricated steel strips 
from a continuous roll, said Mr. O. How
ard Biggs, divisional vice president, Re
search and Engineering. Each of these 
cores consists of two “U”-shaped nests of 
strips. Two nests are fitted together, with 
the strips at the top of the “U’s” inter

leaved. The resulting unit is a hollow 
rectangle, square or other shape.

A “core” type transformer uses one of 
these hollow units; in a shell-type trans
former, two of these units are placed to
gether so that a center post is formed.

Since the magnetic lines of force flow 
with the grain of the steel, the resistance 
of the magnetic circuit is reduced. Thus a 
Flexi-core transformer, Mr. Biggs said 
operates as efficiently as a conventional 
transformer that has a larger and heavier 
core.

The new design concept allows trans
formers to be produced in any size rang 
ing, at present, up to 18 x 18 x 36 in. With 
Flexi-core, it is claimed, the shape and 
size of the transformer core can be de I 
signed to fit a specific need within broad I 
limits. In addition, this transformer design I 
permits “one hundred per cent application I 
of computer results to design and produc I 
tion,” said Mr. Biggs.

For more information on these trans-1 
formers, turn to the Reader-Service Card I 
and circle number 250.
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Guidance Disk: Partially plated disk of Irtran material has been polished with methods 
normally used for glass. It is designed to serve as one of a pair of missile “eyes.”

FANSTEEL HP Type 
Tantalum Capacitors

Optical materials find applications in

Dual Infrared-Radar Systems
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”\A/ INDOWS” in dual infrared- 
V V radar systems can now be made 

from optical materials that have already 
proved valuable in “heat-seeking” sys
tems. The materials are among the few 
accepted for both infrared and radar use, 
according to the manufacturer.

Made by Eastman Kodak Co., 343 
State St., Rochester 4, N.Y., the mate
rials are called Irtran type AB-1 and type 
ABC-2. Both are polycrystalline com
pounds and show low energy loss in 
transmitting microwave energy. Finished 
parts are available on a custom order 
basis.

Irtran ABC-2, according to Kodak, 
shows useful transmittance from 1 to 15 
microns and has an index of refraction 
in the vicinity of 2.2. Exposure to a tem
perature of 600 C in laboratory air does 

iws trans
size rang- 
3 in. With 
hape and 
tn be de- 
bin broad 
1er design 
pplication 
d produc-

Defense Dome: Irtran forms 
a dome for the nose of an 

infrared-missile. It transmits ra

diation efficiently up to 8 mi

crons in the infrared.

ese trans
vice Can

show a measurable effect on transmit
tance—it increases. This is due, it is pre
sumed, to an “anti-reflection” coating of 
oxidation products. Experiments at Ko
dak show promise that Irtran ABC-2 
examples will successfully stand temper
atures approaching 1000 C in inert at
mosphere or in air, if a protective coat
ing is provided.

Preliminary microwave measurements 
in the 8.5 to 12 kmc range show Irtran 
ABC-2 to have a dielectric constant of 8, 
while untuned samples show a maximum 
reflection coefficient of 0.89 and a maxi
mum standing wave ratio of 17.2.

Irtran AB-1 appears to be, according 
to Kodak, an “excellent” irdome mate
rial for the 1 to 8 micron region. Its in
dex of refraction in this region is 1.38 to 
1.31. It is also suitable for radome or 
dual-mode use, having a dielectric con
stant of 5.1 and a loss tangent of about 
10 4 in the 8 to 12 kmc region.

The company feels that the thermal 
characteristics of AB-1, as far as they 
have been explored to date, make it 
eligible for Mach 3 to 6 applications and 
possibly much higher. Samples of AB-1 
have been heated to 800 C in laboratory 
air for 45 min with no noticeable change 
in transmission. Prolonged exposure to 
air at temperatures above 800 C will pro
duce a thin coating of oxide that can be 
easily removed by polishing.

For more information on these mate
rials, turn to the Reader Service Card 
and circle number 251.
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For High Temperature Applications
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RF POWER STANDARDS
LABORATORY

Two-Tube Radio, Ten-Tube TV on Way with

CompactronsMulti-Function

minimize

CIRCLE 60 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Two compactrons (right) replace five conventional miniature tubes (left) in a table-model 

radio. A TV set would require 10 compactrons.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, I960

pending on tube type.
height, the new design eliminates the 
familiar exhaust tip, usually 5/16 in. high, 
seen on conventional miniature tubes. In
stead, compactron design has the exhaust 
tip located at the bottom of the bulb, 
surrounded by the 12 tube pins.

Presently available on a sample quan
tity basis are:
• A combined oscillator, converter and if 

amplifier
■ A second detector, audio amplifier, 

power amplifier and rectifier.
The two types above contain the 

equivalent of a 12BE6, 12BA6, 12AV6, 
50C5 and 35W4, the most popular tube 
lineup in table radios.
■ Horizontal oscillator and afc (equiva

lent to a double triode, (6CG7) and 
double diode (6AL5)

■ Horizontal damper diode (equivalent 
6AX4GTB)

■ Vertical deflection oscillator and am
plifier (equivalent 6DN7)

■ Horizontal deflection amplifier (equiv
alent 6DQ6B)
For TV applications, where heat and 

high voltage isolation problems are com
mon, single rather than multi-element 
compactrons are available. By locating a 
high potential plate at one base pin and 
allowing two unused pins on either side, I

JKUSBOBF CSS4L* equipment is used to establish a refer
ence standard of RF power to an accuracy of better than 1% 
of absolute.
THE 64IN CALORIMETRIC WATTMETER establishes RF power 
reference of an accuracy of 1% of value read, and is used to 
calibrate other wattmeters. Five power scales, 0-3, 3-10, 10-30, 
30-100, and 100-300 watts, are incorporated in the wattmeters 
for use in the 0-3000 mcs range.
71 IN and 712N FEED-THROUGH WATTMETERS, after comparison 
with the 64IN, can be used continuously as secondary stand
ards and over the same frequency range as covered by the 
primary standard. The MODEL 711N is a multirange instru
ment covering power levels from 0 to 300 watts in three ranges, 
0-30, 30-75, and 75-300 watts. MODEL 712N covers power 
levels of 0 to 10 watts in three switch positions, 0-2.5, 2.5-5, 
and 5-10 watts full scale.
636N and 603N RF LOAD RESISTORS absorb incident power 
during measurements. MODEL 636N is rated at 600 watts, 
and MODEL 603N is rated at 20 watts. Both models perform 
satisfactorily over the entire frequency range to 3000 mcs. 
These loads, in conjunction with the MODELS 71 IN and 
712N Feed-through Wattmeters, form excellent absorption type 
Wattmeters.
152N COAXIAL TUNER is used to decrease to 1.000 the residual 
VSWR in a load. The tuner is rated at 100 watts, and its 
frequency range is 500-4000 mcs.
For moro Information on Tunors, Diractional Coupler*. R. F. Loads, etc., write

Multi-function tubes, combin
ing diodes, triodes and pentodes in 

various combinations, were recently an
nounced (see ED, July 6, p 14) to re
duce size and components in enter
tainment and industrial devices. For 
example, two multi-function types are 
available which fulfill the identical duties 
of five conventional miniature tubes in a 
table model radio.

"Compactrons,” developed by the Gen
eral Electric Owensboro, Ky., staff, have 
12 pins arranged around a 3/4 in. diam. 
base to provide adequate isolation be
tween electrodes as well as a structurally 
sound support for internal elements. 
Bulbs are 1-1/8 in. diam. and overall 
height ranges from 1 in. to 2-3/4 in. de-

M. C. JONES ELECTRONICS CO., INC, 
185 N. AAAIN STREET, BRISTOL, CONN.

SUBSIDIARY OF
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The 1-1/8 in. bulb diameter is sufficient to permit 

horizontal mounting of internal electrodes where low 

height is needed. A proposed design for a combination 

converter-if amplifier is shown.

voltage isolation up to 10 kv is obtained.
As an indication of the device capa

bilities, GE engineers foresee a two com- 
pactron radio replacing the standard five 
tube complement (7 transistors needed 
for the same performance), a 10 com- 
pactron TV set replacing 15 tubes and 
three diodes or 24 transistors and 11 
diodes, and a seven compactron stereo 
hi-fi unit replacing 10 tubes or as many as 
26 transistors.

In applications where one integral 
heater supplies three cathodes, only two 
heater welds are required as compared 
with six welds if three separate tubes 
were made. Lower production costs and 
higher inherent reliability are thus ex
pected. In addition, several metallurgical 
advances have been included into anode 
and cathode design enabling up to 40 
per cent reduction in heater power; this 
represents another step towards improved 
reliability.

A multi-function compactron will even
tually sell for 20 per cent less than an 
quivalent number of tubes needed to 
Perform the same service, GE marketing 
»fficials promised.

For further information on this new 
levice turn to the Reader-Service Card 
nd circle 252.
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10 BIT REGISTER 

ACTUAL SIZE

A COMPLETELY NEW KIND OF SHIFT REGISTER 

USING MAGNETIC ELEMENTS ONLY...

Here is the first commercially available line of all- 
magnetic shift registers. Now you can have both non
destructive dynamic and static output in the same 
register. Now you can have the minimum number of 
components, the minimum number bit to bit inter
connections and any serial/parallel input and output 
combination. Made with AMP multiaperture ferrite 
cores and copper wire only (see schematic below),

the AMP Shift Register line has a number of other 
useful features:
£ —40°C to +75°C temperature operating range
• minor aperture output level up to 100 mw at sev

eral volts
• immune to nuclear radiation
• small size—ideal for miniaturization requirements
• ultimate in reliability and simplification

AMP-MAD SHIFT REGISTER

READOUT DRIVE

INPUT

DYNAMIC OUTPUT

NON-DESTRUCTIVE
STATIC OUTPUT

CLOCK DRIVE INPUT 
ADVANCE -C-TO “B" O- 
ADYAHceTTO’O' » 

PRIME CURRBWT*

For complete information, including operating data, send for our AMP-MAD* Shift Register brochure.

AMP Incorporated
GENERAL OFFICES: HARRISBURG, PENNSY LVA N IA
AMP products and engineering assistance are available through subsidiary companies in: Australia • Canada • England • France • Holland • Italy • Japan • West Germany
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NEW PRODUCTS
Includes items generally specified by engineers 
designing electronic original equipment. Use the 
Reader’s Service Card for more information on 
any product. Merely circle number corresponding 
to that appearing at the top of each description.

SENSITIVE OC

DC Meter Measures 10 mv 380 
to 1000 v, 1 MPa to 1 amp

Model 95A de meter has 17 volt
age ranges and 25 current ranges. 
The full scale voltage ranges are 
10 pv to 1000 v; full scale current 
ranges are 1 ppa to 1 amp. Input 
resistance on the voltage ranges is 
10 meg on all ranges. Accuracy is 3% 
of full scale on all but the most 
sensitive voltage and current ranges; 
there it is 4%. The unit has a dial 
that displays the full scale digits of 
the range selected in a window 
while a second dial displays the 
unit of measure in an adjoining win
dow. De output is available at the 
front panel, and there are separate 
controls for output level and zero 
reference.

Boonton Electronics Corp., Dept. 
ED, 738 Speedwell Ave., Morris 
Plains, N.J.
Price ¿r Availability: $495 per unit; 
available from stock this September. Frequency Meter Gives 

Digital Reading

Displacement Gyro Has 384 
Four Moving Parts

Designated the Genie, this gas-driven 
displacement gyro has fewer than 40 
parts, and only four of them move. It can 
be used as a reference instrument for 
short-range missiles, drones and target ve
hicles. It takes 100 msec to get the unit 
into operation. The unit has an average 
angular momentum of 1.25 x 10° g-cm2 
per sec, and is designed for a drift rate of 
2 to 4 deg per min under extreme missile 
environments.

Lear, Inc., Dept. ED, P.O. Box 688, 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Models 838, 839, and 840 frequency meters, de
signed for the X, KU, and K bands, indicate fre
quency directly on a digital counter. They are 
adaptable to remote indication and may be panel
mounted for system applications. The high Q cavi
ties are precision bored and coupled to the nar
row wall of a section of waveguide. The units are 
electrically equivalent to a straight section of 
waveguide when detuned; vswr is 1.05 except at 
resonance. At resonance, a small amount of power 
is reflected, resulting in a dip in transmitted 
power.

Narda Microwave Corp., Dept. ED, 118-160 
Herricks Road, Mineola, N.Y.
Price: Models 838, 839, and 840 are priced at 
$195, $250, and $275.
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Published by MICROWAVE AND POWER TUBE DIVISION, RAYTHEON COMPANY. WALTHAM 54, MASS., Vol. 2, No. 3

382 LOGS OVER 13,000 HOURS IN MOBILE RADAR

DISTRIBUTION TRAILER

the applicaThe case in point concerns

obtain detailed application informationYou can
118-160

Waterloo
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and special development services by contacting 
Microwave and Power Tube Division, Raytheon Co.

tics include:
Frequency Range .... 
Peak Power Output. . . 
Average Power Output

ters, de
bate fre- 
hey are

A large measure of the reliable operation 
and outstanding life of the QK-358 was 
achieved through special attention given 
to its unique characteristics in the over
all design of the radar transmitter.

these excep- 
been clocked 
radiating at

"L" Band 
. 1.3 Mw 
1,630 W

merous other cases in which 
tional Raytheon tubes have 
in excess of 10,000 hours, 
peak power.

Life testing of Raytheon tubes, such as the QK-358 
magnetron, for six weeks or more serves as a quality 
check of their performance characteristics as 
recorded and plotted against time.

i Q cavi- 
the nar- 
inits are 
ction of 
xcept at 
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Excellence in Electronics

AN/FPS-8 high-power search system by General 
Electric, used primarily in aircraft control and 
early-warning operation. The complete mobile 
version (AN/MPS-11A) shown here, can be airlifted 
or carried on nine trucks and two trailers.

Ranges from 0 to 500 kc

Type 4213 flip-flop has a speed 
range of 0 to 500 kc. The quad
ruple, static unit has built-in gates 
for use in shift registers or buffer 
applications. Gating is accomplished 
with capacitor-diode gates. The unit 
has a built-in pulse amplifier for 
driving the four flip-flops. Up to 100 
flip-flops can be contained in 5.25 
in. of panel space in a standard 19
in. rack.

Digital Equipment Corp., Dept. 
ED, Maynard, Mass.
Price & Availability: Off the shelf 
delivery; $96 per unit.

For your information, the QK-358 is a me
chanically tunable pulsed-type oscilla
tor with an integral magnet and is designed 
for coupling to a standard 3" x 6" wave
guide. Typical operating characteris-

This is the first reported history of a 
Raytheon QK-358 magnetron substantiated 
with an exhibit. Still, there are nu-

Ontario. In Europe: Zurich, Switzerland

tion of a QK-358 magnetron in an AN/FPS-8 
radar, for which the General Electric Com
pany is the prime contractor. When the 
tube was replaced after 13,000 hours of 
service for "preventative maintenance" 
reasons, it was returned to Raytheon where 
the tube was found to be operating within 
specifications. Findings showed it to be 
highly stable and still capable of radiat
ing more than one megawatt of power.

SEE THESE TUBiS AT RAYTHEOU’S WESCON BOOTH

A LEADER IN CREATIVE MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY

Waltham 54, Mass. In Canada

Transistor Curve Generator 383 
Designed for Power Units

Model 81 transistor curve gener
ator provides a collector curve for 
low and medium power transistors. 
It generates a single curve in the 
grounded-emitter configuration for 
display on an external oscilloscope. 
Coll -ctor voltages are continuously 
variable to 40 v. The range of col
lecter currents is 200 to 500 ma; 
has< currents range from 20 pa to 
10 r a. The unit operates on 117 v 
ac; i requires no batteries.

Ti ms-Western Electronics, Dept. 
ED, P.O. Box 1473, Ventura, Calif. 
pric ¿r Availability: Available in 
° d ys; price is $118.50 per unit.

| TRANSMITTER TRAILER I g [ OPERATIONS TRAILER | f POWER E<



NEW PRODUCTS
Pressure Transducer 448

BAR-RING TYPE MOVEMENTS (Exclusively Triplett)

substantially

BUXTON BROWNE ADVERTISING

»00 ISO

Power Oscillator

MICROAMPERES

Quality...
First to last

MILLIAMPERES 

w

MICROAMPERES 

w

BICNAMPEIES

W

MICROAMPERES

• Self Shielded
* Not affected by magnetic panels । 
by stray magnetic fields.
• More Torque
• Lower Terminal Resistance
• Faster Response
• Exceedingly Rugged and Accurate
• All Case Sizes

C 20 30

MICROAMPERES
OC

Measures 0.1 to 5000 psi

Type 701 quartz crystal pressure 
transducers measures from 0.1 to 
5000 psi. Sensitivity is 200 mv per 
psi when used with a 1-ft cable. The 
unit has a natural frequency of 100,- 
000 cps and a rise time of 5 msec. 
It operates accurately over the tem
perature range of —400 to 4~500 F. 
Special units can be furnished to 
cover up to 10,000 psi.

Kistler Instrument Corp., Dept. 
ED, 15 Webster St., North Tona
wanda, N.Y.
Price & Availability: $320; from 
stock.

Rectangular Flush Mounting (A*)
Model: DC 626, AC 636, RF 646

Rectangular Flush Mounting (2H‘) 
Model DC 227-T, AC 237-5, RF 247-T

Distortion is less than 8%

Model 828 power oscillator is for 
driving motors operating at about 
100,000 rpm and for furnishing de
modulation signals to amplifier cir
cuits. Harmonic distortion is less 
than 8& The hermetically sealed 
package measures 2 x 3 x 4 in. and 
meets MIL-E-5272B. The circuit is 
fully transistorized. Input is 5 kc at 
5% at ±15 v.

Metrolog Corp., Dept. ED, 169 
N. Halstead St., Pasadena, Calif. 
Price & Availability: Price is $325 
ea; delivery time is 20 to 30 days.

Welding Gun 492
Orbiting type

This orbiting welding gun pro
vides a solution for the following: 
circumferential welds, welding of 
difficult-to-join materials, and weld
ing where the part cannot be ro
tated as it is welded. The gun is 
adaptable to dry-box welders, to 
special vacuum chambers for loop 
welding, and for butt welding long 
sections of reactive and heat-sensi
tive metal tubing. Long lengths of 
tubing can be welded without mov
ing the work.

High Vacuum Equipment Corp., 
Dept. ED, 2 Churchill Rd., Hing
ham, Mass.
Availability: Delivery time is two 
weeks.

Rectangular Flush Mounting

Modal: DC 227-Pl, AC 237-Pl, 
RF 247-Pl

Rectangular Flush Mounting (4%*) 
Model: DC 420-FL, AC 430-FL, 

RF 440-Fl

Round Rush Mounting 
Model: DC 22 bPl, AC 23b Pl, 

RF 241-Fl

SM CAM OM-Mta RUI 
noveu ranci aucnamni 
»O« IOS AND BOTTOM 
StASMOS. HOUTS MON COM 
M IXACT AUONAWNT

OMPLETE PANEL MET

For complete details see your Electronic Parts Distributor, or write



TELINE FULLY MEETS YOUR NEEDS
Terminal Setter 628

MCMiarani

filimi

anting (61
, RF 646

MILLIAMPERES

1-S, RF 3414,
■ngotar Nwb Mounting (4*0

DC 420. AC 430. RF 440

Model 3S4 Relay

I

Tilting Case Portable
Model: 325 (DC), 335 (AC)

Model 420>ll Unimeter 4!4* 
with mirror scale

Model 214 Unimeter Stand

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT 
BLUFFTON, OHIO

COMPANY

The name TRIPLETT has been on instruments of 
our manufacture for more than 55 years, and is 
regarded as a symbol of customer satisfaction to 
industrials and distributors in all parts of the 
world. Our instruments can be built to customer

specifications or provided from our large stocks of 
standard ranges in hundreds of sizes and types. 
We also carry in stock many semi-finished move
ments which can be converted readily to special 
customer needs.

Processes 100 pieces per min

Able to handle a wide range of 
terminals including split lugs and 
feed-throughs, model FST-1 termi
nal setter processes up to 100 ter
minals per min. The machine con
sists of an electropunch and 
vibratory feeder, orienting devices, 
trackage controls, electrical controls, 
and power feed. Power requirement 
is 115 v ac, 60 cps, single-phase. The 
unit, including bench, weighs about 
200 lb and has an over-all height of 
about 18 in. above the bench.

Black & Webster, Inc., Dept. ED, 
570 Pleasant St., Watertown 72, 
Mass.
Availability: Made to customer re
quirements, the unit can be deliv
ered in 90 days.

Digital Recorder 449
Plots computer results

Model 575 magnetic tape system 
is for plotting digital computer re
sults in continuous curve form on 
an X-Y recorder. Included in the 
system are a digital tape transport, 
a magnetic tape translator, a tape 
control unit, record-playback ampli
fiers, and an X-Y recorder.

F. L. Moseley Co., Dept. ED, 409 
N. Fair Oaks Ave., Pasadena, Calif.

Thermometers 406
Are accurate to ±0.5

Accurate to -±0.5 C, these ex 
panded-scale thermometers are for 
temperatures from 0 to 200 C and 
have standard expansions of ±25 
C max or ±10 C min. Models range 
from battery-powered, portable 
styles to rugged, sealed, panel
mounting instruments. Probes are 
furnished for measuring the tem
perature of gases, liquids, or solids. 
The devices are suited for use 
in ground support systems where 
fuel and component temperatures 
must be read remotely. Input for 
panel-mounting units is 6 v ac or de.

Beckman Instruments, Inc., Heli
pot Div., Dept. ED, 2500 Fullerton 
Rd., Fullerton, Calif.
Availability: Custom built.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Tube Testers

Filament Transformer
Is rated at 30 kv

Grid leakage as high as 100 meg

The Mighty Mite, a compact tube tester, meas
ures 8 x 9 x 2-1/2 in. and weighs less than 8 lb. 
It checks over 1,300 tubes for cathode emission, 
shorts between all elements, gas, grid emission, 
and grid leakage as high as 100 meg. The tester 
has a 3-1/2 in. D’Arsonval meter, a stainless steel 
mirror, and a separate inner chassis. Installation 
can be permanent or temporary.

Sencore, Dept. ED, Addison, Ill.
Price Lx Availability: Price is $59.50.

There’s really 
not much to 

custom-designing
rotary switches...

range: 40 H at 12 Amp. rms
NWL’s latest unit is especially designed and 

engineered for air-blast operation at a temperature rise 
not exceeding 1Q°C. Radial ducts permit free flow 

of air along both sides of the pie-wound coils. 
Rigid mechanical support assures permanent alignment of coils.

The reactor illustrated, is only one of many special units 
manufactured by NWL, such as: Iron core reactors, large power, 

electronic and pulse transformers, chokes, etc.

Each NWL unit is thoroughly tested and must meet all 
customer requirements before shipment. We shall be 

pleased to quote you up to 300 KV and up to 500 KVA, 
depending on your individual requirements.

Model FT-300 low-capacitance, high-voltage- 
insulated filament transformer is rated at 30 kv ac 
or de pulse in air, 300 kv pulse in oil. A variety 
of output voltages and currents can be furnished 
including the common heater voltages for high- 
power klystrons, TWTs 3 hydrogen thyratrons, 
high-voltage diodes, and magnetrons.

Pearson Electronics, Inc., Dept. ED, 707 Urban 
Lane, Palo Alto, Calif.
Price Lx Availability: $350 ea; from stock.

Resistance Meter

SAY: NO-TEL-FER 
NOTHELFER WINDING LABORATORIES, INC, P. 0. Box 455, Dept. ED7, Trenton, N. J. 

(Specialists In custom-building)
CIRCLE 64 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

It’s a matter of routine . . . when you 

have talented engineers with lots of ex
perience ... first quality materials... and 

advanced manufacturing techniques.
Fortunately, The Gamewell Com

pany has all three. When customers’ 
specifications come in, our engineers 

get busy. The precious metal ring, 
heart of a Gamewell Rotary Switch, is 
designed with as many segments as re
quired. Brushes are provided which 

assure smooth, trouble-free action with 

either make-before-break or break- 
before-make contacts. Then a highly 
versatile arrangement of terminals con
necting to ring segments is devised for 
the periphery of the switch housing. 
And so on, depending on requirements.

The end result is a highly versatile, 
reliable switching component. Cased in 
special plastic, it’s inherently fungus 

resistant and stable at high tempera
tures. It can be used with confidence 

over a wide range of environmental 
conditions.

Gamewell is well qualified to design 

rotary switches for circuit sampling, 
programming, digital generators and 

various electronic data processing sys

tems. Your specs will receive prompt 
attention.

Write to The Gamewell Company, 
1392 Chestnut Street, Newton Upper I 

Falls 64, Massachusetts. A Subsidiary 
of E. W. Bliss Company.

For measurements to 50,000,000 meg

Type L high-resistance meter is for measuring 
up to 50,000,000 meg. It is for laboratory and 
production testing of motor and transformer wind
ing insulation, cable insulation, high-value resis
tors, capacitor insulation, and for measuring sur
face and volume resistivity of insulating materials.

Industrial Instruments Inc., Dept. ED, 89 Com
merce Road, Cedar Grove, Essex County, N.J. 
Price & Availability: $175 to $383 ea; ordinarily 
in stock.

BLISS

The Gamewell SG-270 
Switch is available 
with diameters of 
1 'A", 1 W, T, 3" 
and 5" in various 
mounting styles.

öanwell
PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS 

"INTEGRALS OF
HIGH PERFORMANCE” 

CIRCLE 65 ON READER-SERVICE CARO
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CALIFORNIA
Electronic Supply Corp.

Pasadena
Newark Electronics Co., Inc.

Inglewood
Pacific Wholesale Co.

Son Francisco
Son Delco

San Diego
Valley Electronic Supply Co.

Burbank
COLORADO
Interstate Radio and Supply Co.

Denver
CONNECTICUT
Sun Radio A Electronics Co., Inc. 

Stamford
The Bond Radio Supply, Inc. 

Waterbury
FLORIDA
Electronic Supply

Melbourne; branches in
Miami, Orlando, St. Petersburg

ILUNIOIS
Marquip Company

Chicago
Newark Electronics Corp.

Chicago
INDIANA
Brown Electronics, Inc.

Fort Wayne
Graham Electronics Supply, Inc.

Indianapolis
IOWA
Deeco, Inc.

Cedar Rapids
MARYLAND
Radio Electric Service Co.

Baltimore
MASSACHUSETTS
The Greene-Shaw Co., Inc.

Newton
NEW YORK
Delbum Electronics, Inc.

New York City
Sun Radio & Electronics Co., Inc. 

New York City
Standard Electronics, Inc.

Buffalo, N.Y.
OHIO
Buckeye Electronics Distributors 

Columbus
The Mytronic Co.

Company, 
on Upper 
Subsidiary

Pioneer Electronic Supply Co. 
Cleveland

OKLAHOMA
Oil Capitol Electronics

Tulsa
PENNSYLVANIA
D I H Distributing Co.

Harrisburg
Herbach A Ra de man. Inc. 

Philadelphia
TEXAS
Scooter's Radio & Supply Co. 

Fort Worth
WASHINGTON
Seattle Radio Supply Co.

Seattle
WISCONSIN
Radio Ports Co., Inc.

Milwaukee
CANADA
Soule's Magnetics Ltd.

Willowdale, Ont.

METERS

Distributor Division
GENERAL INSTRUMENT 

CORPORATION 
240 Wythe Avenu 
Brooklyn TI, N.Y.

CE CARD
20, I960
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SILICONE NEWS from Dow Corning
NEW PRODUCTS
Polystyrene Film Capacitors 423

Range is 0.0047 to 1 pf
Better Environmental Desig

lyp 
nei 
faci

Designed for critical applications requiring 
high-insulation resistance, good stability, and good 
retrace characteristics, these polystyrene-film ca
pacitors have voltage rating of 100 to 600 v and 
a capacitance range of 0.0047 to 1 pf. Standard 
tolerances are 1% and 5%. Temperature range is 
—55 to 4-70 C. Dissipation factor is 0.02% at 
25 C at 1 kc. Temperature coefficient is —70 ppm 
per deg C.

Scientific Electronics Corp., Dept. ED, 3810 
Cohasset St., Burbank, Calif.

Rotary Switch 644
Has stepping rate of 6 to 8 pps

This rotary circuit selector or stepping switch is 
powered by a size 5 Digimotor. Self-stepping is 
provided by a transistorized pulser; stepping rate 
is 6 to 8 pps. The free-turning shaft allows man
ual setting of the switch to any position clock
wise or counterclockwise. The switch can be or
dered with 1 to 10 switch decks and in 8, 10, 12, 
18, 20, and 24 positions. Uses are stepping, count
ing, adding, subtracting, programing, and se
quencing.

Ledex, Inc., Dept. ED, 123 Webster St., Day
ton 2, Ohio.
Price Availability: $12.75 to $26 ea; from stock.

AC Breakdown Testers
Various models offered

This complete line of ac breakdown testers is 
designed for testing in accordance with ASTM 
D-149 and LP-406, method 4031. They determine 
breakdown voltage and dielectric strength in both 
laboratory and production applications. All units 
are self-contained. Dual-range models are of
fered; some units have up to six voltmeter ranges.

Industrial Instruments Inc., Dept. ED, 89 Com
merce Road, Cedar Grove, Essex County, N.J. 
Price & Availability: Most units are in stock 
Price is $1150 to $4300.

SILASTIC
mCONE RUBBER

Cushions Electronic
Packages at -90 to 25OC

Where environmental conditions are extreme, or fluctuate from one 
extreme to another, specify resilient Silastic® to protect sensitive com
ponents. Silastic, the Dow Corning silicone rubber, is not affected by 
temperatures from —90 to 250 C ( — 130 to 500 F), nor by rapid thermal 
cycling. It retains its excellent dielectric and physical properties . . . 
resists the effects of ozone, storage, moisture, corona.

For these reasons, Silastic was selected by engineers of the Emerson 
Electric Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, for several parts of the 
electronics package shown. Part of the fire control system on Convair 
B-58 Mach 2 bombers, this unit must function at —65 F . . . continue 
to function dependably despite vibration and operating temperatures up 
to 350 F around the miniature tubes. A molding of heat resistant Silas
tic holds the tubes gently but firmly to protect them from vibration 
and shock. Silastic grommets, feed-throughs, and connector insulation 
are also part of the package. In any climate and under any environments, 
Silastic gives required protection to Emerson’s assemblies.

CIRCLE 800 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Your nearest Dow Corning office is the 
number one source for information 
and technical service on silicones.

RELAXED

— I i i i i
EXTENDED

Wire That STRETCHES,
Like a stretch-to-fit sock, this snappy new 
product extends itself to meet your needs 
Available with insulation of Silastic, il 
is called Stretch Wire, and is manufactured! 
by the Stretch Wire Corporation.
Stretch Wire elongates to 165% of i,J| 
original length . . . then springs back. Ill 
has already proven itself in missile andl 
ordnance electronics, withstanding launch! 
ings at speeds of 1000 fps and inertial 
loads of 800 G’s. Because of the properl 
ties of Silastic, the insulating sheath re-1 
mains elastic under the temperature ex-1 
tremes encountered.
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gq... silicones provide lasting protection

Long range HF communication systems employing probe- 
type antennas are now safe from lightning strikes with the 
new Aircraft Lightning Arrester made by Joslyn Manu
facturing and Supply Company, Chicago.

Laminate Parries Lightning Thrust

Key component: a 0.0625 inch thick slotted silicone-glass 
laminate part that serves as retainer and insulator for 15 
phosphor bronze spring elements. Made of Dow Corning 
silicone resins and glass cloth, this part enables the arrester 
to safely discharge lightning strokes with a peak current of 
100.000 amperes and 200 coulombs charge. The silicone 
laminate is strong, resists moisture, vibration and fungus 
growth, and is inexpensive to fabricate. Electric strength 
is. . . obviously . . . excellent.

CIRCLE 801 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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997 Varnish Ups Power, Cuts Weight

When designing transformers to operate at high tempera
tures in standby control power supplies for submarine 
nuclear reactors, Milro Controls Co. faced three major 
musts: maximum power output for minimum weight; great 
resistance to moisture; ample overload protection.

Impregnating with Dow Corning 997 Varnish, and using 
bilicone insulating components, proved to be the right 
Answer on all three counts. This silicone varnish with
stands operating temperatures up to 250 C . . . provides 
superior protection against all the well-known enemies of 
electronic and electrical equipment. Each of the new Milro 
bower supplies contains three compact, light-weight trans- 
lormers, impregnated with 997.

CIRCLE 802 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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New Gel Gives ’’View-Through” Protection

Poured as a liquid, transparent Dow Corning Dielectric 
Gel fills all voids, then sets up to form a heat stable gel. 
Dielectric strength is excellent; stress on components al
most nil. Potted components and circuitry remain clearly 
visible . . . can be checked by eye. Probes can be inserted 
for instrument checks . . . the gel re-seals itself when 
probes are removed. Individual components can be re
moved and replaced.

Dielectric Gel enabled CBS Laboratories to meet stringent 
reliability requirements on its Photoscan power supplies. 
Despite high temperatures, high voltages, and high vibra
tion levels in this remarkably small unit, Dielectric Gel 
prevents arcing. Components are spaced less than 1/4" 
apart, yet output voltages run from 1,000 to 25,000 volts!

CIRCLE 803 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Connector 421
For continuous duty at 1000 F

For thermocouple or power use, this connector 
can be used to 1000 F in continuous duty. Avail
able in sizes 16, 18, 20, and 22 with up to 19 con
tacts, the connector is made of corrosion-resistant 
stainless steel and has ceramic insulators. Both 
male and female connectors are available.

Revere Corp, of America, Dept. ED, Walling
ford, Conn.

Digital, Rotary Switch
Has 16 positions

Series 7320 rotary switch has 16 single-pole 
switching positions plus an “off” position. Features 
include in-line visual readout, positive finger-de
tent operation, and modular construction. Color 
coding of decades, internal lighting, and special 
dial characteristics are optional. Life is 100,000 
counts.

The Digitran Co., Dept. ED, 660 S. Arroyo 
Parkway, Pasadena, Calif.
Price ¿r Availability: $310 ea, for absolute type; 
$12.50 ea and up. Delivery time is two weeks.

Pressure Transducers 376
Ranges extend to 5000 psia

Series 295 miniature pressure transducers in
cludes absolute, gage, bidirectional and unidirec
tional differential pressure transducers. Pressure 
ranges are from 0 to 5 to as high as 0 to 5000 psia. 
Absolute units provide 42 to 56 mv nominal out
put with an excitation of 7 v ac or de. Gage type 
units are rated for 5 v ac or de excitation and 30 
to 40 mv output. Bidirectional units vary from 
±2.5 to ±25 psid, are rated for 5 v de or ac ex
citation and ±20 mv output; unidirectional dif
ferential pressure transducer have a 0 to 5 up to 
0 to 100 psid range and have an output of 40 mv 
at de or ac excitation.

Statham Instruments, Inc., Dept. ED, 12401 W. 
Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Price & Availability: Standard units are priced at 
$270 ea, for differential or gage type. Delivery is 
from stock.
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NEW PRODUCTS
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for the service 
you need... 

for the sizes you want.

Reed Relays
Life is about 200,000,000 operations

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, I960

Other Electronics Divisions of Speer Carbon Company 
Jeffers Electronics, Du Bois, Pa.

Onondaga Electronics, Syracuse, N. Y.

These reed relays can be used in computers, 
data processing equipment, transistor drive, and 
other applications. A hermetically-sealed, glass- 
encapsulated magnetic reed switch is surrounded 
by an operating coil to provide spst, normally- 
open relay action. It is suited for low-level switch
ing or for low power switching of loads up to 15 
w and 250 v. Maximum operating current is 1 
amp. Load life at 1/4 of maximum rating is about 
200.000,000 operations. Minimum operating 
power is about 100 mw.

Struthers-Dunn, Inc., Dept. ED, Pitman, N.J. 
Availability: 30-day delivery.SPUR 

RESISTORS 
You’re sure to find the sizes and types 
you want in Speer's complete line of 
1/2-, 1- and 2-watt fixed composition 
resistors, which meet or exceed the re
quirements of specifications MIL RII and 
RS 172. The fast, efficient service for 
which Speer has gained a wide reputa
tion can also help you eliminate costly 
production delays. So next time, specify 
Speer! Speer now offers these new sixes:

Indicator Lamp 421
Meets Mil specs

Model 855S-D panel indicator lamp, desigm I 
for front lamp servicing, meets all applicable X 1 
specs. The lamp is white when unlit and colon d 
when lighted. Types 327 and 328 bulbs can he 
mounted in the 3/8-in. diam mounting hole.

The Sloan Co., Dept. ED, 7704 San Fernando 
Road, Sun Valley, Calif.

Indium Spheres 437
99.9995% pure

Used in forming alloy junctions in germanium 
transistors and diodes, these indium spheres are 
99.9995% pure. The spheres are available in a 
range of diameters from 0.001 to 0.25 in., 
±0.0001 in.; sphericity* is held to ±0.0001 in. In
dium alloys available in spheres using the 
99.9995% indium are: indium-gallium, indium
zinc, indium-gallium-gold, indium-gallium-zinc. 
indium-gallium-aluminuin, indium-germanium, and 
indium-germanium-gallium.

Accurate Specialties Co., Inc., Dept. ED, 37-11 
57th St., Woodside 77, N.Y.
Price & Availability: Lots of 1 million spheres de
livered within 10 days from receipt of order. 
Prices vary with specifications.

vpeer Resistor Division 
Speer Carbon Company, Bradford, Pennsylvania

Speer Type MIL Style Rating in watts

Body Lead

Nominal Diameter Nominal Length Wire Size Nominal Length

SR RC 20 'h .138 .390
A W.G. 
#20 1%

SR 1 RC 32 1 .225 .562 #18 1W

SR 2 RC 42 2 .312 if
.688 #17 l’A
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Pushbutton Switches 393
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Have nylon molded actuator

These pushbutton switches have a nylon insert 
molded actuator. Depth behind the panel is 
2-5 8 in. for standard types and 4-1/4 in. for 
lighted units. A wide choice of contact arrange
ments is offered. Uses are in data systems, signal 
controls, test sets, and computers.

General Control Co., Dept. ED, 1200 Soldiers 
Field Road, Boston 34, Mass.
Price Lx Availability: Price begins at $5.70 ea. 
Delivery time is 14 to 21 days.
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Encapsulated Diodes
From 2 to 12 in one assembly

e

From 2 to 12 diodes can be assembled in this 
package by vary ing one dimension. Type PC is a 
plug-in unit for printed circuit use; type TB has 
a miniature 7-pin tube base, and type CC is a 
cylindrical clamp-on unit made to stand severe 
vibration. The smallest package measures 0.172 
x 0.422 x 0.281 in. and the largest measures 0.5 x 
0.5 x 0.481 in.

Wells Electronics Co., Dept. ED, 1701 S. Main 
St., South Bend 23, Ind.
Availability: Some units from stock.

Silicon Rectifier 442
Delivers 3 amp half wave

Type MR series of double-diffused junction 
silicon rectifiers deliver up to 3 amp, half wave, 
with proper heat sink, in ambients up to 150 C. 
In full wave circuits, currents as high as 9 amp 
can be realized. The units are hermetically sealed 
cells suited for power supply and magnetic am- 
plifi« r applications. Designed for conduction cool
ing by mounting directly on to the chassis, the 
stud mounted rectifiers may also be installed with 
the lectrical insulating mica washers supplied 
with each.

Ti ms-Sil Corp., Dept. ED, 55 Honeck St., 
Eng' ?wood, NJ.
Pric Lx Availability: Delivery from stock takes 5 
days Price is between $1.70 and $12 when or- 
derc I in quantities of 1000.

THE FASTENER WITH USES UNLIMITED

As a standard removable 
fastener or a blind rivet
A quarter-turn locks, un
locks. Load-carrying steel 
arms lock securely, don’t 
loosen under vibration. 
One-piece (no receptacle) 
simplifies blind fastening.

As a roller axle
Now used on range draw
ers, kitchen cabinets, file 
cabinets, desks. Cuts in
stallation costs, saves 
time. Designed to suit. 
Available with or without 
roller.

As cup hooks
High-strength polysty
rene or chrome-plated die 
cast zinc. Inexpensive, 
sturdy and good-looking. 
Simply and quickly in
stalled with a twist of the 
wrist.

As a cabinet door strike
Millions in use on kitchen 
cabinets, automatic dish
washers, etc. Standard 
strikes available from 
stock, or custom designed 
for special contour re
quirements.

As a plastic shelf support
... with the heart of steel 
for extra strength. Mil
lions now used by all 
major refrigerator man
ufacturers. Complete flex
ibility of head design.

MP

SIMMONS FASTENER

What is your application for

SPRING-LOCK?
Send us your application in
quiries. Our engineers will 
answer you specifically and 
promptly. Or, write today for the 
Simmons Catalog. SPRING-LOCK 

samples are available upon 
request.

CORPORATION
New York1763 North Broadway, Albany 1

DUAL-LOCKLINK-LOCKROTO-LOCKSPRING-LOCKQUICK-LOCK
DESIGN FILE
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SEE OUR 8 PAGE CATALOG IN SWEET'S PRODUCT
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Proved

532 SPECIFICATIONS

network

operated

battery

ASA S-l.6-1960 Preferred
Frequencies

• Meter circuit meets ASA
Standard for S.L.M.S.

For the 225 to 400 me band

OCTAVE BAND
ANALYZER

532 is suitable for use with

Technical Bulletin #532.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Amplifier and Power Supply

Model 42A 1-kw amplifier and power supply
operates in the 225- to 400-mc band, providing a
means for increasing the reliability of aircraft
communications circuits. All high voltages are
housed in a hermetically sealed container filled
with silicone oil. The amplifier weighs 38 lb and
measures 6-1/2 x 10-1/2 x 16 in. The power sup-
plv weighs 32 lb and measures 6-1/2 x 4-4/8 x

Electronic Communications, Inc., Dept. El ),
1501-72nd St., N., St. Petersburg, Fla.

Telemetry Decommutator

Solid state, digital

Small, compact, light
weight, the new Volt
rec recorder monitors
voltage or frequency
with an accuracy of
±0.5%! It consists
of two sections, a
miniature inkless
chart recorder that is expands the scale
a d Arsonval meter
with a free moving
pointer against sensi
tized paper, record-
mg once every two
seconds, and an ex-
pansion network that

and achieves an ac-
curacy of 72%.
Transducers for ex-
panded scale record-
mg of AC volts, DC
volts, frequency and
temperature are avail-
able. Chart length
63', speed l"/hr. —
with variations up to
30'7hr. Portable or
panel mounting.
Write for details in
Bulletin 602 or con-
tact your local rep.

VOLTRON PRODUCTS, INC

1020 So. Arroyo Parkway
Pasadena, California

Model 185A solid-state, digital decommutator
accepts most pulse-type telemetry signal inputs,
PAM, PDM, or PCM, from 10 to 4,600 pps. It can
provide digital or analog outputs. For digital
outputs, accuracy is 10 bits at sampling rates of
1,150 pps and 8 bits at higher rates. Between 10
and 128 channels or words per frame can be ac
commodated. The 48-channel unit occupies 52.5
in. of rack height.

Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc., Dept. ED,
Sarasota, Fla.
Availability: The unit is made on order.

Thermal Impedance Meter
Uses pulse techniques

This thermal impedance measuring equipment
uses pulse techniques to measure junction thermal
impedance. The junction is heated with a stable
de which is pulsed off for 500 usee at the rate of
10 pps. During the off interval, the forward volt-
age drop is measured and compared to the initial
drop. The quotient of the temperature rise and
the applied heating power is thermal impedance.
Heating currents are up to 50 amp.

Wallson Associates, Inc., Dept. ED, 912-914
Westfield Ave., Elizabeth, N.J.

Here’s a simple,
portable sound

analyzer

THE ALLISON 532

I he Allison 532 is a small, light

weight instrument that is ex-

ceedingly easy to operate. It

separates sound into frequency

components for analysis. The

sound level meters, tape record-

ers, microphone preamplifiers

and similar equipment. For

complete information, write for

• Five 10 db step attenuator
Dynamic range of 66 db

• Eight bands with passive

Transistorized and battery

• Approximate shelf life for

33 db per octave attenuation
rate with flat pass band

• Input level adjustable—
nominally 1 volt

• Cutoff frequencies conform to

• Weight 6.5 lbs; 5%"
• Price $425.00

Write for new catalog
of Allison Analyzing

dependable
in years of service

Laboratories. Inc.
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Coaxial Plug 671
Needs no adaptor

This ConheX cable-plug eliminates the usual 
adaptor necessary in running subminiature co
axial cables into BNC and TNC panel connectors. 
The plug provides a vise-like grip on the cable. 
It is gold-plated to resist corrosion and to pro
vide lower contact resistance.

Sealectro Corp., Dept. ED, 610 Fayette Ave., 
Mamaroneck, N.Y.

¡Wt-,-,

>32 
□

Relay Analyzer 458
Tests seven characteristics in 4 sec

Able to test seven characteristics in 4 sec, model 
708 relay analyzer handles all de and ac, 60 and 
400 cps, relays with up to six poles. Information 
is presented on a meter and on go/no-go lights. 
Automatic presentation of pull-in and drop-out 
voltages or current, pull-in and release times, and 
coil times are provided.

Molectronics Corp., Dept. ED, 1717 N. Potrero 
Ave., S. El Monte, Calif.

ion

Data Logger System 435

m to
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Balances, samples 1000 bridges

This data logger system automatically balances 
from one to 1000 bridges and logs their millivolt 
output signals in a programed mode. It samples 
210 channels of analog data per minute sequen
tially, commutates and converts them, and 
punc hes tabulated data in a paper tape at the rate 
of 60 five-digit characters per second. Sensitivity 
control is in increments of 0.01%, for a total of 
10,000 increments. Accuracy of ±0.15% full scale 
and resolution of 5 uv are built into the system. 
The system is applicable to one-, two-, or four-arm 
bridges in a voltage offset range to 50 mv across 
1000 ohms. Weighing 1200 lb, it measures 32 x 60 
x 67 in.

Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., Dept. ED, 
360 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, Calif.
Pric ¿r Availability: $60,000 to $75,000, depend
ing ( n options required; made on order only; 150- 
day lelivery.

THE DELAY TIME
with the New ESC Direct Readout Variable Decade Delay Line
Now you can make your own rapid selection of desired 

delay with the new Direct Readout Variable Decade 

Delay Line — the newest product developed and manu

factured by ESC, America’s leading manufacturer of 

custom-built and stock delay lines! Increments of 

1/1,000 of the total delay may be selected by the turn 

of a dial. And there are three models:

Model 101 — a total delay of 9.99 usee.

Model 102 — a total delay of 99.9 usee.

Model 103 — a total delay of 999 usee.

There is a constant impedance of 1,000 ohms between 

input and output terminals for any delay increment.

Delay/rise time ratio at maximum delay is 33:1. The 

ESC Direct Readout Variable Decade Delay Line is a 

passive delay network and will not introduce noise or 

jitter. Mechanical and electrical modifications available 

on special order.
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I g* J I —J f n ) f -J WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE TECHNICAL DATA.

/ I» J \ / / exceptional employment opportunities for engineers experienced
/ \ / / / tw computer components... excellent profit-sharing plan.

— ELECTRONICS CORP. 534 Bergen Boulevard, Palisades Park, Mew Jersey

Distributed com tant dr-lav i nes • lumped-constant delay lines • Variable delay networks • Continuously variable delay lines • Step variable delay 
lines • Shift registers • Video transformers • Filters of all types • Pulse-forming networks • Miniature plug-in encapsulated circuit assemblies
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THIS IS YOUR
FIRST LOOK AT CEC’S TWO 
NEWEST CONNECTORS

-,

4

HIGH-ENVIRONMENT CIR- 
CULAB TYPE designed to meet 
MIL-C-26500. This is CEC Series 
600, 700, 800 for critical altitude, 
temperature, and reliability require
ments of high-performance aircraft, 
missiles, and space vehicles. Re
silient silicon-rubber seals provide 
liquid immersion resistant assembly. 
Available with 24, 31, and 55 re
movable, crimp-type contacts and 
choice of square flange or jam-nut 
receptacle mounting. Write for Bul
letin CEC 4005-X1.

RACK AND PANEL RECTAN
GULAR TYPE with die-cast alum
inum shell. CEC SOOL Series with 
crimp-type contacts designed to meet 
MIL-C-26636. Available in 48- and 
63-contact configurations with sizes 
16 and 20 contacts. Two standard 
RG58/U coaxial contacts are includ
ed in the 48-contact connector. In
sulator blocks of both new connec
tors are high-strength, glass-filled 
Diallyl Phthalate. Write for Bulletin 
CEC 4006-X1.

CEC also manufactures a full line of rectangular 
connectors (Series 500C) which feature snap-in, 
crimp-type contacts. This series is available in a wide 
variety of mounting configurations with 26 to 104 
contacts. Write for Bulletin CEC 4004-X25.

Electro Mechanical 
Instrument Division

.4 complete line of accessory tools 
for easy crimping, insertion, and 
removal of contacts is available.

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAMICS / pasadena. California 
ary of Bell e-Howell • finer prod^

NEW PRODUCTS
Potentiometer 630

Sine-cosine function type

Type API IC sine-cosine function 
potentiometer measures 1-1/16 in. 
and comes in both single and multi
gang configurations. The standard 
units have a conformity of 0.5% of 
amplitude, peak to peak, for the 
resistance range of 25 to 60 K. 
Lower conformities can be furnished 
on special units. Other resistance 
ranges are 1 to 25 K and 60 to 80 K. 
Power rating is 2 w at 60 C; ambient 
temperature limit is 125 C. Resolu
tion is 0.05%. The unit meets all en
vironmental Mil specs and has a 
rotational life of 1,000,000 cycles.

Ace Electronics Associates, Inc., 
Dept. ED, 99 Dover St., Somerville 
44, Mass.
Price ¿7 Availability: Price varies 
with unit. Standard units are in 
stock; special units can be delivered 
two weeks after receipt of order.

Digital Modules 530
Drive up to 20 gates

Model 346 digital systems mod
ules provide all possible gating 
functions with a high fan-out capa
bility and sufficient amplification to 
drive 20 additional gates. Model 
346A provides the Nor function; it 
contains a diode OR gate followed 
by an inverting amplifier and an 
emitter follower. Model 346B pro
vides the OR function; it contains a 
diode OR gate followed by two emit
ter followers. Model 346C provides 
the NAND function and contains a 
diode AND gate followed by an 
emitter follower and an inverting 
amplifier. Model 346D provides the 
AND function and contains a diode

< CIRCLE 58 ON READER-SERVICE CARD 

AND gate followed by two invert
ing amplifiers.

Navigation Computer Corp., 
Dept. ED, 1621 Snyder Ave., Phil
adelphia 45, Pa.
Price Er Availability: $99 ea; four 
weeks after receipt of order.

Synchronous 
Demodulator

For ac-to-dc conversion

Developed for converting ac to 
de, model DM 60-C synchronous 
demodulator has built-in phase
compensating networks which keep 
linearity of to within 1% of full out
put. The unit is for use with lin
ear-variable-differential transformers 
or with transducers containing 
LVDT’s. Capable of operating from 
—65 to +185 F, the unit has a 
ripple characteristic of 200 pf or 
0.01% of input and requires an ex
citation frequency of 50 to 5000 
cps. Weight is 1 lb and dimensions 
are 2 x 4 x 4 in.

Schaevitz Engineering, Dept. ED, 
Rt. 30 at Schaevitz Blvd., Pennsau- 
ken, N.J.
Price Er Availability: Price is $125; 
delivery time is 10 days.

Glass Dielectric 
Material
For use in electroluminescent devices

These two glasses, designated 
codes 1970 and 1971, are for use as 
the dielectric material in electro
luminescent devices. Code 1971 has 
linear expansion of 104 to 114 x 
10-7 per deg C. Code 1970 can be 
sealed to substrate materials with 
expansion from 84 to 94 x IO-7 per 
deg C. The dielectric constant at 
20 C and 1 kc is 5.46 for code 1970 
and 8.29 for code 1971. Powder or 
frits can be supplied.

Corning Glass Works, Dept. ED, 
Coming, N.Y.
Price & Availability: $30 per lb in 
quantities. The product is in stock 
and can be delivered in 7 to 14 
days.
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IN QUANTITIES UP TO
500 Per Item

CONTACT THESE AUTHORIZED 
ELMENCO INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS

ARIZONA. Radio Specialties & Appl. Corp., 917 
N. 7th St.. Phoenix; Standard Radio Parts Inc., 
218 N. First Ave., Tucson
CALIFORNIA: Brill Elect., 610 E. 10th St., Oakland;
Elect. Supply Corp., 2085 E. Foothill Blvd., Pasa
dena; Federated Purchaser Inc., 11275 W. Olympic 
Blvd., L. A. 64; Hollywood Radio Supply Inc., 5606 
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28; Pacific Wholesale 
Co., 1850 Mission St., San Francisco 3; Peninsula 
Elect., 656 S. 1st St., San Jose; Shanks A Wright 
Inc., 2045 Kettner Blvd., San Diego Shelley Radio 
Co. Inc., 2008 Westwood Blvd., L A 25; R. V. 
Weatherford Co., 6921 San Fernando Rd , Glendale 
1; Zack Electronics, 654 High St., Palo Alto
COLORADO: Denver Electronics Supply Co., 1254 
Arapahoe St., Denver 4
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Capitol Radio Whole
salers Inc., 2120 14 St., N.W., Wash., D. C
FLORIDA: Elect. Supply, 909 Morningside Or., Mel
bourne; Elect. Supply, 61 N. E. 9th St., Miami
ILLINOIS: Newark Electronics Corp., 223 W. 
Madison St., Chicago 6.
MARYLAND: Kann-Eilert Electronics Inc., Howard 
4 Redwood Sts., Balt. 1; Wholesale Radio Parts 
Co. Inc., 308 W. Redwood St., Baltimore 1.
MASSACHUSETTS: Cramer Electronics Inc., 811 
Boylston St., Boston 16; Radio Shack Corp., 
730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 17.
NEW JERSEY: Federated Purchaser Inc., 1021 
U.S. Rte. 22, Mountainside General Radio Sup
ply Co., 600 Penn St., Camden 2; Radio Elec. 
Service Co., Inc., 513 Cooper St., Camden 2.
NEW MEXICO: Midland Specialty Co., 1712 Lo 
mas BI. N.E., Albuquerque; Radio Specialties 
Co., Inc., 209 Penn Ave., Alamagordo
NEW YORK: Arrow Elect. Inc., 525 Jericho Turn 
pike, Mineola, L. I., Elect. Center Inc.,211 W 19th 
St., N.Y. 11; Harvey Radio Co., Inc., 103 W. 43rd 
St.. N.Y 36; Lafayette Radio, 100 Sixth Ave., N Y 
13; Terminal Elect. Inc., 236 W 17 St.. N Y. 17
NORTH CAROLINA: Dalton-Hege Radio Supply 
Co., Inc., 938 Burke St., Winston-Salem.
PENNSYLVANIA: Al mo Radio Co., 412 N. 6th St., 
Phila. 23; George D. Barbey Co. Inc., 622 Colum
bia Ave., Lancaster, George 0 Barbey Co. Inc., 
2nd & Penn Sts., Reading, D 4 H. Distributing 

"Co., Inc., 2535 N. 7th St., Harrisburg; Phila. 
’Cleet. Inc., 1225 Vine St.. Phila. 7; Radio Elec.
Service Co., Inc., 701 Arch St., Phila. 6; A. Stein
berg A Co., 2520 N Broad St., Phila ; Wholesale 
Radio Parts Co., Inc., 1650 Whiteford Rd York
TENNESSEE: Electra Distributing Co., 1914 
West End Ave., Nashville 4
TEXAS; All-State Dist. Co., 2411 Ross Ave.. Dallas 
1; Busacker Elect. Equip. Co. Inc., 1216 W. Clay. 
Houston 19; Engineering Supply Co., 6000 Denton 
Or., Dallas 35; Midland Specialty Co., 500 W 
Paisano Dr , El Paso; The Perry Shankle Co., 1801 
S. Flores St., San Antonio.
UTAH: Carter Supply Co., 3214 Washington 
Blvd., Ogden.
WASHINGTON: C A G Radio Supply Co., 2221 
Third Ave., Seattle
CANADA: Electro Sonic Supply Co., Ltd., 543 
Yonge Street, Toronto 5, Ont

ARCO ELECTRONICS, INC.
NEW YORK • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES 
Exclusive Supplier of ELMENCO Capacitors to 
Distributors and Jobbers in USA and Canada

-Another Npm AchLeMWMt horn EI'IUbRCO
A New Smaller Size

Dipped Silvered

Mica Capacitor

Approx. 5/i4^ long...

1/4" wide.

‘/8" thick!

Smaller thi 
1-carat diai

ACTUAL 
SIZEJ

EHIIe jicd’s
SUB-MINIATURE

DM-1O

Sets New Standard in Miniature Reliability!
■ This sub-miniature DM-10 Mica Capacitor retains the same 
superior electrical characteristics of silvered mica capacitors as 
found in much larger sizes. It assures a high order of perform
ance in extreme miniaturization applications — missiles, printed 
circuits and all compact electronic equipment. Parallel leads 
provide greater versatility. Tough phenolic casings protect 
against physical damage and penetration of moisture.

Capacity and Voltage Ranges
Working Voltage Capacity Range

100 WVDC 1 MMF thru 360 MMF

300 WVDC 1 MMF thru 300 MMF

500 WVDC 1 MMF thru 250 MMF

Operating Temperature: up to 150° C.
Characteristics: C, D, E and F, depending on 
capacitance value
Leads: #26 AWG (.0159”) Copperweld wire

EL-MEN CO'S DM-10 MEETS 
ALL THE ELECTRICAL REQUIRE
MENTS OF MILITARY SPEC.
#MIL-C-5B AND EIA SPECIFICA
TION RS-153

Other sizes also ideal for minia
turization applications —
DM15 ...up to 820 mmi at 300 

VDCW, up to 400 mmf at 500 
VDCW.
UM-19 ... up to 5400 mmf at 300 

VDCW, up to 4000 mmf at 500 
VDCW.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES OF 
ELMENCO DM-10 CAPACI
TORS and brochures describing 
El-Menco’s complete line of 
capacitors.

ELMENCO’S SUB-MIDGET DM-10 . . . THE NEW SMALLER MINIATURE MICA CAPACITOR

EHIlencD THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO., INC
Manufacturer* of ELMenco Capacitor*

WILLIMANTIC CONNECTICUT
• molded mica* dipped mica • mica trimmer a dipped paper

• tubular paper • ceramic • silvered mica films • ceramic discs

Arco Electronics, Inc., 64 White SI., New York 13, N. Y.
Exclusive Supplier To Jobbers and Distributors in the U.S. and Canada
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NEW PRODUCTS

Wire Striping Machine 609
Color codes with 1,2, or 3 stripes

Capable of color coding nylon and 
PVC jacketed wire with 1, 2, or 3 
stripes at one time, model 1-S strip
ing machine operates at speeds up to 
150 ft per minute. It can be used 
with wire from 0.05 to 5/16 in. The 
machine will handle wire reels up to 
30 in. in diameter and is equipped 
with a variable transverse-level 
winding mechanism that is adjust
able for different spool widths. The 
machine area measures 90 x 28 x 134 
in.; motor requirement is 220 v, 3 
phase.

Electronic Production & Develop
ment, Inc., Electronic Div., Dept. 
ED, 138 Nevada St., El Segundo, 
Calif.
Price ¿7 Availability: Can be de
livered within 6 weeks. Price is 
$5200 per unit, fob El Segundo, 
Calif.

The voltage spike in the top photo could destroy the 
transistors in your circuit in microseconds. This one hap
pens to be a “turn-on” transient —one of several treach
erous, instantaneous overshoots encountered in the every
day use of de supplies. For complete protection against 
line and load transients, use new Perkin MTR power

Motor Starting Switch 494
Is thermally actuated

For simplified starting control 
of single-phase motors, series 
47-000.0-P switches can be used at
tached to the motor or for remote 
operation. Able to be installed in 
any position, the switch has no slid
ing parts and resists contact freezing 
or flutter. Units are rated at 200 ma 
to 10 amp at 250 v ac with a life 
span up to 1,000,000 cycles. They 
can be modified for thermal relay 
use.

E-T-A Products Co. of America, 
Dept. ED, 6284 N. Cicero Ave., 
Chicago 46, III.
Price & Availability: Units are 
priced at $0.73 ea in quantities of 
100. Delivery is within three weeks.

Digital Recorder 692
Scans 100 channels

Designed for all combinations of 
strain gages and strain gage trans
ducers, model ASB-100VS recorder 
scans automatically 100 channels of 
information. By adding modular

supplies. Combining the best two solid-state regulation principles,' hev 
use magnetic amplifiers for high efficiency and transistors for ins ne 
taneous regulation and low ripple. Made without tubes or mo\ing 
parts, they give you long, trouble-free service. They’re ideal for 
continuous-duty and unattended operation. Perkin MTR units 
sustain shorts and overloads indefinitely without suffering internal 
damage or shooting spikes into the load. After shorts, they resume 
normal operation automatically. And their protection is constan <• 
even if an internal transistor fails, your Perkin MTR power sui ply 
continues to regulate smoothly and safely!

Actual photograp! 
of power supply 

turn-on at 28v scttii



les, f hey 

instan- 

mo\ ing 

leal for 

R units 

inte nal 

res ¡me 

ïtan ...
su i ply

MODEL NO. MTR.-C36-1S

TRANSFORMER 
RECTIFIER

MAGNETIC 
AMPLIFIER 

REGULATOR

J TRANSISTOR 
REGULATOR

NEW SOLID STATE REGULATION PRINCIPLE:
magnetic amplifiers for efficiency and reliability, transistors for fast response 

Rugged magnetic amplifiers provide steady-state regulation of line and load. Fast-acting 
transistors suppress ripple and transients. Because the transistors function only during 
instantaneous line and load changes, their actual use is held to a minimum. MTR units 
thus have far better dynamic regulation than magnetic amplifier-regulated power 
supplies and much higher reliability than fully transistorized supplies.

prompt deliveryPERKIN / MTR REGULATED LOW-VOLTAGE DC POWER SUPPLIES

Model 

No.

D.C. Output Static Regulation Dynamic Regulation
A.C. Input 

60 CPS Ripple

Volts Amps Line Load Linet Loadft Volts Phase RMS

MTR060-1 A 0-60 1 ±10MV ±25MV ±10MV ± .2V 95-135 1 2MV

MTR060-5 A 0-60

Q
l Ol ±10MV ±25MV ±10MV ± .3V 95-135 1 2MV

MTR036-5 0-36 ±10MV ±10MV ±10MV ± .2V 105-125 1 1MV

MTR036-15 0-36 15 ±10MV ±10MV ±10MV ± .2V 105-125 1 1MV

MTR636-15 6-36 15 ±25MV ±50MV ±25MV ±.75V 105-125 1 5MV

MTR636-30 6-36 30 ±25MV ±75MV ±25MV ±.85V 105-125 1 5MV

MTR615-5 6-15 5 ±10MV ±50MV ±0.1% ± .2V 105-125 1 3MV

MTR28-2 24-32 2 ±0.1% ±0.1% ±0.1% ± .2V 105-125 1 5MV

MTR28-3 24-32 3 ±0.1% ±0.1% ±0.1% ± .3V 105-125 1 5MV

MTR28-5 24-32 5 ±0.1% ±0.1% ±0.1% ± .3V 105-125 1 5MV

MTR28-10 24-32 10 ±0.1% ±0.1% ±0.1% ± .4V 105-125 1 2MV

MTR28-30 24-32 30 ±0.1% ±0.1% ±0.1% ± .5V 105-125 1 5MV

MTR28-100 24-32 100 ±0.1% ±0.1% ±0.3% ±2.0V 208/230/
460 ±10%

3 20MV

(For 10V step change on 115V nominal input units; 10% step change on Model MTR 28-100
HFor changes no load to full load or full load to no load. On fractional load changes, specifications are improved.

All models have Automatic Current Limiting protective loads and shorts can be sustained indefinitely without damage 
circuitry which eliminates fusing. Voltage and current are to the power supply. All units available standard 19" rack or 
automatically reduced to a safe level on overloads of 125% cabinet mount. Dynamic impedance down to 25 milliohms, 
rated output and above, including dead short circuits. Over-

WRITE FOR COMPLETE PERKIN CATALOG on tubeless power 
supplies and new technical article on de power sources for transistorized 
circuits.

% ^ENGINEERING CORPORATION
345 Kansas Street, El Segundo, California • ORegon 8-7215

N w England Area Office: 46 Amesbury St. • Lawrence, Mass • MUrdock 3-3252

S LES REPRESENTATIVES
A tuquerque, N.M.—AMherst 8-1724
A ¿ola, Ind. —217 & 8101-R
A anta, Ga.—BLackbum 5-6660
C icago, Ill.—JUniper 8-0905
C veland, O.-REdwood 2-7444
D Ilas. Tex.—FLeetwood 7-7080

Dayton, O.—CHapel 4-5551
Denver, Colo.—SUnset 1-9375
Detroit, Mich.—HOward 8-2461
Indianapolis, Ind.—STate 7-0009 
Kansas City, Mo.—HEdrick 2-2528 
Los Angeles. Calif.—HOllywood 9-7294

Minneapolis, Minn.—Midway 6-2621 
New York City, N.Y.-Digby 4-2997 
Orlando, Fla.-CHerry 1-2128 
Philadelphia, Pa.-WAlnut 7-1820 
Phoenix, Arix.—WHitney 6-2111 
St Louis, Mo.—PArkview 1-6403

San Diego, Calif.—ATwater 3-2081 
San Francisco, Calif.—EMerson 9-3354 
Seattle, Wash.-PArkway 3-9000 
Syracuse, N.Y.—Gibson 6-0220 
Washington, D.C.—JUniper 5-7550 
Agincourt, Canada.—AXminster 3-7011

units, the capacity can be extended 
to 200 channels. Bridges with 1, 2, 
and 4 arms and with gage resist
ances 60 to 1000 ohms may be used 
interchangeably in all channels. 
Strain is read directly in micro
inches per in. over the range of 
4-10,000 to —10,000 at the rate of 
1 channel per sec. Accuracy of in
dication is ±1%.

Bytrex Corp., Dept. ED, 50 Hunt 
St., Newton 58, Mass.
Price & Availability: Prices range 
from $15,000 to $24,000. Delivery 
time is 90 days.

Digital Distribution 577 
Unit

For missile tracking systems

Designed for missile tracking sys
tems, model DH-10 digital distribu
tion unit accepts range timing sig
nals up to 27 bits, and provides for 
interrogation of any tracking device 
of which the output can be dig
itized. It extracts and stores track
ing data up to three 24-bit words 
in any combination, plus up to 20 
bits of auxiliary data. All data is 
arranged for transmission on data 
link and is recorded on magnetic 
tape. Sampling rates are 10, 20, and 
40 pps.

Cubic Corp., Dept. ED, 5575 
Kearny Villa Road, San Diego 11, 
Calif.
Price & Availability: $35,000; 90 
to 120 days.

Thyratron Tubes 386
Has a piv of 2500 v

Type 710A 2.5-amp inert-gas and 
mercury-vapor thyratron is rated at 
2500 v for peak inverse and forward 
voltages. It can be used as an igni
tor firing tube in spike welding ap
plications. Filament voltage is —2.5 
V, filament current is —9 amp, and 
average anode current is —2.5 amp. 
Temperature range is —40 to -|-80 
C.

National Electronics, Inc., Dept. 
ED, Geneva, Ill.
Price ¿r Availability: $10.61 ea, 
from stock.
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A MAJOR ADVANCE FROM Tra ndtrOR...^Leadership in 
semiconductors”

FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND SERVICE 
CONTACT THE TRANSITRON FIELD OFFICE 
NEAREST YOU AS LISTED BELOW.

ACademy 1-9191

BAIdwin 4-9651
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COMPUTER DESIGNERS 
ATTENTION

Watch for announcement of 
Transitron’s revolutionary 
new switching device — 
coming next month and at 
WESCON show!

Booth 2638-39

Trancitron — 
electronlc corporation U 
wakafiald, maasachuaatta

Salas «Micas la principal cltias threuchout IM U.S.A. 8 Earopt 
cabla addraas: Trai»

Baltimore, Maryland 
2319 Maryland Ave. . . . . . . . . . . . . CHesapeake 3-3220
boston, Massachusetts 
168-182 Albion St.
Wakefield, Mass.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CRystal 6-5640
Camden, New Jersey 
227 S. Sixth St. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . WOodlawn 6-2877
CHICAGO, Illinois
6641 W. North Ave. 
Oak Park, III. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Village 8-5556
Cleveland, Ohio 
14625 Detroit Ave. 
Lakewood, Ohio...
DALLAS, Texas
511 Braniff Airways Bldg. 
Dallas 35, Texas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . FLeetwood 7-9448
DAYTON, Ohio
379 W. First St.
Denver, Colorado
First National Bank Bldg. 
621 Seventeenth St. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AComa 2-1686
DETROIT, Michigan 
2842 West Grand Blvd. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TRinity 5-2440
Kansas city, Missouri
Wirtham Bldg. 
31st and Troost Sts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VAIentine 1-1819
los angeles, California
6362 Hollywood Blvd. 
Hollywood 28, Calif. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HOIlywood 2-2381
Newark, New Jersey 
1060 Broad St. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MArket 3-3151
orlando. Florida
#10 Jacklind Bldg.
205 E Jackson SL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CHerry 1-4526
phoenix, Arizona 
2727 North Central Ave. . . . . . . . . .CRestwood 7-3366
st. paul, Minnesota 
Griggs-Midway Bldg.
1821 University Ave. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Midway 6-1891
san francisco, California 
535 Middlefield Rd.
Palo Alto, Calif. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DAvenport 1-2064
SEATTLE, Washington 
3466 East Marginal Way. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MAin 4-0783
SYRACUSE, New York 
2360 James St. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HOward 3-4502
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Nissen Building 
310 W. Fourth St. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PArk 3-0363

DIFFUSED MESA TRANSISTORS 
FOR EVERY POWER RANGE!

*** « •

...WITH ADVANCED PACKAGES, HIGH VOLTAGES, h
INTERMEDIATE 

POWER 
TRANSISTORS

HIGH POWER 
TRANSISTORS

Now in stud*mounted package

For regulated power supplies and amplifier output stages — 

replaces 2N1047-50 and 2N1483-86—offering low RM, good Beta 

linearity and voltage ratings to 120V.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN /TE-1359S

Typ«

Maximum 
Power 

Dissipation 
© 100°C 
(watts)

Typical DC 
Current 

Gain 
@ lc - 1 amp

Maximum 
Collector

Voltage 
(Volts)

Typical 
Saturation 
Resistance 

(ohms)

Typical 
DC Input 
Voltage 
(Volts)

2N1G47 20 25 aov. 1.7© 1A. 2© 1A.

2N1648 20 25 120V. 1.7© 1A. 2© 1A.

2N1649 20 46 80V. 1.7© 1A. 2© 1A.

2N1650 20 46 120V. 1.7 © 1A. 2© 1A.

• Available In two package styles — 11/16* hex stud mount 

and square flange

For regulated power supplies and amplifier output stages — 

replaces 2N1015-16, 2N424, 2N389, 2N1487-90 — with low RM 

(typical .8 ohms), good Beta linearity, high cut-off frequen

cies, and high voltage.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN fTE-1355R

Typ«

Maximum 
Power 

Dissipation 
© 100°C 
(Watts)

Maximum 
Collector 
Current 
(amps)

Maximum 
Collector 
Voltage 
(Volts)

Maximum 
Saturation 
Resistance 

(ohms)

Maximum 
DC Input 
Voltage 
(Volts)

DC Beta 
© 2 amps

Min. Max.

2N1616 
2N1210

30 5 60 1 © 2A. 3©2A. 15 75

2N1617 
2N1211

30 5 80 1 © 2A 3© 2A. 15 75

2N1618 
2N1620

30 5 100 1@2A. 3@2A. 15 75

With these new transistors, Transitron offers improved performance and 
outstanding features in all power ratings from 100 microamps to 5 amps. 
Each functions in a wide operating range — permitting use of fewer types, 
simplifying equipment manufacture. All provide the ruggedness and 
reliability of mesa silicon construction. All are available now, at prices 
competitive with lower-performance devices.
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SMALL

1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , INTER-SIUNAL MEDIATE 

POWER

MEDIUM 
POWER

HIGH 
POWER

Leadership in 
Semiconductors 

NOW
OFF-THE-SHELF DELIVERY FROM THESE 
FULLY-STOCKED TRANSITRON 
INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS ¡1^1«

FROM 1-999

a 100 mo
COLLECTOR CURRENT (Ic >

ES, HIGH CUT-OFF FREQUENCIES,LOW RCSAND BETA LINEARITY

SMALL SIGNAL

mount

tages - 

low R« 

requeri'

DC Beta 
> 2 ampi

Mai.

I 75

75

75

TE-1355R

TRANSISTORS
MEDIUM POWER
TRANSISTORS

Collector lead isolated from case greatly simplifying

For low level high voltage switching and amplification. Re

places 2N332-2N343 with higher cut-off frequencies (30mc), 

lower Rm, smaller sized TO-18 package, and higher voltages.

SMALL SIGNAL TO-18

Typ«

Maximum 
Collector 
Volteia

Minimum 
OC Beta

Maximum 
Power 

Dissipation 
@25*C 

Ambient 
(mw)

Typical 
Saturation 
Resistance 

(ohms)
Ic 

500pa
Ic 

5ma
Ic 

50ma

ST1504 60 IS 20 20 300 40

ST1505 100 IS 20 20 300 SO

WRITE FOR BULLETIN fTE-1353T

ERS

ment of 

itionary 
vice — 
and at

readership in Semiconductors • see

heat dissipation measures and increasing reliability 
Include highest standard voltage ratings available (to 
125V) — for extra safety margin against overloads.
To replace 2N332-343, with improved high frequency charac

teristics, good Beta linearity, and low RM.

Type

Maximum 
Collector 
Voltage 
(volts)

Minimum 
Beta

Maximum 
Power

Dissipation 
(Watts)

©25*C Case

Maximum 
Saturation 
Resistance 

(ohms)
Ic 

Ima 
AC

Ic 
5ma 
AC

ic 
50ma 

DC

•2N339A1 60 15 25 20 1 50

•2N340A 85 15 25 20 1 70

•2N341At 125 15 25 20 1 70

-2N1054 125 2O(DC)@2OOma 5 20

•-2N696 60 20(DC)@ 150ma 2 10

—*2N697 60 4O(DC)@ 150ma 2 10

t Electrical equivalents aveibbie in TO-5 package at MUM aad 2 N1207

• WRITE FOR BULLETIN fTE-135SJ1 - WRITE FOR BULLETIN iTE-UME-1

•••WRITE FOR BULLETIN fTE-1355B-3 WRITE FOR BULLETIN FTI-1355B-4

electronic corporation
wakefield, melrose, boston, mass.

YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR FOR QUANTITIES FROM 1-999.

ARIZONA, Phoenix 
Kimball Distributing Co.
1029 N. First St. 
ALpine 4-2539 
CALIFORNIA, Inglewood I
liberty Electronics Corp.
9817 Inglewood Ave 
ORegon 8-7163
CALIFORNIA, long Beach 6
Dean's Electronics
2310 long Beach Blvd. 
N Evada 6-9314
CALIFORNIA, los Angeles 44 
Bell Electronic Corp.
1323 W Florence Ave. 
Pleasant 2-7191 
CALIFORNIA. Menlo Park 
Bell Electronic Corp.
1070 O’Brien Orive 
DAvonport 3-9431 
CALIFORNIA, Palo Alto 
liberty Electronics Corp.
2443 Ash St.
DAvonport 1-1965
CALIFORNIA, San Diego 
Western Radio 6 TV. Supply 
1415 India St 
BEImont 9-0361
CALIFORNIA, San Francisco 
Fortune Electronics Corp.
1321 Mission St. 
UNderhill 1-2434 
CANADA, Montreal 
Atlal Wholesale Radio, Inc.
4985 Buchan St. 
REgent 3-7135 
CANADA, Downsview Ontario 
Alpha Aracon Radio Co., Ltd.
555 Wilson Ave. 
MEIrose 5-6181 
COLORADO, Denver 2 
Kimball Distributing Co.
621 17th St 
AComa 2-6208
O.C., Washington
Silberne Industrial Sales Corp. 
3400 Georgia Ave , N W 
TUckerman 2-5000
FLORIDA, Cocoa 
Thurow Electronics, Inc.
540 St. Johns St. 
NE 6 6331
FLORIDA, Miami 
Thurow Electronics. Inc.
1800 N W. 23rd St. 
NE 5-0651
FLORIDA, Orlando 
Thurow Electronics, Inc.
625 W. Central Ave. 
CHerry 1-3695 
FLORIDA. Tampa 
Thurow Electronics. Inc.
121 So. Water St 
TAmpa 2 1885 
GEORGIA, Atlanta 
Specialty Distributing Co., Inc. 
763 Juniper St.
TRinity 3-2521
HAWAII, Honolulu 
Industrial Electronics, Inc.
832 S. Queen St., P.O. Box 135 
TH. 506-095
ILLINOIS, Chicago 44 
Radio Distributing Co., Inc. 
5144 West Madison St.
EStebrook 9-2121
INDIANA, South Bend 24 
Radio Distributing Co., Inc.
1212 High St. 
ATIantic 8-4664
IOWA, Cedar Rapids 
Iowa Radio Supply Co.
719 Center Point Rd. NE.
EMpire 4-6154
KANSAS, Wichita 
Radio Supply Co.
115 Laura St.
AMherst 7-5211
MARYLAND, Baltimore 11 
Kann-Eilert Electronics, Inc.
2050 Rock rose Avo. 
TUxedo 9 4242
MASSACHUSETTS. Boston

MICHIGAN. Detroit 2 
H. J. Electronics. Inc.
409 Curtis Building 
2842 W. Grand Boulevard 
TRinity 1-1244 
MINNESOTA. St. Paul 1 
Gopher Electronics Co.
370 Minnesota St. 
CApitol 4-9666 
MISSOURI, Kansas City 
Burstein-Applebee Co. 
1012-1014 McGee St 
BAItimore 1-1155 
MISSOURI, St louis 16 
Interstate Supply Co.
4445 Gustine St. 
Renders 1-7585
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Manchester
DeMambro Radio Supply Co., Inc. 
1308 Elm St.
NAtional 4-4006
NEW MEXICO, Albuquerque 
Electronic Parts Co., Inc 
222 Truman St., N.E.
AMherst 8-5862
NEW YORK, Binghamton 
Federal Electronics, Inc.
P.O. Bos 208 
Pioneer 8-8211
NEW YORK, Buffalo 3 
Radio Equipment Corp. 
147 E. Genesee St.
MAdison 9676
NEW YORK, Long Island City 6 
H. I. Dalis, Inc.
35-35 24th St.
EMpire 1-1100
NEW YORK, New York 7 
Harrison Radio Corp.
225 Greenwich St. 
BArclay 7-7777 
NEW YORK, New York 13 
Milo Electronics Corp.
530 Canal St. 
BEekman 3-2980
N. CAROLI NA, Winsto n-Salem 
Dalton Hege Radio Supply Co.
938 Burke St. 
PArk 5 8711
N. CAROLINA, Winston-Salem 
Electronic Distributors 
823 S. Marshall 
PArk 4-0541
OHIO, Cincinnati 
Hughes-Peters, Inc. 
1128 Sycamore St. 
DUnbar 1-7625
OHIO, Cleveland 15 
Radio I Electronic Parts Corp.
3235 Prospect Ave 
UTah 1-6060
OHIO, Dayton 2 
The Stotts-Friedman Co. 
108-112 N. Jefferson St. 
BAIdwin 4-1111 
OKLAHOMA. Tulsa 
Radio, Inc.
1000 S. Main St.
Gibson 7-9124
PENNSYLVANIA, Philadelphia 
Radio Electric Service Co.
of Pa., Inc. 
701 Arch St.
WAInut 5 5840
RHODE ISLAND, Providence 
DeMambro Radio Supply Co., Ik.
90 Broadway 
JAckson 1-5600
TEXAS. Dallas 7 
Contact Electr >nics, Inc. 
P.O. Box 10393 
2403 Farrington St. 
Riverside 7-9831
TEXAS, Houston 19 
Busacker Electronic 
Equipment Co.
P.O. Box 13204 
1216 W. Clay 
JAckson 9-4626 
UTAH, Salt Lake City 
Kimball Distributing Co. 
350 Pierpont Ave.
EMpire 3 5813

DeMambro Radio Supply Co.. In- WASHINGTON, Scatti« 
1095 Commonwealth Av«. ------ - -
Algonquin 4-9000 
MASSACHUSETTS, 
Worcester

C & G Electronic Co. 
2221 3rd Ave. 
MAin 4-4355

CIRCLE 75 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

2502 Jefferson Ave. 
BRoadway 2-3181

222 Summer St. 
Pleasant 7-5626

________  WASHINGTON, Tacoma
DeMambro Radio Supply Co.. Inc C & G Electronic Co.

Trancitron n
•l«ctronlc corporation u 
wakaflald, maaaachuaatta

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES THROUGHOUT THE U.SA 
ANO EUROPE . CABLE ADDRESS: TRELCO



NEW PRODUCTS 2 MEGACYCLENOW!
DIRECT FROM DALLAS 

Tl SEMICONDUCTORS OFF-THE-SHELF
Printed Circuits

Laminated

DALLAS

Called Encapsulayer, these printed circuits 
are manufactured in many layers and laminated 
together under heat and pressure. They can be 
used to perform complex interconnections as the 
miniaturized replacement for cumbersome back- 
panel wiring in computers. They can be used in 
other switches and coding applications. A typical 
six-layered sandwich measures 0.026 in. thick.

Photocircuits Corp., Dept. ED, 31 Sea Cliff 
Ave., Glen Cove, N.Y.

DRY CIRCUII 
LATCHING 

RELAY!

Cyclic Timer
Is preset for 1 /4 to 2-1 /4 hr

ESC»® DALLAS
A CO 

IN
DIVISI 
S INC

FACTORY FRESH AT FACTORY PRICES! 
GUARANTEED BY TEXAS INSTRUMENTS!

Now direct from Dallas you can always rely on fast delivery of 
ALL Tl semiconductors and components from Engineering Supply 
Company, a corporate division of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 
ESCO gives you fast, one-stop service through carefully controlled 
inventories of TI’s complete line, stocked in depth, to assure prompt 
availability at all times.
Order now for use-proved, guaranteed Tl semiconductors and com
ponents and know you are getting finest quality . . . and delivery 
off-the-shelf from ESCO!
WRITE OR CALL ESCO TODAY FOR COMPLETE DATA 
ON Tl SILICON AND GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS, 
DIODES AND RECTIFIERS, CARBON FILM RESISTORS, 
sensistor® SILICON RESISTORS, AND tan-TI-cap® TAN
TALUM CAPACITORS

•- *

Designed for use in triggering or cycle testing 
of external equipment, this cycle timer can be 
preset for any period from 1/4 to 2-1/4 hr in 1/4- 
hr increments. At the end of each interval, a set 
of spdt contacts operate and remain actuated for 
15 min. At the same time the dpdt contacts 
change position and remain changed until the 
next interval is completed.

Industrial Electronics, Inc., Dept. ED, 4730 
Earlham Dr., Indianapolis 27, Inc.
Availability: Delivery time is currently 30 days.

Varactor Diodes

CIRCLE 71 ON READER-SERVICE CARD 

94

YOUR AUTHORIZED Tl DISTRIBUTOR

ENGINEERING SUPPLY COMPANY ESCO

Complete series offered

Models MA-4280 through MA-4292 diffused- 
junction varactor diodes range in junction capaci
tance from 0.4 to 35 pf, measured at —6 v. Junc
tion capacitance at 0 v is about twice the value 
at —6 v; at —30 v, it is about one-half its value 
at —6 v. The piv rating is —30 v. Typical cut-off 
frequency is 30 kmc; the large-capacitance units 
have about 2 ohms series resistance. Housed in 
hermetically sealed, reversible cartridges with 
ceramic-to-metal seals, the diodes can be used as 
modulators for microwave links, in multiplier cir
cuits in rf receivers, and in transmitter equipment 
with a range of 1 to 10,000 me.

Microwave Associates, Inc., Dept. ED. Burling
ton, Mass.

YES! The 101 relay series has I 

operated continuously for over two I 

million cycles without failure.

Only U. S. Relay-Electronics 101 ■ me 
series has unsurpassed sensitivity of I ve: 

3 milliseconds latching time. I C]L

The 101 is a micro-miniature latch- I fh 

ing relay series that offers BIG RE- I ()Z 

LAY performance in crystal can size. ■ 
Designed for continuous use at I ms 
—65°C to + 1 25°C temperature I ^1 

range. This relay series has been I2-1 

designed to meet applicable portions I dec 

of Military Specifications, MIL-R- ■ |3( 
25018 and MIL-R-5757. Completely |-M 

adaptable for missile, military, com- ■ . 

puter and industrial usage where ■ 
size, weight and environmental ex- H 

tremes are critical. In addition, the ■ 
101 series will withstand 100 G I 

shock for a limited duration. ■

During the WESCON show at I 
Los Angeles, we will have on ■ Del 
operating unit on display. Stop ■ 
by our booth and guess at what ■ 
cycle this unit will fail. The closest Buy 

guess will win a valuable citizen Bwhe 

band transceiver! Bpria

For further information on the ■dun 

101 Series, and certified test re- 
ports, write: ■ ind

mse<

USRxE
U. $. RELAY-ELECTRONICS 
717 No. Coney Ave., Azusa, Calif, 

a division of A‘S*R Products Co.

amet
El

Yore

CIRCLE 72 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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Pressure Transducers 387
Ranges are from ±300 

to ±5000 psio

Type II-137 differential pressure 
transducers can be offered in 16 
ranges between ±300 and ±5000 
psia. For use from —65 to -J-125 C, 
the units have a standard resistance 
value of 7500 ohms ±5%. Linearity 
error is 1% max; error due to hystere
sis efforts is 0.5% max. Proof pres
sure is 150% of rated pressure and 
burst pressure is 200%.

Servonic Instruments, Inc., Dept. 
ED, 640 Terminal Way, Costa 
Mesa, Calif.
Availability: Eight-week delivery 
time.

■ i i i “—!----- -  Pl"'

30 db gain in 200 me RF amplifier
30 DB GAIN IB MC BANDWIDTH IN 800 MC RF AMPLIFIER

1-12 4-30 4-30 4-30

4-30 2NÌ141 2N1141 2N1141
800Q

1-12- 0.05
■845Ì -

?0.05

HF 
2000

RFC

2000 2000= = 2000^ 5^2000

50 0 
OUTPUT

RFC
JMz 
RFC

■O —10 volts

O + 10 volts
.05 uh coils: 1 turn #14 Tinned Buss Wire; Air Core Diameter W; All Capacitors in mmfd;
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Synchronous Motors 443
Have positive clutch and 

instantaneous brake

The PC-SM series unidirectional 
motors and the PC-RSM series re
versible motors have a positive 
clutch and an instantaneous brake. 
The input shaft of these 40 and 80 
oz-in. motors can be started in 10 
msec or less and stopped at 1 rpm 
within 0.1 deg. The motors measure 
2-1/2 in. in diameter and 2-1/16 in. 
deep and are supplied for 95 to 
130 v operation at 60 cps, drawing 
7 w.

Hurst Manufacturing Corp., Dept. 
ED, P. O. Box 326, Princeton, Ind.

Exceptionally high ac beta TI 2N1141 germanium 
mesa transistors provide 30 db gain — with 16 me 

bandwidth — in a 200 me RF amplifier. Ideal for 
your high frequency amplifiers and power oscillators, 
2N1141 series diffused base transistors give you ... 
maximum dissipation to 750 mw... voltage ratings 
to 35v at 100 jua Ic... 750 me alpha cutoff.
These devices are backed by more than 3,500,000 unit 

hours of life test reliability data ... see curves below.

2N1141- 
—I— 
2N1142

2N1143

20

100 200 210
FREQUENCY MC

220

2N1141 2N1142 2N1143 unit
fab 7SÒ 6ÒÒ 480 me
Ctc 1.2 1.4 1.5 *wf
rb’ 65 80 no ohms

UNIT TYPE 2N1142: ICbo AND hPB VS HOURS OF STORAGE AT +1OO«>C
TEST LEGEND: Sample Size: 1000 units »Test Condition: Storage at +100°C» lco Measured at: VCb - -20v, Ie = 0- hpE Measured at: Vce - -6v, lc “ -10mi

10.00

I

IONICS 
isa, Calif- 
lucts Co. 
E CARO 
0, i960

Inertia Switch 445
Delay time is from 0.55 to 1.65 sec

This electrical contact-closure de
lay device is designed to function 
when acceleration forces of appro
priate magnitude, direction, and 
duration are sensed. It can be modi- 
ried for a wide range of acceleration 
and timing values. Delay times are 
TO to 1.65 sec, accuracy is ±200 
Msec variation at rated acceleration. 
One pst provides NC or NO oper- 
‘tion at the end of the time delay. 
The mit weighs 3.5 lb and meas- 
"res 1.6 in. long and 1.5 in. in di- 
amet<r.

Ek in Micronics, Dept. ED, 21001 
hord loff St., Los Angeles, Calif.
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Contact your nearest Tl distributor or sales office for Immediate delivery.
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Tex a Instruments
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NEW PRODUCTS

DC Amplifier €34

tc

to

v rms

15922

ranne
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IF

NEW Model 53 RET

33 UNIVERSITY RD CAMBRICO! 38. MASS

CIRCLE 83 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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HOURS

EASY TO USE • DIRECT 

READING TO 600 WATTS 

WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE 

PRIMARY STANDARD 
ACCURACY

pa 

an 

mi 

m( 

oct 

lor 

wr 

mt

CUBIC CORPORATION for the ultimate 
in precision electronic equipment:

Microwave Instrumentation

a 

ti 

P 

M 

n 

w 

$(

Power gain is ov<r 
1,000,000

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

Test Equipment

advancement
m instrumen

design

At WESCON, Booth 2722
CIRCLE 8? ON READER-SERVICE CARD

and 0.2 ma.

Ave., Maywood, Calif.
Price is- Availability: Some units will be in stock

Baird-Atomic, Inc.
No C. O. D. or purchase orders, please! Cash, check

Electronic Engineering With a Dimension for the Future

delivered in two to three weeks.

LOW COST

99999 or hours and tenths to 9999 9

Marion Instrument Division, Minneapolis-

Controls Limited, Toronto 17, Ontano.

The MC-1B, consisting of a Liquid Circulator and 
a Calorimetric RF Termination, is a precision instru
ment suitable for simple operation by non-technical 
personnel in production or field areas, yet providing 
primary standard accuracy for check-out of magnetrons 
and radar systems.

The Liquid Circulator contains a float-type flow 
meter, with a visual monitor of the fluid flow rate, con
trol valves, pump assembly, reservoir and heat exchang
er, all parts of nonferrous materials to prevent contam
ination of the fluid, distilled water.

The RF Termination is suited for the measurement
of power in the microwave region, with adapters avail- 
abfe for achieving an RF match greater than 1.15 in 
VSWR from 2600 to 26,500 mes . . . without problems 
associated with the excitation and propagation of higher 
waveguide modes.

Features include a good RF match with the Termi
nation, metered fluid flow, precision temperature read
ings and well designed control of heat transfer.

ELAPSED TIME INDICATOR
Unsealed, bakelite case design providei
low cost. Self-starting synchronous motor
drives 5-diqit counter; records hours to

Square Model 53 SET 3'/i alio available.
For 1 1 0 or 220 volt, 60 cycle AC. Standard
ASA/MIL S'/i” mounting. Data on request.

Honeywell Regulator Co., Manchester, New
Hampshire, U.S.A. In Canada, Honeywell

Honeywell
or money order accepted.

Standards Lab Accuracy
from the Cubic Model MC-1B

CALORIMETRIC WATTMETER

And a complete line of
digital instrumentation

BIC CORPORATION

5575 Kearny Vi la Road. San Diego 11, C"‘ifornia

\OB —Complete Line

demi
Electronic Counting Tubes 
(up to 20,000 counts/sec.)

Typical Drive Circuit
Now available—only complete “Hand Book of Count
ing Tubes” in print. Tube specifications, applications, 
sample circuits, design criteria are included. Avail
able at $1.00 a copy through Dekatron Tube Section,

Having a power gain of over 1,000,000, nr »del 
9018H solid-state, de amplifier has input imped
ances up to 100 K. An input signal of 0 to 10 mv 
provides an output voltage of 0 to ±5 v de with 
an output impedance of 5 K. Linearity is ±1% 
over a wide temperature range. The unit consists 
of an input chopper, a high gain ac amplifier, and
a demodulator. Power requirement is 28 ±3 v de
at 30 ma; reference signal is 400 cps at 5

Natel Engineering Co., Dept. ED,
Strathem St., Van Nuys, Calif.
Price ¿r Availability: Having a temperature 
of —55 to -J71 C, the unit is priced at $275 to
$300; having a —10 to -f-55 C range, the unit is
priced at $1/5 to $260. Small quantities can be

Rotary DC Solenoids
Stroke length is 0 to 60 deg

These rotary, de solenoids are available in sizes
of 8, 10, 13, 15, and 18 and in stroke lengths from 
0 to 60 deg, clockwise or counter-clockwise. Out-
put voltage range is 6 to 300 v de. The solenoids
can be operated in high temperatures, in pres
surized mechanisms, and in aircraft systems. They 
can also be used in installations where axial travel

1 
am] 

qu€ 

0.7i 
90 « 

45 

ran] 
logi 

put! 

out] 

for 

of i 

Inpi

put 

erat 

55 i 

used

El 
ED, 
Mas»
Arai 
120 (

i

of the output shaft must be eliminated or where 
the rotary stroke may be externally stopped before 
the electro-magnetic stroke is completed.

PSP Engineering Co., Dept. ED, 6058 Walker

by September; units are ordinarily made to 
tomer specs. Price ranges from $20 to $35 ca.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 19«
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Brazing Fixture 495
Uses induction heating

This line of production fixtures is 
for brazing metal assemblies under 
a c >ntrolled atmosphere by induc
tion heating. The reducing atmos
phere prevents oxidation on the 
work during heating, eliminating the 
need for flux. The joints produced 
with these units are uniformly 
sound, free of residual or entrapped 
flux, and corrosion-resistant.

Lepel High Frequency Labora
tories, Inc., Dept. ED, 55th St. and 
37th Ave., Woodstock, N.Y.

Microwave Antenna 510 
Pattern Range

Measures from 2500 to 
26,500 me

This indoor, microwave-antenna- 
pattern testing range gives perform
ance data for one-way and two-way 
microwave antenna pattern measure
ments from 2500 to 26,500. An 11-ft 
octogon in cross section about 40 ft 
long, the range measures antennas 
with a gain of up to 30 db in azi
muth and elevation planes.

Budd-Stanley Co., Dept. ED, 
Long Island City, N.Y.

IF Amplifier 493
Has 90 db gain

This transistorized, logarithmic, if 
amplifier has a nominal center fre
quency of 10.7 me, a bandwidth of 
0.75 me, and a small signal gain of 
90 db. The input dynamic range is 
45 db and the output dynamic 
range is 12.8 db. The de output is 
logarithmic to within ± 1 db for in
puts from 40 to 6000 mv. The ac 
output is constant to within ±1 db 
for constant percentage modulation 
of input signals of 40 to 6000 mv. 
Input impedance is 50 ohms; out
put impedance is 500 ohms. The op
erating temperature range is 0 to 
55 C. Silicon semiconductors are 
used throughout.

Ekctronics Systems, Inc., Dept. 
ED, 105 Chauncy St., Boston 11, 
Mass

^vaii ihility: Delivery time is 90 to 
120 d lys.
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FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTORS

MIDWEST

dire

FIVE YEARS OF PROVEN TRIMMER PERFORMANCE
30% More Sweep20 Pots

pw v
DAYSTROMWorm Gear Adjust Screwin One Cubic Inch

IS we

Nylon 
Gear

For full specifications on the complete SQUARETRIM line, contact 
your Daystrom representative or write for Data File ED-1112-2.

THE ONLY SQUARE SUBMINIATURE POT WITH 
1,750,000 FIELD-PROVEN APPLICATIONS

DAYSTROM , INCORPORATED

Radio and Electronic Parts Corporation 
3235 Prospect Avenue
Cleveland 15, Ohio 
(UTah 1-6060)

Newark Electronics Corp.
223 W Madison Street
Chicago 6. Illinois 
(STate 2-2944)

MOUNTAIN STATES
Ward Terry & Company 
90 Rio Grande Blvd.
P.O Box 869
Denver 1, Colorado 
(AMherst 6-3181)

DAYSTROM 
SQUARETRIM 
trimming potentiometers

TEXAS
Kemp Engineering Supply, Ine«
2618 Manana Drive
P. 0. Box 13251
Dallas 20, Texas 
(FLeetwood 7-6663)

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Schad Electronic Supply, Inc. 
499 South Market Street 
San Jose 13, California 
(CYpress 7 5858)

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Kierulff Electronics, Inc.
820 West Olympic Boulevard 
Los Angeles 15, California
(Richmond 8-2444)

Newark Electronics Co., Inc.
4747 West Century Boulevard 
Inglewood, California
(ORegon 8-0441)

Radio Parts Company
2060 India Street 
San Diego 1, California 
(BEImont 9-9361)

Valley Electronic Supply Company
1302 West Magnolia Boulevard 
Burbank, California
(Victoria 9-3944)

PACIFIC DIVISION 
9320 LINCOLN BOULEVARD 
LOS ANGELES 45, CALIF

CIRCLE 85 ON READER-SERVICE CARD 
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FOR BETTER STACKING... up to 20 SQUARETRIMS in one 
cubic inch.
FOR MORE ACCURATE I RIMMING ... 30% more resistance 
turns plus 45:1 adjustment ratio gives more precise trimming than 
conventional designs.
FOR MECHANICAL AND THERMAL STABILITY... worm 
gear adjusting device helps assure rugged mechanical stability, and 
unique circular mandrel eliminates expansion-contraction effects for 
thermal stability.

II« 
II«
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WRITE FOR HELPFUL FREE BULLETINS

ALITE DIVISION

102 O
E CARD 

CARD

To simplify design problems and speed delivery. 
Alite high voltage terminals, feed-throughs and 
cable end seals are available in over 100 stand
ard sizes. However, when specifications call for 
special units for unusual applications, you can 
rely on expert assistance from Alite engineers to 
help you take full advantage of Alite’s superior 
properties.
Write us about your specific requirements today.

MORONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960

Hermetic seals and bushings made of high 
alumina Alite are recommended for electrome
chanical applications where service conditions 
are extremely severe or critical. Alite has high 
mechanical strength and thermal shock resist
ance. It maintains low-loss characteristics 
through a wide frequency and temperature 
range. It resists corrosion, abrasion and nuclear 
radiation. Its extra-smooth, hard, high-fired glaze 
assures high surface resistivity.

ALITE — with its completely equipped facilities 
for producing high quality, vacuum-tight, 
ceramic-to-metal seals — is geared to meet all 
your requirements for high alumina ceramic
metal components. From design to finished as
sembly, every manufacturing step — including 
formulating, firing, metalizing and testing—is 
carefully supervised in our own plant. Result: 
effective quality control and utmost reliability.

New York Office — 60 East 42nd St.

CIRCLE 87 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Transistor Tester 
For industrial and lab use

Model 160 transistor tester is for servicing, 
laboratory, and industrial use. It uses a true small 
ac signal measurement for current gain, reads 
directly in beta, and has an accuracy of ±3% for 
beta measurements. All transistors are automati
cally biased to a 1-ma collector current. The in
strument operates on 105 to 125 v at 50 or 60 
kps, measures 9 x 7 x 2.75 in., and weighs 4.5 lb.

B & K Manufacturing Co., Dept. ED, 1801 W. 
telle Plaine, Chicago 13, Ill.

Price; $69.50.

Thermal Timer 425
Is completely housed

Model 261 completely housed thermal timer 
has two terminals for the contact circuit and two 
terminals for the heater circuit. Timer settings are 
up to 2 min. Contacts can be normally open, clos
ing after being energized, or normally closed, 
opening after being energized. Contact rating is 
100 w, 115 v ac non-inductive load. The stock 
heater winding is rated at 24 v.

George Ulanet Co., Dept. ED, 413 Market St., 
Newark 5, N.J.

Glass-Reinforced Epoxy Laminate 431
For flush printed circuits

Textolite 11585, a glass-reinforced epoxy lami- 
1 te. is for use where circuits must be forced into 
he laminate to produce a flush surface. It is 
uited for high-reliability applications such as mis

files, computers, and military electronic equip- 
knt. This grade has high insulation resistance, 
"w w iter absorption, high stability in humidity, 
M superior bonding strength. It is available in 
F mdi! rd sheet sizes of 36 x 36 in. and 36 x 72 in., 
r wel as sheets measuring 36 x 48 in.
I Gen ral Electric Co., Dept. ED, Schenectady 5,

Bulletin A-7R gives useful com
parative data. Bulletin A-40 
describes Alite facilities and 
complete line of Alite Standard 
Bushings.

■H (Pu Qputai

FROM ONE COMPLETELY INTEGRATED SOURCE

U. S. STONEWARE
BOX 119 ORRVILLE, OHIO
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BO ARCS?

insulated
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METOX 
METOX 
METOX

You’ll get a preview of the show in the 
next Issue of ELECTRONIC DESIGN.

Special editorial coverage and the largest 
WESCON New Product preview of any 
electronic publication will make this issi j 
a program for you who are going Io tH 
show, and a guided four in print for w 
who are not.
Watch for the WESCON Issue—August 3rd

UNIQUELY DIFFERENT
AND RADICALLY NEW
The Welwyn F Series power resistors are composed of 
a metal oxide element, bonded to a porcelain rod at 
red heat. This process results in a resistor which is 
extremely rugged, both electrically and mechanically. 
The durable coating is intended to provide an insulating 
cover rather than to protect the element which in itself 
is highly resistant to mechanical damage and effects 
of moisture.

WHAT’S \ 
WHAT AT^ 

WESCON

this Edward Segal , 
automatic machine 

feeds, inserts and 
flares with utmost 

reliability!

Accelerometer
Available with ±1 to ±30 g

Part of the secret’s in Segal1 
» unique anvil tool holder an
K V spring loaded work tabi
A W (shown at left) which alloJ
IB r' the eye'et 10 Pass throud$ the assembly before stakin]

- or flaring. Avoids loose el
f r tings. compcTisates Fommi

' " rial variations, too
There’s a Segal mJ

W chine for every eya
leting application 
Tell us about you! 
and we'll gndly J

sill । J
’ •■1 n< । 
for new bulletin EDI

Manufacturers of eyeleting machinery, 
special hoppers and feeding devices 
132 LAFAYETTE STREET, NEW YORK 13, N1

Sample-Hold Module
For rapidly-moving waveforms

• HANDLE MORE WATTS PER SIZE. This is particularly so 
in the higher resistance values.

• OFFER HIGHER RESISTANCE RANGES PER SIZE. For 
example, up to 47K in the 4W F32 size

• ARE VIRTUALLY NON-INDUCTIVE.

• INSURE RELIABILITY. Comprehensive tests have proved 
that operating these resistors under the most arduous 
conditions will not cause failure.

• HAVE SUPERIOR OVERLOAD PERFORMANCE. The appli
cation of ten times the rated load for 5 seconds results 
in a typical resistance change of less than 0.5%.

• ARE LOWER IN COST TO THE USER, In terms of both 
purchase value and reliability F30’s offer a saving to 
the customer.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, i960

‘Rated Wattage may be dissipated up to that resistance value 
set by a potential limitation of 500 V/mch.
Where less than full Wattage is involved, potentials up to 
1000 V/inch may be applied.

For further information write for data sheet W-1014.

WELWYN INTERNATIONAL INC.
3355 EDGECLIFFE TERRACE, CLEVELAND 11, OHIO 

Factories in Canada and England
CIRCLE 88 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Model GMB potentiometer-type, gas-damped 
accelerometer is offered in ranges from ±1 g to 
±30 g. The output is provided by a low-noise, 
wirewound potentiometer. Accuracy is ±1%, in
cluding linearity, hysteresis, and resolution errors. 
Frequency response is flat within ±5% to 0.4 of 
the natural frequency. Suited for airborne appli
cations, the unit weighs 5 oz, measures 1.25 x 
1.25 x 2.5 in., and stands environmental extremes.

Genisco, Inc., Dept. ED, 2233 Federal Ave., 
Los Angelas 64, Galif,
Availability: Units are made on order.

Model SAI sample-and-hold module samples 
rapidly moving waveforms and holds the sampled 
value long enough for it to be converted to digital 
form in the firm’s Voidicon. As a separate device, 
the module functions as an input operational am
plifier connected through a switch to an RC filter 
followed by a low-impedance output-amplifier. 
With the switch closed, the output follows the in
put in a manner similar to a 2-[isec RC delay net
work. When the switch opens, the voltage is held 
within 0.05% for 1 msec. The unit is assembled on 
a 5 x 8 in. plug-in, printed-circuit card and can 
be incorporated in a Voidicon.

Adage, Inc., Dept. ED, 292 Main St., Cam
bridge 42, Mass.
Price ¿r Availability: $1000 ea; from stock after 
July 1,1960.

METOX P™e;
MFTnv resistors

WELWYN TYPE 
DESIGNATION

MAXIMUM 
LENGTH

POWER 
RATING

RANGE OF 
VALUES*

F32 29/32 inches 4 Watts 20 to 47K

F33 1-5/16 inches 6 Watts 30 to 56K

F34 1-23/32 inches 8 Watts 40 to 68K

F35 2-3/32 inches 10 Watts 50 to 75K
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RES? OAK Switches for Tough Jobs!
Time Delay Timer 480

Time cycles are 1 sec to 60 hr
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Series D hermetically sealed, automatic-reset 
time delay timer is specifically designed for appli
cations requiring extreme accuracy and depend
able service operating under extreme ambient 
conditions. The series meets military environmen
tal specs. The switch is rated at 5 amp, at 115 v 
and 60 cps. Switch contacts are spdt. Voltages 
are 6 to 230 v at 25, 50, 60, or 400 cycles and 6, 
12, 24, 28 or 115 v de.

Industrial Timer Corp., Dept. ED, 1407 Mc
Carter Highway, Newark, N.J.
Price Lx Availability: Price is $53.50 for one 115- 
v, 60-cps model. Price is subject to standard quan
tity discotint. Delivery is 8 to 10 weeks.

Capacitance Bridge 367
Provides for 60 or 400 cps modulation

show in the 
SIGN.
d the largest 
lew of tw 
ike this iw 
going to 
print for you

—August 3rd

►0, i960

MORE THAN 5,000,000 OPERATIONS WITHOUT 
FAILURE IN LIFE TEST BY ORGAN BUILDER.

150° C

Model 910-1 rf capacitance bridge, a general 
purpose unit for non-contact or capacitive gaging, 
provides for 60 or 400 cps modulation of the car
rier. The unit is transistorized and is portable. A 
battery-powered unit, also offered, has a frequency 
response of 13 kc. Two 10-ft cables provide a sen- 
siti ity of 3.5 v per pf or one 30-ft cable provides 
a sensitivity of 0.9 v per pf. Cables up to 50 ft 
Ion * can be used.

The Decker Corp., 45 Monument Road, Dept. 
ED Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.
Pn e Lx Availability: $750; 30-day delivery.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960

(File these tough MILITARY and INDUSTRIAL solutions for future reference)

OVER 2,000,000 OPERATIONS PER BUTTON (AND 
NO MAINTENANCE) IS REQUIRED FOR THIS TICKET 
RESERVATION APPLICATION.

WITHSTANDS MORE THAN 200 G’s OF SHOCK 
FROM GUN RECOIL, ETC. NO MAINTENANCE OR 
REPLACEMENT.

AFTER YEARS OF RADIO FREQUENCY SELECTION IN 
MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, THE FAIL
URE RATE IS STILL NOT CALCULABLE.

CONS ANT
MBIENT

NO FAILURES ... NO MAINTENANCE IN MORE 
THAN 50,000 CYCLES AT THIS CONSTANT AMBIENT 
OF 150°C.

MANUFACTURING CO.
1260 Clybourn Ave., Dept. Chicago 10,111. • Phone:MOhawk4-2222
West Coast Div.i Oak Electronics Corp.
11252 Playa Court, Culver City, Calif. • Phonet EXmont 1-6367

Your tough switch job may be 
easier to handle than you think

Almost any environmental condition can be met 
within the rated capabilities of Oak Switch designs. 
The exotic applications, such as shown above, re
quire merely changes in materials, finishes, and 
details which have been developed exclusively by 
Oak. Whether you require such extreme opera
tional characteristics or not, you still receive the 
same basic trouble-free design. Many switch users 
have found that an Oak type switch does an equal 
or better job than other types—and at considerable 
savings in cost. You may, too. Send in your ap
plication, today.

write for
new stock catalog 399

CIRCLE 91 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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customer for Fusite Glass-to-Metal Hermetic Terminals when the

to extreme thermal shock.

PROTECT PRODUCT

PlREORMÛNCF

ELECTRONIC DESIGN

Handle 0 5 at 160 me

Co

THE

6000 FERNVIEW AVE

NEW PRODUCTS
Encapsulated Chokes

Contain ferrite shielding beads

Offered in two types, these encapsulated chokes
contain ferrite shielding beads and provide large 
values of rf reactance and resistance in hf and 
vhf regions for broadband isolation and de
coupling. The tubular type uses coaxial leads 
and the transistor modular type has both leads 
projecting from one side. They are suitable for 
radar and microwave if strips, parasitic suppres
sion in parallel tube amplifiers, tube life test 
racks, radio interference suppression, relay con
tacts, and other applications.

Magnetic Products Div. of Stanwyck Winding
Inc., Dept. FI), P.O. Box 70, New

burgh, N.Y.
Price: An engineering kit containing 20 chokes
can be furnished for $10.

A manufacturer of electrical or electronic components becomes a Germanium Transistors
very guts of his fabricated product depend on the ability of the
terminal to remain hermetic when roughly handled or when subjected

Only Fusite Terminals with their exclusive V-24M glass can assure
an inter-fusion between the glass and metal parts that is the basis
for their great ruggedness.
While Fusite Terminals are usually competitive in price, the important
cost cutting opportunities they offer are in the extremely low rate of
production rejections and field failures. When installed in your prod-
uct, Fusite Terminals promote a high yield at the end of your produc-
tion line where profits are made or lost.
The way to find out if Fusite Terminals can do your job better is
to test them yourself. Types 2N1561 and 2N1562 germanium, power,

mesa transistors produce 0.5 w at 160 me. They

TERMINALS

Samples are yours for the asking. Write Fusite C-h.

FU3I ■ K CORPORATION

CINCINNATI 13, OHIO
Woodford Mfg. Co., Versóme«, Kentucky.

In luropoi FUSITI N, V. Konigsweg 1«, Ahnelo, Holland

are designed for use as amplifiers in vhf applica
tions and can be used in telemetering devices for
missiles and aircraft radio communications equip
ment. Collector current capability is 500 ma. With
a heat sink, the units dissipate up to 3 w at 25 C
case temperature. Designed to meet MIL-S-19500
the units are pnp, diftused-junction type and have
a cold-welded copper package.

Motorola Inc., Semiconductor Products Div.,
5005 E. McDowell Road, Phoenix, Ariz.

July 20, 1960



rimmer Potentiometers
Height is 0.195

New-

hokes HIGH CONDUCTANCEDigital Pattern Generator
For use in the computer field

SILICON JUNCTION
DIODES

immediate delivery. Write now forAll these diodes are available for
Bulletins B217A-1, B217A-2 and B217-4

VolumeReliability In
A DIVISION OF

CLEV1TE

1960

JAN
MIL-E-1/1026 

MIL-E-1/1027 

MIL-E-1/1021

1N457 

1N458

1N459
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! de
leads 
leads

rokes 
large

Series 312 Squaretrim potentiometers have a 
height-of-board dimension of 0.195 in. and are 
for applications that require stacking printed cir
cuit boards together into modular assemblies. 
The units are particularly suitable for airborne, 
missile, and ground instruments and systems 
where extreme stability is required. Long wind
ings are used, providing good resistance and fine 
resolution. The units are housed in machined 
aluminum cases.

Daystrom, Inc., Pacific Div., Dept. ED, 9320 
Lincoln Blvd., Los Angeles 45, Calif.
Price ¿r Availability: Price is $6 ea for one to 
nine units, $4.10 ea for 500 to 999. Standard units 
are furnished from stock

GENERAL PURPOSE TYPES

Optimum rectification efficiency rather than rate of switching has 
been built into these silicon diodes. They feature very high forward con
ductance and low reverse current. These diodes find their principal use 
in various instrumentation applications where the accuracy or repro
duceability of performance of the circuit requires a diode of negligible 
reverse current. In this line of general purpose types Clevite has avail
able, in addition to the JAN types listed below, commercial diodes of 
the 1N482 series.

MILITARY TYPES
SIGNAL CORPS

SWITCHING TYPES

New circuit possibilities for low impedance, high current applications 
are opened up by Clevite’s switching diodes. Type CSD-2542, for ex
ample, switches from 30 ma to — 35v. in 0.5 microseconds in a modified 
IBM Y circuit and has a forward conductance of 100 ma min@l volt.

Combining high reverse voltage, high forward conductance, fast switching 
and high temperature operation, these diodes approach the ideal multi
purpose device sought by designers.

1N662 
1N663 
1N658 
1N643

power, 
. They 
pplica- 
ces for 
equip
.. With 
t 25C 
-19500. 
d have

MIL-E-1/1139
MIL-E-1/1140 
MIL-E-1/1160 
MIL-E-1/1171

For use in the computer field, this digital pat
tern generator provides a simulated and flexible 
time division pattern output. It supplies a repeat
ing bit pattern for testing computers. The pattern 
length is adjustable from 1 to 100 bits with each 
hit independently controlled. The output imped
ance is 500 ohms and remains constant. Positive 
and negative levels of 0 to ±15 v are independ- 
ent’y adjustable. Two clock generators are of
fend; one variable from 10 to 100,000 bits per 
sec the other from 20 to 200,000 bits per sec.

lagnavox Co., Government & Industrial Div., 
Dent. ED, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Pn e lx Availability: $3700 ea; made on order; 

fay delivery.

FAST 
SWITCHING

254 Crescent Street Waltham 54. Mass. Tel: TWinbrook 4-9330 — 
CIRCLE 93 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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NEW PRODUCTS

152 KC BAND ELIMINATION FILTER

80 DB >52 863

152 KC BANDPASS FILTER

IS 0

MECHANICSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

CIRCLE 94 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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Actual operational curves, obtained from point-to-point readings, from Hill 
34900 and 34000 filters developed to fulfill customers' specific requirements.

Price: Depends on model, starts at 
$2.85 for spdt, 5-amp unit.

80 DB—151.264

2 DB- >60 968

These two highly stable, precision-matched Hill Electronic filters 
permit fast, exceptionally accurate measurement of inter-modulation 
distortion in communications systems. A band elimination filter places 
a narrow, deep notch in the white noise being passed through the 
equipment under test. Distortion generated in the notch is then isolated 
for measurement by the narrow band filter.
The high degree of selectivity and attenuation of these filters, and 
the excellent alignment of one within the other are demonstrated in 
the actual operational curves shown above. Used together, these filters 
provide 80 db attenuation from 6 to 252 kc.
This is a typical example of Hill’s creative engineering that develops 
outstanding solutions to customers’ specific problems involving LC 
and crystal control filters as well as precision frequency sources and 
other crystal devices.

INSERTION LOSS = 4 5 DF
RIPPLE = .25 DB

CAPABILITY... measures a-c, d-c 
or pulse signals from 1 mv to 10 v. 

STABILITY . . . from temperature 
compensated cascaded zener diodes. 

ACCURACY ... 0.1% fs. Chopper 
mounts at oscilloscope input.

CONVENIENCE...calibrator slips 
into instrument slot of scope dolly. 

Model 1082 Precision Voltage
Current Calibrator . . . immediately 
available. Write for Bulletin 60-C.

WRITE FOR BULLETINS 34800/900
They contain details and specifications concerning the filters described above.

CIRCLE 95 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE 96 ON READER-SERVICE CARD *

2 DB B.W. = 16.138 KC
80 DB B.W = 1.599 KC 
CENTER FREQ = 152.063 KC 
2400 OHMS TERMINATION

High selectivity, 
attenuation and precision matching of

NEW HILL FILTERS ASSURE 
FAST, PRECISE MEASUREMENT 

ÜF INTERMODULATION 
DISTORTION

Silicon, npn type

These diff used-junction, silicon, 
npn power transistors are for indus
trial and military applications re
quiring a temperature range of —65 
to -{-175 C. Included in this line 
are medium-power types 2N1479, 
2N1480, 2N1481, and 2N1482 in the 
JEDEC TO-5 package, intermedi
ate-power types 2N1483, 2N1484, 
2N1485, and 2N1486 in the JEDEC 
TO-8 package, and high-power 
types 2N1487, 2N1488, 2N1489, and 
2N1490 in the JEDEC TO-3 pack
age. The units are suited for switch
ing circuits in dc-dc converters, 
choppers, solenoid and relay con
trols; in oscillator, regulator, and 
pulse amplifier circuits; and as class 
A and B push-pull audio and servo 
amplifiers.

Radio Corp of America, Dept. 
ED, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New 
York 20, N.Y.

General Purpose 623 
Relays

Pull-in time is 9 to 12 msec

These general purpose relays 
have a pull-in time of 9 to 12 msec. 
The plug-in series measures 1-3/8 x 
1-3/8 x 2-1/8 in. and the CE open 
type measures 1-11/16 x 1-3/16 x 
3/4 in. Contact rating is 5 or 10 amp, 
non-inductive. The contact arrange
ment can be spdt, dpdt, or 3pdt. 
Plug-in basing is octal for spdt and 
dpdt types, 11-pin for 3pdt types. 
Temperature range is specified by 
the user. Applications include signal 
devices, amplifier circuits, photo
relay circuits, power supplies, 
switching systems, and any load cir
cuit requiring positive switching of 
ac or de power.

Crown Electric Products Co., 
Dept. ED, P.O. Box 171, Orange,

VERSATILE
VOLTAGE-

CURRENT 
CALIBRATOR

rese

MAGNETIC CORE TESTERS • HIGH SPEED MEMORIES • LOGIC CIRCUIT PLUG INS
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T.me Delay Relays
Delay Range is 10 to 250 sec
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Model 300 transistor time delay relays consist 
of a transistor time delay circuit operating hvo 
dpdt relays. The time delay can be adjusted over 
a range of 10% above and below nominal. Delay 
range is 10 to 250 sec. Suitable for military as 
well as commercial uses, the units can be used in 
instrumentation switching of computers, program- 
ers, and high-speed cameras. They can also be 
used in control of semi-automated machines. Hav
ing an over-all accuracy of 2%, the units stand 
shock of 100 ±5 g, one-half sine wave, of 2 to 
10 msec duration, and vibration of 10 g from 5 
to 2000 cps.

Sloan Co., Dept. ED, 7704 San Fernando Road, 
Sun Valley, Calif.

Servo and Instrument 
Mechanisms

Complete line offered

461

This complete line of precision servo and in
strument mechanisms includes gears, shafts, ball
bearing gear boxes, and component mounting 
plates. A typical mechanism is assembled from 
stocked components and is housed in an O-ring 
enclosure. Bearings are ABEC 7 and construction 
is o! stainless steel and anodized aluminum. Re- 
quii ments of MIL-E-5400 are met.

P “cision Mechanisms Corp., Dept. ED, 577 
Nev bridge Ave., East Meadow, N.Y.
Pric * ¿r Availability: Price ranges from $0.90 to 
^2 a; production quantities are furnished from 
Stoc .
* CIF :LE 96 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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Seven full waveguide bandwidths are each 
covered by a separate meter in this 532 series 
of nine reaction-coupled frequency meters, 
extending over the complete range from 3.95 
to 40.0 kmc/s.

These frequency meters consist of a TE1U 
mode cavity resonator tuned by a non
contacting plunger. Ruggedness for long 
trouble-free life is assured by the all-metal 

housing. Maximum readability, resolution 
and accuracy to ±0.08% are the result of 
an optimized design distinguished by a

drum type spiral scale more than 8 feet long.

Type No. Frequency Range 
(kmc/sec)

Waveguide 
(Size In Inches) Flange

532 3.95 to 5.85 2x1 UG-149/U ±.08 $380
533 5.85 to 8.2 lV2x% UG-344/U ±.08 $295
534 7.0 to 10.0 da x % UG-51/U ±.08 $290
535 8.2 to 12.4 lxV2 UG-39/U ±.08 $175
536 12.4 to 18.0 .702 x.391 UG-419/U ±.l $285
537 18.0 to 26.5 .500 x .250 UG425/U ±.l $290
537-F1 18.0 to 26.5 .500 x .250 UG-595/U ±.l $290
538 26.5 to 40.0 .360 x .220 UG-381/U ±.2 $300
538-F1 26.5 to 40.0 .360 x .220 UG-599/U ±.2 $300

BROADBAND
DIRECT READING

FREQUENCY METERS
Most Complete Line...
For Every Purpose, Every Budget

High Precision, Direct Reading Meters (0.015%)
Series 555 to 579 consists of 30 different types covering from 
0.925 to 39.0 kmc/s. Representing highest state of the art, 
these frequency meters fully qualify as transfer or second
ary standards for exacting laboratory or production service. 
Features include: hermetically sealed invar cavity, temper
ature-compensation, high Q, optimum cavity geometry, high 
conductivity plating. Price range: $1200.-$1500.

Precision Heterodyne Frequency Meter (0.002%)
PRD 504, for 100 to 10,000 mc/s with accuracy of 0.002% at 
crystal check points every 5 mc/s and 0.03% or better 
between check points. Automatic interpolation by unique 
patented spiral-scale dial. Beat indication by both external 
earphones and built-in CRT. Meter is self-contained and 
portable. Price: $695.

Inexpensive, Direct Reading Meters (0.08%)
Series 585-A to 590-A affords excellent accuracy at lowest 
cost from 5.1 to 10.0 kmc/s. Ideally suited for panel mount
ing and systems use. Price range: $150.-$350.

Direct Reading UHF Meter (±0.2%)
PRD 587-A, covers range 250 to 1000 mc/s. Spiral drum 
scale 60 inches long enables precision direct reading. May 
also be used as a tunable narrow band filter. Price: $275.

PPfl ELECTRONICS, INC. Fp|<|^F A Subsidiary of Harrls-lntertypo Corporation I 
Formerly Polytechnic Research & Development Co., Inc.
202 Tillary Street, Brooklyn 1, Now York, ULiter 2-6800 
2639 So. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angele* 34, Calif., UPton 0-1940
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NEW PRODUCTS

NEW RCA-6CW4

wave-

Calci-

entertainm 
equipment

from RG-53/U to WR-51 
guide.

Waveline, Inc., Dept. ED 
well, N.J.

Superlative Performance—and not just tiny size—is the reason this latest RCA nuvistor 
triode should soon be the preferred rf-amplifier tube in entertainment equipment. 
Nuvistor ized TV tuner circuits can make possible excellent reception in fringe areas 
where reception is now unsatisfactory.
Noise Factor is 2 to 4 db better than that of other tuner tubes in commercial use. In 
addition, this mighty midget provides this unmatched combination of advantages: 
Excellent Signal Power Gain
High Transconductance PLUS high gm to Ib ratio (12500 umhos at 8 milliamperes 
and 70 volts)
Very Small Power Requirements: Plate and heater input—each less than 1 watt, plus 
all the inherent ADVANTAGES of nuvistor design: exceptional reliability, excellent 
stability, extreme ruggedness, small size, light weight, high unit-to-unit uniformity, 
extreme sensitivity, very high input impedance, and high perveance. The last word in 
entertainment rf-amplifier triodes is nuvistor 6CW4!
For further information, see your RCA Field Representative—or write to RCA Electron 
Tube Division, Commercial Engineering, Section G-18-DE-2, Harrison. N. J.

The Most 1 rusted Name in Electronics 
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Now commercially available for TV and FM tuner designs 
2 io 4 db better NOISE FACTOR than tubes currently in use in TV receivers. Linear Accelerometer 489

Measures from ±0.25 to ±50 g

For missile and aircraft applica
tions, model TA-400 hermetically 
sealed linear accelerometer measures 
acceleration from ±0.25 to ±50 g. 
The unit has an extremely sensitive 
differential transformer pick-off. It 
has partially controlled damping 
over the temperature range of —55 
to -|-100 C. The pickoff is wired 
with additional taps to allow de or 
ac excitation.

Fairchild Camera and Instrument 
Corp., Dept. ED, Robbins Lane. 
Syosset, L.I., N.Y.
Availability: Delivery time is 40 to 
60 days.

Microwave Test 487 
Equipment

Frequency range is 15 to 22 kmc

This precision microwave test 
equipment is designed to operate 
over a frequency range of 15 to 22 
kmc. Among the items included 
are: crossguide directional couplers, 
calibrated variable attenuators, vari
able screw tuners, multi-hole broad
wall couplers, low and high power 
terminations, and transitions from 
RG-91/U to WR-51 waveguide and

Vacuum Furnace 483
Measures 2 x 3 ft

Measuring 2 x 3 ft, model VF- J2 
vacuum furnace performs ma iy 
operations for which a larger n a
chine is usually required. Some i p- 
plications are heat treating, all kinds 
of brazing, and single crystal grow
ing in high-vacuum or inert atmos
pheres. The vacuum chamber 
measures 11 in. in diameter and 20 
in. in length and is protected by 
double walls and water cooling.

MRC Manufacturing Corp., Dept. 
ED, 47 Buena Vista Ave., Yonkers, 
N.Y.

TV AND FM TUNER 
TRIODE

RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION —FIELD OFFICES

Heater, for Unipotential Cathod«:

Voltage (AC or DC) 6.3 ± 10% volts

Current at 6.3 volts 0.13 amp.

TYPICAL OPERATION

Plate Voltage

Grid Supply Voltage

Grid Resistor

Amplification Factor

Plate Resistance (Approx.)

Transconductance

Plate Current

70 volts 

0 volts 

47000 ohms

68

5440 ohms

12500 pmhos 

8 ma

EAST: 744 Broad Street, Newark 2, Now Jersey 
HUmboldt 5-3900
MIDWEST: Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza.
Chicago 54, Illinois, WHitahall 4-2900
WEST: 6355 E Washington Boulevard, 
*,os Angeles 22, California, RAymond 3-8361
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Crate LC Filters

408
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Bonded-shield, 19-in. type

This 19-in., bonded-shield TV 
picture tube, for use in portable 
and table receivers, has a deflection 
angle of 114 deg and a viewing 
area of 175 sq in. Bonded-shield 
tiesign eliminates dead space be
tween the tube and the safety panel,
resulting in clearer pictures.

Sylvania Electric Products
Dept. ED, 730 Third Ave.,
York 17, N.Y.

IF Transformer K t

Inc.,

Has 10 matched-input units

put, 455 kc, if transformers. All units,
having a size of 1/2 x 1/2 x 1/2 in

imum coupling and low insertion
loss. Bandwidth is 13 kc and tuning
range is 50 kc. With the kit it is
possible to match a primary imped-
ance of 10, 25, or 100 K to a second
ary impedance of 600 or 1000 ohms
in five different combinations. The
units are ruggedly built, with phen
olic bases, top and bottom tuning,
and lugs with standard spacing for
wired and printed circuit board ap
plications. The kit is valuable for
building prototype transistor circuits.

Wells Electronic Co., Dept. ED,
1701 S. Main St., South Bend 23,

Price ir Availability: $19.95; im-
mediate delivery from factory.

Germanium
Transistors

Switch 3 to 4 amp in 10 usee

Suitable for core drivers, TV de
flection circuits, and other high fre
quency applications, the 2N1046
series of alloy-diffused, germanium
power transistors switch 3 to 4 amp
in !0 psec. At 100 C, dissipation is
10 w. Collector current is 10 amp
an( cutoff frequency is 15 me. Col
lect >r voltage can be 100 or 130 v.

1 °xas Instruments, Inc., Dept. 
ED P.O. Box 312, Dallas, Tex.
An ¡lability: Through distributors
w ' des offices.

I

o lighter

Now, for airborne and missile applications, Daven offers a these Filters are available in quantity, and each unit is identical

miniature version of the popular Egg Crate LC Filter; 50%

lighter and 40% smaller than any previous filter’

Frequency range is 0.4 MC to 60.0 megacycles ... tempera*

ture range is —55°C. to +125°C . . . different physical con*

figurations are available depending on allowable space.

The new Filter is suitable for pulse-type circuits and those

where the phase shift characteristics must be uniform. It can

be pre-tuned in the actual circuit, thus eliminating additional

adjustment during assembly. With new production facilities,

DAV EN™-

in performance to the prototype.

Utilizing no critical materials, the LC Filter is also excellent for

widths down to 0.5%, if under-coupled response is permitted.

Daven's extensive engineering staff, also producing other

types of filters extending into the low audio range, is ready to

assist you in your filter problems. Just send details of your

specific requirement.

TODAY. MORE THAN EVER, THE RAVEN © STANDS FOR OERENOARILITY



Cost-cutting Carbon controls!

Here are strip mounted carbon controls 
that are masterpieces of cost-saving design. 
Mallory product engineers have worked 
out every detail of Type ”EC” Carbon 
Controls to bring the cost DOWN . . . 
without sacrificing performance.
Developed primarily for back-of-chassis 
adjustments in TV, radio, hi-fi, and stereo 
designs, Mallory "EC” Controls are made 
with a molecularly bonded carbon com
position of great density and high surface 
hardness. This carbon element is the same 
low-noise, high-stability type used in all 
Mallory volume controls. ’’EC” controls 
have high resistance to contamination by 
grease, grit, dust, or moisture in the air. 
Controls are available in multiple units 
that save on mounting costs. Units are 
furnished with solder or printed cir
cuit terminals.
Mallory ingenuity in engineering controls 
with various types of hardware, switches 
and configurations can go a long way in 
holding control costs DOWN. We welcome 
the challenge of saving you money.

Mallory Controls Company 
Frankfort, Indiana 

a division of

Sea Mallory Controls Company for

NEW PRODUCTS

Molded Harnesses 422
Stand 320 to 500 F

This line of custom-designed, molded harness s 
is for ground support equipment, missiles, ai d 
aircraft. Furnished in neoprene, vinyl, and silicone 
rubber, they meet MIL-R-3065, stand tempera
tures of 320 to 500 F, and have a high dielect] ic 
strength. Virtually any type and number of wires 
may be incorporated.

Revere Corp, of America, Dept. ED, 1001 V. 
Colony Road, Wallingford, Conn.

Thermocouples

Stand up to 40,000 psi 
pressure

The A-f- thermocouples have compacted, 
swaged MgO insulated design. Electrical insu
lation characteristics are good to 2500 F. The units 
stand up to 40,000 psi pressure and are made to 
ISA standards. They can be used in electric mo
tors’, generators, bearings, transformers and other 
devices.

Atkins Technical Co., Dept. ED, 1276 W. Third 
St., Cleveland 13, Ohio.
Availability: Delivery is from slock.

Fibre-Glass-Reinforced 
Polyester

For structural insulation «WS

MallorY
vitreous 
resistors

power 
rheostats

rotary 
switches

wire-wound 
controls

This fibre-glass-reinforced polyester stock ma\ 
be cut into angles or channels and is available in 
widths of a 2-3/16 to 9-21 32 in. and in lengths of 
28-7/8 to 75-7/8 in. It meets class B temperature 
requirements and NEMA GPO-1 specs. It is flame 
retardant as per UL specs.

The Clastic Corp., Dept. ED, 4321 Glenridge 
Road, Cleveland 21, Ohio.
Price & Availability: Prices range from $0.80 anil 
$15.40 per length. Delivery is from stock.

CIRCLE 100 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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For Immediate
Delivery Of
MOTOROLA
. TRANSISTORS
• ZENERS
. RECTIFIERS
Contact These
DISTRIBUTORS
BIRMINGHAM

Ack Radio Supply Co.
3101 Fourth Ave So 
FAIrfax 2-0588

LOS ANGELES
Kierulff Electronics 
820 W. Olympic Blvd. 
Richmond 8-2444

BOSTON
Cramer Electronics. Inc 
811 Boylston St.
COpley 7-4700

MELBOURNE, FLA.
Electronic Supply 
909 Morningside Dr.
PArkway 3-1441

Lafayette Radio 
110 Federal St. 
HUbbard 2-7850

CAMDEN
General Radio Supply 
600 Penn St.
WOodlawn 4-8383

CHAR RAPIDS
Deeco Inc.
618 First St., N W 
EMpire 4-2493

CHICAGO
Allied Radio Corp.
100 N. Western Ave 
HAymarket 1-6800

Co.

Newark Electronics Corp. 
223 W. Madison St
Slate 2-2944

Semiconductor
Specialists, Inc. 

5706 W. North Ave. 
NAtional 2-8860

■ENVER
Inter-State Radio 8 Supply 
1200 Stout Street
TA 5-5347

DETROIT
Radio Specialties Co. 
456 Charlotte Ave 
1 Empie 3-9800

HOUSTON 

lenert Co. 
¡420 Hutchins 
CApltol 4-2663

JAMACA, N.Y.
i afayette Radio 
65-08 Liberty Ave. 
Xtel 1-7000

A Of MOTOROLA WC

NEWARK, N.J.
Lafayette Radio 
24 Central Ave.
MArket 2-1661

NEW YORK
Lafayette Radio 
100 6th Ave.
WOrth 6-5300

Milgray Electronics 
136 liberty St.
R Ector 2-4400

OAKLAND
Elmar Electronics 
140 Uth St.
TEmplebar 4-3311

PHOENIX
Radio Specialties
917 N. 7th St.
Alpine 8-6121

SAN DIEGO 
San Delco 
3821 Park Blvd. 
CYpress 8-6181

SEATTLE
Elmar Electronics 
3466 E. Marginal Way 
MAin 3-6456

WASHIN6T0N, 0. C.
Electronic

Industrial Sales 
2345 Sherman Awe.. N W. 
Hudson 3-5200

CANADA
Canadian Motorola 

Electronics Ltd.
105 Bartley Drive 
Toronto 16, Ontario

MOTOROLA

LOWER Icbo

TEMPERATURES
MOTOROLA ALLOY TRANSISTORS
Motorola industrial alloy transistors offer many 
desirable features including:

Lower lCBo at high temperatures—reducing 
thermal runaway problems
1003 C operating junction temperature
High current gain

Rugged, dependable and versatile, the Motorola 
2N650 series and the companion “Meg-A-Life” 
devices provide maximum reliability for industrial 
audio and switching applications.

Units are immediately available from stock through 
your local Motorola Semiconductor distributor. For 
complete technical information, contact your 
Motorola district office.

MX
*2N652A, 2N651A and 2N650A are Motorola 
"Meg-A-Life” devices. These units are certified 
to Military-type specifications and are subjected 
to complete mechanical, environmental and life 
tests according to MIL-S-19500. Written certifi
cation and life-test data is available to users

CIRCLE 101 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Type No.

o
«

 2 
4+

h

J
 
11 

X

BV< BO (volts) 

(lc = 50MA)

BVrER (volts) 
(lc = 0.6mA, 
Rbe = 10K)

hf.
(VCK = 6V, 
lB = 1mA)

Typ. Max. Min. Max.

2N652 & 
2N652A* 55 100 45 30 100 225

2N651&
2N651A* 55 100 45 30 50 120

2N650 & 
2N650A* 55 100 45 30 30 70

Tj — 100°C Operating & Storage

BOSTON 385 Concord Ave., Belmont 78, Mass.
CHICAGO 39, 5234 West Diversey Avenue
DETROIT 27, 13131 Lyndon Avenue..........................................
LOS ANGELES 1741 Ivar Avenue. Hollywood 28, Calif.
MINNEAPOLIS 27, 7731 6th Avenue North
NEW YORK 1051 Bloomfield Ave., Clifton, NJ. 

from New York .
ORLANDO Knowal Building, Winter Park, Fla 
PHILADELPHIA 130 South Easton Rd., Glennside, Pa 
SAN FRANCISCO 1299 Bayshore Highway, Burlingame, Calif. 
SYRACUSE 101 South Salina 
WASHINGTON 8605 Camarón St, Silvar Spring, Md

A SUBSIDIARY OF MOTOROLA INC

Pc = 200 mw

IVanhoo 4-5070
AVenue 2-4300

■Roadway 3-7171
Hollywood 2-0821

liberty 5-2198
GRegory 2-5300 

Wisconsin 7-2980
Midway 7-2507
TUrner 7 7020

Diamond 2 3228 
GRanita 4-3321 
JUn.per 5-4485

MOTOROLA
Semiconductor Product» Inc
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POTTER SETS THE PACE NEW PRODUCTS

READER IN ITS CLASSSTRIP

MODEL 909 PERFORATED STRIP READE* WITH MODEL 3299 SPOOLER

TAPE HANDLER FOR YOUR MONEY

MODEL 906 H MAGNETIC TAPE HANDLER

< CIRCLE 102 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

».

Gaussmeter 363
For use with electrodynamic 

vibration systems

Model G/M gaussmeter is for ase 
with electrodynamic vibration .,ys- 
terns for measuring stray magnetic 
field at critical specimen locations. 
Range is 50 gauss, full scale, and 
accuracy is better than ±10%. rhe 
instrument weighs about 6 oz.

Wrisley Engineering, Inc., Dept 
ED, P. O. Box 56, Winchester, Mass. 
Price: $31.75 fob Winchester.

The Potter 906 H is the high speed digital magnetic 
tape handler that gives you higher performance, 
greater reliability, and lower cost than any other tape 
handler on the market—bar none.
Only with the 906 H do you get such advantages as:
...full forward reverse cycling at 120 ips with 1 inch 
tape.
...low skew tape guide that permits conventional 
recording at 400 bpi density.
... 1500 bpi recording densities which are made pos
sible by using the 906 H with the Potter Contiguous 
Double Transition System. 450,000 8-bit characters 
per second can be recorded on 1 inch tape.
...transistorized control of all functions that simplifies 
computer design.
...simplified packaging for easy maintenance.
...a price —far below other makes —that proves the 
economy of superior design.
Compare them any way you like—spec for spec, dollar 
for dollar, space for space—and you'll agree that the 
high performance, low cost Potter 906 H is the most 
tape transport at any price.
WRITE FOR DETAILED SPECS AND LATEST 
PRICE AND DELIVERY INFORMATION

Sunnyside Boulevard, Plainview, L. I..N.V 
OVerbrook 1-3200

Filament Tester Kit 535
Portable, battery-operated

Model T-5 filament tester kit, a 
portable, battery-operated unit, rap
idly locates tubes with open fila
ments in series string TV and radio 
receivers. It also makes continuity’ 
tests of any low-resistance electrical 
circuit. It checks filaments of all 
tube types, including 7-pin minia
ture, 9-pin miniature, 7-pin battery 
type, octal, located, and CRT tubes 
Indication is by panel lamps.

PACO Electronics Co., Inc., Dept. 
ED, Glendale, L.I., N.Y.
Price Lx Availability: Sold through 
distributors, the unit is net priced at 
$4.50. Factory-wired units are priced 
at $6.50.

WITH...THE ONLY PERFORATED

Current Transformer 366
Measures to 400 amp ac

This current transformer measures 
up to 400 amp ac with an accuracy 
of 0.1%. The unit can be used for 
measurement, control, or protection 
of high-power current and is espe
cially suited for missile and aircraft 
use. Model 876 measures bus cur
rents of 0 to 50 amp and has three 
meter currents. Model 875 measures 
bus currents from 0 to 100, 0 to 200. 
and 0 to 400 amp and has six meter 
currents.

Arnold Magnetics Corp., Depl I 
ED, 6050 W. Jefferson Blvd, Los 
Angeles 16, Calif.
Price Lx Availability: $25 to $60 ea: I 
four to six weeks.

A single speed, unidirectional, photo-electric, perfor
ated strip reader, the Potter 909 is
OBEDIENT...stops on the stop character at speeds 
up to 600 characters per second and it can be 
stepped one character at a time where synchronous 
readout is needed.
VERSATILE... output is a timed, shaped pulse for 
input to a computer, high speed printer, or control 
system.
...parallel NPN, PNP amplifier output circuit supplies 
up to 40 ma to loads returned to any bias voltage.
FAST...operates at speeds up to 1000 characters per 
second with complete dependability.
SENSITIVE... a broad image light source eliminates 
the effects of filament variations in the lamp.
COMP ACT... fits into a 10 % in. case—with its own 
power supply and amplifiers.
The Potter 909 perforated tape reader includes a 
tape transport system, tape reading system, power 
system, and control system, it is designed for panel, 
rack, or cabinet mounting. Accessories available 
include tape spoolers and tape bin, cooling fan, 
mounting adapters and extension frames.
WRITE FOR DETAILED SPECS AND LATEST 
PRICE AND DELIVERY INFORMATION
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Sdver-Solder Alloys 529
Come in sheets, strips, and foil

These composites of silver or 
noble-metal solder alloys clad to 
ba^e or precious metals come in 
sheets, strips, and foil. Silver-solder 
alloys contain various percentages 
of one or more of the following: 
copper, zinc, tin, cadmium, nickel, 
manganese phosphorus, and lead. 
Clad metals comprising noble-met
al-solder alloys for all kinds of gold, 
platinum, or palladium brazing are

Output is 115 v

Operating from a 12.6-v de input, 
model I A-1260-25 transistorized in
verter provides an output of 115 v 
ac at 60 ±3 cps. Continuous power 
rating is 250 w; maximum power is 
350 w. Efficiency at full load is 80%. 
The transformer has a low-loss, 
grain-oriented ribbon core to con
serve battery power. The ambient 
temperature range is —55 to -J-60 
C. 1 imensions are 4.5 x 5.75 x 8 in. 
and weight is 10 lb.

Ki pfrian Manufacturing Corp., 
^eF ED. 167 Prospect Ave., Bing
ham )n, N.Y.

• Under $90.
c CLE 103 ON READER-SERVICE CARD ►

Name

Title

Just as Philadelphians read the Bulletin, electrical engineers 
read the General Radio Experimenter. Published monthly and 
sent without charge to 130,000 engineers, scientists, and tech
nicians, the Experimenter features articles written by engineers 
for engineers.

In the Experimenter's pages you’ll find descriptions of new G-R 
products, details of electronic measuring techniques, tips on how 
to get more use out of your test equipment, and accounts of in
teresting and unusual measurements problems and their solutions.

Many informative articles are scheduled for the Experimenter's 
pages, including: details of a new high-speed stroboscope; a dis
cussion of the characteristics of tunnel diodes at ultra-high fre
quencies; and an announcement of a new Frequency Meter —, 
and F-M Discriminator that will measure from a few cycles ’ 
to 1.5 Me with Ya% accuracy. This new instrument is also 
capable of measuring one part-per-million of incidental fm. g

I
If you would like to receive the Experimenter and keep 

up with new developments such as these, fill out the coupon 
at the right and send it to us. We will see that your request g 
is processed promptly. I

Are you already receiving the Experimenter? Perhaps you । 
would like binders for your accumulated loose copies. |

If you have recently changed your address and would like 
to continue receiving the Experimenter, please note the । 
change at the right. |

Company ......................................................

Room, Bldg., Code or Mail Station

Address...........................................................
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Life-Test Oven 360
Handles 660 bi polar components

This high-temperature, thermo
statically controlled life-test oven 
handles 660 bi-polar components or 
330 tri-polar devices. Standard units 
are rated at 125 C. The components 
are carried in low-resistance elec
trical clips on mounting racks of ex
panded metal. Test circuitry is rated 
at 750 v and at 5 amp with less than 
0.5 ohms resistance. Power require
ment is 1600 w at 115 or 230 v at 50 
or 60 cps. The unit weighs 250 lb.

ITT, Components Division, Dept. 
ED. 815 San Antonio Road, Palo 
Alto, Calif.
Price: Starts at about $4000.



NEW PRODUCTS

30029

22529

15022

752f

1958 1959
Varistor Kit

Covers 6 to 100 v

Price if Availability: $7.50 ea; from 
jobbers or directly from the com
pany.

For design and experiment use, 
type KV1001 varistor disk kit con
tains 9 general-purpose varistor 
disks. A range of 6 to 100 v is cov
ered.

Victory Engineering Corp., Dept. 
ED, 519 Springfield Road, Union,

Thermocouple 52 
Components

For connecting thermocouples to 
extension wire

The QuiK-Konnect thermocouple 
components are for fast and easy 
connecting of thermocouples to ex
tension wire. Claimed to provide 
foolproof connection, the compo
nents are suitable for use wherever 
periodic connection or disconnection 
of thermocouples is required such 
as in laboratories or test cells.

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regula
tor Co., Dept. ED, Penn and Bay 
Sts., Fall River, Mass.
Price Er Availability: Plugs, jacks, 
and standard accessories are in 
stock. Multiple-point panels are 
made on order for 30-day delivery. 
Plugs are priced at $1.70 ea; jacks, 
$3.30 ea. Quantity discounts are of
fered.

Magnetic Amplifier 407
Load is 12,000 ohms

This low-power level magnetic 
amplifier has a load rating of 12,000 
ohms. Input is 115 v at 400 cps and 
output is 0 to 3 v and 0 to 2.5 v 
with a reversible phase. The dc-sig- 
nal input is 0 to ±100 pa with a 
maximum output distortion of 20%.

Freed Transformer Co., Inc., 
Dept. ED, 1718 Weirfield St., 
Brooklyn 27, N.Y.
Price if Availability: Price is $150 
ea; delivery time is three to four 
weeks.

SCR PRICES 
(C35B) 

1958*1960
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General Electric’s C. G. Lloyd 
brings you up-to-date on the 
revolutionary
Silicon Controlled Rectifier
The Controlled Rectifier picture changes so rapidly, in
formation you may have obtained six months ago is 
now out-of-date. For this reason, C. G. Lloyd, General 
Manager of General Electric’s Semiconductor Rectifier 
organization, answers here some of the questions most 
frequently asked — questions about a device many au
thorities consider the most revolutionary development 
since the transistor itself.
Q. Last year 1 looked into the SCR and found it too ex
pensive. Has this situation changed?
Lloyd. Indeed it has. The C35B (16 amps, 200 volts) was 
originally introduced at $160 in 1958, was priced at $65 
a year ago and has just now been reduced to $20.
Q. How does the SCR compare with similar devices in 
prices?
Lloyd. SCR’s are in the same price bracket as many ger
manium power transistors and actually cost less than sili
con power transistors, magnetic amplifiers, many relays, 
thyratrons and other devices the SCR has replaced.
Q. What about associated circuitry? Doesn’t that bring 
up the cost?
Lloyd. The drive circuits for SCR’s are generally simpler 
than for the other devices, and in particular, protection 
against overvoltage and current is easier to accomplish 
than for power transistors — making the SCR-equippeo 
device more reliable and much less expensive over-all.
Q. But your C35 is still too high-priced for my applica
tion, and the current rating is more than I need. What 
would you suggest that I do?
Lloyd. Perhaps you could use the Cl0B. It’s rated at 4.7 
amperes single phase and 6 amperes d-c and costs as low 
as $11.10. Lower rated units go down to $5.00.

Q. What else should I know about the CIO?
Lloyd. Well, it has a more sensitive gate trigger and lower 

To bring you completely up-to-date on the SCR, contact your General Electric SPD Sales 
Representative, or write Section Semiconductor Products Dept., General Electric 
Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. In Canada, 189 Dufferin St., Toronto, 
Ontario. Export: International General Electric, 240 East 42 St., N. Y. 17, N. V.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
For fast delivery at factory-low prices, see your General Electric Semiconductor Distributor.

leakage current. And surprisingly, even though it's smaller, 
it can operate at a higher temperature.
Q. The CIO sounds like it might be in the right range. 
How is it on power?
Lloyd. Two ClOB's will control over 1 kw on 117 volts 
for about $25. Compare this with any other method — 
power transistors, saturable reactor or thyratron.
Q. Do you have any other types?
Lloyd. We sure have! The C50 Series is a high-current 
unit that performs up to 50 amperes. It also has a 1000- 
amp. surge current rating. Then there’s the C40 Series, 
with high-speed turn-off for inverter applications. That’s 
an important field for the SCR.
And also there’s the C36 Series. It goes to 10 amperes.
Q. General Electric has talked a lot about the SCR in the 
past couple of years. Have your customers brought SCR- 
equipped devices to market?
Lloyd. They’ve been doing so for a year or more and the 
pace of conversion to SCR devices keeps stepping up all 
the time. Our customers are now selling many types of 
SCR-equipped products. The applications are numerous. 
Some of the prominent ones are regulated power supplies, 
light dimmers, static switches, inverters, power-control 
circuits, radar modulators and ultra-sonic generators. 
And I'm sure there are many that haven’t been reported 
back to us as yet.
Even at last year’s prices many of these people found the 
SCR the best solution to their problems. We believe our 
new prices will bring in hundreds of new users.
Q. What about General Electric? Do you use the SCR?
Lloyd. Some 40 departments of General Electric are now 
using the SCR. Why we even use SCR’s to make SCR’s. 
Our ovens, furnaces and test fixtures are equipped with 
controlled rectifiers to provide very precise, reliable and 
low-maintenance temperature control for our processes.

Temperature Indicator 595
Has a range from —65 to 4-160 F

This temperature indicating sys
tem consists of 4 sensing devices, a 
computer package, and an indicator 
package. It has an operating range 
of —65 to 160 F, and an accuracy 
of ±5 F. The sensing devices can be 
cemented, taped, or clip-mounted 
to small components such as tubes, 
transformers, and transistors. The 
system displays the highest of 4 
temperature sensor signals on an 
aircraft or missile. Maximum weight 
of the system is 3.85 lb.

John Oster Manufacturing Co., 
Avionic Div., Dept. ED, 1 Main St., 
Racine, Wis.
Price ¿7 Availability: Made on order 
only. Delivered 150 days after re
ceipt of order. Price is approximately 
$4000 per system.

Yagi Antenna 402
Handles up to 750 w

Designed for use in the range of 
76 to 82 me, the Y-45-5 yagi antenna 
handles up to 750 W. Elements are 
made of aluminum tubing 3/4 in. in 
OD with 7/8-in sleeves. The cross
arms are 2x2 in. The antenna con
sists of two active dipoles, two para
sitic directors and one parasitic 
reflector. Input impedance is 50 
ohms.

Technical Appliance Corp., Dept. 
ED, Sherburne, N.Y.
Price & Availability: $130 ea; from 
stock.

Mesa Transistor
Is rated at 30 me

496

Type 2N741 30-mc, mesa transis
tor is for hf applications, including 
TV video amplifiers, and critical de 
direct-coupling amplifiers. A ger
manium, pnp, diffused-junction type, 
the unit is housed in a TO-18 pack
age.

Motorola Inc., Semiconductor 
Products Div., 5005 E. McDowell 
Road, Phoenix, Ariz.
Price & Availability: Price is $11 ea 
for 1 to 99 units. Delivery is from 
stock.
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Voltage Monitoring System 476
For use with power supplies

Model VSIB-1 automatic voltage monitoring 
system detects and signals over-voltage and 
under-voltage in any of eight separate external 
power supplies. It contains a switch-type mag
netic amplifier for each of the eight sensing 
channels and a de reference unit. The system 
stands extremes in temperature, moisture, shock, 
and vibration. It operates from 120 v ac.

Magnetic Controls Co., Dept. ED, 6405 Cam
bridge St., Minneapolis 26, Minn.

Microminiature Components 486
Transformers, filters, and inductors

Precision 
in Small 

Packages...

This line of microminiature components in
cludes transformers, filters, and inductors identi
fied as Pico Tran, Pico Filters, Pico Ductors, and 
Pico Coils. The Pico Ductor, for delay lines, 
shown, has an inductance of 13 ph ±1% and a 
Q-factor of 125 at 2.5 me. Temperature stability 
with a constant inductance is ±0.5% over the 
range of —20 to -|-75 C. Shielding is provided 
by a well closed magnetic circuit. Dimensions are 
3/8 x 1/4 x 1/4 in.

Polyphase Instrument Co., Dept. ED, E. 4th 
St., Bridgeport, Montgomery County, Pa.

Series "V3"

All basic switches shown 
approximately actual size.

Digital Modules 373
For high speed operation

These solid-state modules of printed circuitry 
are for use in building digital systems for the 
acquisition and processing of test data at high 
speeds. A system can be assembled to multiplex 
and digitize data at rates to 15,000 samples per 
sec with an accuracy of 0.05%. Each block per
forms a specific function. Twenty modules can be 
accommodated across a 19-in. rack.

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., Dept. 
ED, Wayne & Windrim Ave., Philadelphia 44, 
Pa.
Price: $200 per printed circuit card.

The actuators which form the back
ground on this page are only a few 
of the hundreds available for these 
MICRO switch Basic Switches. MICRO 
SWITCH engineers can help you 
choose not only the right switch, 
but also the right actuation meth
od for your particular application.

Series "1SX"

Series "Z"
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HONEYWELL

Start with the Best magnets, Klystron coils.
in Basic Switches! linearand other devices having

BASIC SWITCHESAND

Miniature size with very high electrical
Series includes manycapacity. The.625

Many different types are available
Mill IHM HH»

jj Honeywell
HONEYWfll MICRO SWITCH Precision Switches

READER-SERVICE CARDCIRCLE 105 ON
X I960

"SM’ Subminiature Switches bring MICRO 
SWITCH precision to applications where 
space and weight limitations are critical.

These are small, two-circuit double-break 
switches for controlling two isolated cir
cuits. They save space and weight, allow 
flexibility and simplicity of circuit design.

to meet varying requirements for high- 
temperature applications and long operat
ing life. Special gold or bifurcated contacts 
are also available.

TYPE “SM” BASIC SWITCHES

TYPE “V3” BASIC SWITCHES

E ECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, 1960

Write for New Catalogs 62 and 63 
on Small Basic Switches.

These are the original basic switches that 
were the pioneers tn small snap-action pre
cision switches. Today hundreds of varia
tions serve with precision and reliability in 
thousands of jobs throughout industry.

This 72-foot control panel is part of equipment 
for monitoring tests where your operating meth
ods and environmental conditions can be dupli
cated exactly for millions of switch operations.

Flux Analyzer 517
Measures absolute flux density with 

a 105 accuracy

field. It measures absolute flux den
sity to an accuracy of 10° with a 
differential capability of 106. The 
field density is 100 to 10,000 gauss.

Automation Industries, Inc., Dept. 
ED, 3613 Aviation Blvd., Manhat
tan Beach, Calif.
Price Er Availability: Delivery time 
is 90 days. Price is $2000.

Developed specifically to measure 
magnetic fields in traveling-wave 
tube solenoids, this flux analyzer 
can be used for determining flux

MICRO SWITCH . . . FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 
A division of Honeywell

In Canada: Honeywell Controls Limited, Toronto 17, Ontario

When design dimensions get you thinking small, don’t 

let that carry over into the consideration of switch 

quality. MICRO switch Basic Switches consistently save 

you space, but never at a sacrifice in precision and reli

ability. Start with the best and be sure of the exclusive 

MICRO switch spring and anchor designs; get the pro
tection of materials testing “by the inch” and operational 

tests that exactly duplicate the conditions under which 

your switch must operate. You also get more years of ex

perience for design consultation because MICRO SWITCH 

pioneered the subminiature switch industry. Variations 

on these basic switches number in the thousands, includ

ing those designed to meet military standards. You’ll find 

it easy to select exactly the right answer with the prompt 

help of the nearby micro switch branch office listed in 
the Yellow Pages.

Shaft-Angle Encoder 540
Has sine and cosine data in cyclic 

binary form
This shaft-angle encoder, model 

DV-SC11A, has a precision code disc 
containing sine and cosine informa
tion in cyclic binary form. Accuracy 
of the instrument is 211 ±1 bit of 
the sine or cosine value. When used 
with a servo shaft positioner, linear 
to sine-cosine conversion can be ac
complished without complicated 
storage or computational facilities. 
The unit has a size 23 or 35 synchro 
mount with an outer diameter of 
3-3/4 in. and an overall length of 
6-1/2 in.

Dychro Corp., Dept. ED, 49 Wal
nut St., Wellesley 81, Mass.

different types of terminals, contact arrange
ments, and materials for a wide range of 
operating temperatures.

.SOO

.SÓO .

BASIC SWITCH
This sub-subminiature is the smallest single
pole double-throw snap-action switch avail
able. Despite its tiny size it combines long 
operating life with ample electrical capac
ity. This is a perfect example of MICRO 
switch precision in space-saving sub-sub
miniature size.

Capacities are 0.001 to 1 yf

Offered in capacities from 0.001 
to 1 pf and in 100, 200, 400, and 
600 v de ratings, type 623 mylar 
capacitors may be used at full rated 
voltages to 85 and 125 C without 
derating. Typical applications are 
in TV, radio, hi-fi, and industrial in
strumentation. The tolerance is 
±5%. The units are encapsulated in 
epoxy.

Good-All Electric Manufacturing 
Co., Dept. ED, 112 W. 1st St., 
Ogallala, Nebr.
Availability: Units can be delivered 
three days after receipt of order.





FRONTIERS OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY IN

COMMUNI CAT IONS

Lockheed’s interest in developing the science of com
munications extends from the depths of the oceans to 
deep space. Its Missiles and Space Division research 
programs deal with the development and application of 
statistical communication and decision theory in such 
areas as countermeasures; telemetry multiplexing and 
modulation; scatter communications; multiple vehicle 
tracking; millimeter wave generation and utilization; 
sonic signal detection and processing; avoidance of 
multipath degradation ; and interference avoidance.

Associated research and development efforts are 
directed toward propagation studies and advanced 
antenna design ; low noise amplifiers ; vehicle borne signal 
transmission and reception, data storage and processing ; 
solid state materials and devices.

Activities range from advanced studies of naval com
munication problems on and under the oceans; the many 
applications to satellite vehicles; on to the specialized 
communication problems of deep space explorations. 
Latter needs are exemplified by high frequencies, low 
weight and power, high stability, low effective bandwidth, 
extreme reliability and basic simplicity requirements.

Herodotus, the historian, records 
(490 B.C.) the use of burnished shields for 
military signaling. This was the forerunner of 
the heliograph, invented by Sir Henry C. 
Mance, which came into wide use 
centuries later.

Engineers and Scientists: Investigating the entire spec
trum of communications is typical of Lockheed Missiles 
and Space Division’s broad diversification. The Divi
sion possesses complete capability in more than 40 areas 
of science and technology—from concept to operation. 
Its programs provide a fascinating challenge to creative 
engineers and scientists. They include: celestial 
mechanics; communications; computer research and 
development; electromagnetic wave propagation and 
radiation; electronics; the flight sciences; human engi
neering; magnetohydrodynamics; man in space; mate
rials and processes ; applied mathematics; oceanography; 
operations research and analysis; ionic, nuclear and 
plasma propulsion and exotic fuels ; sonics ; space medi
cine ; space navigation ; and space physics.

If you are experienced in work related to any of the 
above areas, you are invited to inquire into the interesting 
programs being conducted and planned at Lockheed. 
Write: Research and Development Staff, Dept. G-21, 
962 W. El Camino Real, Sunnyvale, California. U.S. citi
zenship or existing Department of Defense industrial 
security clearance required.

Lockheed MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION
Systems Manager for the Navy POLARIS FBM; the Air Force AGEN A Satellite in the DISCOVERER, 
MIDAS and SAMOS Programs; Air Force X-7 ; and Army KINGFISHER

SUNNYVALE. PALO ALTO. VAN NUYS. SANTA CRUZ. SANTA MARIA. CALIFORNIA • CAPE CANAVERAL. FLORIDA • ALAMOGORDO. NEW MEXICO • HAWAII
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Null Detector

WRITE FOR NEW ZERO STOCK BOX CATALOG

SEND TODAY FOR 
FACT-PACKED FOLDER 

on Raytheon control knobs, 

electrical components and 

panel hardware. Address 

Raytheon Company. 55 

Chapel St., Newton, Mass.

TWO SLOPING-POINTER KNOBS 
have just been added to Raytheon's 
widely used industrial and military 
knob line. Fully comply with military 
specifications. Black or grey. Mirror 
or matte finish. 70-series for W shaft.

Choose from more than 11,600 sizes, shapes and heights 
of square, round, rectangular boxes and covers — 

pay no tooling charge! All can be trimmed and modified 
to your specification . . . brackets and fasteners can be 

nstalled, holes and louvers punched, etc. Complete facilities 
for welding and painting too! Send print or contact your 

Zero Representative for quote on custom deep drawn 
parts using the exclusive Zero-Method tooling.

This miniature trimmer capacitor provides linear 
turning at the rate of 0.4 pf per turn. Metal parts 
are made of invar and brass to provide a tempera
ture coefficient of capacitance of ±50 ppm per 
deg C. Silver plating provides minimum corro
sion resistance as well as a minimum Q-factor of 
500 at 50 me. Dielectric strength is 1500 v or 
higher. Four models offer capacitance ranges of 
1 to 4.5 pf, 1 to 8.5 pf, 1 to 12 pf, and 1 to 18 pf. 
Behind-panel lengths are 27/64, 5/8, 13/16, and 
1-1/32 in. Uses are in airborne transmitters, com
puters, and communications receivers.

Corning Glass Works, Dept. ED, Bradford, Pa. 
Availability: From stock.
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ll'ICim RAYTHEON COMPANY 
industrial Components Division 
55 Chapel Street, Newton, Mass»
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Model 9844 ac null detector, for use with ac 
bridges, electrolytic conductivity bridges, and 
current and potential transformer test sets, comes 
with interchangeable filter units that permit the 
detector to operate at 50, 60, 400, or 1,000 cps. 
The instrument provides five choices of sensitivity 
from 10,000 to 1 with a maximum sensitivity of 
0.3 pv per scale division for source resistances to 
20,000 ohms.

Leeds & Northrup Co., Dept. ED, 4934 Stenton 
Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.
Availability: From stock.

11,600 Standard Sizes 
and Shapes WITH NO TOOLING COST!

Designs may be improved or developed to their highest de
gree of efficiency only when the engineer is free to place his 
drive or driven units wherever necessary in order that he 
may save space, facilitate servicing, or provide for easier as
sembly. Flexible Shafting utilized within or in conjunction 
with a product enables the design engineer to reduce the 
number of parts, economize on space, and simplify the group
ing of working units. He is able to do this because of the 
ability of flexible shafting to transmit power over, under, 
and around obstacles between the drive and driven units.

A good example of this is the above illustration. Although 
this diagram represents a small, compact unit, obstacles in 
the path of the shafts would present no serious problem to 
the designer. The shafts merely curve around the obstacles. 
When the unit is in production, none of the shafts have to be 
aligned; they are merely fastened to their respective units by 
ferrules on each of the shafts.

For complete information concerning Flexible Shafting, write 
on your letterhead to F. W. Stewart Corporation, 4311-13 
Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago 13, Illinois.

Flexible Shafting For The 

DESIGN ENGINEER

/MO ZERO MANUFACTURING CO.
7 1121 Chestnut Street Burbank, California 

Telephone Victoria 9-5581 • TWX 8888

representatives in 26 key cities covering the US.

Trimmer Capacitor
Has 0.4 pf change per turn

NEW!

drawn 
aluminum 

boxes 
and

covers

For instruments that 
deserve the precision 
engineered look.

RAYTHEON 
CONTROL 

KNOBS 
virtually eliminate parallax
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AVAILABLE AGAIN

REPRINTS OF

Designing with Tunnel Diodes"

If you missed our previous offer, 

here's your chance to order your 

copy of the exclusive report, "De

signing with Tunnel Diodes."

This 12 page report covers such im

portant topics as tunnel diode char

acteristics, limitations they impose, 

their effect on circuitry stability, 

and methods of measurement.

A must for all who may use tunnel 

diodes, the report is ideal for your 

reference library.

How to Order: The price is $.35 

each through the reader service 

number below; $.25 for one, and 5 

for $1.00 if you use the handy 

coupon.

Mail to Dept. ED72O, 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN 
830 Third Ave., 
New York 22, N.Y.

Frequency Monitor 454
Range is 400 cps to 10 kc

These solid-state frequency monitors operate 
over the range of 400 cps to 10 kc at an accuracy 
of ± 1%. The input supply voltage is 28 v de with 
a minimum input signal of 900 mv. Output is 
spdt. The units operate over the temperature 
range of —55 to 4-125 C and are able to stand 
shock, vibration, and altitude as specified in 
MIL-T-5422C. Functions such as time delays for 
opening or closing contacts and activating warn
ing or control devices may be incorporated in the 
basic monitor.

Voi-Shan Electronics, Dept. ED, 13259 Sher
man Way, North Hollywood, Calif.

Modular Amplifiers
Three types are offered

1 copy $.25 Please send me 

copies of "Designing with Tunnel 
Diodes"

5 copies $1.00 Payment enclosed.

NAME....................................................

COMPANY

ADDRESS ..............................................

CITY ZONE STATE....

The 1000 series subminiature modular ampli
fiers are basic building blocks for 400-cps analog 
computers and instruments. Three types are of
fered. The servo amplifiers with outputs to 6-w, 
have good gain control field tuning capacitors, 
and need no external heat sink. The booster sum
ming amplifiers have an accuracy of 0.05% and can 
sum up to six inputs; they can drive a size 11 
resolver or one or more computing potentiome
ters. The automatic-gain-control amplifiers have 
an AGC range of better than 200:1; these units 
have low-noise output and negligible distortion 
and phase shift.

Modular Electronics Corp., Dept. ED, 149 N. 
Franklin St., Hempstead, L.I., N.Y.
Price: $279 to $299 ea.

OTHER FUSE POSTS 
MAY LOOK LIKE THESE... 

BUT ONLY LITTELFUSE HAS PDQ*
A Fuse Post to meet every application — every requirement 

" »T । Ur MT
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C D
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F G

EXTRACTING FUSE POSTI Fuse is held in end of 
removable knob for quick, safe and easy replace
ment of blown fuse. Safe ’’dead front” fuse 
mountings assured. U/L Approved.
A—3AG Fuse Post (finger operated knob)— 

No. 342001
A—8AG Fuse Post (finger operated knob) — 

No. 372001
B—3AG Fuse Post (Screwdriver Slot)—

No. 341001
B—8AG Fuse Post (Screwdriver Slot)— 

No. 371001
C—4AG Fuse Post (Finger Operated Knob)— 

No. 442001
D—3AG Miniature Fuse Post (Finger Operated) 

—No. 342012
E—NEW INDICATING 3AG FUSE POSTSI 
(344,000 series) It Glows When The Fuse Blows. 
Long life incandescent bulb for low voltage ranges 
—2J^-7V; 7-16V; 16-32 V. New high degree vacuum 
neon lamp for high voltage ranges for greater 
brilliance and visibility—90-125V; 200-250V.
WATERTIGHT FUSE POSTS Specially designed for 
use where excessive moisture is a problem.
F—5AG Watertight Fuse Post. Has flange mount

ing.—No. 571004.
G—3AG Watertight Fuse Post—No. 342006 
G—4AG Watertight Fuse Post—No. 442006
For complete detail* on these item* and quotation* on 
special application requirement*, write to : Dept. D-7.

‘Precision Engineering 
Design Know-how 
Quality Craftsmanship

LITTELFUSE
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS
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For 60, 120, and 400 cps

Model 201

C. E. S. Electronic Products, Dept. ED, P. O,

standard

Silicon Diodes

up to

120

Model RB 504
Bench mount

7504, San Diego 7, Calif.
Price & Availability: $85 
model; 14-day delivery.

This is the huge Saturn Super-Booster under development for the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration at Redstone Ar
senal, Alabama. Consisting of eight H-l liquid propellent engines 
with a combined thrust rating of 1.5 million pounds, it will be four 
times as powerful as the largest group of engines available to the 
free world today. When assembled with second, third, fourth and 
possible fifth stages, Saturn Super-Booster will be able to put 
several tons of instruments on the moon.

Each mammoth Saturn vehicle may have three sub-miniature 
FAIRCHILD RG-101 RATE GYROS at the heart of the main control 
system. Now under evaluation by NASA at Huntsville, each of 
these thimble-sized gyros (weighs only two ounces) measures rates 
about one of three mutually perpendicular axes—generates an
ticipatory corrective signals to keep Saturn c*n course.

Built to the most demanding specifications, these RG-101 floated 
gyros represent the most advanced state of the art-another 
reason why Fairchild is the foremost manufacturer of high
performance precision sensing devices.

Also from North Atlantic 
...a complete line of 
complex voltage ratio
meters... ratio test sets... 
phase angle voltmeters

Name your ratio measurement 
and its probable there’s a North 
Atlantic Ratio Box to meet them 
— precisely. Write for complete 
data in Bulletin 11 N

selective rejection filter is for use

Fairchild components... built and tested beyond the specs for Reliability in Performance

Fairchild RG-101 floated rate 
gyros are the smallest made 
by anyone! And the most rug- 
ged!-Only ’X»" diam. x 1%" 
long. Withstand 150 g’s of 
shock and 30 g’s vibration to 
2000 cycles without damage, 
'ver the entire design range 
5 degs./sec. to 1000 degs./ 
sec. max. rate. Threshold rate 
is less than .025 degs./sec. 
Self-test capabilities for easy 
remote checkout. Gimbal sys
tem's freedom of movement 
can be checked over entire 
range of travel, from limit stop 
to limit stop in most designs. 
Friction ot threshold level, 
sensitivity, and even damping 
ratio can be checked from the 
blockhouse. Run-up time is 
less than five seconds, using 
over-.-oltage techniques.

Forward current is 
3 4 amp

Frequency: 25 cps to 10 kc.

Accuracy: 10 ppm to 1.0 ppm 

Input voltage: O.35f to 2.5f 

Input impedance: 60 k to
1 megohm

Effective series impedance: 
7.5 ohms to 0.5 ohms

Long life, heavy duty switches

GYROS

PRESSURE 
TRANSDUCERS

POTENTIOMETERS 

ACCELEROMETERS

NORTH ATLANTIC 
industries, inc.

Terminal Drive, Plainview, L I., N. Y. 
OVerbrook > «61 3

These silicon JEDEC diodes are for use in ap
plications requiring forward currents up to 3/4 
amp and low leakage current at temperatures to 
165 C. Designated types 1N440 through 1N444, 
1N440B through 1I444B, IN 1487 through 1N1492, 
and IN 1692 through 1N1695, the units are her
metically-sealed and do not need heat sinks. The 
1N440 and 440B series provide de output currents 
of 300 to 750 ma at 40 C over a piv range of 100 
to 500 v. The B series is for use where low leak-

as a notch marker in swept audio frequency 
measurements, in isolating sources of hum, ripple, 
and other frequency components, and in eliminat
ing frequencies not wanted. The unit can be sup
plied with three to 10 rejection frequencies. The 
standard model is supplied for 60, 120, and 400

FAIRCHILD
SENSING
DEVICES
PROVEN 
IN FLIGHT

ELECTRONIC DESIGN • July 20, i960

¡g COMPONENTS DIVISION
2J5 Park Avanua. Hick,villa. L I.. N Y. • 4111 f. Woihingtoa Blvd , Im Angata CaW 
A Subsidiary of Fairchild Camera and Inetrument Corporation
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With any of North Atlantic's 
RB500 Ratio Boxes you can now 
measure voltage ratios about zero 
and unity—without disrupting test 
set-ups.

And—a complete range of models 
from low cost high-precision types 
to ultra-accurate ratio standards 
— in portable, bench, rack mount, 
binary and automatic stepping 
designs —lets you match the 
model to the job.

For example, characteristics cov
ered by the RB500 Series include:

To +l.lllll„.with 
accuracy to 1 ppm

SATURN 1
WILL BE ON COURSE!
... AIDED BY 3 FAIRCHILD GYROS



ELECTRONIC COOLINGFIELD TEST Magnetron Modulators
Replace thyratronsENGINEERS

accomplishment the

filled

Environmental Chamber

AIR-MOVING UNITSppm

tches

Convair Division of

Division, Detroit 32, Michigan

and .Standard > are trademarks of American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation

ÄMERicAN-^Standard

0, 19601
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Miniaturized vaneaxial fan—a 
typical unit for cooling elec* 
tronic equipment in aircraft.

Versatile, practical-minded 
engineers with a record of

itic’s 

i now 
t zero 
g test

sitions must
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immediately at various lo
cations, from Cape Ca
naveral, Florida to Van
denberg AFB near Santa 
Maria, California. Field test 
operations are in two ma
jor groups: ACTIVATION— 
coordination of construc
tion and the integration of 
support systems with facil
ities; and OPERATIONS— 
the preparation, checkout 
and launching of the mis
sile itself. Specific require
ments are in R. F. com
munications, instrumenta
tion, missile control and 
guidance systems.

Write now to R. B. Merwin, 
Engineering Personnel Ad
ministrator, Department 
130-90

Providing temperatures from —20 to —85 C, 
model 6L-A2-20 environmental chamber has point 
control of ±0.1 C in repeatability and tempera
ture variation of less than 1 C. Having a capacity’ 
of 6 cu ft, the chamber is protected against high 
pressure build-up or loss of refrigerant. Air cir
culation is positively controlled by two blowers 
operating in a plenum chamber.

Harris Refrigeration Co., Dept. ED, 308 River 
St, Cambridge 39, Mass.

missile, aircraft or related 
fields will now qualify for a 
field test position at Con- 
vair-Astronautics — cre
ators and testers of the 
mighty ATLAS ICBM. Po-

GENERAL 
DYNAMICS

5513 Kearny Villa Road. 
San Diego, California

age current and high forward current are re
quired.

International Rectifier Corp., Dept. ED, 1521 E. 
Grand Ave., El Segundo, Calif.
Price & Availability: The IN 440 and 440B series 
arc priced at $1.90 to $4.45 ea. Other units are 
priced as low as $0.70. Delivery is from stock.

AMERICAN BLOWER PRODUCTS • ROSS PRODUCTS e KEWANEE PRODUCTS 

CIRCLE 114 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Made to replace thyratrons for pulsing magne
trons, type SCR modulator operates from 115 v 
ac at 60 or 400 cps, or 28 v de. These solid-state, 
plug-in, modular units meet the shock and vibra
tion requirements of MIL-T-5422C, operate over 
the temperature range of —65 to -|-125 C, and 
have a transfer efficiency of 85%.

Voi-Shan Electronics, Dept. ED, 13259 Sher
man Way, North Hollywood, Calif.

CONVAIR 
ASTRONAUTICS

Choose from many sizes and designs to pre

vent breakdowns from self-generated heat in

sensitive electronic equipment. All units can 

be modified. Or units can be built to fit your 

requirements. For individual specification 

sheets, write, detailing your needs, or send for 

Bulletin 5412. American-Standard* Industrial



NEW PRODUCIS
Multi-Turn Potentiometer 617

Linearity tolerance is 0.5%

Now available...

Type 150 multi-turn potentiometer has a resist
ance tolerance of ±10%, a linearity tolerance of 
0.5% and a power figure of 5 w at 4 C derated to 
zero at 100 C. Closer tolerances can be furnished. 
Resolution is claimed to be infinite. A slide wire 
resistance element is used. The 2.6-oz unit oper
ates in the temperature range of —55 to —1-100 C 
and is available with resistances of 2 to 35 ohms.

International Resistance Co., Dept. ED, 401 N. 
Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa.
Price if Availability: About $12; four to six weeks 
for delivery.

Pneumatic Check Bench 518
For pressure or vacuum testing

WB ■<'-

ri qtewO ♦* » • ’/■ ’ 4 I* **

J& . . .f ■ ■.
-, ; . : . . '

s»¿p$ijJr± 
.¿i

This portable pneumatic check bench is for 
testing pressure switches, vacuum switches, and 
other pressure or vacuum operated equipment. 
The unit is controlled by a selector valve which 
turns on pressure or vacuum supplied by a com
pressor that operates on 28 v de. This compressor 
is controlled for 400 psi. Low and high pressure 
ports are furnished and can be used individually 
or simultaneously. The bench weighs 56 lb and 
measures 21 x 16-1/2 x 11-1/2 in.

Custom Components, Dept. ED, 2928 Empire, 
Burbank, Calif.
Price if Availability: $2300 ea; 30-day delivery 
time.
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MILITARY TYPE
Silicon Mesa Transistors
11Ç * 2N696
UdA 2N697
Per: MIL-S 19500 99A
At last you can use these advanced types in military 

equipment without having to obtain “non-standard part 
approval”. And Rheem can deliver both types in production 

quantities immediately at no increase in price.
These and all Rheem transistors are subjected to reliability 
testing which includes: 100%—300°C storage; 100%—two 
hermetic seal tests; 100%—temperature cycling. A sample 
of every lot must pass 15 environmental tests which exceed 
the most stringent combination of military specifications. 
And complete individual lot control is maintained. These 
tests are only part of the Rheem “Mark XII: Master Test 
Specification for Silicon Mesa Transistors”. Applied to all 
Rheem transistors, “Mark XII” is the industry’s tightest 
synthesis of reliability test specifications.
Why not get in touch with us today1?

RHEEM 

IN THESE

VERY HIGH 
CURRENT 

FAST 
SWITCHING

RT5001
RT5002
RT5003
RT5004

RELIABILITY ALSO AVAILABLE

SILICON MESA TRANSISTORS . . .

HIGH 
CURRENT 

FAST 
SWITCHING

MEDIUM 
POWER 

GENERAL 
PURPOSE

MEDIUM 
POWER 

LOW 
STORAGE

2N698 
2N699
2N1409 
2N1410 
2N1420 
2N1507
2N1613

♦2N497
♦2N498
♦2N656
♦2N657

2N1252
2N1253

♦Certified to meet MIL-T-19500/74 (USN)

RHEEM SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION
A Subsidiary of Rheem Manufacturing Company
Dept. Cl, P.O. Box 1327, Mountain View, California. Yorkshire 8-9211

SALES OFFICES Western: 5150 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, WEbster 7-1844 
327 Moffett Boulevard, Mountain View, Calif. Yorkshire 8-9211 
Central: 6519 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis 23, UNion 6-8751 
18450 Livernois Avenue, Detroit 21, UNiversity 3-2879 
1919 N. Harlem Avenue, Chicago 38, BErkshire 7-4200 
Eastern: 610 E. Palisade Avenue, Englewood, N. J., LOwell 7-4336 
401 Lowell Street, Lexington, Mass., volunteer 2-8850*6132 
Baltimore Boulevard, Riverdale, Md., UNion 4-4642
Export: Dage Corporation, 219 E. 44th Street, New York 17, 
Murray Hill 2-6755, Cable Address: "Dagecorp”

DISTRIBUTORS Western: Avnet Corporation, 5877 Rodeo Road, Los Angeles, 
UPton 0-6141 «Avnet Electronics Corp, of Northern California, 
1262 N. Lawrence Station Road, Sunnyvale, Calif., REgent 6-0300 
Westates Electronics Corp., 11334 Playa Street, Culver City, Calif., 
EXmont 1-6201
Central: Allied Radio Corp., 100 Northwestern Avenue, Chicago, 
HAymarket 1-6800
Eastern: Almo Radio Co., 412-16 N. 6th Street, Philadelphia, 
WA 2-5918 «Arrow Electronics Inc., 525 Jericho Turnpike, 
Mineola. L. I., N. Y., PI 6-8686 • Eastern Radio Corp., 
312 Clifton Avenue, Clifton, N. J., GRegory 1-6600 • Radio Shack Corp., 
730 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston 17, REgent 4-1000

CIRCLE 115 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
ELE TRONIC DESIGN « July 20, 1960

Transducers 610
Differential transformer type

Series 103A linear-displacement, differential- 
transformer transducers offer resolution to 0.5 pin. 
and linear ranges to ±0.1 in. Linearity is 0.25%. 
Output is 3 mv per 0.001 in. per v of excitation.

Daytronic Corp., Dept. ED, 225 S. Jefferson St., 
Dayton 2, Ohio.
Price: $120.

Quartz Pick-Up 460
Measures to 200,000 psi

I
Model 601/633 miniature quartz pick-up meas

ures ballistic pressures to 200,000 psi. It has a 
natural frequency of 100,000 cps, a rise time of 
5 psec, and can be mounted in a 3/8-in. threaded 
hole. The unit is virtually unaffected by tem
perature, time, or mechanical stress.

Kistler Instrument Corp., Dept. ED, 15 Web
ster St., North Tonawanda, N.Y.
Price Lx Availability: $520 ea; from stock.

Coaxial Terminations 430
For 50-ohm lines

The TC series of coaxial terminations, for 50- 
ohm lines, is useful over a frequency range from 
de to over 2 kmc. The maximum vswr varies from 
1.15 to 1.25, depending on the type of connector 
required. Types N and C are rated at 2 w and 
types TNC and BNC are rated at 0.5 w. Other 
types are available on special order.

Coax Devices, Dept. ED, Chelsea 50, Mass. 
Price ¿r Availability: Price is from $14 to $25 ea.
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■ New LAMBDA
HTB Regulated Power Supplies
I 5 and IO AMP 0-34 VDC

CONVECTION COOLED
• Convection cooled—no in

ternal blowers to wear out

3’A* 
ON

5 AMP 
MODELS

T 

7" 
ON 

10 AMP 
MODELS A.

37T PANEL HEIGHT ON 5 AMP MODELS

• Guaranteed for a full
5 years

• Ambient temperature 50°C

• Excess ambient thermal 
protection

• Special, high purity foil, 
hermetically sealed long
life electrolytic capacitors

• Hermetically sealed trans
former designed to 
MIL-T-27A

• Remote sensing and DC 
vernier

New LAMBDA LA Series Condensed Data
Ripple 
and Noise: Less than 1 millivolt rms with either terminal 

grounded.
VOLTAGE RANGE1 PRICEMODEL

DC OUTPUT:
(Regulated for line and load)

CURRENT RANGE?

LA50-03A 0-34 VDC 0- 5A $395
LA50-03AM 0-34 VDC 0- 5A $425
LA100-03A 0-34 VDC . 0-10A $510
LA100-03AM 0-34 VDC 0-10 A $540
1 The output voltage for each model is completely covered in four steps by 

selector switches plus vernier control and is obtained by summation of 
voltage steps and continuously variable DC vernier as follows:

MODEL VOLTAGE STEPS

Regulation :

Transient
Responses

Line: Better than 0.15 per cent or 20 millivolts 
(whichever is greater).
Load: Better than 0.15 per cent or 20 millivolts 
(whichever is greater).

Line or Load: Output voltage is constant within 
regulation specifications for step function line 
voltage change from 100-130 VAC or 130-100 
VAC or for step-function load change from 0 to 
full load or full load to 0 within 50 microsec
onds after application.

AC INPUT:
100-130 VAC, 60 ± 0.3 cycle. This frequency 
band amply covers standard commercial 
power lines in the United States and Canada.

OVERLOAD PROTECTION:
Electrical: Magnetic circuit breaker front panel mounted.

Special transistor circuitry provides indepen
dent protection against transistor complement 
overload. Fuses provide internal failure pro
tection. Unit cannot be injured by short cir
cuit or overload.

REMOTE SENSING:
Provision is made for remote sensing to 
minimize effect of power output leads on 
DC regulation, output impedance and tran
sient response.

PHYSICAL DATA:
Size: LA 50-03A. . .3^" H x 19" W x IW' D

LA100-03A. .. 7" II x 19" W x 14^" D
Panel Finish: Black ripple enamel (standard). Special fin

ishes available to customers specifications at 
moderate surcharge. Quotation upon request.

A LAMBDA
11-11 131 STREET • DEPT. 2 • COLLEGE POINT 56, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS CORP
INDEPENDENCE 1-8500

LA 50-03A, IA 50-03AM—2. 4, 8, 16 and 0-1 volt vernier 
LA100-03A, LA100-03AM—2, 4, 8, 16 and 0-4 volt vernier
2 Current rating applies over entire output voltage range DC Amplifier

Terminal
Breakdown factor is 9000 v

Type ST-1150 triple-turret, press- 
fit terminal, made for multi-layer 
or very complex circuitry requiring 
terminations of three or more con
ductors at one point, has a voltage 
breakdown factor of 9000 v, flash- 
over. It is for use in a chassis 0.11 in. 
thick and mounts in a hole measur
ing 0.158 ±0.002 in. Height above 
the chassis is 0.218 in. and Teflon 
body diameter above the chassis is 
0.187 in. The terminal resists high 
torque pulling under both assembly 
and operational conditions.

Sealectro Corp., Dept. ED, 610 
Fayette Ave., Mamaroneck, N.Y. 
Availability: Delivery time is 30 
days.

Stress-Testing Oven 514
Temperature range is 35 to 150 C

To permit continual heating of 
test materials during stress-measure
ment trials, this oven provides tem
peratures of 35 to 150 C regulated 
to within ±0.5 C. Controls include 
wattage selector switch and auto
matic thermostat plus an over-tem
perature controller. A remotely 
mounted temperature recorder re
sponds to instant temperature 
changes. Forced air circulation pro
vides uniform heat distribution.

The Electric Hotpack Co., Inc., 
Dept. ED, 5065 Cottman St., Phila
delphia 35, Pa.
Availability: Units are made on or
der.

Operates from —5 to +212 F

Designated the DA-10, this tran
sistorized de amplifier operates from 
—5 to +212 F, and handles signals 
as low as 0 to 10 mv, and as high 
as 250 mv. Under conditions of max
imum gain, an input signal of ±10 
mv will give an output of ±5 v. 
The unit withstands vibration of 
20 g from 15 to 2000 cps, shock of 
200 g, and acceleration of 200 g, 
each axis. It meets the humidity re-
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High Voltage Cartridge Rectifiers Eliminate Warm-Up Time and
>ve Filament Losses Common to Tube Rectification

TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE IN OVER 500 STANDARD TYPES

as magnetrons, elec-equipment sue!

hila

i or

max

ne
em

>ck of 
00 g, 
ty re-

CigarSize High Current 
Silicon Cartridge Rectifiers 
Handle up to 20,000 volts!

>ace 
lese 
rec-

ture 
pro-

tran- 
from

iito- 
em

C|»CL 811, 812 ON READER-SERVICE CARD >

CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD NO. 811

trostatic precipitators, de overpotential 
test units, electric welders, etc., they 
offer characteristics you will want to 
know about for your future projects.

requirements are advantages tl 
components offer you over vacuum
tifier tube types you might be using.

Single selenium cartridge rectifiers 
may be employed in conventional and 
special voltage doubler, tripler and 
quadrupler circuits, as well as in simple 
half-wave and full-wave circuits. Poly
phase operation is also possible. In 
addition to half-wave units, standard 
cartridges are available in full-wave,

This rectifier configuration was de
veloped and introduced to industry bu 
International Rectifier. The recent ad
dition of high current types makes this 
the widest selection available. The cur
rent range is from 45 to 440ma. PIV 
voltages range from 1500 to 16,000 
volts in standard types. With modifi
cation, the PIV can be increased to 
20,000. On special order, 72,000 PIV 
units can be supplied. For complete 
technical data on these units . . .

Specially "packaged" rectifiers com
prised of either silicon or selenium 
units in hermetically sealed housings 
provide up to 100,000 volts at current 
ratings from 1 milliampere to 1 ampere. 
They are operable in temperatures to 
-f-150 C. Individual units are available 
in half-wave, doubler or any of the 
conventional rectifier circuits.

If rectifiers in this voltage range 
fit into your project plans, write to 
our Electronics Products Department 
where ratings, configurations and pack
age designs can he tailored to your 
most exacting requirements.

Arbor Press 536
Has a working force of 2/5 ton
Called the Micro-Press 100, this 

machine has a throat opening of 
2-1/2 in. and is rated for a working 
force of 2/5 ton. It can be used in 
the assembly of miniaturized parts 
and electronic components. It comes 
with adjustable front and side gibs 
for alignment and application of 
force throughout the stroke of the 
ram. The press has a 2.5 x 1.5-in. 
working surface, cast iron frame, 
and ground base sides and mounting 
surfa es. For precision depth con
trol, it can be fitted with a dial indi
cator.

Di kinson & Associates, Dept. 
ED, i40 Alma St., Glendale 2, Galif. 
Prict: Unit price is $32, fob Glen
nie Quantity discounts available.

Semiconductor "cartridge type” recti
fiers can bring simplicity and compact
ness to your high voltage power supply 
design. Freedom from warm-up time 
filament circuit complications, reduced 
heat radiation, increased physical rug
gedness and a reduction in s

Strain Gage Calibrator 356
Accuracy is ±0.05% of reading

Having an accuracy of ±0.05% of 
reading, model 170-P strain-gage, 
transducer calibrator has a base 
range of 0% to 20%, with add-to read
ing ranges of 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%. 
The system consists of a digital indi
cator with a remote cable connected 
case. The remote case provides in
put for any of six separate trans
ducers. Span adjustments are vari
able from 1.5 to 3.03 mv per v. By 
selector switch, the operator selects 
a fixed 3 mv per v or the remote case 
variable span. An absolute zero or 
the remote case variable zero can 
also be selected.

Gilmore Industries, Inc., Dept. 
ED, 13015 Woodland Ave., Cleve
land 20, Ohio.

center tap. voltage doubler, and single
phase bridge types.

Over 501» standard selenium cart
ridge types are now in full production 
at International Rectifier Corporation, 
the firm that pioneered this configu
ration. With a voltage range of from 
20 to 20,000 volts PIV and current 
ratings from 0.2 to 195ma, there is sure 
to be a type to meet your most exacting 
need. Operating temperature range for 
standard types is —65°C to 4-100’C 
with specially processed cells available 
to extend the upper limit to +125°C 
if needed. For complete technical data 
on selenium cartridges...
CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD NO. 812

BXBCUTIVB OFFICES: BL MGUNDO, CALIFORNIA • PMONB OREOOM • CABLE RECTUBA

NFW YORK CITY» ISM LEMOINE, FONT LEE. N. J., WINDSOR 7 >311 • SYRACUSE, NEW YORK: 23M JAMES STREET, HEMFSTEAO 7 B49S • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS: 2OS W. WACKER DRB«. FRANKLIN 2-1MB 

CAMBRIDGE. MASS., 17 DUNSTER ST., UNIVERSITY 4 «520 • ARDMORE, FENNSYLVANIA. SUBURBAN SQUARE BLDG.. MIDWAY ».14M • BERKLEY, MICHIGAN: 17»» COOLIDGE HIGHWAY. LINCOLN B 1144

CANADA: IMI BANK ST., OTTAWA. ONTARIO, REGENT 3-M* '

WORLD’S LARGEST SUPPLIER OF INDUSTRIAL METALLIC RECTIFIERS • SELENIUM • GERMANIUM • SILICON

qui ements of MIL-E-5272B Proce
dili III. The unit measures 3 x 1.87 
x 2.62 in. and weighs 11 oz. Appli
cai >ns include thermocouple and 
resi five transducer output signal 
amplification.

I nited ElectroDynamics Inc., 
Dept. ED, 200 Allendale Road, 
Pasadena, Galif.
Price & Availability: Delivery from 
stock takes from 10 to 30 days. 
Price is $1240 for quantities of 1 to 
9: $1190 for 10 to 49; and $1150 for 
$0 to 99.

Compact High Voltage “Packaged” Rectifiers Now 
Provide Ratings to 100,000 volts... Up to 1 Amp!

If your application calls for high- 
voltage rectification in high tempera
tures or cramped quarters . . . these 
are the rectifiers to specify! You’ll get 
all the basic advantages of tubeless 
rectification plus higher current rat
ings, wider operating temperature 
range (—55G to +150°C) and a 
smaller unit than other rectifier types 
can offer. In some cases the reduction 
in space requirement can be as much 
as 95% over conventional types!

These hermetically sealed, ceramic 
housed units withstand the severe 
vibration and shock encountered in air
craft and missile flight with full relia
bility. For specialized industrial



'TWIXT TRIMMERS... NEW PRODUCTS
there's little difference in shape 

not much difference in size 
butaHIG DIFFERENCE INSIDE

Instrument Tubes 474

Reliability thru proven manufacturing techniques is inherent in 
f IC Trimmers. 1 IC Standard Trimmers are not only dependable 
but are AVAILABLE FROM STOCK throughout the nation for 
fast deliveries.

And as an extra feature TIC has simplified your selection — 
military types in a choice of 4 mountings — all have a temperature 
range of-55°C to -225°C.

TIC box trimmers with recessed lid are designed for the most 
efficient four point scaling against moisture and dust.

Standard box trimmers are individually subjected to bubble 
testing.

Plate currents are balanced within 15%

Types 7728, 7729, 7730, 7731, 7732, and 7733 
miniature instrument tubes replace 12AT7, 
12AX7, 12AU7, 6U8A, and 6CB6; the 7733 is the 
instrument counterpart of 12BY7A. They have 
coil heaters, 48-hr stabilization of electrical char
acteristics, and are tested for 1000 hr life. Plate 
currents are balanced within 15%. Microphonics, 
hiss noise, and leakage currents are minimized.

CBS Electronics, Dept. ED, Danvers, Mass.

TRIMMERS
are dependable because 
they are designed and 
manufactured by 

TECHNOLOGY 
Instrument Corp.

m.unumfuinui/l

Banana-Plug Resistors
Power dissipation is 1 /4 to 2 w

with 
on ea 
use o 
tion. 
dered 
the e 
corne 
brack

E.

All welded connections and dual contacts on both resistance 
element and slip rings are quality manufacturing features of I IC 
Trimmers.
COMPARE you'll see the BIG DIFFERENCE INSIDE

EVE SERVICE 
is dependable because 
a wide selection of types 
and standards are

ton, ? 
Avail 
able j

distributed nationally by
TYPE
RTW-W1 (Wire Leads)

RTW-L1 (Solder Lugs)

RTW-L2 (Solder Lugs)

RTW-P1 (Printed Circuit Pins)

25 turn lead screw adjustment (9000°). Standard Resistance 
Values: 50 — 100K ohms. Non-standard values between 10 ohms 
and 125K ohms available on special order. Values below 10 ohms 
and between 125K and 225K ohms also available through the use 
of special techniques.

AVAILABLE 
FROM STOCK s

These banana-plug resistors are offered in

Subminiature TPC-P1 for printed ■
circuit application. ■

turn scum

(13320°). Standard Resistance
Values 50 — 30K ohms. Non-standard values between 10 ohms 
and 30K ohms available on special order.

eight sizes with from 1/4 to 2 w power dissipa
tion. Most units are non-inductively wirewound; 
carbon and film metal types can also be furnished. 
Tolerances are 1% through 0.005% absolute; sta
bility is 0.001%, and temperature coefficient is 
5 ppm per deg C. The units meet MIL-R93B and 
MIL-R9444. Plug spacing is 3/4 or 3/8 in.

Consolidated Resistance Co. of America, Inc., 
Dept. ED, 44 Prospect St., Yonkers, N.Y.
Price Lx Availability: About $2 ea for 0.1%-toler~ 
ance units in lots of 100. Made to order, units are 
ordinarily delivered in four weeks. Faster delivery 
is possible on request.

where and when 
you need them. 
Quantities 1 to 250 
of an item at 
factory prices.

Silic
Mici

Hav
Call 

sphere 
densit 
meltin 
600 m 
alone 
suitabl 
adhesi 
tions.

TYPE RWT-C1 (Wire Leads)

25 turn lead screw adjustment 
(9000°).
Commercial type, low cost 
trimmers have a temperature

Wirewound Resistors
Rated at 1 and 7 w

Call your 
Avnet 
Sales 
Engineer 
for dependable 
service and 
immediate 
delivery

Has 
1551 1 
Price i 
stock, 
receive 
ordere* 
per un

range of — 55°C to 4-85°C. Anodized metal cases and eyelet 
mounts permit stacking multiple units in limited areas.
Standard Resistance Values 50 — 20K ohms.
Non-standard resistance values between 10 ohms and 25K ohms 
available on special order.

For full details write, wire, or call

OF ILLINOIS
10130 West Pacific Ave., Franklin Park, Illinois, Gladstone 1-1 140

Subsidiary f TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
531 Mam Street, Acton, Massachusetts, COIomal 3-7756

These molded wirewound resistors are rated 
at 1 and 7 w. The 1-w units measure 0.417 in. 
long and 0.15 in. in diameter for up to 4,500 ohms 
or 0.542 in. long and 0.15 in. in diameter for up 
to 6,500 ohms. The 7-w units measure 1.218 in. 
long and 0.323 in. in diameter with a range to 
30,000 ohms. Both types derate linearly to 0 w 
at 275 C. Temperature coefficient is ±20 ppm 
per deg C. Tolerances can be as low as 0.1%.

Ohmite Manufacturing Co., Dept. ED, 3642 
Howard St., Skokie, Ill.

AVNET
AVNEWO State St Westbury. N Y ED 3-5800 
AVNET-5877 Rodeo Rd.. Los Angeles 16. Cal.- UP 0 M41 
AVNET.45 Winn St., Burlington, Mass. - RP 2-3060 
AVNE T’4180 Kettering Blvd Dayton 39. On.o AX 8 1^5?

AVNE I-126? N Lawrence Sta Rd . Sunnyvale. Cal.
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Bclanced-Phase 
Flex-Guide

NEW
from

CARP

I960

FLUSH-MOUNTING

For uhf transmission lines

The B-$ flex-guide, for nhf wave
guide transmission lines, is essen
tially a convoluted flexible tube 
with two, lapped axially seams, one 
on each broad waveguide wall. The 
use of two seams minimizes distor
tion. The flexible tubing that is sol
dered or welded to flange fittings at 
the extremities is supported at the 
corners by specially designed 
brackets.

E. M. T. Corp., Dept. ED, New
ton, NJ.
Availability: The product is avail
able for immediate delivery.

Silicone Dioxide 
Microspheres

Have a density of 4 lb per cu ft

Called Globe-O-Sil, these hollow 
spheres of silicone dioxide have a 
density of 4 lb per cu ft, a 2300 F 
melting point, and come in 300 to 
600 micron size. When used either 
alone or with binders, this filler is 
suitable as a material in insulation, 
adhesive, and refractory’ applica
tions.

Hastings Plastics, Inc., Dept. ED, 
1551 12th St., Santa Monica, Calif. 
Price ¿r Availability: Available from 
stock. Delivered 7 days after order 
received. Price is $2 per unit when 
ordered in quantities of 1 to 25; $1 
per unit for quantities over 2000.

rectilinear galvanometric 
recorders

y 
..bpnkn/.n.i±?Ji:

self-balancing potentlometri c 
recorders

■

I he NEW flush-mounting recti/riter and servo/riter recorders (single, dual, 
and wide channel) contain these operating conveniences, while retaining the 
reliability and performance characteristics of the proved TI portable recorders.

servo/n ter 
recorder

Exclusive convenience features are added 
to industry-proved recording performance

Tantalum Capacitors 450
Range is 0.5 to 200 pf

These etched foil tantalum elec
trolytic capacitors provide a range 
of 0.5 to 200 pf and working volt
ages to 150 v de. Three case sizes, 
equal to Cl, C2, and C3 of MIL- 
U)3‘ 65B, are offered. The etched 
foil provides higher maximum ca- 
pacit nee and has lower leakage- 
curre it characteristics than plain 
foil.

Oh nite Manufacturing Co., Dept. 
ID, 684 Howard St., Skokie, Ill.

1. Chassis rolls out and quickly disconnects for maximum ease of 
installation, adjustment or servicing.

2. Illuminated scales and pointers maintain high readability regardless 
of room light level.

3. Fingertip releases for chassis roll-out and swing-open chart carriage.
4. Flexible wide range zero adjustment on recti/riter recorder. One-half 

span of calibrated zero suppression provided in each direction.
5. Four-position switch provides off-on, in./hr., standby, and in./min.
6. Chart speed change gears provide 10 standard speeds.
7. Swing-open chart carriage permits easy paper loading and adjustment. 

Simply lift up to remove carriage. Advanced design eliminates chart 
drive gear train lash . . . gives better paper position accuracy.

8. Interior design provides flexibility and adequate space to add special 
functions with ease.

9. Dust tight case has key lock available for limited access. Dimensions: 
Single recorders—1114" W., 1214" H., 16" D.; Dual recorders— 
16%" W., 1214" H., 16" D.

10. Panel may be easily modified to permit paper feed through bottom 
of door.

Write for compiete Information *K Trademark of Texas Instruments

INSTRUMENTA TION
GROUP OF

Texas Instruments
GEOSCIENCES & INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION 

3609 BUFFALO SPEEDWAY • HOUSTON 6, TEXAS
C 'CLE 120 ON READER-SERVICE CARD >



NEW PRODUCTS
Insulation Material

TAKE A Dept. ED, 2241 S

Meter Calibrator

FLEXLEADACTUAL SIZE

safe ■

L FRANK
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COLORADO
How«ll Salts, Inc. 
4637 Dudley, Arvada

Indiana Ave., Chicago 16, 111.
Availability: 30-day delivery time.

0.016-in. thickness.
Wm. H. Welsh Co.

OHIO
C A. Robinson Company 
4143 Mayfield Road
Cl»«(land 21

PENNSYLVANIA
Samud A Joffrin, Inc 
105 Forrast Av*nu*. Narberih

TIXAS
Koch Engineering & Solei 
309 Meadow Bldg . Dollar 4

M F Klicpera Co r. O Bom 3113, Houlton 1

WASHINGTON 
Howell Sale*, Inc.
2029 McGiivra Blvd.,Seattle 2 c KLI

ELE 2Tf

FLORIDA
Special und Equipment Co. 
Bom No. 323, Cocoa Beach

ILLINOIS
Ellmger Sole* Corp 
6540 N W Hwy Ch toga 31

MASSACHUSETTS
Electronic Component* A
Service*
30 Huntington Av* Botton IB

MICHIGAN
Willi* I. Itombiey A Son 
3035 E Grand Blvd., Detroit 2

MINNESOTA
G. I Amewn A Co.
1407 Holdridge Ione Woyxatc

MISSOURI
.eeMor* Allocale* 
Boi No. B467, Konta* City

NEW JERSEY land Matta NYCI
John W. Richard! Co 
Route No. 46 
Fine Brodi

NEW YORK
Leo Jocob*on Co , Ine
1366 Kenmore Ave., Buffalo 23

CALIFORNIA
Handley, Inc. 
12960 Panama St 
lo* Angele* 66

(. I. Berman Company 
450 9lh St., San Francisco

NORRISTOWN. PENNSYLVANI

CIRCLE 122 ON READ-K-».vu v nd
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AT THE 
GUTS OF - 
HANDLEY’S 
WEETRIM

HIGH TEMPERATURE WIRE
When you specify Teflon FLEXLEAD for 
lead wire and cable applications, you're 
buying from the linn of Excellent:» . .. 
assurance of reliable performance 
FLEXLEAD’s tough coating of precision- 
extruded Teflon resists abrasion, moisture 
corrosion; and withstands temperatures to 
250" C without affecting its flexibility 01 
superior electricals. I
Markel processing includes careful ord 
complete testing of every Foot at se -1 
eral times rated voltage. FLEXLEAD, ’d 
MIL-W-16878C, is stocked for immedia’d 
delivery in all the standard colors ord 
sizes. Ask for samples, data, and pri« l 

•Du Pont TrBdw>'|

For drawn or formed materials

Types 507 and 509 insulation materials, for 
drawn or formed insulators, are cloth and Mylar 
and creped paper and Mylar, respectively. Type 
507 has a dielectric strength of 300 v per mil and 
a breakdown voltage of 2750 v for a 0.01 in.-thick- 
ness. Type 509 has a dielectric strength of 200 v 
per mil and a breakdown voltage of 2350 v for a

ARIZONA
E. J. Folty 8 Anociot*!
3840 N. Jokok* Dr., Scottsdal*

■ V ■ ...the Precision Trimming 
Potentiometer that will Standardize 
the Industry The Handley WeeTrim trimming potentiometer 
will standardize the type...and, as with other Wee Line products, WeeTrim is 
manufactured under strict quality control. Lightweight, wee in size, 
extremely stable, and WeeTrim has the other exclusive Handley Wee Line 
features. Write today! Literature will be provided immediately.

Model 600 meter calibrator checks the opera
tion of panel meters, VOM’s, VTVM s and 
portable instruments of 1% accuracy or less. Com
pletely solid state, the unit is suited for produc
tion or lab use. The ac and de ranges are 0 to 2.5, 
0 to 5, 0 to 10, 0 to 25, 0 to 50, 0 to 100, 0 to 250, 
and 0 to 500 v. DC range is 1 pa to 1 amp. For 
ohmmeters precision resistor ranges are 25 ohms 
to 2.5 meg. Accuracy on all ranges is ±0.5% of 
full scale.

Mid-Eastern Electronics, Inc., Dept. ED. 32 
Commerce St., Springfield, N.J.
Price Er Availability: $995 ea; 90 day delivery.

Cylindrical Band Heaters 399
For plastic molding and extruding machines

These cylindrical band heaters are for plastic 
molding and extruding machines. Made of an 
aluminized steel sheet and a one-piece alloy 
clamping band, the heaters are 1.5 in. wide and 
have an ID of 1-5/8 to 18 in. A wide range of 
wattage and voltage ratings is offered. Smooth 
internal contour provides a tight fit between the 
band and the cylinder.

Vulcan Electric Co., Dept. ED, 88 Holten St., 
Danvers, Mass.
Availability: The product is list tally made on 
order.

BOUND

HANDLEY REPRESENTATIVES

MARKEL



Ceramic Capacitors
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CLEAN
Electronic, Electrical, 

Mechanical Components 
and Contacts with

NO Film or Residue

Cobehn
HIGH-VELOCITY 

SPRAY-CLEAN TECHNIQUE

APPLICATIONS
Electronic Components & Assemolies: Di
odes, Transistors, Slip-Ring Commutators, 
Crystals, Vacuum Tube Components, Sub
Miniature Assemblies.

Meter A Instrument Components: Instru
ment Bearings, Jewel Bearings & Pivots, 
Gear Trains, Lapped Surfaces.

Electrical Contacts: Relays, Vibrators, 
Voltage Regulators, Sensitive Switches.

FEATURES
No film, residue, or corrosive effect to 
damage surface, fire and explosion hazard 
nil, non-polar, non-ionic, an all around 
safe operation.

For specific information about your 
critical cleaning problems, send prod
uct information and production re
quirements.

l%behn In=. wH 226 Passaic Avenue
Caldwell, N. 1 CApital 6-6675 

C KLE 126 ON READER-SERVICE CARD 
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For use in rf circuits

Types 90C and 91C high-voltage ceramic ca
pacitors, for use in rf circuits, have applications in 
transmitters, electronic welding equipment, and 
induction heaters. The ceramic dielectric used has 
an extremely high Q-factor and very stable retrace 
characteristics. A typical capacitor is rated at 100 
ppf at 5 kv and can carry 16.6 amp at 30 me.

Sprague Electric Co., Dept. ED, North Adams, 
Mass.

Scan Conversion Tube
Has variable erase time

Type 1300.32 scan conversion tube is a storage 
device with variable erase time, capable of simul
taneous reading and writing. It uses magnetic 
deflection and focus on both sides with provision 
of electrostatic focus and electrostatic dynamic. 
Its overall length is 23.77 in., and maximum di
ameter is 4 in. The tube has a hard glass envelope 
and an 8-pin base.

General Electrodynamics Corp., Electronic 
Tube Div., Dept. ED, 4430 Forest Lane, Garland, 
Tex.
Availability: The tube is available in sample 
quantities only. Delivery can be made 30 days after 
order received.

Time Code Generator
Stability is 3 ppb

LACROSSE ...
one of those rare accomplishments 
that makes a man proud he’s an engineer

Model ZA-810 time code generator, for labora
tory or field use in an instrument timing system, 
has a stability of 3 ppb. The two outputs are in 
de level shift form and modulated 1000 cps car
rier. The 36-bit code indicates time of day and 
days of the year and is read out once per second 
at a rate of 100 pps. Provision is made for WWV 
synchronization. Plug-in circuits are used. The unit 
occupies 7 x 19 x 18 in.

Electronic Engineering Co. of California, Dept. 
ED, 1601 E. Chestnut Ave., Santa Ana, Calif. 
Price ¿r Availability: Price is $11,180. Delivery 
time is 90 days.

When Lacrosse split a 2 x 4 from 19 
miles away, Martin-Orlando engi
neers knew they had a winner ... a 
one-shot killer.

Lacrosse is the Army’s most accu
rate surface-to-surface missile. It is 
fired from a highly mobile launcher 
somewhere in a rear area. A forward 
guidance team electronically picks 
up control of the missile in flight, 
and lays it dead on target.

Lacrosse is the kind of accomplish
ment engineers dream about. It came 
out of Martin-Orlando. So did Persh
ing, Bullpup, and Missile Master.

If you want success, recognition, 
and the feeling of being first with

the most, we’d like to hear from you. 
Florida sunshine, sparkling lakes 
and palm trees aren’t hard to take, 
either. Send resume to C. H. Lang, 
Director of Employment, The Mar
tin Company, Orlando 12, Florida.
CURRENT OPENINGS for engineers 
in these areas: ground and airborne 
electronics • advance design • systems 
• aerodynamics • quality and test • 
reliability • electronic manufacturing

WORK IN THE CLIMATE OF ACHIEVEMENT

CIRCLE 922 ON CAREER INQUIRY FORM, PAGE 169
1960 129
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Sense {(UW200/ 205 DIA

200

Measi#759

Capable of sensing de signals of size

Write for literature today

Los Angeles 45, California
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and weight are important, con

This magnetic voltage regulator provides volt
age regulation of ±1% with load variation up to 
100%. Designed for airborne and ground appli
cations, the unit has a power handling capacity of 
5 to 500 va and meets the shock, vibration, and 
altitude requirements of MIL-T-5422C. Input 
voltage is 115 v ac or 28 v de with frequencies of

1 562
1 187

341 39th Street • Brooklyn 32, N. Y.

opei 
amp 
in p

Representative Specs of only a few standard Mounting Washers 
Many others available . . . plus any “special” you specify!

Aerostat magnetic amplifiers have gains up to 
1,000,000. They deliver 1 v de output per micro
ampere of de control signal. The equivalent input 
drift is less than 10 pv under moderate environ
ments and 50 pv under severe environments. Gains 
are accurate to 3%. Units can measure weak de 
signals from thermocouples, strain gages, and 
other low-level signal sources. Model 103 shown 
operates on less than 2 w of 115-v, 400-cps, un
regulated power.

Acromag, Inc., Dept. ED. 22515 Telegraph 
Road, Southfield, Mich.
Price & Availability: $195 ea in quantities of one 
to five; from stock.

60, 360, or 1000 cps.
Voi-Shan Electronics, Dept. ED, 

man Way, North Hollywood, Calif.
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tact AiResearch first.
Environmental conditioning 

equipment has been produced for 
the following electronic systems: 
Detection • Communication 
• Control • Ground Support •

Guidance

AiResearch Gyro Conditioners 

for the U.S. Army Sergeant missile 
are the most complete and efficient 
systems of their type.

The 8 lb. package, consisting of 
heat exchanger, heater, thermal 
switches and three fans, maintains 
a hermetic atmosphere of 85°F. to 
160°F. in an outside ambient tem
perature of —20°F. to 140°F. Even 
temperature levels throughout the 
electronic compartment are main
tained by an internal fan and low 
velocity air movement.

AiResearch is the leading de
signer of such advanced electronic 
conditioning equipment and sys
tems, and this production unit is 
but one example of many produced 
for missile and ground support 
applications.

When fast attention to your prob
lem, high reliability and small unit

Stilli Us 

sure ra 
to 350 

enti 11.

1 437

1 062

141 DIA
2 HOLES

IIO DIA
4 HOLES

181 DIA
3 HOLES

250x 500 
SLOT

I 156 DIA 
2 HOLES

'149 DIA 
2 HOLES

Dielectrically Perfect... for maximum insulation and rapid heat dissipa

tion. RELIANCE MICA washers insure semi-conductor efficiency. “Preci

sion-Engineered” from start to finish . . . RELIANCE MICA offers better 

performance at less cost! For example . . .

• Al! parts made of quality .002 Mica, Mylar or Silicone varnished Fiberglass.

• G.E. SF85 (50) Silicone Fluid available as an aid in heat dissipation.

• Microminiature Film Washers, Mesa Transistor Types, available.

156 DIA
2 HOLES

at 1( 
mour 
metic 
are u

125 DIA
2 HOLES

400-4 *756

167 blAX— 
2 HOLES 4150

1 531

1 187

NEW PRODUCTS
Voltage Regulator

Write today for technical information, and price lists.

RELIANCE MICA 
CO., INC.

187 DIA
3 HOLES 

«715

PRECISION 
ENGINEERED

Environmental 
conditioning
for

missile 

guidance 

systems

r LOW LEVS 
MAGNETIC ampliò 

»atent applied k*

MICHIGAN—'



Silicon Rectifiers

TESTS ON NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC RESISTORS PROVE

ELECTRIC

Name
•ma

Company
CE CAN CIRCLE 124 ON READER-SERVICE CARD ► Address

ratings (5 to 200 watts), types, and 
mountings. Stable operation is but one

tronic 
d sys- 

mit is 

>duced 

ipport

Plate-type rheostats—windings are complete
ly encased in metal to give longer and 
mure reliable service for any application.

ill unit 
it, con-

ners 
issile 

cient

oning 
:ed for
stems:
•ation 
port • D-c contactors and relays—feature new 

“building-block” construction to give maxi
mum flexibility with minimum inventory

Under searing heat or sub-zero cold, 
General Electric resistors maintain their 
rated ohmic values. Actual laboratory 
tests have proved that these vitreous- 
enameled resistors hold their rated 
resistance under ambient temperatures

rmal 

itains 

T. to 

tem- 
Even 

at the 

main- 

d low

pon today for the 36-page catalog con
taining complete information on ratings, 
dimensions and ordering directions.

NEED OTHER COMPONENTS?
General Electric also has complete 

lines of contactors, relays, and plate 
rheostats for all your control needs. 
For more information, contact your 
General Electric Sales Engineer or mail 
this coupon today! Industry Control 
Department, Salem, Virginia.

of their outstanding qualities: They 
have sufficient terminal strength to hold 
up to 21 pounds of right-angle pull, 
and special terminals are available to 
hold up to 34 pounds. Their vitreous- 
enamel coating provides resistance to 
adverse atmospheric conditions.

Like to know more? Ask your Gen
eral Electric Apparatus Sales Engineer 
for a free set of sample resistors and 
test them yourself! And mail this cou-

from +700 F to

These General 
available in over

-70 F.

Electric resistors are 
1400 combinations ofPressure Transducer 490

Measures pressure of corrosive fuels

Type TP-100 1-in. pressure trans
ducer is designed to measure the 
pressure of corrosive fuels. To iso
late the potentiometer mechanism, 
it uses an evacuated, stainless steel 
inner case. Output signal resolution 
is • 25% for most ranges. The unit 
'tan Is to 100% over-pressure. Pres
sure ranges are from 0 to 5 up to 0 
to . 50 psi absolute, gage or differ
enti il.

1 irchild Camera And Instrument 
* or Dept. ED, Robbins Lane, 
fyo >et, L.I., N.Y.
Ava ‘ability: Delivery time is 40 to

For military applications

Types 1N1614, 1N1615, and 
1N1616 silicon rectifiers, for use in 
missiles and space probes, are de
signed to meet Mil specs E-L 1240, 
E-l/1241, and E-l T242. Able to 
operate from —65 to ¿-150 C at 5 
amp, they are also suitable for use 
m power supplies, magnetic ampli
fiers and regulators in guidance sys
tems, and in aircraft. Reverse volt
age ranges are from 200 to 600 v de. 
At 150 C, the maximum reverse cur
rent at rated piv is 1 ma. At 25 C, 
the maximum forward voltage drop 
at 10 amp is 1.5 v de. A copper 
mounting stud, glass-to-metal her
metic seal, and welded construction 
are used.

Bendix Aviation Corp., Dept. ED, 
Long Branch, N.J.

Are non-sticking

These armor-clad electric solder
ing iron tips are made from pure 
copper rod and iron-plated with 
electrolytic iron to a high standard 
oi non-porosity. The alloy sleeves 
around the shanks prevent freezing 
or sticking and eliminate the need 
for frequency removal of tips.

Engineering & Electronic De
vices, Inc., Dept. ED, 1220 Sunset 
Plaza Drive, l.os Angeles 46, Calif. 
Availability: From stock.

To: Section E784-23 
General Electric Co. 
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Please send the following bulletins 

□ GEA-6592—Vitreous-enameled resistors 
□ GEA-6474—Plato-type field rheostats 
□ GEA 6621—D-c contactors and relays



MICROMINIATURE Furnace
For semiconductors and crystals

Lower Mounting Height
CHRISTIE

Call Or Write For Additional Information

PRICE ELECTRIC
CORPORATION

132

ment 
other 
FM/F
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with

54 F ink
C XLi 

heztf

con; 
uniti

Model 60-SC furnace apparatus is for semicon
ductor preparation and for growing single crystal 
materials. Consisting of two or more tubular fur
naces, mounted on a common axis, the apparatus 
permits zone refining, directional freezing, slow 
crystallization, seeding, and crystal growing in the 
quartz work tube.

Marshall Products Co., Dept. ED. 270 W. Lane 
Ave., Columbus 2, Ohio.
Availability: Depends on applications.

reas 
Test 
maj(

CHRISTIE 
ELECTRIC CORPi

3416 W. 67th Street 
Los Angeles 43, Calif.
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For reliable switching of low-level as well as 
{jower loads. Style 6 A will operate at coil power 
evels below most larger current-sensitive relays in 

its general class, yet easily switches load currents 
of 2 amps resistive and higher at 26.5 VDC or 
115 VAC. Contact arrangement to DPDT.

Unique construction permits flexible wiring 

and a variety of schematics. Withstands 50 f I 
shock and 20 G vibration to 2000 cycles.

Meets applicable portions of specification!' 
MIL-R-5757C and MIL-R-25018 (USAF) 
Class B, Type II, Grade 3.

302 E. Church Street • Frederick, Maryland 
MOnument 3-5141 • TWX: Fred 565-U

CIRCLE 12S ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Component Processing Machine 262
Tapes components into continuous strip

This axial-lead, component processing machine 
automatically tapes resistors, capacitors, or diodes 
into a continuous strip; it then cuts or perforates 
the strip into packages containing any desired 
uniform quantity of sequence of quantities. Com
ponents are automatically counted while being 
packaged. Capacity of the machine is 8,000 per 
hr. On components with up to 3-in. body lengths, 
the machine will also straighten leads, trim lead 
wires, and automatically shut off.

Universal Instruments Corp., Dept. ED, Bing
hamton, N. Y.
Price & Availability: Made on order only; deliv
ered within 8 weeks. Price ranges between $2,500 
and $15,000.

Filling Machines 260
Inject compounds into components

This line of automatic, high-speed filling ma
chines injects viscous compounds into small com
ponents. The machines fill circular apertures in 
such components as drawn or molded shells of 
diameters up to 2 in. and which lend themselves 
to automatic hopper feeding. All machines have 
variable volume-controlled filling cycles compati
ble with the material being dispensed.

Swanson-Erie Corp., Dept. ED, 816 E. Eighth 
St., Erie, Pa.

Mode 
Crosb 
Telem

House« 
x 83¿> 
moduli 
Instrun 
RA-81
Model ' 
can be : 
frequer 
For :on

POWER

Precisely Regulated for 

Missile Testing, Battery 

Charging and General Use

Over 200 standardized and* 
militarized models up to 
1500 amps ... 6 to 135 
volts.CHRISTIE'SQUALITY 
CONTROL is approved by 
the leading aircraft and 
missile manufacturers.

Write for
Power Supply Bulletin AC-60 

Battery Charger Bulletin BC-60
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Push button frequency selection is one 
reason why the TO-258 Telemetering 
Test Oscillator is a standard in several 
major missile programs. This standout 
performer provides extremely accurate, 
convenient calibration of sub-carrier 
units in FM/FM telemetering systems. 
The unique deviation control is cali
brated directly in percent doing away 
with “slipstick” manipulation. High 
frequency stability makes the instru
ment ideal for production testing and 
other applications utilizing standard 
FM/FM test frequencies.

Model TO-258 
Crosby-Teletronics 
Telemetering Test Oscillator

Housed in a gray steel cabinet (17y^ 
x 834" x 9"), the unit is a full size 
module in Crosby-Teletronics’ Modular 
Instrumentation System. Rack-adapter 
RA-81 available. (Bulletin 249)
Model TO-258 — $425. Special models 
can be supplied at extra cost with any 20 
frequencies from 20 cycles to 100 KC. 
For omplete information and specifica
tion , write:

Crosby-Teletronics 
Corporation

Sales Office:
54 1 ¡nkel Street, Westbury 4, LI., N.Y.

C CLE 130 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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Furnace 263
For semiconductors and crystals

Model 60-SC furnace apparatus is for semicon
ductor preparation and for growing single crystal 
materials. Consisting of two or more tubular fur
naces mounted on a common axis, the apparatus 
permits zone refining, directional freezing, slow 
crystallization, seeding, and crystal growing in the 
quartz work tube.

Marshall Products Co., Dept. ED, 270 W. Lane 
Ave., Columbus 2, Ohio.
Availability: Depends on applications.

Electric Furnace 264
Provides 300 to 2300 F

Model LP-2472H electric furnace, for use in 
heat-treating, drawing, and glass annealing, pro
vides controlled temperatures of 300 to 2300 F 
with the fans removed and 150 to 1875 F with a 
forced convection fan. Zone gradient control op
erates by multiple circuits, with each circuit hav
ing its own input controller. Gradients are indi
cated by a pyrometer and thermocouples.

L and L Manufacturing Co., Dept. ED, 804 
Mulberry St., Upland, Chester, Pa.

Step and Repeat Machines 265
Speed is up to 350 repeat steps per hr

The Misomex step and repeat machine is for 
use in the production of dials, name plates, and 
printed circuits. Designed for single and multi
color, multiple image production as well as photo
composing, the equipment operates at speeds to 
350 repeat steps per hour with photographic ma
terials and 70 steps per hour with metal plates. 
Operation is automatic; a buzzer indicates the 
completion of each run.

Royal Zenith Corp., Dept. ED, 180 Varick St., 
New York 14, N.Y.

Vacuum Furnace 266
Continuous firing

Designed for mass volume production, model 
3423 continuous-firing vacuum furnace measures 
5 x 3-1/2 x 18 ft. The firing chamber is below 
atmospheric pressure and can be maintained as 
low as 0.01 micron continuously. The rate of pro
duction is governed by the firing cycle. Normal 
power consumption is 30 kw. It is used in the 
production of electronic tubes, semiconductors, 
lamps, and related devices.

Kahle Engineering Co., Dept. ED, 3322 Hudson 
Ave., Union City, N.J.

1960

THE AMCO MODULAR 
INSTRUMENT ENCLOSURE SYSTEM

TWO COMPLETELY NEW LINES ADDED IN STEEL AND ALUMINUM TO GIVE 

3 COMPLETE MODULAR FRAME LINES IN ONE OVER-ALL SYSTEM

A Amco Custom Line. Removable multi
panels and cowlings based on 19' incre
ments of width. Custom, single-unit ap
pearance for frames mounted in series— 
ideally suited for complex console ar
rangements. The 19'16' width of frame 
saves space in series mounting of frames. 
Constructed of double-channel 16 gauge 
cold-rolled steel. Conforms to EIA 
mounting standards.

B Amco Semi-Custom Lino. Removable 
multi-width cowlings provide a semi
custom, single-unit appearance for 
frames mounted in series. Extra rugged, 
wide box-type channel frames provide 
greater internal mounting area. 19' wide 
panels of any thickness can be recessed 
—from a flush-mounted position to any 
desired depth. Box type channel con
struction of 14 gauge cold-rolled steel. 
Conforms to EIA mounting standards.

C Amco Aluminum Lino. This system of 
aluminum box extrusions and cast 
corners allows easy assembly of cabinets 
in any size from 7* to 20' in height, 
width or depth. Corners and extrusions

lock together by hand with built-in lock
ing device. All sizes are standard. Ideal 
for stocking and odd-ball sizes. Cast 
and hardened corners of 356-T6 alumi
num as described in Federal Spec. 
QQ-A-596a. Extrusions of 6061-T6 
aluminum as described in Federal Spec. 
QQ-A-270a.

D Amco Accessories. A full line of Amco 
integrated accessories such as blowers, 
chassis slides and mounts, lighting, doors, 
drawers, dollies and many more avail
able for A, B and C shown.
Cost savings. All the above—or any 
part thereof—may be ordered under one 
combined discount schedule base de
termined by order dollar value. Orders 
received at one time with one delivery 
date may also be combined Free pre 
assembly by Amco provides additional 
savings in time and installation.
3 weak delivery en aU standard parts. 
We welcome inspection of our plant and 
facilities. Send for your free literature 
now.

Fictory-trained representatives in al Principal II. $. aties and in Canada

AMCO ENGINEERING CO.
7333 W. Alntllo Str.M, Chicago 31, lllln.lt

CIRCI! 131 OH REAOER-SERVICE CARO
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PRODUCTION PRODUCTS
Soldering Machine

For printed-circuit board soldering

Model 197 soldering machine, for laboratory 
and production use, is especially suited for 
printed-circuit board soldering. Tip heat is con
trolled by varying the current and by an adjust
able timer. The heating cycle is initiated by a 
trigger in the soldering gun, eliminating the arcing 
that causes pitting of the soldered surfaces.

Virginia Electronics Co., Inc., Dept. ED, River 
Road, and B & O Railroad, Washington 16, D.C.

Annealing Furnace

STABILIZE ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 
WITH THIS CONSTANT VOLTAGE UNIT
The Honeywell Constant Voltage Unit supplies extremely stable 
voltage or current to any electronic circuit. Use it to regulate power 
to suppression, bridge or measuring circuits, to retransmitting slide
wires ... or in many other fixed load applications. It can also be used 
with varying loads at a somewhat lower accuracy.
The unit consists of a step-down transformer to reduce a-c line 
voltage, a diode rectifier, and a two-stage Zener diode network to 
regulate voltage. It is accurately temperature-compensated from 
0 to 160°F. There are no moving parts, and no adjustment or main
tenance is required. It’s installed with five simple connections.
This is the same Constant Voltage Unit that has been field-proved in 
ElectroniK potentiometers. Your nearby Honeywell field engineer 
can give you full details, call him today ... he’s as near as your phone. 
Minneapolis-Honeywell, Wayne and Windrim Aves., Phila. 44, 
Pa. In Canada, Honeywell Controls, Ltd., Toronto 17, Ontario.

ELECTRICAL DATA: 

For rare metals wire

This furnace can be used for annealing and 
straightening of rare metals wire, such as molyb
denum, tungsten and gallium. It handles molyb
denum wires with diameters of 0.0012 to 0.0079 
in., tungsten wires 0.0008 in. and up, and gallium 
wires 0.0016 in. and up. Furnace operations are 
done in a protected atmosphere of hydrogen, 
cracked ammonia and argon. The control panel 
permits control of protecting gas, cooling water, 
wire speed and facilitates the reading of meters.

Materials for Electronics, Inc., Dept. ED, 152- 
25 138th Ave., Jamaica 34, N.Y.
Price Er Availability: Available from stock. Can 
be delivered 30 days after order received. Unit is 
priced at $3893, fob N.Y.

Automatic Winding Machine
For communication type coils

Input Nominal Output 
Voltage de

Normal Operating Conditions
Current Rating 
ma ± 0.04%

Load 
Resistance

120 v ac 
50-60 cycles

1.029
1.029
4.200

171.5
128.6
700.0

The Blu-Red automatic winding machine winds 
radio, TV and communication coils. Intended for 
high-production runs of universal coils, such as 
crosswound or lattice type windings, the Model 
KWA-58 winder has a speed of 200 to 3,000 rpm, 
steplessly adjustable. Wire diameter ranges from 
0.004 to 0.02 in.; coil width can be up to 
0.945 in. The maximum core length is 2.75 in.; 
coil diameter is 2 in., max.

Associated American Winding Machinery, Inc., 
Dept. ED, 750 St. Ann’s Ave., New York 56, N. Y. 
Availability: Delivery can be made in 60 days.

ACCURACY:
± 0.03%______________________ ± 10 v variation irom 117 y line supply Vibration Table

± 0.15%
± 10 v variation from 117 v line supply 

and 
± 55 F variation from base temperature of 85 F

th Honeywell

Develops 3,000 lb of force

This electromechanical vibration table for en
vironmental testing is designed as a single unit 
in which the table is directly mounted between 
two shaker heads. It develops 3,000 lb of force 
through push-pull operation of two shaker heads,

CIRCLE 132 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

... accurate
D-C resistance measurements 
with L&N’s 4735 Guarded 
Wheatstone Bridge
Perform laboratory experiments, make 
routine resistance measurements or 
calibrate resistors faster—more accu
rately — with L&N’s 4735 Guarded 
Wheatstone Bridge.

This advanced instrument has many 
new features including: high accuracy 
with a wide operating range . . . guard
ing of detector circuit to prevent resist
ance errors due to humidity effects . .. 
minimizing of thermals by special con
struction features . . . elimination of 
tedious plug and block ratio settings due 
to use of a single rotary switch.

List No. 4735 Guarded Wheatstone 
Bridge, normally available for delivery 
from stock.

Range—0.01 ohm to 1,111 megohms.

Limit of Error—±(0.05% -f- 0.001 ohm) 
up to 100 megohms; ±0.5% above. 

Rheostat Switches—Five decades of en
closed switches in steps of 10 x (1000 

+ 100 + 10 + 1 + 0.1).

Multiplier Diai-Eleven-position enclosed I 
switch. Multipliers: IO-5 to 10\ 

Current Rating (of rheostat arm used as 
resistance box, determined by highest 
decade in use)—For 0.19, 1.1 amp; for I 
1.09, 0.35 amp; for 109., 0.11 amp; for I 
1009, 0.035 amp; for 10009, 0.011 amp. I 

Galvanometer Sensitivity Keys — Thru I 
tap keys provide sensitivities of a])-1 
proximately 1, 1/100 and 1/1000. 4 I 
battery reverse key is provided.

Case—Metal, gray enamel finish; 19 I 
x 9" x 7” for bench use. Wt. is 13 I 
Price— $4 75.00 f.o.b. Phila. or NortiJ 
Wales, Pa. (subject to change without I 
notice). Order List No. 4735 fron I 
L&N. 4903 Stenton Ave., Phila. 44. I

mill
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permitting equally distributed first vibration as 
well as a valid picture of complex motion. En
closed in an aluminum housing, the equipment 
weighs 5,000 lb. The table measures 33.5 x 78 x 
29 in.

Westinghouse Industrial Electronics Dept., 
Dept. ED, 2519 Wilkins Ave., Baltimore 3, Md.

Spray Etcher 271

Accepts large printed-circuit boards

Model 300 large printed-circuit board spray 
etcher provides single-sided, single-sided back-to- 
back. or double-sided etching. The machine is 
suited for low volume production or prototype 
etching. The power required is 220 v ac at 60 
cps, single-phase. The machine weighs 280 lb and 
has dimensions of 59 x 25 x 45 in.

Centre Circuits, Inc., Dept. ED, P. (). Box 165, 
1101 N. Atherton St, State College, Pa.
Price 6- Availability: $4000 ea; finished to cus
tomer specs and delivered in two to three weeks.

Vacuum Systems 272

... for positive retention 
in all mobile applications 

There’s no jump, no sway—when a 
telephone handset is in the firm 
grip of this new handset cradle by 
Stromberg-Carlson.

Retaining clip spring assembly 
assures posi
tive retention 
in any mobile 
application on 
land or sea, or 
in the air. 
Even extreme
ly severe jars,

jolts and vibrations fail to dislodge 
the handset.

The cradle is strong and resili
ent, fits any Stromberg-Carlson 
handset. Different models provide 
varying switch combinations with 
2 or 4 Form C contacts. All models 
available with or without the clip 
assembly.

Specifications on request. In At
lanta call TRinity 5-7467; Chicago: 
STate 2-4235; Kansas City: HAr- 
rison 1-6618; Rochester: HUbbard 
2-2200; San Francisco: OXford 
7-3630. Or write to Telecommuni
cation Industrial Sales, 116 Carl
son Road, Rochester 3, New York.

ST GOMBERG-CARLSON 

GE NERAL DYNAMICS

Produce 2 x 10 6 mm Hg

Able to produce a low, ultimate pressure of 
2 x 10~6 mm Hg, these vacuum systems are suit
able for use in electronics, research and develop
ment, and where functional vapor deposition or 
general high-vacuum processes permit the use of 
an evacuated chamber with a 14- or 10-in. diame
ter. Having a 14-in. chamber, the LC1-14B system 
reaches a working pressure of 5 x 10~4 mm Hg in 
3 min with a 4-in. PMC diffusion pump and a 
13-cfm mechanical roughing pump. The LC1-18B 
system reaches a working pressure of 1 x 10 4 mm 
Hg in 5 min with a 6-in. PMC diffusion pump and 
a 13-cfm mechanical roughing pump.

Consolidated Vacuum Corp., Dept. ED, 1775 
Mt. Read Blvd., Rochester 3, N.Y.
Price & Availability: Model 14B, $2,795; model 
18B. $3,580. Delivery is from stock.

Bench Welding Head
Is air-operated

273

Designed for production welding of small parts, 
model WHD 4AP bench welding head is air- 
operated, eliminating electrode bounce. The elec
trode pressure is adjustable from 1 to 20 lb. The 
pressure arm moves in linear ball bushings and 
has an inertia of 4 oz to insure fast follow-through 
forging action. The head can be used with stored- 
energy power supplies rated at up to 200 w-sec 
or ac welders rated at up to 2.5 kva at welding 
times to 10 cycles.

Ewald Instruments, Dept. ED, Kent, Conn.
Availability: Stock to one week.
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NEW SIZE 8 SERVOMOTOR 
RESPONDS 3-TIMES FASTER 
These fast response Size 8’s have a 
whopping acceleration of 86,500 rad/ 
sec-...and feature torque at stall of 
0.22 oz. in., rotor inertia, 0.18 gm. cm.2. 
That’s at least three times faster 
than any other Size 8's available.

The entire beckman® Size 8 line is 
available in standard models for 26- 
volt or 115-volt sources —Servo
motors, Inertia-Damps, Velocity 
Damps, or Servomotor Rate-Gener
ators (special models available for 
other voltages). For the servosys
tems man working with 115-volt 
reference supplies, this can mean 
an end to accessory gear that so 
often compounds reliability and cost 
problems.

At the Breadboard stage ? Several 
beckman® Size 8 and Size 11 Servo
motors are available from stock for 
immediate delivery in prototype 
quantities. Check with your Helipot 
rep, write us for the list of stock 
Servomotors and for the Size 8 and 
11 Catalog.

Beckman/ . Hellpot
POTS : MOTORS : METERS
Helipot Division of I |
Beckman Instruments, Inc. 1 YEARS #
Fullerton, California
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Power Supplies
SERVICES FOR DESIGNERS

other elevated temperature

combinations of these basic

Y Series Z Series

1 mv

000030.003

Comoan

I- Jss
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See us 
at Wescon: 
Booth 2255 Consolidated Avionics Corporation 

800 Shames Drive, Westbury, New York 
EDgewood 4-8400

±0.1%
0.1% or 5mv 
(whichever is greater)
± 0.25%

cicli

± 0.01% 
0.01% or 1 mv 
(whichever is greater) 
± 0.05%

brazing, soldering 
operations.

Four metals, oi

F r 4 Member 
of the Condec Group

Worst Case Analysis” Program Helps 
Set New High In Reliability

Specifications
input Power 
Output Voltage 
Output Current
Regulation

a) for line variations
bi for load variation 

no load to full load
Stability for 8 hours after 30 
minute warm up
Ripple (rms)
Response time
Ambient temperature range
Temperature coefficient (% per '0 
Output Impedance at 10 KC (ohms)

Con Avionics proves extreme reli
ability of its zero to 50V rack 
mounted power supplies with a 
graphic demonstration at the 1960 
I.R.E. Show.

Throughout the Show a new 
model Z50-15 Power Supply was 
short-circuited every 30 seconds, 
yielding a total of 7,000 short cir
cuits without a single failure. Sev
eral thousands more shorts were 
applied during laboratory tests.

The company’s new line of 
power supplies was designed under 
a “worst case analysis” program. 
The supplies are designed using 
standard non-selected compo
nents ; performance is then mathe
matically and experimentally 
checked with the worst possible 
combination of component charac
teristics. This design technique is 
largely responsible for the new 
high set in reliability and insures 
long life and easy field maintenance.

2mv
50 microseconds
O’Cto -» 50’C

105 to 125 VAC, single phase. 48 to 62 cps. 
0 to 50 VDC 

2,5,10 and 15 amperes

Environmental Testing 275
A new environmental testing facility instituted 

primarily as a service to New Hampshire elec
tronics organizations is now available to any firm 
requesting its service.

Among the environmental conditions that the 
facility is prepared to simulate are vibration, 
shock, temperature, salt spray, humidity and 
vacuum. Testing services that are offered include 
environmental qualification tests, design evalua
tion tests, research and development, production 
sampling tests, test equipment, design analysis 
and quality control analysis.

The facility is prepared to conduct all tests in 
strict accordance to customer requirements. Gov
ernment surveillance of testing will be available 
when required.

Richard D. Brew & Co., Inc., Dept. ED, Con
cord, N.H.

“Flip Top Box” Permits Accessibility 
For Maintenance

Mechanical Features Highlight Flexibility • 
The new units are constructed with 
remote sensing to maintain regu
lation at the load and remote pro
gramming to permit output ad
justment at remote control point. 
A floating output is also provided, 
through which either positive or 
negative terminals may be 
grounded. All the power supply 
units have a voltmeter and an am
meter. The front panel has a power 
switch, circuit breaker, coarse and 
fine voltage adjustment knobs, in
put fuse, pilot light and output 
terminals. Rear panels have an in
put line cord, output, remote sens
ing, and programming terminals.

Wide Voltage Range, High Current Capac
ity, Among Electrical Features • The 
units are available in two series 
with 0.1% and 0.01% regulation. 
They have an unusually wide 
range of output voltage: 0 to 50 
V.D.C., and an output current of 
2. 5, 10 and 15 amperes.
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Fabricating Finned Type 276 
Heat Exchangers

This specialized electroforming service deals 
with fabricating finned type heat exchangers for 
use as transistor heat sinks or cold plates. The 
process used permits fabrication of virtually any 
size plate, either straight through, curved, S type, 
rectangular, round, or combination cross section, 
the company claims.

Fin thickness is unrestricted and can be varied 
from 0.001 in. up. Outer skin thickness also is un
restricted and can be varied from 0.01 in. up. The 
fabrication process is entirely cold, requiring no

four are available: Gopper, Nickel, Silver and 
Iron. The service is said to include unlimited de
sign qualifications.

Electroforms, Inc., Dept. ED, 239 E. 165th St., 
Gardena, Calif.

Ultrasonic Machining 277
Prototype and production shaping of micromin

iature and other components from hard and 
brittle materials is now provided through an ultra
sonic machining service. The technique requires 
no contact of the cutting tool with the work, but 
uses instead high speed vibration of fluid abra
sives.

Services offered include: fabrication of micro
module wafers from ceramics and glass; shaping 
and drilling of ferrite components for microwave 
and other equipment; manufacture of silicon and

SHORT CIRCUITS WITHOUT 
A SINGLE FAILURE

Wide Range Transistorized High Current 
Power Supplies Set Hew High In Reliability

con 
AVIONICS

Resistance

100 Million
MEGOHMS !

RESISTANCE 
PRODUCTS 
COMPANY
914 S 13th St., Harrisburg, Pa

From a miniature ’A watt 
resistor, rated at 250 volts, 
to the 100 watt resistor, 
rated up to 1 25 KV. 
Tapped resistors and matched 
pairs also available. Low 
temperature and voltage 
coefficients.

Few can match—and none 
can exceed—the stability 
and performance of rpc 
HIGH VOLTAGE RESISTORS! 
Ask anybody who uses them. 

Tolerance—1 5% standard. 
10%, 5% and 3% available. 
2% in matched pairs.

Further information or 
engineering assistance 
gladly supplied.
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□ Please send me a copy of the new 

Ultrasonic Delay Line catalog

LABORATORY FOR ELECTRONICS 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION 

1079 COMMONWEALTH AVE., 
BOSTON, MASS., Dept 720 E

Name _
Title _ _  
Company
Divi'¡on _
Ado ess _

SMART
be sure 
you have the 
latest data 
on one of the 
industry’s 
most complete 
lines...

germanium transistor pellets and machining of 
carbon brushes and bearing blanks.

Materials are machined to required shapes and 
can be drilled, slotted and broached to meet 
specific requirements. Dimensional tolerances of 
±0.0005 in. are said to be maintained on sizes of 
apertures and spacing. Where desired, optical 
techniques are used to provide surface finishes.

Zenith Optical Corp., Ultrasonic Machining 
Div., Dept. ED, 1940 Great Neck Road, Copiague, 
L.I., N.Y.

Technical abstracts of articles related to the 
solid-state and computer fields are now available 
in journal and card form.

The journal, called SOLID STATE AB
STRACTS, covers articles, U.S. patents, confer
ence papers, and manufacturers’ new product re
leases. A comprehensive subject index and a 
complete author index are included in every 
issue. Annual cumulative subject and author in
dexes are also provided.

The abstracts prepared for the journal are also 
printed on standard size index cards. Each card 
contains one or more classification numbers for 
easy filing. Printed index tabs are provided with 
each order.

The major categories covered by the service 
include: Solid state metallurgy, solid state physics, 
solid state devices, solid state device circuits and 
solid state device applications. Computer ab
stracts cover such topics as equipment, programs 
and mathematics.

Volume 1 of the Journal is priced at $25.00. 
The abstracts on cards are priced at $50.00 per 
category, except for the physics category which is 
priced at $75.00. Computer abstracts on cards are 
priced at $100.00.

Cambridge Communications, Dept. ED, 238 
Main St., Cambridge, Mass.

card
, 1960

Facilities for a new consulting service on high
speed photo instrumentation have been estab
lished. Organized primarily around the applica
tions of the Dynafax and Magnifax cameras, the 
service will involve taking the necessary person
nel and equipment to the customers plant.

With this service, the company makes available 
analytical applications with picture-taking rates 
from 200 to 26,000 frames per second. Charges 
are being based on $200 per day for Dynafax, and 
$100 per day for Magnifax.

Beckman & Whitley, Inc., Dept. ED, San Car
los, Calif.
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Effective component protection is hard to supply under condi
tions of violent acceleration, high ambient temperature, and 
vicious vibration. But in military electronic gear, transistors must 
get unfailing protection against these threats to reliable operation. 
They get it, most fully, with at lee mounting clips.
atlee clips are provably better in three ways:
HOLDING POWER. Under severe shock and vibration, these 
clips actually mold themselves tighter to the transistors. There’s 
no visible shifting or twisting, no lead-breaking resonance, and 
the dislodging force actually increases.
COOLING EFFICIENCY. With atlee clips, this approaches to 
within 10^ of “infinity” — the ideal derating curve for a tran
sistor with an infinite heat sink which keeps the case temperature 
from rising above the ambient level.
ELECTRICAL INSULATION. When required, these clips can be 
coated with Dalcoat B — an exclusive high-dielectric enamel 
that has twice the dielectric strength of Teflon but conducts heat 
as well as mica.
There are still more reasons why engineers who seek perfection 
choose atlee transistor clips. They know that Atlas E-E is the 
pioneering company in the development of component holders 
of all types, with unequalled years of specialized experience, and 
a complete line of clips for all case sizes and mounting require
ments. They have learned it costs no more to get the best... and 
that Atlas E-E makes these “little things” as though they were 
the biggest things in the circuit.
DESIGN FOR RELIABILITY WITH atlee — a complete 
line of superior heat-dissipating holders and shields, plus the 
experience and skill to help you solve unusual problems of hold
ing and cooling electronic components.

a tie e corporation
47 PROSPECT STREET. WOBURN. MASSACHUSETTS
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Performance of Wideband Recorder Boosted
Engineer checks rotating head assembly on 
airborne wideband recorder.

By Transverse Recording, Heated Tape, and DC Monitor Track

Exposed head assembly of the 4-mc re
corder. Foreground shows tape-quantity meter.

T HE ART of recording wideband digital in- 
■ formation on magnetic tape has been pretty 

well established. But for analog information, a 
really wideband recording system makes news.

Designing a 10-cps to 4-mc magnetic tape sys
tem, like the one Ampex Data Products Co. of 
Redwood City, Calif., delivered to Wright-Pat
terson Air Force Base a few weeks ago, requires 
sophisticated techniques.

The system, including an airborne AR-300 re
corder, and a ground-based FR-700 recorder/re- 
producer, uses a number of techniques first found 
in Ampex’s Videotape TV recorder.

hour, or 25 ips for recording or playing back a 
half hour of two wideband channels.

Small Track Width
Ups Information Density

The transverse recording technique uses a nar
rower track width, so much more information can 
be recorded on a square inch of tape. Tracks are 
only 10-mils wide and 15-mils center-to-center. 
Longitudinal recording usually uses 50-mil tracks 
on 70-mil centers.

two drums), there are five more. Two are used for 
auxiliary, low-frequency (200 cps to 15 kc) infor 
mation; two more are for control tracks; and the 
fifth provides an unusual monitor track.

Recorder Proves It’s Recording 
By Erasing

The monitor head, mounted within a tape 
guide at the entry to the rotating-head assembly, 
records a saturation-level track on the tape. This 
de track is recorded, in conventional fashion 
longitudinally along the edge of the tape. Each 
time a rotating head crosses this track, it gener
ates a signal which lights a lamp on the control 
panel. The light confirms that the wideband heads 

are recording.

Tap« 

is he 
read

El EC

DESIGN DECISIONS
Featuring the clever and unusual 
in packaging, appearance design, 
ana circuitry in electronic equipment.

TAPE 
REEL

ROTATING DRUMS
MAGNETIC HEADS

TiP 
Rte

High Tape-to-Head Speed, 
Low Reel Speed

Most important of these is the use of trans
verse recording with rotating magnetic heads. By 
recording across the width of the tape, rather than 
along its length, the machine achieves a head-to- 
tape speed of 1300 ips, while the reel-to-reel 
speed is low.

Tape velocity is only 12-1/2 ips for recording 
or playing back one wideband channel for an

Four Heads
Are Better Than One

Transverse recording would, of course, be 
highly impractical with only one read or write 
head since the head would contact the tape dur
ing only a portion of its rotation. The Ampex 
units use four tiny heads, mounted on the periph
ery of a rotating drum, so there is always at 
least one head in contact with the tape. The heads 
receive the same information signals. Two drums 
are used to record two-channel information.

In addition to the eight heads (four on each of

Equipment-Generated Hot Air 
Preheats Tape

Since magnetic tape expands as ambient tem 
perature rises, and since an airborne instrumenta
tion recorder must operate in different environ 
ments, something must be done to preserve the 
accuracy in recording information. In convention

recoi 
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panel meter. $380.00

ing to 30 kc on the 1000 mv range. $650.00
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SUPPLY REEL 
PHOTOCELL ASSEMBLY

T; °E SUPPLY
RtEL ASSEMBLY

HEATED 
TAPE 
GUIDE

SLACK TAKEUP 
IDLER

ROTARY GUIDE

MONITOR TRACI-
RECORD HEAD 

FIXED GUIDE

3 good ways to make de measurements
KEITHLEY ELECTROMETERS have up to
64 voltage, resistance and

tape takeup 
REEL ASSEMBLY

TAKEUP REEL 
PHOTOCELL 
ASSEMBLY

• •- WIDEBAND 
HEAD 
ASSEMBLY

TAPE

AUXILIARY 
HEAD 
ASSEMBLY

PINCH ROLLER

CAPSTAN 
ROTARY GUIDE

SLACK TAKEUP IDLER

ROTARY GUIDE

1 Model 61OA, 64 ranges

The line-operated 610A is a refinement of the popular 610, covering 
virtually every de laboratory test. It measures nine voltage ranges from 
0.01 to 100 volts full scale with 2% accuracy, current from three am
peres to 1 x 10-13 ampere full scale, and resistance from 10 ohms to 
1014 ohms full scale. The 610A also serves as a useful de pre-amplifier 
with precise gains to 1000 and outputs for driving scopes and recorders. 
Input resistance is variable from one ohm to over 1014 ohms. The 
instrument checks its own resistance standards. Zero drift is within
two millivolts per hour. $480.00Magnetic heads are spaced around periphery of 

drum so 2-in.-wide tape is always in contact with at 
least one head.

Tape-handling components are arranged so tape 
is heated and de monitor recorded on it; before it 
reaches wideband heads.

2 Model 6OOA, 54 ranges

This portable instrument is a battery-operated counterpart of the 610A. 
Its ranges cover 10 mv to 10 volts, 3 amperes to 10“13 ampere, and 104 
to 1013 ohms full scale. Like the 610A, it has selectable input resistance, 
a de to 100 cps bandwidth, and output sufficient to drive recorders 
directly. Battery life is 500 hours; condition may be checked on the

ed for 
infor- 

id the

Three accessory probes and test shield are available to facilitate 
measurements and extend voltage ranges to 30 kv (Model 610A) or 
10 kv (Model 600A).

current ranges

i tape 
embly.
‘. This 
ashion 
, Kadi 
gener- 
control 

heads
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recording, it is relatively easy. A parallel refer
ence track, with a precisely recorded timing track 
on it, helps compensate for expansion and con
traction of the tape.

Transverse recording requires such an accurate 
time base, that this technique won’t do. Instead, 
it is necessary to keep the tape at a constant 
temperature level.

In the Ampex machine, the tape is kept at 60 
C by air, heated by the electronic equipment and 
circulated through a tape guide mounted on the 
tape transport. The tape is at the proper tempera
ture before it reaches the rotating heads. The 
h( ating protects the head from further tempera
ture shock at other critical points in the tape- 
handling sequence.

The heating process is necessary because the 
tape reel may be quite cold when placed in the 
tr nsport and, with its 8-lb mass, it would tend 
tc remain cold. ■ ■

Model 603, differential Input

This instrument is a wide-band de amplifier, with 
an extremely high input impedance, high voltage 
and current sensitivity, and a remote differential 
input. Its separate input head permits measure
ments up to 24 feet from the amplifier. The 603 has 
nine ranges from 2.5 to 1000 mv, with precise 
gains up to 4000, and a 10-volt output at 10 ma. 
Bandwidth is de to 10 kc on the 2.5 mv range, ris-
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Heart of the Control System

DIAMOND H” Relays

140
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Look into the heart of the control system for a missile, a 
computer, a nuclear submarine, or a great many other critical 
applications. You might be surprised how often you’ll find 
“Diamond H” relays.

Unless, of course, you’re one of the increasing number of 
engineers who’ve already selected “Diamond H” relays for a 
spot where they just have to work despite all sorts of adverse 
conditions.

Hart makes relays of three basic types: miniature, hermeti
cally sealed, aircraft-missile relays (Series R/S); high speed, 
sensitive, polarized relays (Series P), and general purpose AC, 
DC relays (Series W).

Technical literature outlining the wide range of characteris
tics available with each type relay is yours for the asking. You’ll 
find “Diamond H” engineers uncommonly adept at working out 
a variation of the basic designs to meet your set of specific 
requirements.

Tell us your needs ... by phone, wire or letter.

TT A UrP MANUFACTURING 
THE JL1£1£V X COMPANY

210 Bartholomew Ave./ Hartford 1, Conn
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Punched Cards Program 
Diode Function Generator

The use of king-sized punched cards to pro
gram a diode function generator yields several 
important advantages. Most obvious of these is 
that the computer need not lie idle while a new 
program is being prepared on a separate card 
punch. Functions may be pre-programmed on 
these punched cards and stored till needed.

The function generator is programmed as its 
door is closed over a punched card. Spring-load 
plungers in the door pass through appropriately 
punched holes in a card to actuate subminiature 
switches.

Eight switches are mounted on each of 22 cir
cuit cards which also include plug-in precision

Unique contact head reads 80 holes on punched 
tape at one reading, obviates buffer memories.

resistors. Since switch contacts are solid gold and 
all connector contacts are gold plated, the func
tion generator can be used for very low signal 
levels.

Using fixed precision resistors rather than po
tentiometers, the generator provides an accuracy 
of 0.1 per cent with long-term repeatability of 
0.02 per cent. The diode function generator is 
manufactured by General Computers, Inc., 9000 
W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles .

Powerless Pilot Lamp 
Glows Even in Bright Daylight

In most instruments, the power consumed by 
a pilot lamp is negligible. But in battery-operated, 
transistorized equipment, pilot-light power con
sumption can be an important part of the battery’s 
load.

Hewlett-Packard’s solution to this problem 
eliminates pilot-light drain completely. In the 
H-P 456A Current Probe, the “pilot light” is a 
tab of light-reflecting red tape. When this tran-

$18,000
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...that possesses the mathematical logic 
of giant computers, yet is easy to operate 
and program...requires no site preparation 
or technical personnel...performs engineer
ing, scientific and business computations 
automatically and with electronic speed. 
Iterates, compares, branches and handles 
sequences of complex operations. If you use 
as few as 4 desk calculators for the same 
job, the new Clary DE-60 can save you 
thousands of dollars every year!

To find out more about this versatile com
puter, simply mail in this coupon. No obliga
tion, of course.

Franchises available ta «aalifled principals.

Clary Corporation 
Computer Division 
Dept. ED-5 

\ San Gabriel, Calif. 
/ Please send me com- 
' plete information on 

your new electronic 
computer, the DE-60.
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NEW AIRBORNE

ROTORAC

PRECISION STEPPING MOTOR
OFFERS

TORQUE-SPFED CURVE FOR TYPICAl C 220 ROTORAC

RPM

AMPEPfsndles

coni'

Engineered Equipment for Aircraft and Industry

Offices in Los Angeles and Dallas
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Female connector (more likely to fail than male) ii 
mounted on plug-in card in Univac III and Larc com 
puters rather than in equipment rack. HILLSIDE 5, NEW JERSEY

AIRBORNE ACCESSORIES CORPORATION

Model 460 B 
Bakelite 
4% Inch

Light-reflecting red tape, pivoted into position by 
on-off switch, serves as powerless pilot lamp.

old to Elttlronic Parto Diofributoro 
oxclu lively through

com
I on 
onic

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

a measure of 
perfection...
IDEAL

rapid-action, one-way clutch to the 
output shaft, resulting theoretically 
in a very rapid start-stop rotation. 
Under very light loads, however, 
the inertia of clutch and output 
shaft is sufficient to cause prac
tically uniform rotary motion. 
Under heavy loads, or with the 
addition of detenting action, the 
motion is of a stepping type where 
full torque is delivered and com
plete stopping obtained within each 
half of an a-c cycle. Because of 
this start-stop motion, the starting 
torque and .he running torque of 
the motor are approximately equal. 
Available for either 60 or 400 
cycle 115 v a-c, the ROTOR AC 
can be supplied with variations of 
performance, mounting provisions 
and output shaft configurations. 
For further information, contact 
any of our offices. Write for new 
Product Bulletin PS-7 A.

sistorized instrument is switched on, the tape ap
pears behind a clear plastic jewel.

At first glance, anybody would believe that 
this "pilot lamp" is the real thing—except for one 
fact, its glow is bright even in daylight.

Female PC Cards 
Improve Computer Maintainability

WUDOM ELECTRONICS, INC. 
<625 W. 53rd Stmt, Chicago 32, III.

CIRCLE 143 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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Plug-in printed-circuit cards normally come 
with male connectors. But when a pc connector 
fails, its usually the female end that has the 
trouble. Recognizing this, engineers at Remington 
Rand’s Univac Div. have mounted female con
nectors on all the plug-in cards in the Univac 
Larc and in Univac III.

Hence, when there’s a defective connector, the 
chances are greater that the computer can be 
kept going by a substitute card.

For remote switching, valve opera
tion, indexing devices — wherever 
high torque - low speed combined 
with split-second starting and stop
ping is required — Airborne’s new 
ROTOR AC motor offers excellent 
performance at minimum cost.
A typical C-220 ROTOR AC 
weighs only 10 oz., yet delivers 
6 in.-lb. torque at 20 rpm with 
current draw less than .75 amp at 
115 v input. ROTORAC thus pro
vides a lightweight motor capable 
of handling many electrical and 
hydraulic switching functions now 
performed by more expensive 
gear-head, brake-equipped motors. 
The ROTORAC motor is a true 
rotary solenoid with a dynamically 
stable armature vibrating at a rate 
of 120 cps when operated from 
a 60 cycle power source. The vibra
tory motion consists of a power 
stroke and a return stroke. Energy 
from the power stroke is uti
lized primarily for output torque, 
although a small portion is stored 
in a pair of balanced springs and 
utilized for the return stroke of the 
armature. This full cycle takes 
place within each half of an a-c 
cycle.
Output torque is transmitted from 
the armature through a unique

Standard C-220 adjusted for 20 rpm ¿20% at 
6 in.-lb. Speed may be adjusted for other load 
points. Curve is based on 115 v a-c and 400 ma.

Here’s the demand line that’s set
ting sales records across the nation 
... engineered and produced to the 
highest standards . .. assembled in 
controlled atmospheric and climatic 
conditions . . . 100% inspected at 
every step of production to ensure 
highest quality and dependability.

• Accurate to within 2% of full scale 
* All sizes and types available 
• Scales to customers specifications 
hr complete information, write to

erate 
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iu use
same

Panel Meters
the complete line 

for every application
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meer- 
itions

High torque, low speed
Instant starting
stopping
Low cost

WAlDOm

IDEAL PRECISION METER CO., 
*'4 Franklin Street, Brooklyn 22

Model 275 PR 
Clear Plastic 
2 Va Inch

Model 460 P 
Clear Plastic 
4’/j Inch

Model 350 P 
Clear Plastic
3 V3 Inch
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Microwave Data Sheets 281

Thermistors

Bodine Electric Co., 2528 West Bradley Place, Chicago 18, III
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Insulating Parchment 282

283Rotary DC Solenoids

284Pressure Instruments

calibrationLIFETIME sonico and
IN STOCK at year nolghborheod
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laaranteo. 
0 dealer.

This four-page short form brochure, No. S-60-1, 
lists operating specifications, design requirements, 
dimensions, weight and accuracy of the firm’s 
lines of pressure transducers, rectilinear poten
tiometers and pressure switches. Servonic Instru
ments, Inc., 640 Terminal Way. Costa Mesa, Calif.

only 2 %" high 

totally enclosed 

1/2000 to 1/500 
horsepower

FREE
Bulletin
"S-2”

Ready-to-use 
for professional 
and home use

Electronics 
Catalog

HI-FI 
stereo and monaural 
tuners 
preamplifiers 
power amplifiers 
integrated amplifiers 
speaker systems

HAM GEAR 
cw transmitter 
modulator-driver 
grid dip meter

OVER 2 MILLION 
EICO instruments m 
use throughout 
the world.

covers Bodine K-2 Motors, and 

other stock motors.

with or without speed reducers 
(spur or helical gearing) 
synchronous or non-synchronous 
available from your 
distributor's stock

for instruments, timing devices 
control apparatus and
similar applications

you save 50% 
on Top Quality 

Test Instruments 
Hi-Fi • Ham Gear

KITS AND 
ASSEMBLED

USE
BODINE
K-2 Motors

TEST INSTRUMENTS 
battery eliminators 
battery testers 
bridges 
decade b’jxes 
electronic switch 
flyback tester 
oscilloscopes 
probes 
signal and

sweep generators 
tube testers 
transistor tester 
vacuum tube 

voltmeters 
volt-uhm

milliammeters

• 33-00 N. Blvd., L. I. C. 1, N. Y. 
.. . praised by the experts

Bulletin No. 159 furnishes information on the 
firm’s TS Series capacitors, which meet military 
specification MIL-C-3965B for tantalum slug 
electrolytic capacitors, styles CL44 uninsulated, 
and CL45 insulated, case size Tl. Ohmite Manu
facturing Co., 3693 Howard St., Skokie, Ill.

This six-page brochure illustrates five basic 
frame sizes of rotary solenoids with detailed spe
cifications, dimensional drawings, typical torque 
characteristics, applications and special design 
features. PSP Engineering Co., Dept RS. May
wood. Calif.
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The firm is currently issuing a series of approxi
mately 60 two-page data sheets covering over 
1000 coaxial and microwave test components 
available from stock. Physical and electrical speci
fications, dimensional drawings and price are 
given for each model. Omega Laboratories, Inc. 
Haverhill St., Rowley, Mass.

send for this

FREEElectrical and physical specifications, compari
son with other insulating papers, samples and 
prices of Patapar insulating parchment are in
cluded in this brochure. Paterson Parchment Pa
per Co., Bristol, Pa.

This 39-page data book discusses theory, con
struction, operating characteristics and applica
tions of thermistors and varistors. Voltage-current 
and temperature-resistance curves and tables for 
the firm’s line of thermistors are provided. Several 
circuits utilizing thermistors are suggested. Varis
tors and related devices are similarly, but more 
briefly, considered. For VECO Data Book, send 
$1.00 to Victory Engineering Corp., Springfield 
Road, Union, N. J.

Higher Capacity—Smaller Size

NEW

fractional horsepower

VOLTAGE REGULATOR PRODUCT SECTION

FICOPITTSFIELD, MASS

COMPACT 3 PHASE INDUCTROL
VOLTAGE REGULATORS

FOR MORE INFORMATION contact your 
nearby G-E Apparatus Sales Office, or 
write Section 457-01, General Electric 
Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.
• Registered Trade-mark of General Electric Company

For voltage-sensitive electronic loads 

where high capacity and minimum 

volume requirements are critical

Ratings up to 15 circuit kva—75 load am
peres—208.240.480,600 volts; 3-phase: 50 60 
and 400 cycles—automatic or motor-driven.

REGULATOR SIZES (less case and controls) 
Width: 14-17 inches Depth: 74 inches 

Height: 114 inches Weight: 60-80 pounds

FEATURES
• Built to meet MIL specifications
• No brushes

• No harmful waveform distortion
• Drift-free tubeless controls
• ±1% bandwidth accuracy

• Voltage adjustment up to 100%
• Temperature, power factor and frequency 

compensated
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Precious Metals 286

Reactive and Precious Metals 287
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or CUCLAD TEFLON GLASS288

LAMICOID
• EASILY SOLDERED UNIFORM DIELECTRIC

289

fiers

WRITE FOR COMPLETE DATA
receive liberal company-paid benefits,With Tl

work in a completelyincluding profit sharing Thermistor and Varistor Kits 290

120 BROADWAY, SCHENECTADY 1, N. YTexas Instruments

330
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Oi£l£CTR»C 
CONSTANT

Available plain or with 1 or 2-ounce copper 
foil bonded to one or both sides, No. 6098 
LAMICOID is extremely uniform, rugged 
and thermally stable.

Grayhill 
Series 29-100 

Plunger 
Binding Post

SALES ENGINEERS—BS in EE, ME or Physics with 
sales experience in electro-mechanical instruments.

CONSTANT (2.6 ± 0.05) • SHOCK RESISTANT 
• LOW LOSSES OVER WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE 
• EXTREME CHEMICAL AND ABRASION RESIST
ANCE • HIGH HEAT RESISTANCE (250 C continuous)

Phone: FLeetwood 4-10' 
565 Hillgrove Avenue, 
LaGrange, Illinois

TEFLON GLASS
No. 6098

CIRCLE 902 ON CAREER INQUIRY FORM, PAGE 169
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Among the applications of the firm’s line of 
tooling plastics suggested in this eight-page illus
trated brochure are blow core boxes, loose pieces, 
spotting slugs, match plates, core sticks, cope and 
drag patterns, fillet pastes and pattern coating 
resins. Furane Plastics Inc., 4516 Brazil St., Los 
Angeles 39, Calif.

modern suburban plant near Houston's most attractive 
residential areas . . . enjoy pleasant Gulf Coast living 
and recreations the year-around
O Please direct your resume to

$ 6 Turner, Department ED

Two-page bulletin suggests application of Panel
coil for heating or cooling flat or curved surfaces. 
Available shapes and sizes of eleven embossed 
panels are illustrated and described. Dean Prod
ucts, Inc., 616 Franklin Ave., Brooklyn 38, N. Y.

Temperature characteristics of reactive and 
precious metals are tabulated in this four-page 
pamphlet. The firm’s ability to prepare the metals 
in wire and sheet form is described and illus
trated. Consolidated Reactive Metals, Inc., 115 
Hoyt St., Mamaroneck, N. Y.

This four-page bulletin, No. 3, on epoxy E-Form 
pellets for electronic components discusses the 
variety of pellet compounds available and various 
epoxy packaging techniques. The illustrated bulle
tin also considers typical application and previous 
use of the pellets in packaging resistors, diodes, 
transistors, capacitors and coils. Epoxy Products, 
137 Coit St., Irvington, N. |.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ♦ 10 H IT 13 1< Q 
LAMICOID NO. 6098 LOT NO

Dielactnc cMltMt •• N* M»8 Umictii It itoitor« 
•ithin ±0 05 from M to »•» »n* batch to

Gold, silver and platinum-group metals in vari
ous solid, clad and cored mill forms are described 
in this six-page brochure, “Precious Metals for 
Industrial Applications,” GP-22. Size, composition 
and application of strip, tubing, wire, brazing al
loys, waveguide tubing, thermocouple wire, elec
trical contacts and semiconductor components are 
described. Texas Instruments Inc., Metals and 
Controls Div., 34 Forrest St., Attleboro, Mass.

Kits intended to acquaint engineers with a vari
ety of thermistor and varistor applications are 
described in this two-page data sheet, No. SE 102. 
The sheet lists the contents of seven kits with 
electrical characteristics of the components. Vic
tory Engineering Corp., 519 Springfield Road. 
Union, N. J.

combines these properties

• READILY MACHINED TO CLOSE TOLERANCES

MICANITE® AND ISOMICA® PRODUCTS LAMICOID® LAMINATES
~ SILICONE AND TEFLON* COATED CIOTHS ANf TAPES

* Reg T M t. I DuPont 4« Ngmourt A

MICA 
INSULATOR

DIVISION OF MINNESOTA MINING & MFG CO

Splendid opportunities for maximum professional 
growth and recognition await you at the Instrumenta
tion Center of Texas Instruments in Houston, the 
South’s largest city

• MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEERS—BS or MS in ME 
to design small electro-mechanical mechanisms.

• ELECTRICAL DESIGN ENGINEERS — BS in EE or 
Physics to design and construct: a. Supervisory 
Control Systems of electro-mechanical and elec
tronic design; b. Transistor Test Equipment, 
heavy experience on circuit design preferably 
with transistors; c. Digital Computers with ex
perience in detailed logic design.

SPRING TENSIONED
AND SLIP-IN CONNECT

■w

FOR LOW LOSSES ANO HIGH 
RELIABILITY IN MICROWAVE 
AND UHF ASSEMBLIES

IN

HOUSTON

The Grayhill Series 29-100 Binding Post 
incorporates a spring loaded plunger that 
permits fast connect and disconnect. Spring 
pressure assures positive contact

• Only 34" height above panel
• Threaded stud mounting, with or without 

insulating washers
• Also banana plug mounting
• Nickel-plated brass
• Molded Button Caps—Standard in red 

or black—other colors available on 
order

Write for Catalog
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J HERE’S

TIME-SAVING 
1

NEWS

Reading reams of irrelevant material to find 
news of interest to you in your design work 
is laborious and time-consuming. ELEC
TRONIC DESIGN spares you this task. It 
provides complete coverage of news signifi
cant to the working design engineer, written 

M in simple but technical language.

The primary emphasis is on technological 
developments and important trends that 
directly affect the design engineer. These 
stories concentrate on description of new 
electronic devices, applications, materials, 
and concepts representing new horizons for 
designers—technical developments that help 
you do a better job.

But coverage also includes news that im
proves your perspective on the electronic in
dustry, research and production developments 
as well as developments in basic science and 
other industries that might shape design 
thinking.

These news stories are written to point up 
the design significance of the news, to make 
it useful to you. They give you the informa
tion you need, answer such questions as:

What is the primary new development? 
Why is it significant to design engineers? 
What exactly has been accomplished? 
Where, when and by whom was it done? 
What are the specific applications? 
How will price compare?
Where will the work lead?

Make ELECTRONIC DESIGN your source of 
news in the industry. It gives you complete 
coverage, tailored to your needs, presented in 
simple yet precise form ... in the magazine 
with total coverage for the design engineer.

NEW LITERATURE
Transistorized Chopper 291

Several applications of Chopperettes, circuits 
and typical characteristics included, are suggested 
in this four-page data sheet, V383. Size, electrical 
characteristics and environmental data on the 
firm’s miniature silicon and germanium choppers 
suitable for missile application are included. 
Victory Engineering Corp., 519 Springfield Road, 
Union, N. J.

Tubes vs. Transistors 292

A 64-page treatise described as “a compendium 
of current information on the characteristics and 
capabilities of vacuum and solid-state devices,* 
“Tubes and Transistors: A Comparative Study* 
discusses the advantages and limitations of both 
components in specific applications. Electron Tube 
Information Council, 554 Fifth Ave., New York 
36, N. Y.

Recording Spectrophotometer 293

In 12 pages this bulletin, No. GEZ-3031, de
scribes the operation and application of the firm’s 
recording spectrophotometer with built-in auto
matic tri-stimulus integrator and accessories. The 
machine measures and records the colors of mate
rials. Optical, physical and electrical specifications 
are included. General Electric Co., Schenectady 
5, N. Y.

Dielectric Test Bridge 294

A dielectric test bridge developed in West Ger
many is described in this four-page illustrated 
bulletin, No. 352000. The bridge, Type VKB, de
termines the dielectric constant and dissipation 
factor of solids and liquids at frequencies of 50 
to 300,000 cps and capacitances of 10 to 1000 pf. 
Electrical specifications as well as dimensions are 
given for the bridge and five auxiliary units: an 
extension unit, a guard-ring type capacitor, two 
liquid specimen containers, and a wire test jig. 
Rhode and Schwarz Sales Co., Inc., P. O. Box 275, 
Passaic, N. J.

Glass-to-Metal Terminals 295

The company’s series of hermetically sealed 
compression terminals is described in this six-page 
bulletin No. SCT-60-101. Dimensions, voltage and 
current capacities, installation data and allowable 
gap spacing curves are given for the line. Elec
trical Industries Div., Philips Electronics and 
Pharmaceutical Industries Corp., 691 Central Ave., 
Murray Hill, N. J.

High Quality Coil Forms For . 
All Electrical Applications

SQUARE AND RECTANOULAR TUBES— 
Choice of any dielectric material or combina
tion». Any length, shape or size. Especially 
recommended for Class A, B and H tempera« 

tore ranges.

ROUND TUBES—Any decimal size up to 8“. 
Fabricated from dielectric kraft, fish paper, 
acetate, DuPont Mylar, Johns-Manville Quin
terra, fibre glass, other materials or combi
nations.

RESINITE PHENOLIC IMPREGNATED—
Feature the highest resistivity of any resinated 
product. Furnished in any shape or size—plain, 
embossed or internally threaded, also in fly
back transformer forms.

BOBBIN ASSEMBLIES—Fabricated to specifi
cation in any dielectric material for Class A, B 
and H temperature ranges. Supplied with 
metal, asbestos, plastic or 
fibre flanges.

Request catalog and prices. 
Ask about Precision's com
plete coil form service.

PRECISION PAPER TUBE CO.
2055 WEST CHARLESTON STREET • CHICAGO 47, ILL 
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specify...
NEW MINIATURE AGASTAT

time I delay / relays
♦ Recycling virtually instantaneou»—les» than .020 seconds
• Unaffected by Voltage fluctuations (from 18 to 32 volts DC)
• Repeat Accuracy ±5%

PR 
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ing 
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res« 
ma 
Fe? 
CR 
or < 
car 
kits

5272A. Built to withstand the rugged conditions of missile and aircraft 
applications. Lightweight—less than 15 ounces. Space saving—4% 
tall... 1%* wide ... U/2" deep. Adjustable, with time delays from 
.030 to 120 seconds. Choice of operation for energizing or de-energiz
ing. For complete specifications, write Dept. A37-524.

AGASTAT TIMING INSTRUMENTS
<(ESNA)> elastic stop nut corporation OF AMERICA
Vxy 1027 NEWARK AVENUE, ELIZABETH 3, NEW JERSEY 
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For: Selection Sequence Control — Counting 
(including Subtraction) — Totalizing — Puls
ing — Step-by-Step Servo Drive.
Self-Cycling or Remote Control Operation. 
Bridging or Non-Bridging Wipers, or any 
Comb« nation. Sturdy, compact construction.
Gat complete data and prico information now 
on tho uniquo GENALEX Two-Way Stopping 
Switch — AND tho companion 100 Million Stop 
GENALEX Ono-Way Stopping Switchl Writo 
today, to:

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD., OF ENGLAND

1 1 University Rd., Cambridge 38, Mass.
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LABORATORY 
PERFORMANCE 
AT 72 THE COST!

HEATHKIT OP-1

M84®5

r

PROFESSIONAL 5" DC OSCILLOSCOPE KIT (OP-1) 
Distinguished quality, coupled with traditional Heathkit sav
ings, highlight the OP-1 as one of the most unusual values in 
the test equipment field! Designed as a professional caliber 
research tool, the OP-1 meets critical quality standards de
manded in industrial, educational or medical applications. 
Features include; 5ADP2 CRT; DC coupled amplifiers and 
CR tube unblanking. Triggered sweep circuit operates on int. 
or ext. signals, AC or DC coupled. Send for FREE Heathkit 
ca< alog today describing this and many other money saving 
kits or see your nearest Heathkit dealer.I

IL-E- 
craft

iron’
*rgiz-

ITS 
uci

r OTE: Prices and spec, 
biect to change without 

r tice. Dealer and Export 
< ces slightly higher.

rsey

HEATH COMPANY
Benton Harbor 60. Mich.
Please send Free Heathkit Catalog.

Name

Address

City Zone State
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Phenolic Molding Materials 296

Two versatile and fast-airing Bakelite phenolics 
are described in the six pages of Molding Tech
nical Release No. 40. Plunger molding applica
tions, necessary temperature conditions and phys
ical properties are discussed in textual, tabular 
and graphic form. Union Carbide Plastics Co., 
30 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Aluminum Foil Capacitors 297

Operational factors covered in 8-page bulletin, 
No. 81558, include de leakage current, dissipation 
factor, capacitance and tolerance, operating tem
perature range, de working voltage rating and 
surge voltage on miniature and sub-miniature 
aluminum foil capacitors. Separate standard rating 
and selection charts are listed according to size 
and voltage rating. International Electronic Indus
tries, Inc., Box R-23, Nashville, Tenn.

Precision Potentiometers 298

This four-page data sheet describes the firm’s 
Series 7230, 10-tum precision potentiometers for 
servo mounting. Included in data sheet No. 60150 
are complete preliminary specifications, environ
mental characteristics, coil data, dimensional 
drawings and photographs. Helipot Div. Beckman 
Instruments, Inc., 2500 Fullerton Road, Fullerton, 
Calif.

Potentiometers 299

This two-page data sheet contains electrical, en
vironmental, and physical characteristics on the 
firm s Model 215 Trimpot potentiometer. Detailed 
size specifications are included. Bourns, Inc., 
Trimpot Div., P. O. Box 2112, Riverside, Calif.

Microwave Insulation 300

This single-page data sheet gives electrical, phy- 
ical and chemical properties of Rexolite 2200, 
a thermosetting plastic insulation for use at ultra 
high and microwave frequencies. Rex Corp., Hay
ward Road, West Acton, Mass.

Glass Capacitors

This four-page bulletin describes fusion sealed 
CYF capacitors designed to withstand extreme 
environments. Electrical, physical and environ
mental characteristics are given. Operational 
curves are included. For Reference File CE-1.01— 
CYF Capacitors—write on company letterhead to 
Corning Glass Works, Dept. ED, Electronic Com
ponents Dept., Bradford, Pa.

WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW

ANNOUNCING

EPOXY-GLASS
NO 6097

LAMICOID

a FLAME-
RETARDANT

copper-clad laminate 
for printed circuits

COMBINES THESE PROPERTIES
• FLAME RETARDANCE (2 sees!
• READILY FABRICATED
• HEAT RESISTANT (130°C cont.)
• HIGH STRENGTH (58,000 Flex, 7.1 Impact)
• EXCELLENT ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES (500,000 megs, 

surf, resist.)
• LOW MOISTURE ABSORPTION
• CONFORMS TO MIL-P-18177B Type GEB

For printed circuits where high reliability 
at operating temperatures of 130°C are re
quired, MICO’s new No. 6097 epoxy-glass 
LAMICOID sets new performance stand
ards. Available with I- or 2-oz. copper foil 
on one or both sides, it is readily machined 
and may be dip or float soldered.
FOR COMPLETE DATA, write Mica 
Insulator Division, Minnesota Mining and 
Manufacturing Company. 220 Broadway, 
Schenectady 1, N. Y.

MICA 
INSULATOR

DIVISION OF MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO.
SCHENECTADY 1, NEW YORK

MICANITE# ANO ISOMICA® PRODUCTS______________ LAMICOID® LAMINATES
SILICONE ANO TEFLON* COATED CLOTHS ANO TAPES

• Req T. M i I Du Few* da • C»mpd*v
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it’s the ultra low distortion - .005% 
in this audio amplifier
that makes the big difference!

Here’s a fifty-watt power amplifier with harmonic and intermodulation 
distortion of less than .005%. Distortion so low — you’d need special 
equipment to measure it!

That’s why the UF-101A is a natural as a reference source, with a 
suitable oscillator, for low distortion measurement of power com
ponents, as well as a highly linear amplifier within the audio band.

The other characteristics of the UF-101A are equally outstanding. 
Phase distortion is negligible — ±2° maximum deviation from linear 
phase shift. Total hum and noise level less than 10 microvolts input 
equivalent. Frequency range is from 20 cps to 20 kc. For convenience, 
the UF-101A has taps for matched load impedances from 1 to 225 ohms.

Some of the applications of this ultra-low distortion amplifier are: 
checking the residual distortion of distortion-measuring equipment, 
reproducing non-sinusoidal wave forms faithfully, and as an ultra-low 
distortion, high power source to supply test benches. Write for full 
information on the UF-101A.

Other Krohn-Hite amplifiers include the direct-coupled, wide band 
DCA-10 (10 watts), and DCA-50 (50 watts). Also, Krohn-Hite Oscil
lators, Filters and Power Supplies.

KROHN-HITE CORPORATION
580 Massachusetts Avenue • Cambridge 39, Mass.

Pioneering in Quality Electronic Instruments
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IDEAS FOR DESIGN
Get $10.00 plus a by-line for the time 
it takes you to jot down your clever design 
idea. Payment is made when the idea 
is accepted for publication.

Digital FM Technique Delay
on Magnetostrictiv

I^ELAY of an analog signal by a magneto- 
^^strictive line can be accomplished with the 

digital FM technique outlined in the block dia
gram. This technique avoids several of the dis
advantages of the more conventional delaying 
methods.

Conventional Methods Employ AM, FM, or PCM
An analog signal can be delayed by a magneto- 

trictive line by amplitude or frequency modulat
ing either a pulse or a sine-wave carrier. Al
though simple to apply, these methods suffer 
because the signal distortion and noise factor 
grow progressively worse with increasing delay 
time. These disadvantages can be eliminated by 
using the digital techniques of pulse code modu
lation (PCM). In a PCM, system distortion and 
signal-to-noise ratio are independent of time de-
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General Performance Characteristics 
Eimac X778 Traveling Wave Tube

lay. They are functions only of the characteris
tics of the pulse code modulator and demodula
tor. However, for these characteristics to be 
acceptable, it is necessary to use many quantizing 
levels. This requires unduly complicated terminal 
equipment.

Analog Signal AND-Gated With Strobe Pulses
The digital FM technique outlined here is mid

way in design complexity between the simple 
analog methods and the PCM system. Referring 
to the block diagram, a sine-wave oscillator is 
frequency modulated by the input analog signal. 
The modulated output is first squared and then 
sampled in an AND gate by digital strobe pulses. 
The repetition rate of the strobe pulses is at least 
twice the frequency of the highest sideband in the 
modulated signal.

The pulses from the AND gate pass into the 
delay-line driver where they are shaped for trans
mission along the delay line. The received signal 
from the delay line is amplified and strobed in an 
output gate. Then the pulses are widened before 
being sent through a low-pass filter to recover the 
frequency modulated signal. This signal is then 
fed to a frequency demodulator the output of 
which is a delayed replica of the input analog 
signal.

The maximum analog bandwidth which can be 
delayed is a function of the peak digital fre- 
quer>cy at which the delay line can be operated. 
The e are commercial delay lines available which 
can operate at a frequency of 5 me in a non-re- 
him to-zero (NRZ) mode. If such a delay line is 
use< the maximum bandwidth of the entire mod- 
ulat d signal including the carrier and all side- 
ban< s is limited to 2.5 me.

A thur Rothbart, Consulting Engineer, New 
M, N. Y.

NOW AVAILABLE
Rugged New Eimac X778 
Traveling Wave Tube • • ■ 
One Watt Output, 55-60 db Gain

Like all other Eimac ceramic-metal tubes, this T\X T "can take it.” 
The X778 was especially designed to operate under severe environmental 
conditions of shock, vibration, temperature variation and high altitude. 
Breakage is a thing of the past, resulting in greatly reduced 
tube replacement costs.
The Eimac X778 finds wide usage in electronic counter-measures, radar 
augmentors, data links —in any application where more than one tube would 
normally be required to cover the C and X bands. This means significant 
cost reduction and increased system reliability.
Contact R & 1) Marketing Department for additional details and information 
on how this tube type may be modified for your requirements.

Purchase orders are now being accepted for Eimac’s pioneering new 
high gain traveling wave tube, the X778.
Unique features of this advanced one watt CW traveling wave tube include 
its exceptionally wide frequency range—5.0 to 11.0 KMc., small signal pow 
gain of 55-60 db, and light weight permanent magnet focusing.

Frequency (KMc)
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MHX ventilated cabinet 
with heavy duty dolly. 
Note adjustable rear 
chaisis-slide mounting 
rail, center stiffener on 
rear door, louvered top.

Rear view—same cabinet. 
Note recessed stainless 

steel handle, lift-off 
door, clean-cut design.

Sea our 
Complot» Display 

at WESCON 
BOOTHS 350-351

SURPASSES
NEW MIL-T-4807 
30 G SHOCK AND 
VIBRATION TESTS

HEAVY DUTY "M” SERIES
RELAY RACK CABINETS

These MC and MH Series cabinets were 

designed for those who must have excep
tional strength, superlative quality in 

material and every detail of design and 

construction, the utmost in flexibility and 

dependability—and a wide choice of 

semi-custom features with which to satisfy 

their own highly specific requirements.

Standard models surpass the 30 G shock 

and vibration requirements of MIL-T-4807 

(steel construction), but reinforcement for 

higher shock loading is available.

Mount standard 19" or 24" panels. All-welded 
frames in choice of 12-ga. steel or .125" alu
minum alloy 5052 SH32. Side panels, lou
vered top cap and rear door in choice of 
18-ga. steel or .062" aluminum. Continuously 
adjustable rear mounting rail is 12-ga. steel. 
All tapped holes are 10-32 tapped and spaced 
per MIL-STD-189. Rear door panel has 4" cen
ter stiffener, Neoprene seal, lift-off hinges.

VARIABLES... ALL TO CUSTOMER SPECS
Refrigerated cooling —insulated if required — 
Vt and 1 ton systems built in with high 
efficiency insulation—all MIL spec.

• Ventilated or non-ventilated... Panel-mounting blower pro
vides 600-900 CFM of filtered air to pressurize duct in left side 
of ventilated units—air is then accurately directed through fully 
controlled openings to temperature-critical areas—see sche
matic at right... Natural convection in non-ventilated units 
draws air through louvers in lower portion of rear door and 
exhausts heated air through louvered top cap.
• Choice of steel or aluminum construction • Panel space as 
required—in 1%" increments (for 19" or 24" width panels) • 
Cabinet depths 18"-36" in 2" increments • Choice of Three 
types of cabinet front • Choice of hinged, lift-out or bolt-on 
doors • Choice of square or rounded front and/or rear top 
corners • MIL spec (standard) or special finish • With or with
out heavy duty dolly—to Customer specs.

11 ) A V-MAM MUANCE MEQUON Ä1W

SCHEMATIC 
OF AIR FLOW IN 

VENTILATED MODELS

Also available—matching consoles and a complete line of MIL spec and 
high grade commercial accessories: chassis, panels, Chassis-Trak®, 
blowers, handles, cable retractors, slope- and turret-front console 
fronts, desk top consoles, fixed and retractable writing surfaces.

ONE SOURCE... ____________

I for VENTILATED RELAY RACK CABINETS, 
CONTROL CONSOLES, BLOWERS, CHASSIS, 
CHASSIS-TRAK®, RELATED COMPONENTS

Writ» for complot» data ORogon 8-7827

-► Western Devices, Inc.
600 W. FLORENCE AVE., INGLEWOOD 1, CALIF.

IDEAS FOR DESIGN

Copper Laminate Board Ideal for 
RF Breadboarding

Copper laminate board, such as is available for 
making printed circuits, can be advantageously 
substituted for the brass or copper sheet generally 
used for breadboarding rf circuits. Thinner and 
more easily formed than the sheet stock, the lami
nate requires much less heat for a good solder 
joint. Thus shields and components can be sol
dered to the copper rapidly and with less chance 
of heat damage to both parts and fingers.

The board can be cut with the same tools used 
for the sheet metal. Shield cans and chassis made 
in this manner are as strong as those of solid sheet 
and a lot easier to make.

Robert H. Pickard, Electronic Scientist, God
dard Space Flight Center, U.S. Naval Station, 
Washington, D.C.

Tunnel Diode Is Sensitive Level 
Detector

We needed a voltage level detector which 
would switch over within 50 mv of the reference 
level. It had to operate at 1 me. Several different 
types of Schmitt trigger circuits were designed,

TUNNEL 
DIODE -

Fig. 1. The tunnel diode sets the voltage level at which 

transistor T will be switched on.

J

reliability

POLYCON 

a.» w

ultra-high 
precision 
capacitors
Southern Electronics high-precision 
capacitors are demonstrating their proven 
reliability today in twelve different 
missiles, analog computers, and many radar 
and communications applications.
SEC high-precision capacitors utilize 
polystyrene, providing 01% tolerances, and 
mylar and teflon to meet .5% 
requirements. They show excellent stability 
characteristics over an extended 
temperature range, and tolerances are 
unaffected even at extreme high altitudes. 
The unusual accuracy, stability and 
reliability of SEC capacitors are the result of 
engineering experience concentrated 
on the design and manufacture of precision 
capacitors only, plus rigid quality control 
standards subjecting each capacitor 
to seven inspections during manufacture, 
plus final inspection.
Our engineering experience enables us to 
meet your size requirements, while 
holding to exact capacitance and tolerance 
specifications.
SEC capacitors are manufactured in a 
wide range of capacitance to meet your 
needs from 100 mmfd. to any higher value, 
and meet or exceed the most rigid MIL-SPECS

Write today for detailed technical 
data and general catalog

See us at WESCON 
Booth 862

SOUTHERN 
ELECTRONICS

Vp vF
VOLTAGE

Fig. 2. Tunnel diode volfage-currenf characferisfics. 
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150 WEST CYPRESS AVENUE
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
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«

HRS

HRT

oven

radar
APPOINTMENTS NOW AVAILABLE:

TYPE HRSr Top quality Tenite, easy grip

ture,

For confidential discussion, please write:
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Ralph U. Moody, Design Specialist, Lockheed 
Missiles and Space Div., Van Nuys, Calif.
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Four-Resistor Decade 
Uses Standard Rotary Switch

Here’s a resistor decade we set up using four 
resistors and a common two-section, two-pole, 11- 
position rotary switch. A special decade rotary’ 
switch is not required. The resistor values are in 
the indicated ratios.

Switched Figures Corrected
Figs. 1 and 2 in the Idea for design “Log-Log 

Slide Rule Converts Voltage, Power Ratios Di
rectly to Db’’ (ED, May 11, p 231) were inad
vertently reversed. Fig. 1 should be used for 
power ratios and Fig. 2 for voltage ratios.

A wholly owned subsidiary of National Co., Inc.

«port AD AURIEMA, INC , 85 Broad St N.Y . N.Y. U.S A 
lnCar ida CANADIAN MARCONI CO , 830 Bayvinw Ave., 

Toronto 17, Ont.
Specifications subject to chance without notice.
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NATIONAL 
HR KNOBS

Precision made of the finest quality materials 
and recognized for excellence in design, Na
tional’s line of HR Knobs are long a favorite of 
electronics people everywhere. Available in a 
number of types, styles, sizes and colors, 
National’s comprehensive HR knob (and dial) 
line makes it possible to meet most of your 
knob requirements by ordering from catalog 
stock. A representative catalog listing:

but these all had unstable switching regions of 
0.1 v or more.

The desired operation was achieved by using 
a tunnel diode as the level detector, Fig. 1. The 
diode’s voltage-current characteristic is shown in 
Fig. 2.

Before li reaches lp, the diode is conducting 
and has less than Vp volts across it. Vp is not 
enough to turn the transistor on. However, after 
Ip is reached (0.05 v) the diode breaks over to 
voltage Vf. This voltage is great enough to turn 
the transistor on. The tunnel diode not only is 
an excellent level detector, but also limits the 
saturation of the transistor. This reduces the stor
age time and allows faster pulse operation.

J. F. Martin, Design Engineer, Stromberg- 
Carlson Co., Rochester, N. Y.

The future 
from your 
point of view

4
A good day’s growth for a hard 

day’s work.
A position to suit your talents, 

experience and ambition.
Opportunity to exercise full 

initiative in Research, 
Radar, Doppler Naviga
tional Systems, Magnetic 
Memory Systems, Micro
wave and Computers.

PLUS
Management awareness encouraging exploration beyond the 
range of present knowledge.

knurling, black or grey or to specifications; 
chrome plated bevel skirt, depressed numerals 
black enamelled; numbering 180° or 300°.

TYPE HRT: Modern, large knobs designed for 
NATIONAL'S receivers, now available by popular 
request. Deluxe, modern knob is made of black 
or grey Tenite; chrome plated inlay.

TYPE HR: Tenite, easy grip knurling, with or 
without white dot, or with special markings,* 
black or grey or to specifications.

TYPE HRB: Lever knob is ideal for band* 
switching and for other applications where 
switch is turned to several index positions. 
Highly polished, bright zinc alloy die cast, or 
eiodized in a variety of special colors.
National Radio Co. also manufactures many 
other electronic and electromechanical compo
nents. For catalog covering your needs ... or 

r your special design or applications prob
lems, write or call:

Jo

8o
9o

l0O

DESIGN ENGINEER
Radar Circuitry

Experience and state-of-the-art knowledge in one or more 
of these: oscillators, cw or pulse modulators, video, IF or 
microwave amplifiers, differentiators, integrators, power 
supplies, pulse coders and decoders, phase detectors, MTI 
cancellers. Projects include: R&D of advanced techniques; 
ground, airborne, space equipment.

PHYSICIST
Applied Research

Advanced degree in physics or engineering physics, plus 
an appreciation of theory. To design a series of experiments 
in plasma physics, taking responsibility for equipment spe
cification and installation plus all other experimental con
siderations.

RN
CS
on
JE

Eugene Rust
Laboratory for Electronics
75 Pitts Street, Boston 14, Massachusetts

Laboratory for Electronics
CIRCLE 915 ON CAREER INQUIRY FORM, PAGE 169
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instrumentation 
is the only 

answer Patent No. 2,934,711. S. L. Dawson (As
signed to Collins Radio Co.)

Adaptable in the first amplifier stage 
of a radio receiver, this circuit provides 
50 db suppression of adjacent channel 
cross-modulation, has a low noise figure 

and provides a high gain in the 3- 
7-mc range.

to

The invention lies in the application 
of a cathode-follower amplifier, of which

You can depend on ELIN to 
meet your precision AC power 

requirements on gyros, bridge-type 
transducers, synchros, servo 
systems, resolvers and many 

other AC devices. 
Ask about the new load-regulated 

amplifiers for production line 
testing. External sync, provides 
master-remote features without 

sacrifice in over-all stability. 
Complete power systems available 

for your specific needs.

Ultra-stable
AC Power

Now
PRECISION APPLICATION OF INSULATING 
COATINGS AND CONDUCTIVE CIRCUITS 
ON GEOMETRIC SHAPES

Sources
Custom formulated to meet speci
fications. Insulation applied to 
metal shapes is brittle or tough, 
rigid or elastic, with high bond 
strength and heat resistance. 
Motson circuitry techniques pro
vide electrical characteristics to 
the most exacting standards.

Voltage Calibrators

9 Can your products be improved 
or accomplish the "impossible” 
with Motson Applied Circuits? Write 
today for literature ... or send 
details and prints of possible 
application to

Single-Phase J. Frank Motson Company
Flourtown, Pa. Tel.: CHestnut Hill 7-1900

MOTSON

TRANSIT IB, the 265 pound Satellite now 
in orbit, has a "barber-pole” spiral antenna 
which wasapplied by J. Frank Motson Company.
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Write for NEW 1960 Catalog

0 □ □

matched low-impedance load chan es 
very rapidly on either side of the desii ed 
carrier frequency fb Capacitor 31 is se
ries-resonant with the shunt reson int 
combination of inductance 32 and ca
pacitor 33. Off resonance, the mismatch 

of cathode and load impedance is so 
severe that signals are sharply attenu
ated by the high inverse feedback. How
ever, at resonance the matched condition 
favors optimum power transfer to the 
load. Neutralization is not req-tired.

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONIC RESEARCH CORPORATION
135 West Magnolia Boulevard, Burbank, California • Victoria 9-2481
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Negative Impedance Circuit

Patent No. 2,936,431. R. Guenther (As
signed to Bell Telephone Labs).

The negative impedance characteris
tic of a transistor operating in the ava
lanche breakdown region may be shaped 
by an RC network connected between 
the emitter and base electrodes. This in
sures stability of the circuit outside the 
desired frequency range.

In the circuit shown, the transistor’s 
emitter and collector are the terminals of 
a two-terminal negative impedance cir
cuit. The transistor is adjusted by Ede to

MEQATTVE IMßCAANCE CIRÇUIJ

SMAHA 
source

C, OMITTED

operate in its avalanche region. With ca
pacitor Ci removed, the negative resist
ance characteristic 18 slowly changes to 
positive resistance at about 100 kc. How
ever, with capacitor Ci, the characteristic 
16 may be shaped to develop positive 
resistance within the audio frequency 
range.

NEW PHOTOMULTIPLIERS
CBS Laboratories new line of photo
multipliers are specially designed for 
counting or scanning applications.

Unique photocathode geometry (1) 
and improved linear dynode structure 
(2) arc combined to provide excellent 
uniformity of response across the face 
of the tube and extremely short transit 
time spread.

The new, rugged photomultipliers 
are available as illustrated in 2", 3" 
and 5" diam. cathodes with visible 
(S-ll) or infra-red (S-l) response and 
10 stages of multiplication; or with 
quartz windows in 2" and 3" diam. 
with ultraviolet (S-13) response. Spe
cial types can be developed to order.

For technical bulletins or complete 
information, write: CBS Laborato
ries, Electron Tube Department.

I960
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TURN THE 
KNOB, 

CUSTOM-MAKE 
A RELAY

electrically adjustable. You can tune it directly or remotely to any delay 

you want between half a second and half a minute. At any time-delay 

setting, you can expect repeatability within ±5%. Reset is instan

taneous. □ The relay operates on 12 volts DC. With a voltage divider 

kit, which we supply, you can fix it to work on 24, 28, or 48 volts DC. 

Switching is S.P.D.T. □ The cost of this transistor-controlled relay will 

surprise you. It’s definitely in the commercial class, if you buy in pro

duction quantities. □ Bulletin 5300-B will give you full technical 

details. Yours for the asking, of course.

HEINEMANN ELECTRIC COMPANY
156 PLUM STREET
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Write for Slide Switch Bulletin

CARLISLE, PENNSYLVANIAFS/160
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puters.

tional switches.

DIVISION OF

DYNAMICS CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Radargrammetry

Industrial Electronics and Control
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ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS D! VISION

*»'-£ FO» BUUETINS $-115» AND KO/300OC

SLIDE SWITCHES
CAN DO FOR YOUR PRODUCTS

ADD COLOR—Trigger knobs in 10 attractive
colors add decorative and functiona touches
to switching operations.

CUT COSTS—Low in initial cost, Stackpole Slide
Switches often reduce costs up to 50% over
other type switches.

SAVE SPACE—Stackpole Slide Switches take less
panel area, often less depth than conven-

SIMPLIFY PRODUCTION—Choice of solder lug or
printed wiring terminals, clearance or
tapped-extrusion mounting holes.

HANDLE HIGHER LOADS—0.5- to 1-amp types for
electronic equipment. 1-, 3-, and 6-amp
types for appliances and power tools.

SWITCH COMPLEX CIRCUITS—1- to 3-poles, 2- to
4-positions for real switching versatility.

FACILITATE OPERATION — Trend-setting slide
action available with or without detents and
spnng returns. Plunger-operated and match-
ing pushbutton styles also available.

STACKPOLE
STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, St. Marys, Pennsylvania

ductor devices, transistors, diodes, etc.

Royce Gerald Kloeffler, John Wuey Lx
Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16,
N.Y., 540 pp, $10.00.

Aimed at the undergraduate engineer
ing student, this book tries to meet the
requirements of those who desire a
knowledge of industrial electronic appli-
cations. No attempt is made to present a
quantitative approach to the design of
electronic circuits. Rather, a survey is
given of the theory and applications of
electronics in industry.

The early chapters of the book aie pre-
paied for the student whose training has
not included the basic theory of semicon
ductors and electron tubes. The material
begins with the theory of solid state con-
duction and leads to the theory of rectin-
cation and amplification with semicon-

Industrial electronic devices using both
semiconductors and vacuum tubes are
next discussed. Chapter headings in-
elude: Components and Circuits for Con
trol, Principles of Control and Servo-
mechanisms, Electronic Operation of
Direct Current Motors, X-Ray Applica-
tions, and Principles of Electronic Com

The volume is profusely illustrated and
includes problems and a reference list at
the end of each chapter.

Daniel Levine, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y,
330 p, $12.00.
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Honest, Ivan, he wasn t spying.

Radargrammetry is the science of ob-
taining reliable measurements by means

He was going to Texas and his guidance system went haywire!

Guidance or communications system failures can cause
problems! Guard against them with Reeves-Hoffman
oscillator reliability. Get the whole story
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t YEARS £

Beckman

POTS : MOTORS : METERS

k Co., 
.N.Y,

of .adar. This text analyzes the sources 
of error found in real radar displays. It 
outlines a unified system design for keep
ing individual errors within bounds neces
sary to meet an over-all system perform
ance.

I sing cartographic principles the book 
correlates radar display with different 
map projections. It shows how this corre
lation is applied to map-matching, includ
ing navigation, air-traffic control, weather 
surveillance, and long-range plotting 
boards for air defense, bombing, and mis
sile guidance.

Basic design considerations for achiev
ing cartographic accuracy are stressed. 
Covered are such topics as image motion 
compensation and antenna stabilization, 
ground-range sweep over a spherical 
earth, the theory of radar return, and er
rors in radar systems influenced by navi
gational equipment and the airframe. 
Other sources of error described are the 
influence of noise in positioning accuracy, 
the effect of the earth’s magnetic field, 
and shading on the cathode-ray tube.

The book treats modem advance such 
as the theory of linear apertures for opti-

CIRCLE 168 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Helipot Division of
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cal systems as expounded by Schade, and 
Swerling’s analysis of angular accuracy 
of a pulsed radar system. The work of 
Enenstein and Bailin on transient build
up of antenna patterns is applied to de
termine the minimum ground area re
solved by a linear array.

Applications of Electronics
Bernard Grob, Milton S. Kiver, McGraw- 
Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., New York 
36, N.Y. 628 pp, $7.00

Designed specifically for servicemen 
and technicians, this volume discusses 
principles and equipment for many of the 
specialized fields of electronics and com
munications.

Circuits and equipment are described 
for amplifier and rectifier circuits using 
electron tubes and transistors, oscillator 
circuits including microwave tubes, re
ceivers and transmitters, industrial elec
tronics, electronic navigational aids, test 
equipment, and military electronics. The 
approach to these topics is largely prac
tical and mathematics is kept to a mini
mum. The text is illustrated throughout 
with circuits and photographs.

HELITRIM® 1/2" SQUARE 
TRIMMING POTS... Now 
available from Helipot at the 
lowest price in history! Model 
70 with Teflon leads, $4.95 and 
down; Model 71 with pins, $5.45 
and down.

Take your pick: Model 70 with 
leads ... Model 71 with pins. 
They’ll solve your trimming and 
space problems and see you 
through adverse environmental 
conditions, too!

They should. They’re the best 
pair of square trims on today's 
market... at this or any price!

The reasons?
Elementary... they offer spe

cial features (such as Teflon 
leads on the 70) as standard! And 
both standard models incorporate 
a unique slip clutch stop that 
positively prevents the wiper 
from going off the end of the coil 
and into dead space. (Continuous 
units are available as special.)

The specs tell the story! Stand
ard resistance ranges of 10 to 
50,000 ohms ... resolution from 
1.01% at 10 ohms to 0.083% at 50K 
ohms... 1 watt power input at 
50°C derating to zero at 150’C!

And all this performance is 
packed into a 1/2" square all- 
metal housing that’s sealed 
against humidity.

Convinced? If not, there are 
more persuaders in our catalog. 
Ask for it.

Hellpot

Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Fullerton, California
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CONRAD
MODEL FB-4-1-1 CC 

CAPACITOR COEFFICIENT 
TEST CHAMBER

Interior designed for 
incasing capacitors and 
semi-conductors during 
test.

TEMPERATURE RANGE:
+ 300°F. to —100*F. 

±1/10 of 1’F.

INSIDE DIMENSIONS: 
16" x 16" x 16"

of Io F. CONTROL
■L

HYPER-ENVIRONMENT TEST CHAMBER

CONRAD w.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Subsidiary, Crampton Mfg. Co.

Grand Rapids, Michigan

CIRCLE

There’s a Conrad representative near 
you who has complete information on 
Conrad test chambers. Write for his 
name and your copy of our new fully 
illustrated 52-page catalog.

BOOKS
Encyclopedia Dictionary of Electronics 
And Nuclear Engineering
Robert I. Sarbacher, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
70 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N.Y., 1417 
pp, $35.00.

This encyclopedic dictionary, a compre
hensive reference work in electronics and 
nuclear engineering, is designed for the 
scientist, technician, or student working 
in these related fields. It is a readily 
usable dictionary' of the specialized vo
cabulary which does not fall within the 
scope of general dictionaries of the Eng
lish language. The author claims that this 
is the only single source which provides 
all the standard definitions approved by 
official technical societies. Authorized 
Armed Forces definitions and abbrevia
tions, and designations of all military es
tablishments concerned with electronics 
and nuclear engineering are included. In 
many instances, pertinent supplementary 
information is provided in addition to 
the basic definition of a term. Terms from 
elemental electric and magnetic theory 
and atomic physics are given, as well as

a number of definitions from the broad r I p 
principles of physics. Extensive cross-rtf- I 
erencing is provided so that related 11- I n]( 
tries may be studied and compared or I nl! 
contrasted. Where helpful, detail dra v- I 
ings and circuit diagrams are provided I g 
to aid in describing the terms. I ,UK

I >n 1Mathematical Methods for Digital Co.n- I 
Pu,e" I and
Anthony Ralston and Herbert S. Wilj, I boli 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York City, I 
293 pp. I Qua

Digital computer techniques for solv- I Edit 
ing mathematical equations and analysis I Unit 
methods are described in this multi- I York 
authored text. It presents many of the I In 
more commonly used tools of the numeri- I engir 
cal analyst, along with some of the more I as a j 
promising, newly developed procedures. I phen< 
In effect, it is a partial survey of modern I quent 
numerical methods and computer capa- I the ii 
bilities for their solution. I quant

Each chapter is divided into several I of the 
separate sections and each section has I turn I 
been authored by an individual working I w hich 
in the field. Sections follow a standard I wide 
format—giving in order the purpose of the I
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Film Capacitors, Inc. 3400 PARK AVENUE • NEW YORK 88, N. Y.
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p; »gram, a mathematical analysis of the 
r I p )hlem, the calculation procedures to be 
f- I uv d, a detailed computer flow chart, the 
i- I memory requirements, an estimate of run- 
or I ning time and a list of references. Chap- 
v- I ter headings include: Matrices and Linear 

Hd I Equations, Partial Differential Equations 
I and Statistics. Chapter sub-sections deal, 
I in part with various Monte Carlo meth- 

m- I ods, Fourier Analysis, auto correlation 
I and spectral analysis, elliptic and hyper- 
I bolic differential equations.

II Quantum Electronics—A Symposium
olv- I Edited by Charles H. Townes, Columbia 
ysis I University Press, 2960 Broadway, New 
ulti- I 1 ork 27, N. Y., 606 pp, $15.00.
the I In recent years, physics and electrical 

neri- I engineering have moved closer together 
more I as a result of intensive study of quantum 
ures. I phenomena at radio and microwave fre- 
dern I quencies. A new field has emerged from 
japa- I the interaction of these two disciplines—

I quantum electronics. This book is a result 
veral I of the international conference on Quan- 
i has I turn Electronics—Resonance Phenomena 
rking I which was held in September, 1959. “The 
adard I wide variety of interests represented 
of the I

here," writes the editor, Dr. Charles H. 
Townes of Columbia University and the 
inventor of the maser, “provides an op
portunity for clarifying and unifying basic 
ideas which are common or may become 
common to both disciplines, for discus
sing recent developments, and possibly for 
preliminary examination of areas where 
important research developments may be 
expected in the future.”

Papers discussing recent developments 
in masers, atomic clocks, paramagnetic 
resonance, optical pumping, parametric 
amplifiers, the application of very sensi
tive amplifiers to radio-astronomy, and 
quantum effects in amplifiers and com
munication are presented which give a 
comprehensive view of current research. 
For greater unity, summarizing papers on 
the principal topics of the conference are 
in most cases followed by related special
ized papers.

To increase the usefulness of this book 
to electrical engineers, to physicists, to 
libraries, and as a general reference, much 
of the discussion which followed each 
paper has been included in the present 
volume.

FIRST

FIRST!
FOR IMPROVED THERMAL 
DESIGN, there is no substitute for 
effectively cooling, extending useful 
life and increasing tube reliability than 
with IERC Heat-dissipating Electron 
Tube Shields.

The right time to “plan in” lERC’s 
Heat-dissipating Electron Tube Shield 
components in your thermal design and 
packaging is at the start—however, 
it’s never too late to improve reliability, 
insure proper tube cooling and protec
tion from shock and vibration with 
widely-used, MIL-approved IERC shields.

High-Purity 
METALS 

A
Semi-Conductor Devices

; wire, sheet or rW>°n 

form ot ._ce$.
and cut or stamped p.ec

tina A 1*0»

RHODWM-nw>- 
thermocouple^

For TemperaWrC

INDIUM electroplated

base or
metal wire»-

◄ Writs for this 
brochure today: 
no obligation

SIGMUND COHN CORP. 121 So Columbun Av« -Mt Vernon. N V
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IERC 
Subminiature 

Heat-Dissipating 
Electron 

Tube

New 1960 Subminiature Tube Shield Catalog gives 
you a complete showing of lERC’s diversified line, 
thermal design and application tips, dimensional and 
specification data —available on request.

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONIC RESEARCH CORPORATION
135 West Magnolia Boulevard, Burbank. California
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RUSSIAN TRANSLATIONS
J. George Adashko

A few other B&W product»: I. P. TRANSFORMERS • COMMUNICATIONS 
EQUIPMENT • AUDIO PHASE SHIFT NETWORKS • TEST EQUIPMENT • and 
many types of standard and special electronic components and equipment.

22QK 100 Pf

Canal St, Bristol, Pa.
Specialists In designing and building equipment 

to operating specifications
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Fig. 1. Voltage level fed back from B4o to triode grid helps to reset binary counter after tenth in 

put pulse.

samples of toroidal coils and filters to your 
exact specifications on short notice.

We are equipped to produce toroids and 
toroidal filters with outstanding tem
perature stability to either commercial or 
military requirements.

Whether your application is communica
tions, missiles or data reduction systems, 
our facilities backed by a quarter of a 
century of service to industry assure you 
of a solution . . . fast. Many engineers find 
our folder “Toroids and Filters” helpful in 
developing specifications. A copy is yours 
for the asking. ___ t

BIAS 
--------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_------ ----------- o

-60 V

Fig. 2. Version similar to Fig. 1 uses semiconductor diodes as the coupling elements

T
HE DECADE counting circuit of Fig. 1 was 
recently designed at the Leningrad Institute of 
Precision Mechanics and Optics. The counter is 

reset on the tenth input pulse by a triode, Ti, con
nected between the first and fourth binaries. All 
other interconnections are made with double 
diodes as in ordinary scaling devices.

In discussing the operation of the circuit, the 
“zero binary state will mean that the left hand 
triode is conducting while the right hand triode 
is cut off. The “one” state will refer to the oppo
site condition. Note that the control grid of the

triode is connected through Ri to Bia. The in >uts 
to Bi are separated, with anode a connected to 
the output of B3 and anode h connected to the 
output of Bi.

Circuit Counts Normally to 9, Resets at 10
The circuit operates as follows: As long as Bi 

is in the “0” state (number of input pulses is less 
than 8), ¿1 high positive potential is applied to the 
grid of Ti. Thus the negative pulses from Bla 
pass freely to B2. Although grid current is drawn, 
there is no interaction between Bi and the triode
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be ause Ri is much greater than R3. Until the 
co nt 0111 inclusive is reached, the circuit oper- 
ak s as an ordinary binary counter.

\t the 8th pulse, the circuit is set to state 1000 
and the grid of the triode is at low potential. At 
the ninth pulse Bi flips over into the “1” state and 
the binaries indicate 1001.

With the tenth pulse, Bi changes to the “0” 
state and its output voltage (from Pib) drops to 
the same low level as the grid voltage of T\. How
ever, the negative pulse fed to the cathode of Ti, 
is too snudl to be passed on to B .. Thus, B * will 
still remain in the “0” state after the tenth pulse.

Also on the tenth pulse, sends a pulse to Pia 
which flips that binary into the “0” state, unblock
ing Ti. However, although the triode can now 
conduct, the sharp pulse front from B}b has passed 
and B2 remains in the“0” state.

Thus, after the tenth pulse, the decade counter 
returns to the 0000 state and is ready to count 
the next ten pulses.

The principal advantage of this circuit is that 
it can be readily assembled from available bi
naries without any additional calculations and in
vestigations. If the binaries and coupling elements 
are adjusted for operation in an ordinary binary 
scaling circuit, they will be fit for this counter.

Second Version of Counter Uses Semiconductor 
Diodes As Coupling Elements

Another version of the decade is shown in Fig. 2 
where semiconductor diodes are used as the 
coupling elements.

Again, the decade has three binaries with com
mon inputs and one binary, B4, with separated 
inputs. The coupling between Bi and B> is 
through the control diode K (shown in the dotted 
rectangle). This diode replaces the triode of Fig. 
1. The voltage for the control diode is applied 
from the right anode of B t to the anode, b, of the 
diode. If B4 is in the "1” state, the low voltage on 
its a anode keeps the control diode open. When 
binary B, is set in its “0” state the high voltage 
level on its right anode closes the control diode 
and the coupling between Bi and B2 is uninter
rupted. On the tenth pulse B4 is reset to zero di
rectly from the output of Bib.

The decade counter of Fig. 2 is readily ob
tained from an ordinary scaling circuit by adding 
‘diode and separating the inputs of one binary.

Fig. 3 shows the parameters of a binary using 
‘ 6NSS tube. The remaining binaries are similar 
0 th«' one shown. The adjustment of these dec
des is no more complicated than the adjustment 
* bi iary scalers. The decades operate reliably 
nd c an attain high counting speeds.
Tnnslated from “Decade Scaling Circuits” by 

■ Ta Galkin, M. N. Ivanov, News of the Higher 
nstit tions of Learning-Instrument Building, 
ol I , No. 5, 1959 pp 91-96. Micropot Potentiometers Turns-Counting Microdials

he Borg 1100 Series 
Micropot Potentiometer is a high resolution, 10-turn, 
precision potentiometer developed for a competitive spot in 
the commercial market. It is priced accordingly. Units 
with a total resistance of 50 to 500 ohms are supplied with 
.25% independent linearity . . . 1,000 to IOOK 
ohms with .25% or .1% independent linearity. Single or 
dual units. Compare . . . judge for yourself. We 
think you’ll find the Borg 1100 Series offers more precision 
features per dollar than any comparable potentiometer. 
Catalog data sheet BED-A132 gives complete 
specifications. See your Borg technical representative, 
distributor or write us direct. Borg Equipment Division, 
Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation, 
Janesville, Wisconsin. Phone Pleasant 4-6616,

BORG.

Sub-Fractional Horsepower Motors Frequency and Time Standards.
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now to prove
moisture resistance!

Up-Up! It’s just not worth housemaid’s knee to prove you might 
have a pot that can pass Procedure 106-A' Oh, it might take the 
steamin’, alright — but just wait til it breathes when it s cold! 
And if you want the acicT test — add a dash of polarizing voltage!

But you can count on one pot to withstand the moisture and tem
perature cycling of MIL-SID 202A: — ACEIX)TS have had the 
engineering design to pass 106-A with ease, even with polarizing 
voltage! For example, the terminal header is of our exclusive epoxy
impregnated fibreglass, with special case locking to 
keep out moisture. The shaft end is sealed with 
high-temperature silicone rubber O-rings bearing 
seals. Inside, special bronze bearings and precious 
anti-oxidizing winding and contact metals guard 
against corrosion. So if moisture-resistance tests 
make you damp and dour — see your ACErep'

This 7/s" ACEPOT9, as with all our pots, incorporates these 
exclusive moisture- and corrosion-resistant features.

See us ot WESCON-Booth 924-925
ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATES, INC.

I mB *** 99 Dover Street. Somerville 44, Moss.
’ whmi Somerset 6 5130 TMX SMVl 181 West. Union WUX

AcepetÄ Acetrim* Aceset® Aceohm® *«ee. Appt, tec
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GERMAN ABSTRACTS
E. Brenner

Precision Audio Frequency 
Measurement
F

REQUENCY measurement with electronic 
counters is simple and precise for frequencies 
above the audio range. However, at the lower 

frequencies (0.1 to 10 kc) the precision is im 
paired unless comparatively long counting times i 
are used. For example, at a frequency of 100 
cycles a 1-sec gate results in a precision of ±1 
cycle. With frequency multiplication the advan
tages of direct digital display together with high 
precision of measurement can be obtained.

The frequency multiplier shown in the figure! 
contains a cathode-ray counting tube with a grid ! 
g4, having 10, equally spaced, slits. A triangularl 
deflecting voltage, with maximum value equal bl 
half that required for maximum deflecting, is ap I 
plied to the tube. Scanning 5 slits in each half! 
cycle yields an output of 10 anode-current pulsesl 
per cycle.

To make the measured result independent oil 
input harmonics, the rectangular pulse frequency 
obtained from the Schmitt trigger is divided hl 
two before integration. Also, the output pulse frel 
quency is doubled before counting. While in prinl 
ciple the use of all 10 grid slits would make M 
final frequency doubling unnecessary, the nonfl 
uniform slit spacing of the commercial tube use® 
makes this procedure undesirable.

Abstracted from an article by R. MitteriU 
Frequenz, Vol. 14, No. 1, January 1960, pp H-W
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QTUDY of the human brain can serve as the 
basis for judging the performance of com

puting machines. This is shown in the accom
panying table.

Valuable as background material, this survey 
article includes a classified, 46-item bibliography. 
The categories of this bibliography are: general 
brain studies, information theory applied to hu
mans, psychology and phenomenology of the 
brain, physiology of the brain and information 
[torage in machines.

Abstracted from an article by E. Schaefer, Elek- 
Ironische Rundschau, Vol. 14, No. 3, March, 1960, 
L 79-84.
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I Advantages of the Human Brain Over 
Machine Memories

property Machine Human
Maximum 
Capacity of 

Borage units

105-108 bit Probably 1015 bit

forage density less than 

104 bit/cm3

lO1^ bit/cm3

lumber of 
iperations before 
■obable error

Relay 10°

TubelO12

neuron 103 

brain 1012

Ipense Tape 0.001-0.01 

DM/bit 

Drum 0.05-0.2 

DM/bit 

Core 1-2 DM/bit 

Computer 300

3000 DM/hr

Human

1-25 DM/hr

■bilra y access
■time
ioragi capacity

-10-n 
10°bit

sec/bit

1 — i o-1«

1010 bit

sec/bit

■wer consump-
■ion
■ bi system

Tubes108w

Transistor 10 w

Storage cycle 

10-2w 

brain 100 w
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TO THE ENGINEER

who can’t tolerate a lapse of memory

CAN 
DO

If you’re working on a think machine that 
can’t afford to break its train of thought, 
consider AE’s pint-size, fast-stepping OCS 
switcher. Unlike electron tubes and relays, 
this sophisticated device won’t lose stored 
memory in the event of power failure or 
circuit interruption.

Besides, it can do the work normally assigned 
to whole banks of relays.

The AE Series OCS will follow or initiate a 
prescribed series of events or cycles at 30 
steps per second impulse-controlled, or 65 
steps per second self-interrupted. Any pro
gramming sequence can be set up on one to
six cams with as many as 36 on-and-off steps 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
Subsidiary of -

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
CIRCLE 17. ON READER-SERVICE CARO

per cam. And each cam will actuate as many 
as six contact springs.

In any event, if your designs involve relays 
or stepping switches, AE circuit engineers 
may be able to save you a pretty penny. Or, 
if you’d like to leave the switching to us, 
we’re equipped to supply prewired and 
assembled, custom-built control units, or help 
you develop complete control systems.

To explore the matter, just write the Director, 
Control Equipment Sales, Automatic Elec
tric, Northlake, Illinois. Also ask for Circular 
1698-H : Rotary Stepping Switches; Circular 
1702-E : Relays for Industry; and our new 
32-page booklet on Basic Circuits.
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Radar Interference with
Hit-ini

Microwave Communicationsimmei
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Exceptional printing 
makes the difference...
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■ Printed or decorated up to 4 colors on 
crystal clear, transparent or opaque colors

■ Largest line of (RIGID! plastic containers
■ 1/5 the weight of glass—greatly reducing 

ever-increasing shipping and handling costs
■ Lightweight and shatterproof—with rigid 

wall protection
■ Economical—with customer re-use value
■ Also made of new high density polyethy

lene—Poly-Opal*. Are chemically inert, 
stain resistant and have lower permeability 
to moisture and gases than conventional 
polyethylene.

Feriousl 
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I lations, both civilian and military, through
out the country, have greatly increased the likeli
hood of their troublesome interference with 
microwave communications systems. Several ex
periments have been performed to better under
stand how this interference can be dealt with 
and controlled.
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Lab and Field Experiments Strive to Determine 
Interference Extent

One series of laboratory investigations tried toi 
determine how strong an interfering radar signal 
could be without causing excessive interference. 
In another series, the radiation from operational 
radars in the field was measured to determine tl 
frequency and power of the unwanted emission! 
components.

The laboratory experiments simulated an ii I 
terference condition by injecting a pulsed micro-1 
wave signal (representing the radar interference I 
and a signal from a microwave transmitter (repl 
resenting the desired transmission) into a re-1 
ceiver. By using an assembly of waveguidl 
couplers and variable attenuators, engineers werl 
able to adjust independently the strength of eaci 
of these signals at the receiver input. They founl 
that as the peak value of the interference signal 
approached the peak value of the desired signal 
the interfering noise in telephone circuits ros®

pending on the hours of operation of the radar 
and on how rapidly the radar scans its assigned 
sector. Interference with ordinary telephone con
versations and with television viewing is a com
mercially objectionable nuisance. However, with 
cricuits carry ing data signals, especially those re
quired for national defense by systems such as 
SAGE, any interference cannot be tolerated.

Spurious Radar Emissions Have Varying Inter
ference Effects

Although radars are assigned frequencies out
side the bands assigned to the common-carrier 
microwave systems, the high powers some radars 
use, along with their wide dispersion across the 
countryside, leads to the interference problems. 
Such interference does not necessarily come from 
the direct, powerful radar pulses; it may be from 
harmonics or from spurious emissions. Interfer
ing signals may’ arise also from maladjustments 
of a radar, causing occasional full power pulses 
to be transmitted in the frequency bands as
signed to radio communications. Or, the interfer
ence may originate in the frequency spectra of 
the pulses transmitted by the radar.

Radar interference appears as a rough buzzing 
noise in telephone circuits; as moving, almost 
randomly located white dashes in a television pic
ture; and as errors in data signals. Such inter
ference is likely to be of a fleeting nature, de-

Write for full-color catalog, samples and prices, 

LERMER PLASTICS, INC. 
®572 South Avenue 

Garwood, New Jersey 
PIONEERS AND SPECIALISTS IN 
PLASTIC CONTAINERS SINCE 1919

ELECTRONIC DESIGN

DIGEST
of recent papers and literatureLERMER 

PLASTIC 
CONTAINERS



EFFECTIVE RADIATED
POWER (DBM): RECEIVER INPUT SIGNAL (DBM) 

+ ATTENUATOR LOSSES (DB) 

♦ PATH LOSS (DB) 

-RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN (DB)

PATH LOSS

RADAR ANTENNA
(KNOWN GAIN)

►

STANDARD 
GAIN HORN

PROTECTION 
ATTENUATOR

MIXING 
ATTENUATOR

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR

MOBILE

' SIGNAL 
STRENGTH

METER

PHONE

o_____o
OSCILLOSCOPE

LABORATORY
With interference-measuring equipment, operator 
can determine actual loss of signal strength in propa

gation path, then scan entire frequency band for har

monics and spurious signals from radar.

The noise is negligible when the ratio of peak 
hr |"na' tO Peak at the receiver input

ra * 1 more than 5 db. But it is intolerable when 
Ithe ratio is unity (0 db or less), because at 0 db 

le con ¡nterference ¡s as strong as the wanted sig
nals. Other tests have indicated that data signals, 
such as are used in the SAGE system, are not 
seriously affected by radar interference when 
he circuits do not have too much interference 
or ordinary telephone use.

IV Signals Have Greater Interference Sensitivity 
Similar tests with television signals indicated 

hat they are more sensitive to radar pulse inter- 
erence than are telephone signals. Here it ap- 
>ears that the ratio of peak signal to peak inter- 
erence must be more than 15 db—the signal 
lower must be about 32 times stronger than the 
aterference—in order to avoid degraded tele- 
ision pictures.
For typical Bell System microwave receiving 

«terns, the maximum tolerable interference 
ower which may be radiated from a radar with
ut causing interference was estimated. A tabu- 
ition of the estimates is given in the table for 
arioi s relative locations of the radar and the 
sceix ‘r. Since some radars have spurious out- 
uts c f effective radiated power as high as five
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Bulova dual channel balance wheel
Bulova’s talent for design, engineering 
and production of reliable timing de
vices has secured an important place 
for these critical mechanisms in our 
nation’s industrial and defense com
munities.
The timing regulation of the sophisti
cated system shown above is based on 
the action of a simple balance wheel 
escapement. For every complete oscil
lation of the balance wheel, the levers 
permit scape wheel to advance one 
tooth according to the following.
In any given escapement, the principal 
variables which must be established are:

balance wheel frequency, fb;
the gear reduction from scape wheel 

to mainspring, R;
and the torsional spring constant, Q, 

of the balance wheel hairspring.
The desired time per balance wheel 
cycle is determined by

(1)

For optimum scape wheel functions 
over the range of mainspring torques, 
it is desirable to use the maximum bal
ance wheel amplitude, just short of 
overbanking. Thus the balance wheel 
will have sufficient amplitude, Q, at 
lower mainspring torques.
The maximum energy imparted to the 
lever by the scape wheel must not ex 
ceed the energy absorbed by the bal
ance hairspring. Therefore

(2)
R

where is the efficiency of energy 
transmission from mainspring to hair
spring, Tn, the maximum torque at 
hairspring, and 9, the angular displace
ment of the pallet. The factor, 17, must 
generally be experimentally deter
mined.
The third equation takes into account 
the fact that the balance wheel vibra
tion system exhibits, by its nature, 
simple harmonic motion. Thus

CIRCLE 180 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

escapements

Where I is balance wheel inertia (con
stant for a given system).
The design procedure involves the 
choice of a convenient gear ratio and 
the definition of Q. Once Q is deter
mined, fb can be found by using Equ. 
(3). The R and fb selected must be 
compatible with t.
Bulova’s mastery of time and the high 
order of precision demanded in its 
regulation, materially contributes to 
our national well being.

§Bulova
Research 1 Development Laherateriet, lac. 

1 S2-1I Weedsite Avenue, Woodside 77, N. Y.Woodtide Avenue, Woodtide 77, N. Y.
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HYSTERESIS and TORQUE MOTORS
it from reaching the microwave receiver input. 
Each course of action has a number of practical 
limitations.

PRECISE, RELIABLE, UNATTENDED PERFORMANCE
For tape and data processing systems - and related applications which require 
unusually high performance and reliability. Single, dual, 3 & 4 speed, ball or sleeve 
bearings, 1/2500 H.P. to % H.P., 60 cps, 400 cps and other frequencies ... many 
alternate specifications to meet your exact needs . . . also miniature hysteresis- 
synchronous and geared-synchronous motors in size 8 through size 18 ■ This IMC 
line of hysteresis and torque motors features new advances in miniaturization and 
production economy ... is also characterized by uniform speed, low noise level, 
and high-starting torque ■ IMC engineers will work closely with you . . . help you 
design your equipment or system smaller, better with the motor that completely 
meets your particular requirements ■ Write for additional technical information to:

WESTBURY. L. I., NEW YORK • ED 4-7070 / MAYWOOD. CALIFORNIA • LU 3 4785

Mobile Laboratory Used for Field Tests
To investigate the radiation from radars in the 

field, a “mobile” laboratory was used. A test truck 
was driven to a site having an unobstructed view 
of the radar to be tested. This site must have no 
apparent reflecting areas, such as a flat highway 
or pond, in or near the transmission path.

A receiving “horn” was then set up on a tripod 
on the roof of the truck. It was aimed toward 
the radar by a simple optical sight. The testing 
engineer tunes in the main radar signal on his 
receiver and directs the radar operator by tele
phone to aim the beam of the radar precisely on 
the receiving horn. The radar signal is observed 
on a signal-strength meter and on an oscilloscope.

When aiming is completed, pulses1 are matched 
from a signal generator with those from the radar 
in frequency pulse length and pulse rate. Also 
measured is the peak pulse power received. The 
actual loss in the propagation path from the 
radar to the test truck is then determined. Meas
ured path loss is compared with the theoretical 
value. If the two are in good agreement, the en
gineer proceeds with the tests. If not, he must 
move to a better test site.

Once the propagation path loss is checked 
(and incidentally the operation of the radar), the 
entire frequency band is scanned for harmonics 
and spurious signals. When a spurious signal is 
found the signal generator is matched to it. From 
this, the effective radiated peak power of the 
radar at that frequency can be computed. Meas
uring equipment now available covers the fre
quency spectrum between 950 and 26,000 me.

Although Spurious Emissions Are Prevalent Few 
RFI Cases Are Reported

With the cooperation of the armed services, 
eleven different types of radars were investigated. 
Their peak power outputs ranged from 140 kw 
to 5 mw. All were found to radiate harmonics or 
spurious signals of substantial strength, and all 
of them radiated signals in one or more of the 
common-carrier frequency bands. These, there
fore, are potential sources of interference to com
munications.

Fortunately, however, there have been rela
tively few cases of actual radar interference re
ported. Laboratories engineers give several pos
sible reasons for this. First, many of the micro
wave receivers are shielded from the radars by 
natural obstructions such as tall buildings. Second, 
potentially interfering radars may be operating

week delivery
/ I

and in production 
quantities!

Mark 7 Mod 0 .. Size 15 Servo Motor
Mark 7 Mod 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Size 15 Servo Motor
Mark 12 Mod 0 . Size 15 Motor Generator
Mark 12 Mod 1 Size 15 Motor Generator
Mark 16 Mod 1... Size 18 Motor Generator
Mark 16 Mod 3 .. Size 18 Motor Generator

(For transistor circuits)
The addition of our second factory 
means delivery in six to twelve weeks 

on many other G-M Servo Motors 
and Motor Generators as well; sizes 
8 to 18, including other BuOrd items.

*Now Bureau ol Naval Weapons

Ask also for 
full information; 
G-M Recommended 
Specification No. 665 
and Catalog.

4284 N. Knox Avanu« • Chicago 41
GM LABOR ATORIE5 INC

u n Seno Motors
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SARKES TARZIAN SILICON RECTIFIERS

(Estimates include 30-db allowance for fading.)

Versatile mounting
UlteVac

1 to 1000 Liters/Second

Small size

920 D Commercial St «Palo Alto. Calif.« DA 1-4117

:e care

i Motor 
i Motor 
nerator 
nerator 
nerator 
lerat- r

ended 
No 665

Television 
Channels

Sanes Ufi Fump 
1 Liter/ Seeon«

ictory 
week* 
otors 
sizes 

items.

Telephone 

Channels

Max.
RMS Volts

ELECTRONIC 
HIGH*

VACUUM 
PUMPS

Maximum Tolerable 
Effective Radiated 

Power of Radar 
Spurious Output 

in dbm

The Tarzian F Series now includes four silicon rectifiers... 
covering a current range of from 200 to 750 milliamperes de (to 85°C) 
Low forward drop and low reverse current are featured 
with positive environmental seal and axial leads.

Estimated Tolerable Interference 
Effects from Radars.

Here are two closely related series of high-performance Tarzian 
silicon rectifiers with oversized junctions capable of handling inrush 
currents far in excess of normal current requirements. Their 
stability and excellent thermal characteristics are due to careful 
selection of materials and close quality control. Their low cost is 
the result of typical Tarzian efficiency in volume production.

Radar’s Location With 
Respect to 

Communications 
Receiver

From Ultek, only manufacturer devoted 
exclusively to the technology of fluidless 
vacuum pumping, the UlteVac electronic 
vacuum Dump. UlteVac pumps produce 
exceptionally clean vacuums, to 10'9 mm 
Hg and below, with no moving parts, no 
contaminants, no hot filaments, no refrig
eration; operate unattended for months.

UlteVac pumps are rugged, easy-connect
ing, operable in any position. Hundreds 
in use in vacuum-tube processing, on 
super power microwave tubes, mass spec
trometers, electron microscopes, experi
mental applications. Immediate ship
ment of all sizes from stock. Ultek also 
offers exclusive line of high vacuum ac
cessories including:

• SORPTION ROUGHING PUMPS
• METAL SEAL FITTINGS

♦ FULL CONDUCTANCE VAIVES
• AMBIENT FORELINE TRAPS

Literature a vat I a bte (state application) from 
Ultek or its exclusive sales representative. 
Kinney Mfg. Div. of the New York Air Brake 
Co Sales Offices in major U. S. cities. For additional information, write Section 5023B Sarkes Tarzian 

is a leading supplier of silicon, tube replacement, and selenium 
rectifiers. Practical application assistance is always available.
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The T arzian H Series includes six rectifiers rated at 750 milliamperes 
at 100 C. The H Series features hermetically sealed units with 
axial leads plus low forward drop and low reverse current.

ADVANTAGES

Available from stock
Max. Amps

SARKES TARZIAN. INC.
I World's loading Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners • Closed Circuit TV Systems • Broadcast 

Equipment • Air Trimmers • FM Radios • Magnetic Recording Tape« Semiconductor Devices
SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION • BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
In Canada: 700 Weston Rd., Toronto 9 • Export: Ad Aurteme, Inc., Now York
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Immediately available
Max. Amps

Tarzian Amps. DC Max.
Type (1OO° C) PIV RMS Volte

on frequencies at which theii spurious outputs 
simply do not fall into the particular frequency 
bands assigned to common-carrier radio relay 
employed in the vicinity of this radar.

A third reason may be that interference occurs 
only during fading periods and hence its proper 
identification is made difficult. Fourth, only a 
few of the many types of radars in existence are 
now installed and operating. A final reason may 
be due to failure of operating personnel to recog
nize and report radar interference troubles be
cause of confusion with other types of interfer
ence or other causes.

But even the few cases of radar interference 
with microwave transmission must be dealt 
with. Radar users and manufacturers are becom
ing increasingly aware of the potential serious
ness of interference with microwave radio fa
cilities. As a result, radar manufacturers are 
taking steps to minimize extra-band radiation by 
improving their designs. For example, they are 
using improved magnetrons and klystrons, better 
methods of filtering, and equipment with more 
favorable pulse shapes.

In addition, radar users are striving to improve 
their operation and maintenance procedures. 
Also, there is increasing care exercised in the 
sek'ction of new sites both for microwave radio 
stations and for radar stations.

Finally, microwave systems engineers them
selves employ a number of schemes to reduce 
interference. Such factors as antenna directivity 
and cross-polarization of the communication 
waves with respect to the radar radiation are 
among the devices they use. By means such as 
these, interference problems which might other
wise reach intolerable proportions are being 
brought under control.

Digested from Radar Interference With Micro
wave Radar by R. L. Robbins, Bell Laboratories 
Record, April 1960 pp 142-145

Tarzian Amps. DC 
Type (85° C) PIV

Anywhere beyond a few 

hundred yards.

On the same site, receiv

ing antenna pointed away 

from radar.

Anywhere, except along 

I-mile corridor centered 

on microwave route

Vac u u m s 
approaching those of 

Outer Space

Two series that combine 
small size with large capacity

Recurrent Surge 
Peak (4M8)

2F4 .20 400 260 2.0 20
F-2 .75 200 140 7.5 75
F -4. .75 400 280 7.5 75
F-6 .75 600 420 7.5 75

Recurrent Surge 
Peak (4M8)

1OH .75 1OO 70 7.5 75
20 H .75 200 140 7.5 75
30 M .75 300 210 7.5 75
40 H .75 400 280 7.5 75
50 H .7 5 500 350 7.5 75
60 H .75 600 420 7.5 75



"SCOTCHCAST STANDARDS
AND

resins as thin as SPECS
water for fine wire

impregnation Sherman H. Hubelbank

Now with “Scotchcast” Brand w ards, are available to meet your every 
Epoxy Resins you can completely a impregnating requirement. Room 
impregnate even the finest, most L curing or heat curing . . . rigid or 
tightly packed wire coils. These thin- I flexible ... filled or unfilled—all are 
as-water resins eliminate voids and P supplied as complete systems, pre
hotspots, offer excellent electrical ■ measured, in ready-to-use two or 
insulation, and assure a cooler run- R one-part systems.
ning more shock resistant unit. They w Discover how these low viscosity 
enable you to furnish your customers * “Scotchcast” Brand Resins can 
a more reliable component.
“Scotchcast” Brand ।
Epoxy Resins, manu- 1
factured under strict ■
quality controls and ®
tested for performance ’
under exacting stand-

|-------------------------------CUP AND MAIL TODAY-----------------------------
3M Company, Dept. EBA-70
900 Bush Ave., St. Paul 6, Minn.

GENTLEMEN: Send me free information on these low viscosity 
“Scotchcast” Epoxy Resins.

□ “Scotchcast” No. 3—a two-part short cure resin □ “Scotchcast” No. 235— 
a two-part semi-flexible resin □ “Scotchcast” No. 250—a two-part resin for class 
F and H applications □ “Scotchcast” No. 241—a two-part filled semi-flexible 
resin □ “Scotchcast” No. XR-5029—a one-part class F flexible resin □ Catalog 
of “Scotchcast” Epoxy Resins 

name____________________________________________________________________

improve your present 
insulating methods.

Ask your regular 
3M Representative 
for more information 
or send in the coupon 
below.

COMPANY.

ADDRESS.

CITY. STATE
I_________ .________________________—— 

• SCOTCHCAST- IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF 3M CO.. ST. PAUL 8. MINN. 

J^INNItOTA JOINING AND J^JanUFACTURING COMPANY

. ..WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW
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Dry Cells and Batteries
Issued byr the National Bureau of Standards, 

this new spec reflects the most recent advances 
in the dry-battery industry. The handbook includes 
many new types of mercury' cells and a complete 
revision in their nomenclature. Specs are given 
for dry cells and batteries for use with transistor 
circuits.

Also included are dimensions in the metric and 
English systems and cell designations adopted by 
the International Electrochemical Commission. A 
detailed description is given of the test methods 
used to rate dry cells, and of the construction 
and performance specs which must be met. Order 
Specification for Dry Cells and Batteries, NBS 
Handbook 71, from the Superintendent of Docu
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washing
ton 25, D.C., price 25^.

Two New Classes Of Magnet 
Wire Added To MIL-W-583B

Two new classes of magnet wire, capable of 
continuous operation at 155 and 180 C, have been 
added to MIL-W-583B. Class designation of tem
perature characteristics has been changed from 
letters to numbers. The numbers coincide with the 
maximum continuous operating temperature. Re
sponsibility for inspection prior to submission for 
Government inspection and acceptance has been 
assigned the supplier. The full title of the spec is 
Electrical Magnet Wire, MIL-W-583B, dated 15 
December 1959.

Resonance Method Used For 
Determining Crystal Constants

The resonance method for determining elastic 
and piezoelectric constants of piezoelectric crys
tals is used in a new ASA standard. These con
stants are derived from the motional parameters 
of the equivalent electric circuit of piezoelectric 
vibrators made from the material considered. 
Evaluation of the dielectric constants is accom
plished by measuring the capacitance of large 
plates provided with electrodes adhering to the 
major surfaces. Standard C83.23-1960 is available 
from American Standards Association, 10 E. 40 
St., New York 16, N.Y. for 75 cents per copy.

NEW
low cost 

multi-purpose 
electronic

counter
Model 720 events-per-unit-time counter is 
designed for uses requiring flexibility. 
Measurement of most physical variables 
such as flow, RPM, frequency or time in
terval is simple with NIXIE in-line read
out, which reduces operator fatigue and 
errors. Low cost starts at $475 for 
3-decade model. Send for technical
literature.

OECADES:
FREQUENCY

RANGE:
SENSITIVITY: 

ACCURACY:
DISPLAY TIME: 

SIZE:
WEIGHT:

Manufacturers

3, 4, 5 or 6

0 to 120,000 pulses/sec.
50 Millivolts RMS
± one count ± time base error 
0.2 to 6 sec. or infinite
19" x 5%" x 12"
25 lbs.

of digital counting and timing
instruments and systems for military and com
mercial use.

ERIE PACIFIC DIVISION 
ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION 

12932 S. Weber Way, Hawthorne, Ca’if* 
Phone: ORegon 8-5418
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MECHANIC STREET, ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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IEC Establishes Requirements For 
Fixed, Non-Wirewound Resistors

Fixed resistors, other than wirewound, are cox
new IEC recommendation. This pub

Your data handling system, 
whether RF carrier or wire 
transmission line, may require 
time-sharing to increase its 
capacity and efficiency.

In the past, the advantages 
ot motor driven switches used 
for multiplexing were out
weighed by their disadvan
tages. They were smaller, 
lighter and simpler but, 
because of high contact resis
tance, bounce and short life, 
they contaminated data.

Then IDL introduced multi
fingered brushes traveling on 
the inner periphery of cylin
drical sections to minimise 
resistance and bounce and 
extend trouble-free life to hun
dreds of hours. These con
cepts have been successfully 
applied to missiles in sampling 
900 data points per second for 
more than 500 hours without 
signal contamination even in 
the milli-volt signal level 
ranges.

For example, Switch No. 
500660 is a complete unit 
within a compact case, avail
able at reasonable cost and 
capable of sampling up to 180 
transducers. It combines 2 
poles of 30 data channels with 
2 poles of 60 data channels, 
each operating at 5 rps.

nter is 
bility. 
nables 
me in
; read 
le and 
'5 for 
hmcal

lication establishes the requirements for resistors 
having a rated dissipation of less than 2 w, and a 
resistance range between 10 ohms and 10 meg. 
These resistors are especially suited for circuits 
where high-stability properties are essential. 
Copies are available from The American Stand
ards Association, 10 E. 40 St., New York 16, N.Y. 
Specify IEC No. 115. Price is $3.20 per copy.
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For further infor
mation, writ i for 
Tech lical Bulletin 
No. 500660; or let uh 
proposi a volution to 
uour Time-Sharino 
Problem.

2921 ADMIRAL WILSON BOULEVARD 
CAMDEN 5, NEW JERSEY 

WOodlawn 6-2780 TWX 761 Camden, N.J.

Not only G-L but our customers, too, claim consistent 

uniformity with every G-L Tape Wound Core and 

Bobbin Core. This consistent uniformity is the result 

of: an accuracy of control never before achieved 

in each and every step of the manufacturing 

process; the use of the highest quality raw materials 

and new and exclusive manufacturing technologies.

Prove our claims and the claims of our customers. 

Write, wire, call or teletype us about your re

quirements and for our technical bulletins.

MAY HAVE A 
SOLUTION -

New IEC Spec Covers Fixed 
Mica Capacitors; MIL-C-25 Revised

IE( ’ (International Electrotechnical Commis
sion) recommendation No. 116 applies to fixed ca
pacitors with a mica dielectric and electrodes di
rectly deposited on the mica sheets. Order from 
American Standards Association, 10 E. 40 St., New 
York 16, N.Y. at $3.20 per copy.

MIL-C-25 has been revised to include the vi
bration grade in the type designation. A new typi
cal type designation is CP10A1KB273K3. The last 
digit (3) represents the vibration grade. Vibration 
grades 1 (10 to 60 cps) and 3 (10 to 2000 cps) 
have been added. Characteristic ‘ D has been de
leted. The list of referenced specs and publica
tions, and the requirements for packing and pack
aging hax’e been revised. The quality assurance 
provisions have been modified to incorporate the 
standard paragraphs on responsibility for inspec
tion. A new production inspection has been speci
fied. This revision, MIL-C-25C, dated 8 February 
1960, supersedes MIL-C-25A and MIL-C-0025B 
(USAF).

Save Money With Standards: 
15 Papers Explain How

Using standards to achieve savings is the prime 
topic covered in 15 papers that were presented at 
the Eighth Annual Meeting of the Standard Engi
neers Society. Subjects include the use of stand
ards to aid creativity, the waste in design engi
neering when standards are lacking, their value to 
consumers, the necessity for completely integrated 
company standards when modem automation, 
data processing and microfilming are used, and 
several facets of governmental experience with 
standardization. The proceedings of the 1959 An
nual Meeting, ‘ Philosophy, Research, Education, 
and Management in Standardization,” cost $5.00 
for non-members. Write to Standards Engineers 
Society, 1025 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washing
ton 6, D.C.

INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
INCORPORATED 

Subttdia* y ai Royal Meteo Corporation
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B
Y A SERIES of self-administered tests, young 
engineers can now determine for themselves 

their suitability for various areas of electronics 
engineering.

The tests, developed over a six-month period by 
Deutsch and Shea, personnel consultants, and by 
engineers in General Electric’s Light Military 
Electronics Dept., are for the exclusive use of the 
person taking them. Results are not communicated 
to GE or Deutsch and Shea.

The multiple-choice questions are of a practical 
nature and are concerned with work in the field 
rather than theory or textbook material. Grades 
achieved can be compared with an interpretive 
scale based on performance of Light Military 
Electronics Dept, engineers.

So far, the tests cover the fields of radar, micro
wave, communications, and electronic packaging. 
A fifth, non-technical test on human relations, is 
designed to indicate a person’s talent for adminis

tration or technical contribution.
Each test consists of 30 to 40 questions, and 

answers are bound into the last pages of each test 
pamphlet. When the test is finished, the last pages 
may be cut open and the test scored. A profes
sional evaluation of possible scores appears on the 
facing page.

In the period of planning and pre-testing, GE 
engineers worked with Deutsch and Shea con
sultants to make sure each question was clear and 
concise—and fair. If questions were found to be 
misleading, too easy, or too hard, they were modi
fied or discarded.

Any qualified engineer holding a BS or ad
vanced degree can receive copies of the tests by 
writing to Ron Bach, Light Military Electronics 
Dept., General Electric, French Road, Utica, 
N.Y. Only two tests are distributed to each person, 
so the engineer should state what fields he is in
terested in.



What Do
You Know?

TELETYPES

CONTROL TEAM

ADJACENT CONTROL CENTERS

ne HUMAN CATALYST

MITRE
0 318

(continued on p 168)

367

ENGINEERS 
SCIENTISTS

CONTROL 
INSTRUCTIONS

ENCODED RADAR 
B BEACON DATA

PROGRESS 
REPORTS

b. 10 miles, 
c. 20 miles 
cl. 100 mile: 
e. 200 mile?

Inhumes may be directed in confidence lO: 
Vice president—Technical operations

a. Magnetron 
b. ’traveling 
c. Maser.
(I. Backward 
e. Klystron.

A radar set has a pulse width of 
0.2 nsec. and a beam width of I 
mil. Azimuth and range resolution 
will be the same at the following 
range:

Post Office Box 31,15-AD — Lexington, Massachusetts

wave oscillator
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wave tube

The following are some questions 
from tests for electronics engineers 
drawn up by General Electrics Light 
Military Electronics Dept, and a per
sonnel consulting firm:

SATIN— ONE EXAMPLE OF AN INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEM

Airborne Radar
Airborne Doppler radars often 
are used for measurement of:

a. Drift and ground speed.
b. Drift and heading.
c. Air speed and heading.
d. Speed made good.
e. Range rate.

A 1,000-cps sine wave w ith a peak 
amplitude of 0.1 v is applied to 
the grid of a triode amplifier bi
ased at cut-off. Following an am
plification of 10, the output from 
the plate of triode #1 is capaci
tively coupled to the grid of a 
second amplifier. What is the av
erage value of the waveform ap
plied to the grid of amplifier #2, 
excluding bias of amplifier #2:

a. 0 636.
b. —0.636.

. \In e^ect» ^is is the role of the System
A 1 "X \ Engineer at MITRE.

; ‘n ' \ / \ \ \ His technical competence and

- ’S \ \ \ \ objectivity must maximize the

ti I \ \ \ effectiveness of complex inter-

Jç n. \ i/ acting communications net-
/ \ WL -jq I works, radar systems, digital

J . s' / / computers and counter

’ / measures. The end result

'\ k . í must be an integrated com-
\\ X / mand and control system.

IJ / MITRE, a system engineering

/ organization, is engaged in the 

/ Jo design, development and eval

: nation of large scale command

an<^ contr°l systems. Its convenient 

• ii y \X location in suburban Boston offers

. X excellent opportunities for advanced

. study under MITRE’s libera! educational

-v < assistance program.

" • Engineers and scientists with an interest in combining

large scale system engineering with electronic develop

ment will find creative opportunities with MITRE in:

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY • RADAR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT • 
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT • HUMAN FACTORS • 

ADVANCED SYSTEM DESIGN • COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS • 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH • ELECTRONICS COUNTERMEASURES •

<\XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>XXXXXXX^XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV%
CIRCLE 903 ON CAREER INQUIRY FORM

Microwave Engineering
1. The shortest microwave pulse 

length available presently is ap
proximately:

a. 1 nsec.
b. 0.7 nsec.
c. 0.1 nsec.
cl. 7 nsec
e. 0.1 nsec

2. The broadest stable tuning range 
is obtained with a:

XO-t COMPUTER

PROGRAM OF

INSTRUCTIONS COR

CARRYING OUT 

DATA PROCESSING
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Why don’t you

Talk—
Westinghouse

DESIGNING YOUR FUTURE

... about their
ASTRONAUTICS
INSTITUTE
Westinghouse engineers are engaged in the study of the 
entire range of space operations from satellites to inter
planetary operations, including the design of space vehicles. 
Talk with Westinghouse about these and other advanced 
projects such as Typhon, and the facilities open to engineers 
and scientists whose careers are linked with Westinghouse 
. . . pioneer and leader in the electronics field.

CURRENT OPENINGS
Microwave Theory
Underwater Acoustics
Microwave Antennas & Components 
Microwave Transmitters & Receivers 
Molecular Electronics 
Systems Planning 
Field Installation & Test
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Westinghouse
A&IMORE

P.O. BOX 746 Baltimore 3, Maryland

AIR ARM • KLBCTRONICS • ORDNANCS

CIRCLE 904 ON CAREER INQUIRY FORM

6. The over-all efficiency of a typi
cal airborne pulse radar in terms 
of power to the antenna vs. sup
ply line power to the transmitter 
and its associated modulator and 
power supply is approximately:

a. 2%.
b. 10%.
c. 30%.
d. 50%.
e. 70%.

Packaging Requirements for 
Airborne Electronic Systems
7. Select the column below which 

lists the respective materials in 
the correct order for increasing 
coefficient of expansion:

a. Steel, Aluminum, Nylon, 
Magnesium.

b. Aluminum, Magnesium, 
Nylon, Steel.

c. Steel, Nylon, Aluminum, 
Magnesium.

d. Aluminum, Steel, Magne
sium, Nylon.

e. Steel, Aluminum, Magne
sium, Nylon.

8. Cooling of airborne electronic sys
tems often requires that cool air 
be supplied at high pressures. Of 
the fans listed below, the best for 
this type of operation is:

a. Axial flow fan.
b. Centrifugal fan.
c. Propeller fan.
d. Vane-axial flow fan.
e. Blower.

9. If other factors are considered to 
be equal, one of the following 
statements has particular signifi
cance in comparing a gear mesh 
using 20-deg pressure angle gears 
with a gear mesh using 14.5-deg 
pressure angle gears:

a. It will have more backlash.
b. It will have less backlash.
c. It will have the same back

lash.
d. It will wear out faster.
e. It will wear out slower

(continued on V 170)
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CAREER INQUIRY SERVICE USE BEFORE AUG. 31, 1960

Advancement
Your Goal

Use
CONFIDENTIAL

Action Form

ELECTRONIC DESIGN'S Confidential Career 

Inquiry Service helps engineers "sell” them

selves to employers—as confidentially and 
discreetly as they would do in person. The 

service is fast. It is the first of its kind in the 

electronics field and is receiving high praise 

from personnel managers.

To present your job qualifications immedi

ately to companies, simply fill in the attached 

Resume.
Study the employment opportunity ads in 

this section. Then circle the numbers at the 

bottom of the form that correspond to the 

numbers of the ads that interest you.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN will ad as your sec

retary, type neat duplicates of your applica

tion and send them to all companies you 

select—the same day the resume is received.
The standardized form permits personnel 

managers to inspect your qualifications rapid

ly. If they are interested, they will get in touch 

with you.

Painstaking procedures have been set up to 

ensure that your application receives com

plete, confidential protection. We take the 

following precautions:

• All forms are delivered unopened to one 

reliable specialist at ELECTRONIC DESIGN.
■ Your form is kept confidential and is proc

essed only by this specialist.

• Tie "circle number” portion of the form is 

detached before the application is sent to an 

emp oyer, so that no company will know how 

many numbers you have circled.

1 Al original applications are placed in con- 

fider tial files at ELECTRONIC DESIGN, and 

after a reasonable lapse of time, they are 

dest oyed.

If you are seeking a new iob, act nowl

Name

Home Address

Date of Birth

After completing, mail career form to ELECTRONIC DESIGN, 830 Third Avenue. New York, 
N. Y. Our Reader Service Department will forward copies to the companies you select below.

(Please print with a soft pencil or type.)

Telephone

15

City Zone State

Place of Birth Citizenship

Position Desired

College Dates
Educational History

Degree Major Honors

Recent Special Training

Company City and Slate

Employment History
Dates Title Engineering Specialty

Outstanding Engineering and Administrative Experience

Professional Societies

Published Articles

Minimum Salary Requirements (Optional)______________________________________
Use section below instead of Reader Service Card. Do not write personal 
data below this line. This section will he detached before processing.

Circle Career Inquiry numbers of companies that interest you
9ÜU 901 902 903 (KM 905 906 907 908 909 910 911 9)2 913 914 915 916 917 918 919 920 921 922 923 924



Opportunities in 
Systems Development

Switching logic

circuits by light

In this experimental device, six photoconducting cells 
surround a neon lamp. The unit serves as one of the 
logical elements in an elementary digital device built 
by IBM engineers and scientists investigating light as 
a switching medium in logic circuits.
The Potential of Photoconductivity
Because neon-photoconductor pairs are simple, reli
able and versatile in their circuit applications, they 
are being thoroughly studied at IBM from both 
theoretical and engineering viewpoints. Physicists 
and mathematicians are examining fundamental 
aspects of photoconductivity. Other scientists and 
engineers are looking into alternate methods by which 
photoconductors might become part of future low- 
speed computing systems.
With the advent of light on the electronic scene, there 
are new skills to be learned and new problems to be 
solved that have never before been encountered. To 
attack these problems, it takes the varied skills of many 
different types of engineers and scientists. It also takes 
the progressive spirit of a company very much in step 
with the future.
Careers in Growth Fields
Of course, your primary interest may not be photo
conductivity. You may be more interested in recent 
IBM achievements in solid state, optics, thin films or 
magnetics. Whatever your aims or background, you’ll 
find fascinating work in frontier fields at IBM’s ex
panding research and development laboratories.
If you have a degree in engineering, mathematics or 
one of the physical sciences, plus experience in your 
field—write, briefly outlining your qualifications, to: 
Manager of Technical Employment
IBM Corporation, Dept. 555S3
590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

IBM■B IM V Hi ® international business machines corporation

DESIGNING YOUR FUTURE

I
I d.

e.

Airborne Communications
10. A vh£ signal with high frequency 

stability is best generated by:
a. Hartley oscillator.
b. X-cut quartz crystal oscilla

tor.
c. AT-cut quartz crystal oscil

lator.
d. AT-cut galena crystal oscil

lator.
e. Molecular resonance phe

nomenon of gases.
11. Which of the following types of 

amplifiers is well known as a high 
efficiency rf linear emplifier:

a. Wallman amplifier.
b. Doherty amplifier.
c. Grid modulated Class B am-1 

plifier.
d. Warner linear amplifier.
e. Class B linear amplifier.

12. The spectrum of an fm carrier:
a. Narrows with modulation 

index increase.
b. Becomes more dense with I 

modulation index increase. I
c. Is independent of modula- I 

tion index.
d. Width varies as the square I 

of the moldulation index ■ a|

The Answers

q-zn 
q-n 
3-OT 
v-6 
q-8 
0-4

CIRCLE 905 ON CAREER INQUIRY FORM
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	FANSTEEL HP Type Tantalum Capacitors

	(0, 1960

	GENERAL OFFICES: HARRISBURG, PENNSY LVA N IA

	Price ¿r Availability: $495 per unit; available from stock this September.

	Availability: Made to customer requirements, the unit can be delivered in 90 days.


	Digital Recorder 449

	Thermometers 406

	Availability: Custom built.

	Price Lx Availability: Price is $59.50.

	Price Lx Availability: $350 ea; from stock.
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	SILICONE NEWS from Dow Corning

	Polystyrene Film Capacitors 423

	Rotary Switch	644

	Price Availability: $12.75 to $26 ea; from stock.


	AC Breakdown Testers

	Cushions Electronic

	Packages at -90 to 25OC

	Wire That STRETCHES,


	Dow

	Price ¿r Availability: $310 ea, for absolute type; $12.50 ea and up. Delivery time is two weeks.

	Price & Availability: Standard units are priced at $270 ea, for differential or gage type. Delivery is from stock.

	83


	Pushbutton Switches

	393

	421

	Price Lx Availability: Price begins at $5.70 ea. Delivery time is 14 to 21 days.


	641

	645

	437

	heres de- yf orde?'

	Availability: Some units from stock.


	Silicon Rectifier

	442

	Pric Lx Availability: Delivery from stock takes 5 days Price is between $1.70 and $12 when or- derc I in quantities of 1000.



	THE FASTENER WITH USES UNLIMITED

	As a standard removable fastener or a blind rivet

	As a roller axle

	As cup hooks

	As a cabinet door strike

	As a plastic shelf support


	SIMMONS FASTENER

	SPRING-LOCK?

	CORPORATION

	Amplifier and Power Supply

	Telemetry Decommutator

	Availability: The unit is made on order.


	Thermal Impedance Meter

	THE ALLISON 532

	dependable

	in years of service


	Laboratories. Inc.

	day


	Coaxial Plug

	671

	>32 □

	Relay Analyzer	458

	Data Logger System

	435

	"x


	nc.

	Potentiometer 630

	Digital Modules 530

	Synchronous Demodulator

	Glass Dielectric Material

	500 Per Item

	CONTACT THESE AUTHORIZED ELMENCO INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS



	Sets New Standard in Miniature Reliability!


	THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO., INC

	WILLIMANTIC

	CONNECTICUT

	prompt delivery

	Price & Availability: Prices range from $15,000 to $24,000. Delivery time is 90 days.

	Digital Distribution 577 Unit

	Price & Availability: $35,000; 90 to 120 days.


	Thyratron Tubes 386

	Price ¿r Availability: $10.61 ea, from stock.





	DIFFUSED MESA TRANSISTORS FOR EVERY POWER RANGE!

	...WITH ADVANCED PACKAGES, HIGH VOLTAGES, h

	INTERMEDIATE POWER TRANSISTORS

	HIGH POWER TRANSISTORS


	ES,

	HIGH CUT-OFF FREQUENCIES,LOW RCSAND BETA LINEARITY

	SMALL SIGNAL

	TRANSISTORS

	MEDIUM POWER

	TRANSISTORS

	Printed Circuits

	Cyclic Timer

	Availability: Delivery time is currently 30 days.
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	Pressure Transducers 387

	Availability: Eight-week delivery time.

	i on the test re-



	Synchronous Motors 443

	Inertia Switch 445
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	■ in stock e to evs- 35 ea.


	Brazing Fixture 495

	Microwave Antenna 510 Pattern Range

	IF Amplifier	493

	^vaii ihility: Delivery time is 90 to 120 d lys.


	WHITE IS WHITE


	OAK Switches for Tough Jobs!

	Price Lx Availability: Price is $53.50 for one 115- v, 60-cps model. Price is subject to standard quantity discotint. Delivery is 8 to 10 weeks.

	Capacitance Bridge	367

	Pn e Lx Availability: $750; 30-day delivery.
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	MANUFACTURING CO.



	Price: An engineering kit containing 20 chokes

	can be furnished for $10.


	T.me Delay Relays

	Servo and Instrument Mechanisms

	Pric * ¿r Availability: Price ranges from $0.90 to ^2 a; production quantities are furnished from Stoc .
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	DIRECT READING

	FREQUENCY METERS

	Most Complete Line...

	For Every Purpose, Every Budget

	PPfl ELECTRONICS, INC. Fp

	iV Picture Tube

	410

	jr 489

	IF Transformer K t

	Price ir Availability: $19.95; im-

	mediate delivery from factory.


	Germanium

	Transistors

	An ¡lability: Through distributors

	w ' des offices.




	Cost-cutting Carbon controls!

	Molded Harnesses	422

	Thermocouples

	Availability: Delivery is from slock.


	Fibre-Glass-Reinforced Polyester

	Price & Availability: Prices range from $0.80 anil $15.40 per length. Delivery is from stock.

	108



	MOTOROLA

	. TRANSISTORS

	• ZENERS

	. RECTIFIERS

	DISTRIBUTORS



	LOWER Icbo

	TEMPERATURES

	MX

	Voltage Monitoring System 476

	Microminiature Components 486

	Digital Modules	373

	Price: $200 per printed circuit card.

	114
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	Lockheed MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION

	Systems Manager for the Navy POLARIS FBM; the Air Force AGEN A Satellite in the DISCOVERER, MIDAS and SAMOS Programs; Air Force X-7 ; and Army KINGFISHER

	AVAILABLE AGAIN

	Modular Amplifiers

	Price: $279 to $299 ea.



	OTHER FUSE POSTS MAY LOOK LIKE THESE... BUT ONLY LITTELFUSE HAS PDQ*

	DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

	Multi-Turn Potentiometer 617



	Now available...

	Price if Availability: About $12; four to six weeks for delivery.

	Pneumatic Check Bench 518

	Price if Availability: $2300 ea; 30-day delivery time.




	MILITARY TYPE

	Silicon Mesa Transistors

	Per: MIL-S 19500 99A

	Why not get in touch with us today1?
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	Price: $120.

	Price Lx Availability: $520 ea; from stock.

	Coax Devices, Dept. ED, Chelsea 50, Mass. Price ¿r Availability: Price is from $14 to $25 ea.

	Stress-Testing Oven 514

	Availability: Units are made on order.


	Instrument Tubes

	474

	TRIMMERS

	Banana-Plug Resistors

	TYPE


	AVAILABLE FROM STOCK s

	Silic

	Mici

	Hav

	Wirewound Resistors
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	Tant

	Bclanced-Phase Flex-Guide

	I960


	Silicone Dioxide Microspheres



	y ..bpnkn/.n.i±?Ji:

	Tantalum Capacitors 450

	Ceramic Capacitors



	Cobehn

	Scan Conversion Tube

	Availability: The tube is available in sample quantities only. Delivery can be made 30 days after order received.


	Time Code Generator


	LACROSSE ...

	one of those rare accomplishments that makes a man proud he’s an engineer

	Availability: Depends on applications.

	1960



	Soldering Machine

	Annealing Furnace

	STABILIZE ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS WITH THIS CONSTANT VOLTAGE UNIT

	Price Er Availability: Available from stock. Can be delivered 30 days after order received. Unit is priced at $3893, fob N.Y.


	Automatic Winding Machine

	Vibration Table

	Honeywell

	LEEDS
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	Spray Etcher

	271

	Price 6- Availability: $4000 ea; finished to customer specs and delivered in two to three weeks.


	Vacuum Systems

	272

	Price & Availability: Model 14B, $2,795; model 18B. $3,580. Delivery is from stock.


	Bench Welding Head

	273

	Availability: Stock to one week.
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	High Tape-to-Head Speed, Low Reel Speed

	Four Heads

	Are Better Than One

	Equipment-Generated Hot Air Preheats Tape




	KEITHLEY ELECTROMETERS have up to

	64 voltage, resistance and

	TT A UrP MANUFACTURING THE JL1£1£V X COMPANY

	210 Bartholomew Ave./ Hartford 1, Conn

	Punched Cards Program Diode Function Generator

	Powerless Pilot Lamp Glows Even in Bright Daylight
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	J HERE’S

	TIME-SAVING 1

	NEWS

	NEW MINIATURE AGASTAT

	AGASTAT TIMING INSTRUMENTS



	LABORATORY PERFORMANCE AT 72 THE COST!

	ANNOUNCING

	EPOXY-GLASS

	LAMICOID

	COMBINES THESE PROPERTIES

	KROHN-HITE CORPORATION



	Digital FM Technique Delay

	on Magnetostrictiv

	Conventional Methods Employ AM, FM, or PCM

	NEW MIL-T-4807 30 G SHOCK AND VIBRATION TESTS

	HEAVY DUTY "M” SERIES

	RELAY RACK CABINETS

	VARIABLES... ALL TO CUSTOMER SPECS

	ONE SOURCE... 	

	Copper Laminate Board Ideal for RF Breadboarding

	Robert H. Pickard, Electronic Scientist, Goddard Space Flight Center, U.S. Naval Station, Washington, D.C.


	Tunnel Diode Is Sensitive Level Detector

	TUNNEL DIODE -


	J



	ultra-high precision capacitors

	SOUTHERN ELECTRONICS

	Vp	vF

	VOLTAGE
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	The future from your point of view
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